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1. Silly Humans
SleepingFourth had no way to make humans understand.
He knew something was up, but because humans have no
sense of smell, they don’t notice that some humans are fake.
They are really plants. Even though they could move, his
manes told him they were certainly in the archwood phylum
and not the humanoid. It was possible that humans knew and
were happy with it, but he didn’t think so. Maybe he just
wasn’t comfortable with the change.
Everything around humans was always changing. They
were always busy building, tearing down, digging, planting,
making new. They were never satisfied with anything they
did. It had gotten a little better since they were no longer
ephemeral, but they still ran around like they had burning
tails most of the time.
He’d recently taken a new human, they come in male and
female and this was a female, a high quality one. She knew a
few words, not enough to converse but she could at least tell
him where they were going without pointing the way. She
was dark skinned and firm fleshed and quite hardy. She
wasn’t as chatterbox as some, but the other humans around
her listened when she spoke.
He’d known this one for about as long as they used to live
when they were ephemeral, maybe a little longer. She and her
mate had recently come from a nearby nest, the nest his
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former human had gone to. She was involved in repairing
windwheels, this was the third set of them she’d been
involved in. She went to them if they had stopped turning,
and she would visit them and speak with other humans at
them, sometimes climb up inside them, but after a few years
of her visits, the wheel would start turning again. Soon after it
did she would then loose interest in that one and start riding
him to a different one, one that was not turning.
SleepingFourth could not understand why humans made
windwheels in the first place. They made them of cast stone,
they’re now better at casting stone than Wehnts and Vamish
ever were. One of the last things to happen in his life was the
invasion of those creatures from god Pronna. Humans were
the last and the most virulent but the least harmful. Vamish
were generally meaner than the humans but the humans
reproduced with enthusiasm and soon overran them all so no
Wehnts or Vamish remained for more than a few years after
god Pronna left. Humans made all kinds of devices, some
were easily understood like wheels, fences and gates, but
windwheels were almost as incomprehensible as the devices
of the Pronna.
The Pronna device he missed the most was the one with
the ability to translate human sounds into keda signs. There
was one in every human camp at one time, kedas and humans
could pretty much talk to each other thru them. There were
the misunderstandings that could be expected between a
hermaphroditic society and a heterosexual society, an eternal
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society and an ephemeral society and a few more brought on
by the twelve to one difference in size. That didn’t matter,
there was communication and thru that communication he
learned that humans are people too and think about things and
have opinions. The parts of the world they are concerned with
don’t overlap that much, the kedas are concerned with their
fields of course, but also with their friends among the other
kedas who’s paths crossed theirs. Humans are mainly
concerned with things within their nests and gardens or other
humans. Even so they worked well together and he thought of
his human as a good friend.
Right now his human was in sight. She was at a lean-to
made of sawn tree-trunk the humans had put up near the base
of this windwheel. This was miles farther out to the southeast,
where there were more of these humans that are really
archwoods. She was leaning on the post at the corner of that
strap-up. Her huge mane of head fibers weren’t quite as curly
as they used to be, but blew in the gentle breeze more than
they used to. This human is one of the prettiest he’s ever had
and he was proud to have her sit up on his shoulders. Some of
the places she went with him were interesting also, so he had
to say his life was good right now.
She knew maps, that was good, humans and kedas could
learn to understand each other over maps and this one was
willing to devote the time to even do detail maps. Humans
had a substance they could mark on and bring with them,
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which is actually more convenient than marking in the dirt,
even though you have to carry the thing with you. His new
human has a seed-pod with a marble on it that can project the
picture on the ground (but it doesn’t stay like lines drawn in
the dirt) and shows him those maps, which are very detailed,
more detailed than if you spent the whole light drawing it. At
the same time they are simple, they are simply views from
high above like god Pronna had.
Right now human after human was coming to speak with
her. She was partially covered in woven plant fibers at this
time, a little looser than she usually wears, but covering only
the main part of her body, leaving her limbs free. It was a
temperature that humans start to find uncomfortable, most of
them being unable to just slow down so the heat radiated is
less than the heat generated by their motion. At least his
human was smart enough to do that, she just leaned on the
post and talked with the other humans, often looking at things
like their portable maps, but full of only their marks.
At one point a couple truckers came by pulling a rather
big wagon with two more humans and a great big box on it.
He looked up the windwheel tower and saw other humans
letting down a whole skein of ropes. There was a big stick full
of rollers on it with some hooks hanging off the bottom.
SleepingFourth looked over those truckers. He knew if any
encounter with the likes of them took place he would
probably get an egg out of it. He was nowhere near lonely
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enough to brood an egg so he kept his nostril decorous, even
though their pheromones did their damnedest to pry it open.
Their eyes on him told him their tongues would be in it as
soon as there was a crack. He kept his eyes calm, not wanting
to be provocative, and soon the humans with them got their
attention and got them to think about the wagon and harness
again.
His human went over to watch the humans wrap ropes
around the big box and hook them to the stick full of rollers.
Humans, with their sprays of nimble little fingers, are quick
with knots and soon had the ropes tied on. The trucker team
got their humans to unhook them and walk with them over to
the little bit of pasture in front of the windwheel tower where
SleepingFourth spent the light. If these guys were hungry
there wouldn’t be much left.
“I see this field’s unmarked,” the bigger one said. He was
an eight, the smaller was a ten, but each of his legs were no
bigger than SleepingFourth’s. This guy had twice as much leg
and he wasn’t shy about bulging. He was dark brown with a
hint of maroon, tiny speckles, highlights and manes that were
the color of the skin of a yellow-haired human. He had glossy
black eyes with stalks fading to the color of mane or body.
“This is public pasture, but I’m not looking for an egg if
that’s what you’re thinking.”
“I was thinking of a little tongue, but I can give as well as
get, no egg offered or taken.”
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The big eight was called LeftFive, the ten was CircleTwo.
They had fun with their tongues for awhile while his human
went up inside that tower. It was obvious that LeftFive and
CircleTwo were passionate lovers and wanted to participate in
right handed and left handed triangles here in the late sun.
SleepingFourth wound up going along just to keep up his part
in the game. They were all kind of stoned from the hormones
after and lay around on the ribbonleaves more than they ate
them.
It was hours before the big crate came down from the
tower. “We’re going to be going,” LeftFive said, “but I hope
we meet again, keep that tongue limber.”
“I’ll be coming here until this windwheel turns again, so
if you get out this way before then, see you then.”
They each flashed nostrils as they parted, then yawned
and curled their tongues. SleepingFourth replied but was
languid with the encounter, one of the best in the past year or
so. His human came back out of the tower soon after, but
stayed and talked to more humans at the base of the tower
until LeftFive and CircleTwo were hooked up and pulling.
They were just going by when she got to him.
“We delivered something,” LeftFive said. “This box is
empty now.”
His human approached and made the sign for home, or at
least the closest approximation a human can make with their
fingers. They can’t speak with their eyes, they have only two
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and they are mounted deep in their head and if they extend
them an eighth of an inch they think they’re on a tentacle like
keda eyes. She was nimble getting to his back, just one foot
on the back of the upper second leg and she was on. She
straddled his second pelvis and put her forepaws lightly on
his first if he was going at more than a twine. She wouldn’t
get down and cling til he was at a full bolt, which she allowed
him whenever he wanted it.
There were times when she used a saddle on him, when
she had more to carry than would fit in her shoulder bag, or
when there were going to be important-looking humans
around. She would sometimes do it if her mate came with her,
but he was getting better at staying aboard his third pelvis the
last few years, so there had been a few times that both of
them had been out without one. Most times she came out
here, she didn’t use it. Some people would rather, especially
if their human is smelly or damp, water seeps thru their skins
if they get too hot. His own human was very pleasant to the
touch and he was glad she left off the extra weight and
stiffness.
They were far enough from the biggest concentrations of
humans that there was some wilderness here and there, even a
couple spots that had reverted to wild prairie. He often took
the liberty of thundering across it for the exercise, in a full
bolt, crossing that mile in less than two minutes.
This was such a day and she clung to his heaving body
and chirped with delight until he came across a smell. It was
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of the archwood in human shape and color, but strong, and
rotted. He nearly slid to a stop, his human shrieked and clung,
almost getting a forepaw in one of his nostrils. She slid
forward and her feet clipped a couple of his manes painfully
as she fell over his shoulder onto the ribbonleaves.
He began following the advice of those manes, and
stalked thru the wild vedn of this mini-prairie more like a
theirops than a keda. His human jumped back on top of him
and tried to point him in the direction they were going,
making noises like, “What are you doing? Home’s over that
way, there’s nobody we even know out this way,” but he
pointed toward the source of the odor. She made some more
noises, “Smells like someone’s compost pile,” and looked
ahead. SleepingFourth pranced in that direction, followed the
wind a little and didn’t quite see it til his human emitted a
shrill and piercing noise, surprisingly loud for such a little
thing.
She hurried over to it. It was in the form of a human and
the color of a human. Inside, because plenty of its insides
were visible, it was all made of vegetable matter and she
shrieked all the more and covered her mouth.
She didn’t touch it, but his human has an extra craft-work
eye on her finger, it didn’t grow there. That seed pod and
marble can remember what it saw and later project it. He
wouldn’t have understood that if he hadn’t been trained by
Pronna long before humans ever came here. She pointed that
eye on her finger at the remains while her body was wracked
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with waves. Sometimes humans will regurgitate when they
move like that but she did not. Next she pointed the marble
on her seed pod at the eye on her finger, the eye on her finger
lit up a little, but didn’t do much more. It looked like Pronna
magic in some ways, but no tunnels appeared in the ground
with Vamish climbing out of them.
They settled down to wait. His human was standing
beside the remains, then came and sat down and leaned on
him. She was no longer interested in going home. She took
off her plant-fiber wrapper and snagged it on the nearest bush,
then came back and leaned on him again. Human skin is
pleasant enough. It’s not real tough but it’s comfortable. Only
their heels, knees, elbows, fists and heads are hard enough to
cause any pain at all. What passes for claws on them are just
hard and sharp enough to comb out your fur if they get
aggressive at it, the only time they can hurt is if they claw you
in a nostril or eyeball.
The humans with nostrils, which was the kind he had
now, had them between their hind legs, and people have told
him that they are actually big enough for a keda tongue to
explore. He’d had several female humans and had never tried
it, and wouldn’t try it with this one. This one was nearly
monogamous with one particular human male, only mated
with a few others a year. She would not be one to engage in
the outer boundaries of sexual exploration and to be honest,
he wasn’t either. He was more likely to be proud of himself
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for not being tempted into that outer boundary of exploration
in spite of how cute and cuddly his present human was.
She poked the little holes drilled into that seed pod and
looked into the marble til he got tired of watching her. At
least he had food out here. It would somehow be impolite of
him to get up while his human was resting against him. If he
started to eat what he could from here, some humans were
smart enough and considerate enough to get up and let him
move around. Some don’t understand and you have to gently
slither out from under them, he knew already that this one
understood. She didn’t really get up, but rolled over and came
up on her elbows laying on her belly with that seed pod right
in front of her where she could pick it up and put that marble
to her eye.
Human forepaws are made for using devices, unlike keda
claws. We can and do use a few devices, but devices are not
needed in keda society any more. Humans provide more than
enough devices. He thought about the length of time god
Pronna was here, four thousand centuries, and how quickly
humans had grown to a third of his powers, four hundred
centuries.
Kortrax was getting low, so SleepingFourth used the
opportunity to get some wild greens into his digestive system.
That is the keda’s adaptation to life, as long as there are
ribbonleaves, we have something to eat. Something we know
will be good for us, something we can digest. We don’t have
to devote every waking second to a desperate quest for
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survival. We can build conclaves and have learned meetings
where strategy and armament for excursions into the wilds
are discussed. Where children are kept three burrows down
into the conclave so they are able and educated before they
first view the surface.
His human poked the seed pod’s holes and looked in its
marble thru the later part of the day. She had water in her bag,
SleepingFourth could have used some at the time. He tried to
find some juicier ribbonleaves instead and that was little help.
Somewhere in this square mile of prairie there had to be some
water. He told his human he was going to look for some, she
actually seemed to understand and offered some of hers. It
wasn’t very much, he was thinking of something more like a
brook of water than a small skinful. He waved a ‘thanks
anyway’ and went to find some. She didn’t come running
after him so he figured she understood enough.
It took him half an hour to find a way thru the brush and
reeds on the side of the only trickle crossing this field, by the
time he returned, his human’s mate had arrived and she
wanted him to carry both of them, and pull a cart with the
dead and dismembered archwood-human on it. When he was
a little skeptical of that plan, his human’s mate started
walking, leaving him with his own human and the cart. He
was OK with it, really, but he needed a second to think about
it. It was twelve miles back to his scrape from here. He
couldn’t get to a twine with both of them on him, her mate
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was heavier than she was and stayed on his third pelvis. He
helped his human get this light and flimsy harness on, she got
on and they pulled the plant human on the cart.
Her mate got on less than half a mile ahead because she
wanted to go slowly and stay with him. They took him to
their enormous nest pile that is a little way beyond his home.
There are human nests piled in a tower, twice as high as it is
wide, as high as the mountain with the scamps on it. The
crystal human nests are piled in arms and arches, all pointing
up, he lost count at two hundred levels, but that was so high
he couldn’t see the levels any higher. Both humans left him
and carried the dead plant human inside. They were gone so
long he thought about getting out of the harness and going
home, but then his human came out alone. She guided him on
an even longer journey away from home, long enough that he
was thinking about protesting. It was all the way to the far
side of the big round pond humans made over a hundred
centuries ago. He had to consider how honest his human was,
she could just as well have gotten on and pointed rather than
projecting a map from that seed pod. He would respect her
honesty and take her there.
Once there, he understood, the cart went here. This was
the place where the humans bring all their dead. The fact that
they brought the dead plant human to the huge nest pile
instead of their usual honoring point lead him to believe the
humans understood that there was a fundamental difference
between themselves and these pseudo-humans. He’d like to
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think he had served them well by getting them to notice these
imposters.
SleepingFourth could look at it philosophically, this world
was very fertile and it was going to attract invasive
organisms. Of the ones god Pronna brought, the humans were
preferable. He lived outdoors now, he had stimulating
encounters, he got as much to eat as he wanted, and he got
interesting things to do. The land was certainly lusher than
ever, so lush it had to be cleared to maintain pasture. His own
pasture had been better than ever since the pond was now part
of it. He loved the fact that he could go out in the water and
play with lots of humans. He was pretty sure the archwood
imposters wouldn’t play at getting flipped into the water off
his face.
Finally the cart was unhitched, brought inside and after
whatever human ceremonies were also necessary, his human
came back out. She hopped on and said ‘home’ once again
and he was only too glad to oblige.
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2. The Fake Corpse
By the time Dyoniss got to the scene, the position of
Kortrax was great for scenic nude photography but horrible
for gathering evidence. It was plenty good enough to see the
particulars however. It looked like a body, dead, not yet
bloated. It was dressed in an ill-fitting, cheap, thinfelt worker
with no color or pattern. The garment was open to the genitals
and so was the body within. All Dyoniss could think of was a
sword stroke, from a very heavy and sharp and powerful
sword, maybe even a battle-ax. The reason he wasn’t already
puking from the pure butchery of that wound was the fact that
instead of human viscera, it was filled with what looked more
like the flesh of a panip or even an overripe and woody lorv,
but greener and full of seeds like kava-ka.
Kessil had already taken a few pictures over an hour ago.
He went over those also, it never hurt to look at every
possible view. His snifters told him this was a plant, an
archwood. It would certainly be interesting if anyone could
identify this body. He would have to keep the wound out of
the picture he showed around. The face wasn’t pretty, the
color was off, it was expressionless, almost like a mask. The
word ‘zombie’ came to mind.
“You don’t seem very affected by it?” Kessil asked.
“I can see it’s a plant, yes it’s in the shape and color of a
human to some extent on the surface, but it’s clearly not
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human.”
“I guess your head can focus on the inside, I must be
more oriented toward the surface. I see a human.”
“Or instinctively avert your eyes from places you know
guts will be.”
“Yeah I’ve had practice at that.”
Kessil was actually from the plains, and had seen it quite
a lot. Most gore she’d seen was from butchering mrang, but
the aversion was from seeing her daughter’s eviscerated body
after a three-horned mrang caught her stealing eggs.
“So I don’t know if I should bring the Temple cart in or
not,” Dyoniss said. “Those remains are clearly not human.”
“Don’t you think there’s a lab around who will want to
look at this?”
“I’m sure Ksennen would with a little persuasion.”
“Send it there and give her all the persuasion she wants,”
Kessil said, “Ali is coming back to the Blue Kite next week
and I haven’t seen the girls down there in awhile.”
“You need to hear from someone with problems?” he
asked. He’d be glad to be there also, it was a rare treat when
the Blue Kite got a caravan act onto their stage.
“Something like that.”
“I’ll get the cart,” he said and with a kiss, a squeeze and a
lacing of fingers, he was away.
It was pretty dark now, SleepingFourth was back from the
brook and had stopped picking at the ribbonleaves and was in
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danger of getting comfortable out here. If he started to sink a
scrape Kessil would have to stop him, there are signs all
around this preserve. There’s not a lot of pressure on this
park. Its operators provide free fences and traps to all abutting
property and have largely quelled neighborhood opposition to
a square mile of wild land in their midst. All the streetcar and
freight companies around use it as keda graze so it gets
adequate herbivore activity, and it’s protected from large
carnivores by the tens of miles of farmland around it, as well
as the fact that it is far too small to support anything bigger
than a feral mindune.
It took the two of them to get this corpse or hoax or
whatever it was onto the cart. “Do you think you can get
SleepingFourth to pull this cart as well as carry both of us?”
Dyoniss asked.
“There’s some possibility, it’s not real late yet, but I know
he wants to get home. That eye watching us is like a human
tapping his foot.”
“Then let’s hook him up and get out of here,” Dyoniss
said.
The light little cart had a single-band hitch with an
adjustable belly guide that they had to put way out to fit him.
He balked at carrying him, so Dyoniss had to walk beside
them. He knew SleepingFourth was annoyed at being slowed
so he and Kessil could converse as they hiked. He had to give
Kessil credit for enforcing it. She was ready to get off and tell
him to bring the cart to the tower by himself. Since
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SleepingFourth considered himself the lord of all he surveyed
as long as he had Kessil on his back, he gave in.
“So what do we know so far?” Dyoniss asked, and started
answering himself. “We have a replica of a human.”
“Not a very good one.”
“But probably good enough to pass from a distance, and it
has the look of a person you really don’t want a closer look
at, so this thing could probably buy and sell produce without
attracting scientific attention.”
“I’ll give you that,” she said, “I’ve seen worse when
buying and selling produce.”
“Maybe some of them are creatures like this?”
“I’ll be on the lookout from now on, you’re saying we
could be infiltrated by a plant species?”
“Well they could have a competitive advantage if they
could grow themselves and then walk to market, leaving the
beds all tilled up with their seeds.”
Dyoniss couldn’t see it, “Some standsman has to agree to
it when some dude comes up to him and says, ‘Hey you can
cut me up for panip at three pounds to the penny. My sons
will be in to collect next summer.’”
“Yeesh, so what could this be?” Kessil asked.
“Remember that zombie movie they recently re-made?”
“The one Yhikhiing wrote, The Pod People?”
“Yeah, you first read it during the antidote crisis,”
Dyoniss said.
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“I started it then. Yeah, I remember that book, even
though I lost it before I ever finished it.”
“They could be doing this to promote the re-make of their
movie.”
“What is the studio?”
Dyoniss actually didn’t remember, he had to pull up his
pocket eye and look it up, there was still enough light to run
it. “One Plains Cinema. They still have both remakes
available, but nowhere do they acknowledge Yhikhiing in any
way.”
“That starts them out shady in my mind,” she said. “I first
read that book in 1232244 and 45, and both the movies follow
the book much closer than most movies that tout how closely
they’re following the book.”
“More closely than ‘The Witch of the Ancient
Windwheel’ followed the truth.” It hadn’t disclosed the
atrocities committed by the witch on the first Centorin to
climb up to see her, carrying a vial of the antidote.
“I don’t doubt that,” Kessil said. “I also don’t like the fact
that the female lead looks more like me than the witch did.”
“It’s Aleenya in both movies,” Dyoniss said. She also
starred in the remake of the zombie movie and has been a
bright-light celebrity ever since.
“We hoped she’d have a good career,” Kessil said, “The
Witch of the Ancient Windwheel will make more in the long
run that way.”
“Yeah, and you have to admit Mbeshna couldn’t have
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slanted it any better. Any more and it would look contrived,
just enough honesty to be realistic.”
“Yeah,” he knew she was a little uncomfortable with the
slant herself, “but it’s still funding wheels,” she sighed.
Not too much later, they still hadn’t come half a mile,
SleepingFourth got tired of dragging along at human pace and
agreed to let Dyoniss ride behind Kessil. He was glad to put
his arms around her as they rode, even if she was wearing a
loose jersey. They made better time from then on, and were
soon approaching urban land, putting an end to the fun they
were having.
SleepingFourth questioned Kessil when they didn’t take
the path off the main road. This road would soon become
Howling Chorus Avenue on the very eastern point of the the
Ydontrostl Cities. There was already a long-line tube that
hurtled over this road and avenue, but there were no switches
on that tube til it reached East Hdengragger Circle, and it
actually took two laps around that circle to get switched into a
ring that could access a station on that circle. Some day the
local line might come out this far, but it would be another
century at least. It was a mile before the first square with real
townhomes around it, it was unlikely the tube line would
make it beyond there in this phase of construction.
Kessil got SleepingFourth to keep going, all the way
down Howling Chorus Avenue to the Tower of the Blue Kite.
Ksennen’s lab is on the eighth floor of the tower. Because
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Embabbin was now giving him a quantity discount on
elevator service, he used his key. Ksennen herself wasn’t in at
the time, he wouldn’t have expected it of her, the dusk was
young and she was a pretty and vivacious girl who was
probably somewhere in the club right now.
The desk girl was Nyameis, who was sharp enough to
immediately recognize that she was looking at a question of
basic science as soon as she saw the body. She messaged the
Temple with a picture just before dark rates went into effect.
They immediately replied that they would get a geneticist out
from Yuhal ASAP. Nyameis posted an alert to Ksennen
herself. She said she would consult a media presentation
specialist, there were several with offices in the building,
before saying anything to the press. That meant the Blue Kite
News Agency, also in this building and one of the businesses
owned by the band that owned the building. She knew a lot of
documentation would be needed. Kessil left to take
SleepingFourth home.
When Kessil was out of sight, the girl said, “I’ve heard of
you two, you know Ksennen well, am I right?”
“Yes, I’m proud to say, a fine woman as well as genetic
scientist.”
“I’m glad we agree, although I only have experience with
the genetic scientist part and I’m a key-in clerk compared to
her in that department.”
“You’re almost as beautiful as she is but not as Elvish.”
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“You must have a thing for Elves, Kessil’s got some I
bet.”
“A grandparent met an Elf near Vnassvuur in the floods of
the 53rd.”
“You probably think jugs like mine are way too big?”
“They can be a nice change,” Dyoniss said, “but I don’t
have time today. Kessil will be shook after this, even though
she didn’t look it. I wouldn’t want to leave her this evening.”
“That’s considerate of you, but she’ll be long enough
getting to that Temple and back that we could step into the
inner office?”
Dyoniss sighed, “How about some time when I come by
and you’re here and have someone to cover for you for an
hour or so?”
“An hour? I never take an hour. I can be from this desk to
the sheets in a sixth floor room in a minute and thirty four.”
“That’s probably the building record,” Dyoniss said. “I
don’t believe I’ve ever made it thru the line for a room at the
Blue Kite in less than five minutes.”
“You don’t know the building door?”
“Any time I’m in the line I’m already in the club.”
“What about when you’re with Ksennen?”
“How does she feel about you investigating her personal
life? How well do you know her?”
“She’s crowed about you,” the girl said, “not loudly, but
she’s used the words ‘I had a very fine sleep’ when she didn’t
know that I knew it was with you.”
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“Have you been following us around?” Dyoniss only slept
with Ksennen twice a year or so. It helped keep the business
between her genetics lab and Gaiiss investigations friendly
and was very fine variety to boot. Gaicher probably gave her
more sex, but he was more one for quickies than the sleep.
Dyoniss didn’t really know this girl and didn’t know if
Gaicher did. “How long have you been working here?”
“Easy, it’s not like that at all. It’s a happy family I want in
on, that’s all. Ksennen and I have teamed up, I already know
we’ve got similar tastes. I’ve probably known her, not close
but to go out and party with, at least twenty decades. I like
her, I freely admit I’d like to know more.”
“You’re not alike in clothes,” this girl was in an almost
severe pencil skirt and tight denim vest. Ksennen favored
barely polite wisps of cloth that could be easily brushed aside
by anyone with any interest in her body.
“This isn’t my club dress. If you own the place you get to
come in wearing whatever. But at the front desk it’s
different.”
“So why haven’t I seen you?” She was well built, more
like Shreihin than anyone else he knew.
“I’ve talked more to Gaicher so far. He nailed me good
when I brought up some results for him.”
“Gaicher and I are opposites in that, I’m for the sleep
most of the time, but I can have fun with a one-hour interlude
also now and then.” Shreihin was one of them.
“While I rarely have an encounter that lasts a whole
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hour.”
“I’m sure we’ll get a chance some lunch hour, I’ll keep
you in mind.”
“I’m here every Afternoonday, contracted, though I’m
usually relieved long before now. Of course I’d never think
about dusk now that you’ve brought this in and a scientist
from the Temple is on his way. I’m curious to find out how it
was made.”
“Got any theories?” Dyoniss asked.
“Well, first of all, it was made to look very much like a
person who’d been murdered. Slashed open with a sword was
what I’d guess. If anything else I would say it was blown
open. I’m glad you have some pictures of where it was found,
we’d probably learn the most if you could find any evidence
of how it was put there where you found it. You’re an
investigator right? You’d have to go interview everyone in the
area.”
“It was on a little piece of wild prairie, only about a
square mile, but there’s hundreds who live on the periphery.
Kessil inspected the site, it’s ribbonleaves and a few kinds of
rikes, not great tracking ground but good enough for her. She
said it looked like it came stumbling from the middle of the
wilderness, already wounded, and fell only a few feet from
where it lay and crawled the last few feet, then turned on its
back to die. She said there were no tracks that showed any
evidence that it fought whatever it fought at that spot. She
didn’t follow its tracks backwards however. She said it looked
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like a couple nyobbas had come by but neither fed. There was
a flock of fruitpeckers on it as SleepingFourth sauntered up,
that’s probably why it’s all scrambled like it is.”
“Wait, you’re saying this thing was alive?”
“What else would it be?”
“Some kind of a hoax or prop. I suspected it was the
special effects department of that Zombie movie that made it,
they’re coming out with a sequel to the remake you know?”
“We talked about that ourselves,” Dyoniss said, “but the
tracks say it staggered there under its own power. If it was
just my inspection of the tracks, I wouldn’t be that confident,
but she’s had many decades on the plains and goes back a few
times a century. After I took the cart to pick it up, it was
immediately obvious even to me that no cart had been there
before and no keda but SleepingFourth.”
“That makes it a lot harder to pin it on the movie
company, their special effects department isn’t that good. But
that thing’s a fruit, the pulp is full of seeds. I’ll be really
surprised if we find a mechanism in there.”
“That guy from Yuhal will probably take the tube and be
here in a couple hours,” he said. “Do you need to arrange
quarters or anything?”
“I’m sure the Temple contacts the Blue Kite at levels you
and I aren’t going to meet.”
“There is that, but really, I’ve got to go. Kessil has farther
to go but she’s got SleepingFourth and I’ve got my good
hiking boots.”
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“There’ll be streetcars.”
“Not down Saseraik Walk,” he said. It wasn’t wide
enough to get a streetcar into, much less straight and level
enough. Their house is right at the bottom of the steps a few
houses passed Yashmi’s walk. That is where Saseraik
descends deeper into the vale that begins at the pond Yashmi
built. Those paths are called a ‘Walk’s for a reason.
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3. An Unexpected Visitor
Kessil came in from the garden a week later. It was
decades now, but she still wasn’t used to this house, having
thought of it as Byiroi’s for a mortal lifetime. It was a fine
house, low to the ground with solid stone walls and a thick
bigleaf roof with plenty of room, a nice little ornamental yard
in front, shaded with the year round blooms of edenflower
and kosrike.
The kitchen was now better equipped than Yashmi’s with
gas burners and oven, a cooler, a vent hood over the grill,
which could burn either wood or gas, and more shelf space,
counter space and bins. Of course this had taken them three
years and four coppers to build, but there was no way they
were going to use the kitchen as Byiroi left it, an open
fireplace with a grate, A ceramic tub with hose and stopper,
three big and creaky wicker bins and a moldy two by six by
three inch thick plank on saw horses for a counter top.
She put the harvest on the counter and wondered if she
was cooking for one or two. Dyoniss was finishing his day by
stopping in to ask Ksennen what she’d learned about the plant
man. There was a fifty-fifty chance he wouldn’t be back til
Nightday lunch. It was getting pretty late in the dusk, very
unlikely Dyoniss would be having duskmeal here today.
She knew their variety seeking was on an upswing.
During the time Enlin was one and two they’d been pretty
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exclusive, and remained in that habit for a few decades after.
Since then it had been higher, she had spent half a decade on
the plains, Dyoniss had come home one sleep a week quite
often for a few years and at one point she was afraid he would
have moved in with Shreihin if he could have put a four mile
long rope bridge from the ridge to the tower. They were more
settled now, home two nights a week, together, most of the
time. Dusk was the most likely time for one or the other or
both of them to be out.
She peeled and quartered only one panip, got that in the
smallest cook pot and put it on the smallest burner. While that
heated she matted a handful of the thesh she had just brought
in and spiral-rolled it with some of the rinko and a few
handfuls of spices. Once the panip was boiling she threw
some spices for that in the water, turned it all the way down
and put the rinko roll-up under a baking bowl on the grill.
While that was cooking she put the remaining thesh and
rinko away. It was enough for a few days at least. Yashmi and
Byiroi would be taking the remaining rinko they picked today
to market tomorrow, probably somewhere near a well-lit tap
in Blue Kite Plaza. They would only be taking the hand-cart
so there was no need to go thru the hassle of getting
SleepingFourth up in the dark.
“Smells good in there,” she heard a familiar voice, but
one she wouldn’t have expected to hear within a thousand
miles of here.
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“Alamfrei, what the hell?” she shouted, but practically
dropped the rinko bin and ran. He was at their front gate, the
one at the bottom of the steps on Saseraik Walk. Their front
court wall is the retaining wall and railing for those steps.
She had already jumped into his arms and let him spin her
around once before she said. “I had no idea you were coming,
I just started duskmeal but it’s just one panip and a rinko rollup.”
“Sorry to interrupt.”
“Sorry I didn’t make more.”
“Where’s Dyoniss?”
“Trying to get information out of his genetic analysis
vendor.”
“From the hour and your voice I’m guessing he may have
to pry it out of her with something long and hard?”
“You figured out their business relationship.”
“And hope to seize my opportunity,” he said while seizing
her a little harder than she really liked. He was always like
that, a little more turned up than she felt now.
Back then, when he was fathering Akanee, she had been
too much like that herself. It could just as well have been her
that met the Mother when harvesting the eggs of a threehorned mrang. She wasn’t as sure of her feelings for him now
as she was then, but his body still excited hers, there was no
denying that. “So what brings you here?” Kessil asked as she
lead him into the house.
He had to stop kneading her to walk, but she’d get plenty
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more, she was sure. “Powwow,” he said, “a BIG one, and
only sixty five miles from a tube station. It’s called the All
Basin Powwow. There’s five miles of tents on the Skyalloon
Chapparal and claws thudding the turf round the week.
There’s Northmen there and they’re talking about nothing but
cargoes landing from the stars.”
“We all know interplanetary commerce is way up in this
system since the Highliner got here,” Kessil said. The main
thing it brought were miners. He might not have the latest
outer space info. “I hope you’re aware there’s a deathstar in
the system, and none can prove it’s not the overmarshall’s.
It’s already attacked Hoth, years ago.”
“Yeah, anyway, that’s what the northers are talking about
too. It’s that Knights’ base on Hoth that drew it, not us. What
I’ve got to talk about is wowing about this place you live in.
Is this really your house?”
“I share it with Dyoniss.”
“You said you were in an ancient hangleaf.”
“I was, Dyoniss and I moved over here a few decades ago
and cleared down to the pond out back so we could make
some of the keda field into garden.”
“I want to see that too but this room is big enough to have
half the tribe over.”
“Sure,” Kessil said, “they couldn’t all sleep here...”
“They could bring bedrolls.”
“I’m sure your site at the powwow is much closer to the
action than this and I’m surprised you can afford the tube,
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much less the rest of them.”
“I’m just saying it’s a magnificent space.”
“Glad you like what we’ve done with it. It used to be
three low-ceiling rooms and a cluttered attic. The only
purpose of the walls dividing those rooms was to hold the
attic up, they were completely separate from the structure of
the roof, so we took them all out.”
“I love it, it’s got the air of the center tent. So lets see the
rest of the place, it looks like it goes back quite a ways.”
“Next is the kitchen.” It was another stone foundation
roofed over with bigleaf, built into the hill on one side, open
to the stone-paved garden court on the other.
“Wow, big city all the way.”
“You should have seen how it was, we set up better
kitchens while out on drives.”
He caressed her ass while saying, “So where’s the
bedroom?”
“You might be getting too frisky for me in modern times.
I have every intention of having my duskmeal before I make
your journey worth the price.”
“Oooo, I’m all anticipation now,” he said and pinched her
nib.
At least he didn’t do that too hard, “So anticipate, what
can I get you to eat?”
“I’ll slap something from the brine jar on this grill and
maybe chew some rinko if you got it?”
“We just brought in a few pounds, second bin over there,
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none of it ground contact. We’ve got a few red-tails in the
brine jar and at least one yellow-stripe. There’s a blue ring
hanging on the porch post that should be ready. I’d be
cooking it already if I thought Dyoniss was coming. And how
about we split this first roll-up and I’ll whip up another?”
He ducked out to the porch to see the meat hanging there.
“Nice blue ring, where’d you get him?”
“In the rinko. He missed all the traps but got so enthralled
that he forgot when Noonsleep ended and Byiroi got him this
wakeup.”
“And he gave him to you?”
“There were three, he got two with a blowgun. He kept
one big enough that they can invite people over with that one
on the platter.” Kessil was already matting the thesh for the
second roll-up. Alamfrei handed over the rinko he’d pulled
out to chew. She spread it and put the spices on while saying,
“So you came all this way just to see my bedroom?”
“No, that’s not really why I’m here.”
“Oh?”
“Your dad is missing.”
Kessil’s knees wobbled, “At the powwow?”
“He disappeared on the way. It delayed us two weeks
trying to find him. We’d still be there if we hadn’t tracked
him this way.”
“Did he ride off on Wraith?” she asked.
“Yes, his keda is gone too, along with his kit and toilet
roll.” For those of Centorin bent, a toilet roll is not a roll of
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paper but a round case that unrolls to pockets for soap,
toothbrush and everything else the carrier considers essential
for personal maintenance in a convenient and rugged package
suitable for life on the plains, or on the road in a big city.
“So he knew he was going, he didn’t get lured off in a
drunken stupor?”
“No. He’s been better at that since the last time you were
out.”
It was decades already wasn’t it? Was it only one trip
since Enlin left? “I guess that’s a good thing. I would say he
knows what he’s doing and where he is. If he’s on Wraith
there’s nothing on the plains that can catch them and hurt
them, and if he encounters habitation the only thing he’s
going to hurt is his pecker.” Her father had been a more
enthusiastic variety seeker than her mother.
“We think he may be losing his mind,” Alamfrei said.
“Why?”
“He confided to Yuni that he was going in search of an
ancient weapons cache to defend us against the zombies.”
Kessil laughed heartily. Though her parents weren’t prime
partners any more, Innen still hung around Yuni, maybe
because he thought she was gullible enough for any story?
“Colorful excuse,” she said. She took the first roll-up out
from under the bowl, cut it in half and put it on two plates on
the stool side of the counter. He already had the blue ring
chopped, cleaned and on the grill, she put the other roll-up
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under the bowl. The grill wasn’t that big and that meat
reached all the way across it, making her put the baking bowl
way in the back where it would take longer and taste
smokier.. “This panip won’t be done til the meat is. We can
use this half-roll as an appetizer.”
“Sit on my lap for an appetizer.”
“You’re already ready?” she asked.
“I’ve been ready since I started thinking about you,” he
said, and proved it. At least he hadn’t changed in the centuries
they’d known each other, as much as she could remember
anyway. He was the right length for her, like Dyoniss, but a
little wide.
She’d been into the adventure then, not that it hurt, but it
was a definite stretch. But she was part Elf and Elf girls are
said to be tight. She tried to switch to the mode of speaking
one used with people who have known each other longer than
they can remember. “That’s definitely an after-dinner stick.”
He frowned but took the first bite of the roll-up while
saying, “Wow, you city folk eat good. I bet there’s way too
much salt in this though.”
“Maybe fifty milligrams, at the most, if there’s too much
of anything it’s yoolin, but we’ve got a nice big bush of it so I
can use all I want.”
“It’s sinfully delicious,” he said. While chewing he asked,
“You get to wear that on business?” About the sheath she was
in, the same one she wore almost every week on site.
“I ride fourteen miles into the plots and try to organize
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construction guys into rebuilding dead windwheels.”
“You must have plenty of sexual opportunities along the
way?”
“Enough so I haven’t dried out,” she said. He’d had more
than his share every time she was out, once even more than
Dyoniss when Dyoniss was with her. Alamfrei usually got
seconds, but he sometimes got thirds too. Dyoniss usually
took a sleep or a day to fully re-charge. Alamfrei sometimes
took as long as an hour. She liked that at the time, but she had
been less than four decades when Akanee was born, and still
in the exploratory phase of her sexuality. The thirty two
decades she’d now shared a home bed with Dyoniss was
much closer to her rhythm.
“It’s good to know you haven’t dried out,” he said.
“Calm down,” she said, “I’m waiting til Dusksleep.”
Once at a powwow she had actually seen Alamfrei keep to a
twice an hour schedule from lunch of Afternoonday til most
called it Nightday. “We can go down by the pond and you can
meet SleepingFourth,” she said.
“When’s a good time to go up to that club where the tube
station is? That was pretty major.”
“The Blue Kite is still ranked fourth in the Cities,” Kessil
told him.
“When are we going there?”
“I don’t know,” she said, “even your dick might get sore
there. You’re expected to know what CFM means.”
“Sounds like it means the same as a flash, grab me
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somewhere erotic and lead me to a room.”
“Yeah, it’s one of those places, unless you stay up in the
balcony tables where it is a little more decorous, there they’ll
politely ask if you would like to fuck.”
“You seem to think I’m mister automatic.”
“You always have been.”
“The evening is just starting, we just cleaned up from
dinner.”
They got to the beach, Kortrax was gone by now, but the
sky was still flaming. The tower loomed over them. It was
over a hundred feet of elevation to the base of the tower, and
nine hundred feet more to the top of the suntower on the
tallest limb. It was a bit less than a mile away in a straight
line so it was a huge presence on the western horizon. A few
of the open plazas in the tower let some of the orange of the
sky thru.
The pond was still, so it reflected the tower. They went to
the north end of the beach where the most comfortable rock
was. “This is a great fucking rock,” Alamfrei said as they
settled into it. “Did you carve it like this?”
“Yashmi did this and the whole dam, before we were
born.”
“Even this stone wall?”
“It’s the rocks she dug out.”
“How?”
“She got a rock grappling kit and just set it low enough. It
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was hard for her to carry the grapples I bet, I couldn’t do it all
day. She had a set of reinforced crystal pry bars also, and
sometimes some help.”
“You say she’s with Byiroi now?”
“Yeah, a couple decades now. He sorta moved in to keep
her company the last time we were out there and never really
left. He sold us his place and SleepingFourth for an
aluminum.”
“Great deal!” he said.
“We put another aluminum into it,” she said. “There was
just a shed where our bedroom and bath is now.”
“I still haven’t seen that.”
“We’re still seeing this, you barely said ‘hi’ to
SleepingFourth and I know he smells MysteryMoves on
you.”
“I was on him less than four hours ago. We’re so close
that the cities were half the ride.”
But less than a third of the distance because long lines ran
at three times the speed of the ancient urban lines. The canal
line and ridge line tubes in the Ydlontrostl cities were going
on twenty centuries old now. The coils in these tubes had
been rebuilt more than six times already. This area hadn’t
been on the long lines for ten centuries. “So come get to
know him,” she said about SleepingFourth.
“Call him over.”
“He’ll come thru the pond and get us soaked, even if he
tries not to. If this were the evening of noon I’d be all for it.
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Especially in the last week of summer.”
He pushed her to her feet, “OK, so lets get this over with
so we can see that bedroom.”
“Just so you don’t think you’re going to use it. Hours yet,
we could walk up to Zestin’s for a cup.”
“Or the Blue Kite.”
“Fine, we’ll go there and you can pop a few chicks while
I watch the show, by the time you’re ready for Nightday, I’ll
be ready for you.” He hadn’t been as bad in those days, and to
be honest she’d been a lot readier back then.
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4. Lab Owner
Ksennen came out to the balcony with him and sank into
the plush cushion she had out here. “What are you thinking?”
she asked.
Dyoniss sank down next to her and put his arm around
her, “Right then I was thinking about how little food you can
grow up here.”
She moved close and pulled his arm around her. She looks
like Nembez’s sister, a bit slimmer and smaller but firmer in
the same shape, so this was fun for him also. Similar facial
features, like sisters, but Ksennen was the opposite of
vacuous. “I only have a few of my favorite spices in pots on
the balcony, but you do know that three fourths of the Cities’
population grows almost nothing of their food.”
He also knew that three fourths of the Cities’ population
lived in the towers and townhouses of the city centers and
avenues, not on the inner edge of the plots like he did. “I
guess we’re really lucky at Yashmi’s.” He took a cup from
her, she had a set of four that she kept in her home and
another street cup that she used when she went out. It was a
good yellow, nice flavor, not too spacey but with enough lift
to keep it fun. It came from a still on the twenty second floor
of this tower.
“I have a lot shorter walk to a tube station.”
The station in the balcony elevator lobby at the Blue Kite
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was now open, construction was proceeding out on Howling
Chorus Avenue and in a decade or two there would be another
station only a little more than a quarter mile from them up the
back path where it joins Howling Chorus farther out. “Soon
we’ll have one as close as we need it.”
“But for now you have to come here.”
“Not an unpleasant place to visit,” he said, and wrapped
his other arm around her.
“Good,” she said, “you know you’re always welcome to
spend more time here doing this.”
“I get here when I can,” he said. “I really do appreciate all
you’ve done for us over the years. I really appreciate the work
you’ve done on that plant man we brought in.”
“It was interesting,” she said. “I had to look a lot of stuff
up, I hope you don’t mind that I’ve billed the eye time thru to
you?”
“I hope I won’t mind, but please have mercy, we don’t
have a client to bill on this.”
“I kind of figured that,” she said, “that’s why I called you
up here to hear about it, that way I can keep a lot of it off the
books.”
“I’m just anxious to learn what you found out.”
“I’m going to make you get it over a pillow, I hope you
understand that?”
“You’re probably overvaluing what services I can provide
in that case.”
“I’ll think of it as my contribution to Karasis,” she said.
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“My charity for the week.” She turned and used her lips on
his for awhile, making it impossible for her to get to the point.
Actually he was glad to go along with this, to him
Ksennen was more attractive than Nembez, mainly because
she had about eight times the intelligence. They went ahead
and had their romp right here on the cushion, sometimes
closer to the seventeenth floor railing than he was totally
comfortable with. Doing this out here wasn’t kinky because
this balcony was as private as a camp a day’s ride into the
wild prairie. Her apartment faces north, the next structure this
tall was in Ninavek, seventy five miles away and over a
thousand feet lower in elevation. This is a corner of the
building, but a big limb reaches out of the tower just above
her, so she is actually fairly sheltered, but there were still a
couple windwheels on this corner of the building, helping to
power the water systems.
Ksennen made good money at her lab, four to ten coppers
a year. She employed four full time techs, three front desk
people, like Nyamais, and up to a dozen day-work cleaning
and stocking temps sometime during the average year. She
could afford a place much higher in the tower, but she liked to
be able to get home without the elevator. There was nothing
any more scary about the seventy eighth floor over the
seventeenth, there would be no doubt about the outcome of
the fall either way.
She was only one floor down from the first neighborhood
commercial plaza, and that was where she usually hung out. It
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was where they met and had duskmeal this evening. A plaza
joined all the branches of the building at that level and all the
space fronting it was commercial. There was a level like that
every ten floors or so. Up until the 112th century it had been a
shaft of elevator, with another penny toll, every layer into the
building.
Her home was relatively spacious and quite comfortable.
Her main room was almost as big as Yashmi’s gathering
room, but much more furnished with five stand cushions and
four reading chairs. There were two center tables and a dozen
cupstands so there seemed to be one wherever you wanted to
put something down.
She had parties for up to twenty five in here, the three
beds could hold more, especially if people were willing to do
four-ways. She’d had all of Gaiiss Investigations over a
couple times. Right now it was just the two of them, that
happened more than big gatherings. Small gatherings like
him, Kessil, Ksennen and and one of ten or so guys they
knew could be a lot of fun too, and her bed was big enough
for it and it was a significant fraction of their variety.
Ksennen was a little more energetic than usual this
evening, and she’s medium high on the energy scale to start
with and quite strong.
“Wow,” was the first thing she said after.
“Wow,” he repeated.
“That was nice,” she said. “That was a good one, I’ll be
warm for awhile.”
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“Does it win me the privilege of knowing what you found
out?”
“Oh you want that now? I thought this was a social visit?”
“Feels pretty social to me,” he said.
“I’ve got it all printed up back at the office,” she said,
“but as long as you keep me warm I’ll tell you a little, once
we get back out here.” She got up and started toward the door.
“I’ll do my best,” Dyoniss said.
“Is this what you meant?” Dyoniss asked once they were
on the bench again.
“You’re doing good, just keep it up.” She snuggled back
and took a deep breath. She put her hands over his wrists and
said, “Anyway, the thing you brought me is a hybrid motile
from a Feathery Striated Archwood Shrub.”
“Why was it human on the outside?”
“Well that answer is both simple and complex.”
“What’s the simple answer?” Dyoniss asked.
“Someone engineered it to use human form.”
“So this was an engineered life form?” he asked.
“That’s a given, humans made of plant material would
have been noticed before this if it was a natural
phenomenon.”
They were silent awhile. The view from her balcony was
endless smallholds. There was no way to really pin down the
boundary of where urban land ended and rural began in the
Ydlontrostl Cities. The Kassikan made a map using balloon
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photos and drew a boundary that was as good as any, but it
wasn’t as detailed as what existed on the ground, and the real
boundary varied a lot from year to year. It was only this sea of
semi-urban smallholds growing not quite as much as they ate
and townhouses along the avenues that allowed geographers
to call this one city. Most natives still thought it was a group
of ancient cities with more recent but still ancient towers and
avenues between them, all centered on that dawn-of-history
canal.
Ksennen was really getting into the petting, but she
usually did. Since he loved it also, that was a good thing and
one of the reasons he was attracted to her. Bunches of decades
ago, before he met Kessil, he had tried to make something
more of her than variety, but she had been afraid that it would
interfere with business, and she had no intention of moving
out of the tower. He had actually lived here with her a few
years, but Byiroi had told him how Yashmi was suffering, so
he had moved back so she wouldn’t be alone. That had
worked out for the best because he’d met Kessil the year after
at a Mkennet Wind show at the Blue Kite.
“So what’s the complex answer?” he asked.
“Well, I don’t know if you call it complex, or just
background. It’s all about the Feathery Striated Archwood.
What do you know about that?”
“They are commonly found along watercourses in the
prairie, and are common ornamentals here in the city. They
are especially common in the South Dells.”
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“Right, and you know that was where the last round of
zombie attacks happened also, the ones just a few decades
ago, documented in the remake of ‘Pod People’ back in the
42nd decade I think.”
“Yeah?”
“So what do you know about its life cycle?”
“Being an archwood it should technically be an eternal,
but because they don’t stop growing, they won’t really be
eternal. I think they’re related to the Enras in that they have
straighter trunks and lacier leaves.”
“But do you know how they reproduce?”
“From roots I would imagine, unless the leaf-tips can
root?”
“What’s special about them is they actually reproduce by
seeds,” she said, “and really have just about lost the ability to
reproduce vegetatively, making them very unlike most in the
archwood phylum. They are special because their life cycle is
parasitic on the Esnen Bug. They create a mobile seed carrier
based on Esnen Bug genetic material. They use the bug only
for its design and nervous system, all other material in the
seed carrier is derived from their own genetic material,
including the muscles themselves. The fake bugs are
produced in pods that burst open in the fall to release them.
They are such good imitations that they readily find mates.
Instead of mating however, they kill the real Esnen bug and
plant a seed in its body cavity. The dead bug acts as fertilizer
for the sprout, and a source of genetic material that the new
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archwood will use in creating its own seed carriers.”
“Sounds a little gruesome,” he said. He knew where this
was going, the same thing had been done to a human here.
“It keeps us from being overrun with Esnen Bugs, even
though thru most of history people thought the Feathery
Striated Archwood was the source of Esnen Bugs.”
Even Yashmi knew that the Esnen Bugs that come from
the pods on a Feathery Striated Archwood are not the ones
that attack frondfruit, she didn’t know why. “I’ll have to tell
Yashmi about that.”
“I should just make my way over to Zestin’s and visit
with her awhile, I haven’t seen her in years.”
“You never leave the building,” Dyoniss observed. That
was very nearly true.
“Yeah but I’ve seen Yashmi downstairs, she comes in now
and then.”
“Not as much lately,” he said. Since Byiroi moved in with
her she’d only taken variety to be polite. In another decade or
so she’d start circulating again and so would Byiroi, but for
now they were having enough fun with each other. They went
down to Zestin’s every couple weeks and brought produce out
to the cooks they knew, but they were quite the homebodies
lately. They spent a lot of time grooving to each others music
lately and Byiroi spent quite a lot of what he got for his house
in upgrades to the sound system at Yashmi’s. He and Kessil
had gone thru more than one of those phases, but were not in
one now. That was another reason he was comfortable here.
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“Did you know all this about the Feathery Striated
Archwood Shrub before I brought in that pseudo-corpse?”
“We covered it in a biology class I took somewhere but it
was centuries ago, all I remembered was that there was some
plant somewhere that did that.” She re-positioned herself to
get more comfortable and continued, “I had to look it all up
but I did most of it on a terminal that would have been idle
anyway so I don’t have to bill for much of it. It’s a pretty
unique parasitic relationship. The shrub actually absorbs and
modifies the genetic material from the body of the organism it
germinates in. In the natural world it can only operate on a
few very closely related species of Esnen Bug, and each
species of Feathery Striated Archwood has a specific genus of
Esnen Bug it can utilize.”
“I think you’re trying to tell me that there is no way it
accidentally picked up the ability to use humans.”
“About like humans spontaneously picking up a mutation
that allows us to cold-fuse hydrogen in our mitochondria to
power our metabolism,” she said, “and give off a little oxygen
to be used in that part of our metabolism.”
“So it was done,” Dyoniss said. “It logically follows that
the entire life cycle would be carried out with humans instead
of Esnen Bugs, including killing us and planting a seed in
place of our guts.”
“Yeah, I imagine it is, this pseudo-corpse has quite a few
seeds in its innards, which were connected to where its
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rectum should be before it was cut open and the fruitpeckers
got at it.”
“Sounds like a problem,” he said. “Do we have a way to
exterminate it?”
“I might work something up, but I think I should
collaborate with the Temple and maybe even the Kassikan on
that. Anyway, I’ll make inquiries on that, I think the part you
need to get involved in is the guy who created this monster.”
“Ah,” Dyoniss said. “Any clues in his work?”
“Well, it’s hard to say, I don’t think it’s someone who’s
work I’m familiar with personally.”
“How advanced of a sorcerer do we need for this?”
“Any determined wizard could probably get it done,” she
said. (For rough translation purposes you can equate a
bachelors or sometimes associates degree with ‘wizard’ and
doctorate with ‘Sorcerer.’) “It was a lot of work, but if I had
thought of it and really needed to get it done I probably could
have. There is no human genome work involved at all, and
only basic human genome knowledge, nothing I don’t know
anyway. It works the way a gene drive does, there’s a
recognizer for sections of code it needs and editors to plug
them into its own code at specific sites.”
After that she talked no more about the subject, just to
mention that it was all in the report if he tried to ask. After
that there was duskmeal and bed to talk about, then do, and
they never got back to the plant-man that evening.
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It wasn’t until breakfast that he was able to get any more
out of her regarding that creature. They went upstairs for
breakfast. Nmarkie was cooking, he does a nice scrambled
egg and bean thesh roll-up. There was a new girl with teas,
which were quite welcome as the dark continued to cool.
They stayed at an indoor table with a bean oil footwarmer, lit
by the colorful light of a small bioluminescent panel.
“I was able to get human DNA off the skin, brain and
nervous system. It’s all from the same individual.” She pulled
up a picture of what that DNA would generate. It did look a
lot like the corpse they’d brought in. “I was able to match a
birthrecord. His name was Yuumnin and he lived in the South
Dells. He disappeared and was presumed dead in the zombie
attacks there thirteen decades ago.”
“So he could have been a victim used as a seed carrier?”
“Twelve to thirteen decades is about a generation for a
Feathery Striated Archwood Shrub.” He looked up, but
continued chewing. “So did you ever see that zombie
movie?” Ksennen asked.
“What was it called?” he asked.
“I’m not sure, I always knew it as ‘The Pod People’ but
that seems a little too generic.”
“That was the name of the book and I thought it was a
pretty generic movie,” he said. “I saw part of the original
once, but I was sitting at a tap rail and not in one of the seats
and came in the middle so I couldn’t really follow it.”
“The remake was better,” she said. “A lot more zombies, a
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lot more location shots, better acting, and that was twelve
decades ago. But you never saw it?”
“No.”
“So to move the narration along, in the remake it only
starts with that scientist in her lab, it ends with a whole street
getting wiped out in the South Dells. So about a decade ago I
met someone from the South Dells who said the wiped-out
street is still there and I went and saw it. It’s all overgrown
with vines and abandoned, people are really afraid to reclaim
it. There’s an irrigation ditch that winds thru the
neighborhood, and a row of Feathery Striated Archwood
Shrubs growing along it. I didn’t put that together at the time,
but now that I’ve seen this, I think something should be done
about them. They may be hatching now, this guy could have
come from there.”
“That’s almost sixty miles for a line on a map.”
“Probably more like eighty,” she said, “for the best
shortcut on the ground. It’s doable by one of these motiles,
but I think there has to be some closer.”
“So what does the guy from the Temple think?”
“He’s worried that notifying the public would cause a
panic. He sent a message and is waiting for an answer.”
“It will lead to a lot of Feathery Striated Archwoods being
cut and a plague of esnen bugs next year, but I don’t think
that’s worth whole neighborhoods being wiped out by
zombies.”
“I agree,” she said. “We have to find the ones with
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oversized pods, the normal pods are about eight inches long
and emit thousands of false esnen bugs. These need pods the
size of humans and could never emit more than one per pod.
The stems could never support such a pod, they would bend
down against the trunk...”
“And deliver their motile standing up. They should have
used that scene in the movie,” Dyoniss said.
“They may be using it in the one they’re making now,”
she said. “Whoever is engineering these Feathery Striated
Archwoods is probably doing it for its cinematic value.”
“Right, and Aleenya is on a shoot, even if you don’t read
the rags you know that.”
Ksennen told him that, “There’s plenty of others who
know more than we do and they say they’re filming a sequel
that promises to be even bigger and bloodier than the
remake.”
“If it is, it isn’t going to be just one neighborhood and if
it’s real it’s going to be impossible to keep off the news.”
“If we can get people to snip off the pods that grow
oversized before they hatch into zombies, we might save the
city.”
“I haven’t heard of any people missing in the past week,”
Dyoniss said. “It seems one intended victim managed to win
the fight. Even if every feathery striated was hatching
zombies, they don’t make up a big fraction of a percent of the
number of humans they face.”
“What if they’ve infiltrated human society already?”
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Ksennen said. “Maybe not all of them got killed off, what if
the Temple scientist who wants to keep it from the public is
one of them?”
“They must have put some strong psychedelics in that
tea,” he said. “As a corpse its surface looks remarkably
human, but I’m sure its behaviors are noticeably inhuman just
like the behaviors of a pseudo esnen bug are noticeably
different from normal esnen bugs.”
“I hope you’re right, but I don’t want to get alone with
that guy, even his face reminds me of an esnen bug.”
“Yeah, I can see that, but I’ve seen guys with that look
since before the book came out.”
“Who says this started with that book,” she said. “What if
they found the way to make zombies first and wrote the story
once they knew how?”
“So that’s your theory?” Dyoniss asked.
“What I think is that One Plains Cinema decided that
rather than pay for all the special effects to make their
movies, they’d pay a geneticist for a mutant monster instead.
Once they found they could make zombies using the Feathery
Striated as the base, they published the book, then made the
movies. They learned a lot about movie making from the first
try so they did the remake, a Feathery Striated generation
later. The remake had many more zombies to work with. Now
that they’re all over the place, they’re making a sequel.”
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5. Loose in the City
They had been in the Blue Kite awhile, Kessil had a
couple cups of yellow, Alamfrei had at least three. He knew
how to spot a girl who wanted to take the edge off her hunger
before she started looking for the guy she wanted to take
home for the sleep. He called one, chased her, and took her to
a room for thirty five minutes.
Meanwhile she took in the show, probably the only prime
time Caravan act they would get in here this year. She talked
to a few acquaintances from the area and a few guys until it
was about sex, when she called herself promised. There was
one who sat and visited without the hope of sex, but that
turned out to be only until the next possibility looked his way.
During Alamfrei’s sortie to a trysting suite, Nembez,
Vailiss and Nyameis walked up and were sitting with her
when he got back, without the girl he left with. She did
introductions all around, as soon as she was done, Alamfrei
asked, “So which one of you wants to be first?”
They weren’t sure what he was talking about, but he
might not understand that something else might be on
somebody’s mind sometime. “Did you ever notice that you’re
a sex addict?” Kessil asked him.
“And proud of it,” he replied with a silent ‘of course.’
“I’ve known that since before I was three, I don’t see how
you could be part of the VerseM’lOry and not know that
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about me?” He looked at her funny because they’d shared a
tent five decades, three of them with a daughter.
They began when she was only going on three and had
barely sampled other guys. Still, she was sure that he had
changed more in the intervening centuries than she had. “I
lived with you when you were sex-crazed, but not an addict.
When you were with me, four a day was an exceptionally
horny day and yeah, I could keep up with that then. You’re
acting like ten is your average.” She knew Nembez would
gladly settle down with a guy who liked four a day as long as
at least one of them was slow.
“If you’re talking per day?” he asked. “Not per week?”
“Per day.”
“Yeah, that’s good, that’s a pretty good day.” He settled
back onto his stool. His attention was focused more on Vailiss
than any of them. “Today was a better than average day so
far. When I got off the tube car and saw this club and what a
walk I still had to your place, I had to stop for a cup. It was
really slow then and one of the bar girls was glad to go to a
room. By the time we got back there were seven girls and
three guys hanging at this tap so I indulged myself in another
before I came over.”
Kessil said, “Then we came here and you got that
quickie.”
“We went for a double but I don’t count them, I just fuck
the ones I find attractive and willing, and all you girls are
very attractive.”
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“So you can’t have anything left in there,” Vailiss said
with a hint of disappointment.
“Hey girl, this dick is unending,” he said. He drew Vailiss’
hand to it. “Does that feel like a cock with nothing left?”
“Actually no,” she said, “you must have a mod.”
“My dad got it. He told me, ‘The world is full of
beautiful, willing women, why not make the best of it?’ and
I’ve followed his advice. You look like you’d be a very good
ride yourself and you look like you could use one.”
Vailiss almost chuckled and smiled, “You’re not one for
sweet and flowery courtship I see?”
“Wham, bam. Next?” Nembez said in a bored voice.
“What’s with this girls?” he asked. “You come here to be
serviced, I’m servicing you.”
“Is he this primitive out on the plains?” Nembez asked
Kessil.
“Out there, among the VerseM’lOry, there hasn’t been a
successful secret in the tribe since the 50’s. You’ve seen the
same people as far as your memory reaches, you’ve known
everything everyone you ever knew ever said as long as you
can remember.”
“There are currently thirty one women in the tribe that
will have relations with me,” Alamfrei said. “I’m known as
Everytime, I’m where the girls go to get off.” Kessil was
embarrassed for herself and the VerseM’lOry, but it was
better he do this here than at a company wide engineering
meeting chaired by Mbeshna himself.
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“Must be nice,” Vailiss said. It was hard to tell if she was
saying it sarcastically or wistfully. “So you’re saying you’ve
got another in you?”
“For you, one for each of you, maybe two, before I go
home with Kessil.”
“Where’s Dyoniss this evening?” Vailiss asked.
“On the seventeenth floor,” Kessil answered. He had
actually known Ksennen longer than he’d known her.
Sometimes when he had a lot of office work he crashed there
instead of coming all the way home. Both Ksennen and
Shreihin were more to him than ‘on the list.’ Vailiss knew all
that and just nodded.
“What if they decide to come down here?” Alamfrei
asked?
“They’ll join the party. If you can get along with him on
the plains I see no reason you can’t here.”
“True, but what about her?” he asked.
“Ksennen’s brainy but she’s cool,” Nembez said.
“So the words ‘seventeenth floor’ mean a lot more to you
than they do to me,” Alamfrei said.
“Ksennen’s home is on the seventeenth floor,” Nembez
said. “She’s often part of this posse.”
“A character in the drama that I’ve yet to be introduced
to,” Alamfrei said.
“She’s the one he has to pry that information out of,”
Kessil told Alamfrei. “She only comes down here if there’s a
band she wants to see.” If she wanted to come up for air, aLiy
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was someone she would usually want to see and Kessil was a
little sorry she was missing this. To further explain she
continued, “Her place is a palace with a tap right into the
club’s sound feeds. She owns the genetics lab on the eighth
floor and does most of her own programming, but does a
good business in analysis also. There’s six detective agencies
in the building and she’s got one of the best and fastest
analysis labs in the Cities.”
“So Dyoniss is ensuring they get the priority service.”
“Ksennen does business with them all,” Nembez said.
“He’s just keeping the playing field level.”
“Sounds like I should get to know her.”
“She’s two a day at the most,” Kessil said, “and two a
year from Dyoniss at the most.”
“Oh,” he slumped deflated for a few seconds. Then turned
to Vailiss, “But we were on our way to a room anyway
weren’t we?”
“I don’t know,” she said, “I don’t know if I want a starter
course this evening, I think I’m just going to go with someone
for the sleep.”
“I’m committed for the sleep,” he said. “I’m sorry.”
“Oh that’s OK, the evening is young, I haven’t even taken
my clothes off yet, I’m sure I can find someone who’ll say
yes.” Vailiss was no longer living with Mahone, she now had
her own place, a fourth and fifth floor in a townhouse only
three blocks from her office, on the street the back door of the
shop was on.
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“I’m sure you will too,” he said. “You’re an outstanding
beauty.”
She was blond and her face was rather wide but pure and
smooth. She was bustier than Kessil but less so than Nembez
or Nyameis. She mouthed a silent ‘thanks’ but actually
seemed uncomfortable in his gaze.
“Would either of you girls like an early one to get your
evening started?” he asked them.
Nembez was one who always liked to take the edge off
with a quickie to start the evening. She said it allowed her to
make better choices for the sleep. “If you still think you’ve
got one in you after all you’ve been thru today...”
“Don’t you worry, I’m sure I’ve still got more than you
want.”
“Then I’ll be next,” Nyameis said.
“You could come up together.”
Nyameis laughed, but they all got up.
Kessil and Vailiss just sat and grooved on the music and
thought it was worth the harassment of the rest of the
evening. aLiy got into one of their best renditions of ‘Hollow
Earth’ they had done in a generation. Amanfrei was actually
sweaty when they came down about an hour and a half later.
Both Nembez and Nyameis were limp washrags and
collapsed onto stools and cuddled up to their cups in time for
‘Black is the Color.’
“So did you finally get enough now?” she asked him as he
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sat back down.
His eyes were wide and his pupils were big, “That was
great! Invigorating, it’s really got me excited now. I’m ready
to give you a Dusksleep you’ll never forget.”
“That’s what I’m afraid of,” Kessil said.
“Kessil my dear, you sure have changed.”
“You’re the one who’s changed. When I was last out there
you were content with two.”
“But there were quite a few others during the day. There’s
too much pleasure in me to be confined to one or two women,
although there are a few in the tribe who come to me three
times a day.”
“I wasn’t watching, I guess I was going by two centuries
ago.”
“You weren’t counting how many I got during the day
then either, women have been taking their needs to me since I
was two and twenty, that’s a fact I remember. I may not have
many other talents, but I can fill that empty place in a
woman.”
“Yeah,” Nembez said, “he is good at that.”
“I’ll say,” Nyameis added. “Those were some potent pills
at work in that crotch. He came five times while we were up
there.”
Alamfrei pumped his fist but didn’t talk about his feat of
endurance. “I see they’re getting naked on the floor,” he said.
“I’m going down for awhile. He left his pants, kept his vest
on and hurried down the stairs. If he was already hard they
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might not let him on the floor, so he had to hurry.
“All I can say is wow,” Nyameis said.
“You were with him?” Nembez asked Kessil.
“He was the father of my daughter.”
“What was it like?” Nembez asked.
“How did you ever adapt to normal men?” Nyameis
asked.
“Maybe he really was getting a girl every hour while we
were together and I just didn’t notice or don’t remember. I
knew he got a few, but I thought it was one or two a day and
they were people I liked so I wasn’t bothered by it.
“Among the VerseM’lOry there are a lot more attempted
secrets than we ever try here in city life, but they all come
out, sooner or later. I don’t believe he was getting every
female in the tribe every day, which is what he would have to
be doing to maintain his tale. He could be beating off every
hour, no one would notice that or even think it was
particularly important if they did. There’s plenty of spouting
contests in the tribe, and I’ve had variety with several winners
of the fastest spout.”
Their laughter wasn’t as hearty as she would have liked.
“Sounds like tribal life can get pretty organic,” Nyamis
said.
“In the city you’ve got libraries, concerts,” she waved her
arm, they were just starting ‘Mood Food,’ “new foods to try,
new people to meet. On the plains we have a couple lshi’s, a
yggdrasil that nobody can really play, a couple finger whistles
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and a few hand drums. We can sing along around the
campfire. We have the same fifty something bodies, plus or
minus a handful a century, since eternity began. There’s a few
kids but most of them leave when they’re between two and
seven. We have only ourselves for entertainment and bodily
entertainment is much more common, overt, crude and
conspicuous. We have a ceremony we do often, where the
girls take turns dancing provocatively around the fire while
the boys pull our clothes off. He who gets the last article off,
gets the girl. There would be a game of that every Nightday
with five to fifteen girls playing and any guy who could push
his way in there.”
“You make fun however you can,” Nembez said.
“Right, so two to four times a day didn’t seem that
unusual to me.”
“What does it take to apply for membership in this tribe?”
Nembez asked.
“You easily do four here,” Kessil said.
“I’ve already got a triple,” she said, “so that won’t be hard
today. Some Morningdays I’m lucky to get one.”
“I know,” Vailiss said. “I love having a guy for
Noonsleep, but that’s the slimmest pickings of the week.”
“Right, so, it sounds like my needs would be fulfilled out
there,” Nembez said.
“If you’re OK with the fact that you are always camping,”
Kessil told her.
“How could you do it?” Vailiss asked. If there was any of
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these girls who knew how she liked city life now it was
Vailiss.
“I was born to it, I didn’t see a settled village til I was
three and forty and it overwhelmed me.”
After they did ‘Forty One Ways,’ Kessil finally went
down to tell Alamfrei she was heading home. She spotted him
from the rim of the balcony, worked her way there thru the
melee, not letting any bodily contact distract her from her
mission.
“I’m heading home,” she said. “Come home whenever
you’re ready. If Dyoniss is home, take any cushion in the
main room.”
“I don’t know if I can find the way in the dark, I better
come with you.”
“You look like you’re busy here. It’s the same route you
took in the light, Avenue Nemo, Saseraik Walk, bottom of the
stairs on the right. I’ll leave a candle in the fencepost lantern.
We usually do because of the stairs.”
“No, I was just thanking the ladies,” he said.
“No, thank you,” the strawberry blond said. “That felt so
daring on the dance floor.” They looked like they’d come
down from one of the Mountain Basins, long and lanky
Nordic girls with long, straight, blonde hair and sparkling
blue eyes. There had not been a blue eye in this basin til the
40th and that was brought by an Elf.
There were a few more words of good-byes and they were
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working their way out of the floor in the direction of home.
They were in crowds all thru the plaza, even while they
stopped for a quick snack of marinated, toasted inglethor on
the first block of Avenue Nemo.
It wasn’t til they were done with that and on Saseraik
walk that Alamfrei said anything. “So how do you want to
start? I learned a few more things about city girls tonight,
thanks for taking me there, I had a really, really great time.”
“I’m glad you had fun, but truthfully the way I’d like to
start is with eight or nine hours of sleep.”
“What?” sounding like she’d slapped him.
“You’ve had more than enough already, I’m not going to
enable your addiction.”
“So you admit you’ve changed.”
“Not really, I’m physically able to and if you insist that I
promised, I will, and I will probably enjoy it, but it isn’t my
first choice.”
“Well I can’t wait, I need to give you a big one, in bed,
with total abandon.”
What saved her from having to deliver a lecture on
addiction was the shadow of Wraith laying beside the path at
their gate with her father sitting on his second pelvis and
leaning against the wall. “Alamfrei?” was the first thing he
said.
“Innen?” Alamfrei said in response. They must have
recognized each other by smell because there wasn’t enough
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light left to tell people apart visually.
“Are you here to get Kessil involved in this?” Innen
asked.
“It was a convenient excuse to stop by,” he replied. “I’m
sure you know the real reason I’d stop by here.”
“There’s a human female present.”
“At least this one I don’t have to share with you,”
Alamfrei said.
“And you guys wonder why I came to the cities?” Kessil
asked rhetorically.
“At least you didn’t sneak away,” Alamfrei said.
Innen drew back and said, “I had to go quietly because
you guys wouldn’t see the truth. There are zombies out
there.” He turned to Kessil, “I know you’re going to think the
drink finally got me for good,” he said to Kessil, “but I
swear...”
“We brought a dead one to a lab last week,” Kessil said.
“Dyoniss is away getting the laboratory analysis of it now,
unless he’s back. But why don’t we go in rather than
discussing this on the street.” They had already told many of
the neighbors that they’d brought a plant-based zombie in
from the wilds. Most conversations around here actually take
place in the gardens over the boundary trellis.
“What about Wraith?” Innen asked.
“He’ll have to get along with SleepingFourth, and can you
tell him not to put in a scrape of his own?”
“You’ve got a keda now?”
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“Sorry, it’s been a while since I’ve seen you guys, yeah,
new house, keda, field with a pond to put him in. I know
Wraith can thread his way thru here.” She saw them in, and
managed to spend enough time catching up that Alamfrei fell
asleep on the standcushion across from the one her father
took. That way she got out of that evening she’d never forget.
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6. Family Nightday
Dyoniss didn’t make it home til the middle of the
forelunch, and when he did he found Kessil’s dad Innen was
there along with another tribesman named Alamfrei, the
father of Kessil’s deceased daughter. He was on the patio and
waved as Dyoniss came in.
“You didn’t want any of that?” he asked Kessil.
“He’s out of control,” Kessil said. “I had to take him up to
the club to keep him off me. His balls start to ache if he goes
an hour now.”
“Our women are so sated the rest of us are starting to get
lonely,” Innen said.
“You ought to slip him something to counteract it,” Kessil
said.
“How’s his welcome today?” Dyoniss asked.
“Shaky,” Kessil said. “I’ll let him stay til dawn but I’m
not having him again.”
“Why’d you bring him?” he asked Innen.
“He beat me here, I certainly didn’t bring him. He had no
idea I was coming here, he was trying to get Kessil out to
look for me.”
“What brings you here anyway?” Dyoniss asked, “not that
you need an excuse, you’re always welcome.”
“I appreciate that, but I’m on a mission that I’d like your
help with?”
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“Oh?”
“He knows about the zombies,” Kessil said.
“She tells me you found one nearby, dead,” Innen said.
“We did, we had it analyzed.”
“She told me that too, told me you were out getting the
results of that analysis.”
Dyoniss told them what Ksennen had told him and spread
her report out in front of them. He was only halfway thru it
when Alamfrei came back in. He hadn’t shared Ksennen’s
opinion on what really caused this, but would start there on
the trail of that geneticist. Dyoniss, Kessil and Innen read thru
all of her report, but her suspicions were not written down,
only shared at breakfast.
Alamfrei ran with just the overview. “There’s Feathery
Striateds all over out there,” he said. “We could be
exterminated! The whole Skyalloon plateau where the
powwow is camped is surrounded by them.”
“That’s why I thought it best to get that cache from the
Troubled Times,” Innen said, looking up from the page Kessil
had just passed on to him.
“What cache?” Kessil asked.
“That’s why I’m here,” Innen said. “I guess I need some
help finding it, and since you’re a detective...”
“Why not a historian?”
“Don’t know one,” Innen replied as he was still reading.
“But right here she says the creature’s wound may have been
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inflicted with a sword. Whoever’s wielding that sword may
have gotten it from the cache.”
“Why not a machete?” Kessil asked.
“I don’t know what cache you’re talking about?” Dyoniss
said at the same time.
“It’s just an old tale,” Alamfrei said about the cache. “We
don’t have any proof it actually exists, you know you have
problems with memory,” he told Innen.
“New memory, I’m old, mine filled up centuries ago, so I
don’t remember much since the fifties, but I remember quite a
bit of the 40’s. The Temple was leading the movement against
violence at the time and they were encouraging people to
steal all weapons and turn them in to be melted down. A few
of us feared the day would come again when we needed them
so we got all the tribe’s gear together and took it out to a vault
in an ancient fortress in one of the back ledges of the
headland. We roamed a thousand miles closer in those days,
when the Eastern Plains surrounded the cities. I remember the
ride out there like it was yesterday, I made that ride three
times, with a full cart each time.”
“So what happened this time?” Dyoniss asked.
“Well, first there was the powwow, so I wasn’t starting
from the same place, we were crossing to the Skyalloon when
I had to leave the tribe. I rode hard, I’ve told you about
Wraith, he can bolt for forty hours I swear. He was at a gallop
though, easy for him, effortless. I did find the trail, and
followed it, but today smallholds with windwheel irrigation
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cover what was wild prairie then. There’s a huge city called
Terassadran where we often camped. I was on garden paths
many miles before the turn at the wash with the split rock.
The paths don’t follow the old trail, where I think the wash
should be is an irrigation pond today.”
“When were you last there?” Dyoniss asked.
“Sometime in the 50’s, but I wasn’t remembering very
well by then, I remember the trip I took in the 44th the best.”
“The population has increased a lot in thirty five
centuries,” Kessil said. “The eastern plains are just about
gone today and what’s left is so fragmented that they’re
herded by guys with homes among the smallholds.”
“Yeah, the Eastern Tribes haven’t been at powwow in
forever.”
“I never knew there were Eastern Tribes,” Alamfrei said.
“In the 35th,” Innen began, “they were riding down the
bed of the canal and chasing mrang out of the Temple
grounds. Kyoith was abandoned, as was Mefmun. OrazigHest had about fifteen thousand people camped in the ruins of
the stone city. All the royal palaces had been looted in all the
cities and a few smallholds struggled here and there where the
old canal bed was still moist. The Ydlontrostl cities were all
but abandoned and brushland full of no-horns covered all the
land that is smallholds today.”
“A lot has changed since then,” Kessil said.
“So I need someone who knows the area today, a city guy
who can arrange freight transport, speak the language of the
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neighbors...”
“And keep them from being frightened off by your
leathers,” Alamfrei added, although for Nightday he was
sporting a short mrang-hide nightcoat with fleece lining. True,
it wasn’t all tooled and colored like Innen’s, and didn’t have
the collar plumage that Innen’s did, but he obviously hadn’t
bought it in the city either.
“Basically.”
“I can do that as well as Dyoniss,” Kessil said. “The
average person I meet doesn’t believe me when I tell them
I’m of the VerseM’lOry.”
“I don’t doubt that,” Innen said, maybe with some
disappointment.
Dyoniss was ready to help with this project, and began
putting a map together. They found the ancient trail Innen
remembered. What he could remember and what showed of it
in the shape of the land placed the split rock at the bottom of
the dam that held that irrigation pond, and the wash it used to
lead to was now a string of ponds in a tendril of smallholds
very close to the edge of the Cities today.
“It would be easier to take the tube out there,” Kessil told
him. “The South Aitol Line goes all the way out to
Khyoglobaport now.”
“Then we’d be afoot,” Innen said, “and what would I do
with Wraith?”
“He could stay here,” Kessil said.
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“That’s up to your keda,” Innen said, “not to you, I’m sure
you know that.”
“I also know SleepingFouth and he’ll fawn on Wraith.”
Wraith was shiny, black and strong. Shiny fur is not a natural
keda trait, it had to have been artificially induced at some
point, but most other kedas seemed to admire it. They went
out to see how they were getting along. SleepingFourth would
have woken when Wraith arrived, and Kunae provided
enough light for them to bob eyes. It was also enough light
for them to see SleepingFourth and Wraith, stretched in the
pasture, eyes only on each other, rhythmically bulging their
legs, front to back, with their tongues in each others nostrils.
“Yeah they seem to be getting along all right,” Kessil said.
“I’ll have to buy a bale of feed leaves every day with two of
them in here, but I’d still say take the tube and streetcars to
the area, you’ll get there a day sooner.”
“It’s only a hundred miles from here,” Innen said. “Wraith
can make that in a day.”
“Over streets filled with handcarts and market wagons
and pedestrians three abreast?” Kessil said. “You didn’t get
here from there in a day.”
“I got lost a few times.”
“If you can see the sky you can’t get that lost. Maybe you
had to follow some roads that were a little out of the way. I
can’t get to that area on SleepingFourth in a day.”
“I need him with me,” Innen said, looking Kessil directly
in the eye.
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“Is it a sexual need?” Alamfrei asked.
“There’s no other kind of need with you now is there?”
Kessil asked.
“I was able to leave MysteryMoves at a pasture in
Mindipreese,” Alamfrei said.
“You’re not me and he’s not Wraith,” Innen said.
“What do you mean by that?” Alamfrei asked.
“Wraith is more than ‘my mount’ he’s the friend who’s
got my back.”
“We could ride the coach roads and make a little better
time,” Dyoniss said, “but Kessil rides SleepingFourth to the
job site every week.”
“So that’s out,” Innen said dejectedly.
“I’d have to hire a coach to get there, but the control room
on One Fifty Six ain’t so bad, I might as well camp there with
you gone,” she said to Dyoniss. Yashmi and Byiroi will have
to handle the farm alone, but they can do it. There’s a village
within walking distance with a market with decent yaag and
cooks around it.”
“You wouldn’t be scared that people might mistake you
for the witch?”
“Yeah, I’ll have to sneak in and out,” she joked.
“We’ll have to ride double on Wraith,” Innen said.
“I’ll meet you there,” Dyoniss said. He projected the map
on the table in front of them. “Right here at this irrigation
pond where you thought the split rock should be.”
“Look at that,” Kessil said. “There’s a tube station right
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down the hill at this town on the Khyogloba. You could walk
up there in another hour, even if there isn’t a streetcar
anywhere around. What’s that town called, let’s see if anyone
advertises streetcars there.”
Dyoniss just pointed to the name, she poked it in and soon
had a streetcar map of the area projected on the table. “What
do you know, there’s a route across that dam,” he said.
“I’d feel more naked riding a streetcar in this nightcoat
than nude on Wraith,” Innen said.
“Just because you’ve done it so much more often,”
Alamfrei teased.
That was surely true, true plains khable was played nude
and bareback, the only crafted items allowed on the prairie of
the game were the balls, mallets and wickets for the players
and drink skins for players and spectators. It is the
responsibility of the spectators to stay out of the way of the
ball and the mallet-wielding players on bolting kedas.
“There are other places we need to go,” Innen said. “We
have to follow that wash out beyond all those irrigation
ponds, out across here, where it doesn’t look like smallholds
any more. Then we have to get back to the powwow with
some samples and your scientific analysis. Then we have to
get that war gear out of there, we’re going to need all the
wagons we own.”
“That’s two hundred and twenty miles to the Skyalloon, if
you could fly.”
“The light of a week, loaded down the way we will be.
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The objects to be carried will never fit on a tube or streetcar,
but were designed to fit a keda’s front shoulders.”
Kessil was peering into the maps again and said, “Take
me out to One Fifty Six, I’ll stay there a few weeks.
SleepingFourth will go with you now,” she told him. “He’ll
love the adventure. If you take this high road from there,” she
was pointing to the site of One Fifty Six, which was ten miles
southeast of urban Hdengragger. A skinny little line
representing a road that went south from there. “It will bypass
Terassadran on the south and get you into open country by
Noonsleep.”
“Or to an inn in one of these towns along here.” Dyoniss
knew than even though that land was rural, and inhabited by
people very into their cash crops, there would not be lots of
open land to ride thru. Such land is more like the light of a
week from the city.
“I notice this route leads well beyond that wash that is
now filled with irrigation ponds.”
“I’m hoping you’ll find the trail over there,” Kessil said.
“Once you climbed out of that wash you could see the
ruined fortress,” Innen said. “You have to remember this was
way beyond civilization in those days, this wash was beyond
where settled wildherders went. It was bleak and sandy, the
ribbonleaves were sparse and the gleep were aggressive in
those days.”
“Which way did you look to see it?” Kessil asked.
He closed his eyes, mimed reaching the crest of a climb
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astride a keda and looked west northwest. “That way.”
“And how far was it.”
“A few miles, halfway to the next escarpment.”
“That means it’s probably this village,” she said, pointing
at a white dot on the map seven miles southwest of
Terrasadran. “Most of its foundation stones are probably from
that fortress.”
“The cache could well have been found?”
“If there were true ancient weapons in it, we would have
heard,” Dyoniss said.
“There were no energy weapons, there were never any in
this basin, but there was fine steel, some of the sharpest
known.”
“It would all be rusted now,” Kessil said, “no matter how
dry it is and that area’s not very dry now.”
“The main thing we need is the keda armor. Without it
they can be reluctant to go into battle.”
“And what was that made from?” Kessil asked.
“Fibroplast,” Innen said, “it had to kept under a hundred
pounds or the kedas were slowed.”
“That may have survived,” Kessil said, “but you should
check it for brittleness.”
“I’ll do that, but how do you know?” Innen asked.
“I am a materials engineer after all.”
“Have you got a bedroll and a toilet roll handy?” Innen
asked as they were getting lunch together.
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It was cold enough this dark that they had the firebox on
already and were all cutting ingredients into the pot of bluering golash they were heating on it. “We’ve got the whole
afterlunch to prepare,” Dyoniss said.
“I’ll meet you at the powwow,” Kessil said. “I’ll take the
tube to Mindipreese and find a ride to the encampment.
That’ll give me a couple weeks out at the wheel to get things
in order. I really can’t just leave it.”
“MysteryMoves will take us both,” Alamfrei said, “but I
can’t hang out at that tower with you.”
“Would you let me ride him and not you?”
“We can indulge in a little of both, there’s some private
spots in the dales between town and the encampment. You
know how you used to love it when we were riding.”
Dyoniss could see that Kessil couldn’t retort to that. No
doubt she would love it at a gallop, bareback, in time with
SleepingForth’s motion. He had to put it on his list of things
to do, he had to improve his riding skills to make that happen
safely. He had no doubt Alamfrei could manage a few
different positions on the back of a bolting keda.
“You should get back to the powwow and let them know
Innen’s fine, get them cutting down any overgrown pods on
any Feathery Striateds they come across and be prepared for a
zombie attack.”
“Shall I have a sound crew there to record the uproarious
laugh track?” Alamfrei asked.
“We’ll be lucky if they haven’t already lost people to
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them,” Dyoniss said. That third generation zombie hatched
long enough ago to come eighty miles, at least a week. They
are hatching out there now, every time Narrulla is full. In
three more weeks, it will be too late to warn them.”
“Then you won’t get there til it’s all over,” Alamfrei said.
“I need at least the light of one week on the site,” Kessil
said. “If you can get Wraith to take us out there this dark,”
she asked Innen, “I can spend Dawnsleep thru Afternoonday
there, meet with each shift, and find a ride to a tube station
before Duskmeal. Hopefully I can find a keda for hire and get
out of Mindipreese before dark. I’ll still be there before you
guys,” she told Innen and Dyoniss.
“I thought we were bringing you out with the dawn and
taking the farm roads south of Terassadran?” Innen said.
“You’ll lose an hour and I’ll lose two with the
Morningday shift.”
“You’ll still have enough time with them,” Innen said,
“and as long as we only spend one dark on the trail, we’re on
schedule.”
“Then we’ll do it that way,” Kessil said. “I think we’ve
got as much in here as we’re going to eat,” she said about the
cookpot, “we should put the heaviest cover on it since we
don’t want to wait all day for this.”
“It’s still going to be an hour,” Alamfrei said.
“At least,” Kessil said.
“So we’ve got time,” he said.
“What part of ‘no’ didn’t you understand?” Kessil said.
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He would stay out if it til it looked like Kessil needed him,
but he would keep a careful eye on it and assume a readier
stance.
“Why?” Alamfrei nearly whined.
“Until you cure your addiction,” she said, “I’m not
participating. I don’t want those genes transferring to me. I
consider you defective.”
Alamfrei looked stricken, “Because I can provide endless
pleasure?”
“There are more facets to life. Sex has its place, but it’s
not all of life.”
“So why does that mean you have to shut me off?” he
asked.
“I just told you, I don’t want to take the chance of those
genes getting into me.”
He compressed his lips, “I’m not going out on the
courtyard again,” he said and grabbed his shoulderpack. “I’m
going back up to the club,” he stuffed the light worker he’d
arrived in into it. “I’ll have lunch and leave from there.”
Picking up his toilet roll, he stuffed that in the pack as he was
already heading for the door. “I’ll see you all at the
powwow,” and with that he was gone.
“I wonder how his story’s going to sound by the time he
gets back to camp?” Innen said.
“I’m sorry,” Kessil said, “but he’s off the deep end.”
“Oh I know,” Innen said, “and if more of the women had
your gumption, maybe he would get the hint, but he wheedles
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and they usually give in.”
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7. Siege of the Tower
Kessil arrived at old One Fifty Six late and sweaty.
Alamfrei must have given Dyoniss the idea because they had
moved out before the dawn and with Innen in the lead, he’d
asked if he could learn to have sex while riding. They had
quite a bit of fun before anyone was out, and by then Dyoniss
was as good at giving a boink on a twining keda as anyone on
the plains.
At the base of the tower, Innen handed over her duffel,
he’d carried it to even the weight on the kedas a little. They
were remarkably lively this week considering how much time
they’d spent awake over the dark. She had little trouble
convincing SleepingFourth to go off on an adventure with
Wraith and Dyoniss. She understood enough to know that he
asked if this was permanent or temporary. She told him
temporary. To a keda that is somewhere between a minute and
three centuries.
There were several of the crew lined up to see her about
various problems as soon as she turned around. “Just a
minute,” she said, “I need the restroom and I’ll be right with
you.” It was just a porta-potty set up at the base of the tower,
but there’s no facilities for cleaning up on a keda and she was
still throbbing.
After getting ready for business, she saw to what was
going on for the day. Front drive bearing out of spec, splitter
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gear delivery a day late, hydraulic leak in the sail actuators.
That one took her til after lunch, and had her working with
Benid for enough hours that they got comfortable with each
other.
“Your body’s more fun than it looks,” he told her after the
position of leaning over the gearbox put her in a lot of contact
with him.
“Thanks,” she said, “I have fun with it when I can.”
“You don’t have your keda today,” he said.
“I’m staying over here for Noonsleep,” she said. “And I
want to try and make tomorrow’s shift short.”
“It will be pretty bright in here all noon,” he said.
“I’ve lived on the plains and done Noonsleep rough many
times.”
“I’ve got a back room, if I could be so bold.”
“I’m not so hung up on etiquette that I’m distressed by a
male making the invitation,” Kessil said, “and as long as you
also let me get some sleep, have plumbing, and are less than a
mile from here, I’ll be glad to accept your offer. I’ll even
cook Noonmeal if you want.”
“I can meet all those requirements but the mile, it is a half
hour at a good pace, an hour at a casual stroll with a hand
over your shoulder.”
“I guess I could make do with the hour of casual stroll.”
“I’ve got the height,” he answered.
“There’s something I have to get everybody together for,
but I think I should talk it over with you first.”
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“Oh?”
“I’m going away for some time, maybe weeks, I need
someone to watch the place for me. It will mean being here
twice a week instead of once.”
“Are you asking me?”
“When I went over this with Mbeshna,” by Eye/pocket
eye, “I gave him my three choices and he approved them all.
You’re first on my list, if you want to do it.”
“If you’ll be back before spring chores. I really need all of
Afternoonday those weeks.”
“I should be, but if I don’t make it, call headquarters, I
need to leave you this pocket eye to send in the daily reports
anyway.”
“You better show me how to work it.”
“I will, but first lets get everyone together and tell them
you’re going to take the tiller while I’m away.”
That took almost the remainder of the afterlunch. There
would be little for the Afternoonday shift to do unless more
parts came in. There wasn’t enough of the gearbox to start
taking final run-outs, all she could think of to do was make
sure the lifting tackle was untangled and ready to go. There
was no sense making busywork, they all went down to the
yard and chatted in the shade while noon came on. She called
their shifts done whenever they wanted to wander away,
passed out their irons while Teldray was passing his skin of
blue around.
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“How much duffel you bringing to my place?” Benid
asked, once Teldray and Kwasheen ambled away toward her
place.
She looked up the tower, making the twenty two story
climb for a fourth time today didn’t seem inviting. “I can let
my teeth go til I get back there, and change my wrap then. I
don’t figure we’ll be wearing much once we get to your
place?”
“You figured right.”
She wrapped his arm over her shoulder, “So lead on,” she
said.
“I brought a lunch sack,” he said. “Let me grab that.”
His property was as big as Yashmi’s, but not as lush. His
home was a small, hardy archwood, six trunks with a barn
excavated between their roots below the main room. He had
an all-in-one, a nice one with built in digester that provided
fuel for the light inside plus a fitting that ran his kitchen
burner. His bed was in a loft over the middle of the room.
There was a cupola above for ventilation and it was relatively
cool and dark.
She cooked shred rolls with a couple red-tails he’d caught
and cleaned that dawn. He had faim noodles and she shredded
some kalic and wondermelon to add to them. He had really
nice thesh that he’d picked himself in a nearby field. It matted
easily and didn’t shatter even when well toasted.
He had a little cask of Liquid Lightning that she didn’t
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want to get too deep into for Noonsleep. They did a couple
little cups, just enough to make the sex very dreamy.
He made breakfast, nleets with a hot gloribard nectar dip.
They were wonderful, she knew it was too much sugar
though, even as she kept re-dipping.
“Thanks for the sleep,” he said as they lingered over
breakfast.
“This was really good, I hope we do it again.”
“You’re a much more land-level person than I expected.”
“Me?” Kessil said, a little shocked. “I’m of the
VerseM’lOry.”
“Of the plains?” he asked.
“I need someone to fill in for me because I’m off to the
All Basin Powwow out on the Skyalloon Chaparral.”
He looked at her critically as she sat there holding her
teacup, sitting relatively decorously for a nude and well-sated
woman. “You could have made me believe you were of the
royal line of Kyoith,” he said.
She almost sprayed that tea all over his wall. “My people
had never seen plumbing by the time the royal line of Kyoith
was deposed.”
The Afternoonday shift brought all the regulars and six
more hopefuls from the surrounding area. The splitter gear
was due within an hour, according to the pocket eye, so she
hoped that was right and sent the newbies up the tower to be
there for the gear. She’d be surprised if all of them made the
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climb. All the regulars knew what to do, they were replacing
all the down lines, and currently working about twelve floors
up. Everything is accessible from the spiral stairway in these
towers, a lot better design than the ancient ones with the
stairway on the outside and only a single down line in the
center of the tower. The only way they can be serviced is with
a reamer and remote. Now the down-line is only what the
machine is producing, but there are skeins of sensor and
control lines in the center of the tower. All of them were
being tested, cleaned, all gaskets replaced, all mating surfaces
checked and retooled if necessary.
DrurIn, their crystalier, stopped by, but there was nothing
that she knew of for him to do right now. “I can go up and
down the work sites, maybe somebody needs a mount or
something, but I wouldn’t unpack your cart just yet.”
“I’ll unhook Lumpy if I’m waiting at all. Where’s
SleepingFourth?” he asked.
“On his way to powwow with Dyoniss on him.” She had
to explain more of that while he unhitched his blenth and let it
scamper over to the field and look for SleepingFourth. Its
eyes drooped when it saw its keda friend was not there. The
keda and blenth are pretty much master and pet, there is more
difference in intelligence between keda and blenth than
between keda and human, but keda and blenth think more
alike.
“Zombies aye?” he said when she was done with the story
and he had and stowed the harness back in his cart.
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“In that prairie patch just off Terassadran Road.”
“Not that far from here.”
“No, right on my way home.”
“How you getting home?”
“I’m heading for the All Basin Powwow as soon as I can
get out of here, I’ll be gone a few weeks.”
“In that case we should slip into the wagon for a few
minutes,” he said, and caressed her to clarify his meaning.
She thought a minute, his caress felt good, but... “The
splitter gear is coming in any minute and it’s six temps on the
ropes. I’m going to need to sign for it and I’m really still
warm from Noonsleep.”
“Oh? Who was that?”
“One of our contract tech’s.”
“Lucky him.”
“There’s a million girls better in bed than I am between
here and my house.”
“I don’t know about that. Maybe it has to do with more
than the sex itself. There’s a certain aura around you, like
Karasis is thicker here.”
“I’m in Karasis,” Kessil said, “but that’s all. I helped
Dyoniss on a case for the Temple about thirteen decades ago,
that’s the only way I’m more than just a member.”
Before either of them could think of anything else to say,
they heard a heavy wagon pulling up. “That’ll be the splitter
gear,” Kessil said. “After I get that on the ropes we can go up
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and see if there’s anyone who needs you today.”
It was Nonyeen driving again with LeftFive and
CircleTwo. It was clear, even before they pulled up at the
tower, that his kedas noticed that SleepingFourth was not
here. “Well, we meet again,” Nonyen said.
“We’ll probably keep doing this. I doubt this is the last
major assembly we’ll have to ship in.”
“It will continue to be a pleasure,” he said. He got down
from the wagon and handed her the manifest. The Splitter
Gear AND a new front bearing race, much, much more likely
to be in spec. They couldn’t have sent this in time unless they
ALREADY knew the first one was bad, before she even
reported it. Sure enough there were two separate crates on the
wagon, the splitter gear far larger of course. One Fifty Six
used a three stage autoselect made by Groyngk in Mefmun.
This was the third time that gearbox had been changed, but
the wheel was from the 103rd so that wasn’t terrible reliability,
but it was something she would keep in mind for next time
this tower needed a splitter gear. Its take-off came into the
wheelhouse just over the top of the workbench. It was
clutched directly under control of the wind vanes to aim the
house, and clutched to a 100:1gearbox for things like
threadsaws and drills.
Benid was at the top with the temps, they let down the
tackle. Two more guys had come up looking for temp work,
she got them to help her on this end. They were plotsmen
from the neighborhood ready to help for something to do, the
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few pennies didn’t mean that much to them but Kessil would
give them anyway as a matter of honor.
They got the splitter gear aloft, almost a third of the way
up the tower when one of the local guys up there yelled,
“There’s zombies headed our way, hundreds of them.”
“We’ll deal with that,” Kessil yelled back. “You guys
keep hauling and get that gear stowed before you worry about
us. I don’t want that gear in the air with them around.”
She heard Benid’s voice, but not what he said. The
pulleys kept creaking. Benid yelled down, “He’s right about
the zombies, I can see them too, they’re lumbering down both
paths from the west. I don’t know about hundreds, but there
are dozens.” As he said that, some of the locals began running
thru the clearing the tower was in, screaming.
“We better get into the tower,” Kessil said.
“What about my blenth?” DrurIn asked.
“The zombies aren’t interested in him,” Kessil said.
“They are seed carriers that are only interested in killing a
human being, disemboweling it, and planting a seed in its
body cavity.”
The zombies weren’t interested in the kedas, but the kedas
were interested in them as soon as they began lurching into
their field. LeftFive came right up to one, it paid him no mind
but continued lurching forward, eyes fixed on them, the group
of humans around Nonyeen’s heavy wagon.
Kessil gave him the sign of two eyes coming together and
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downward in a V below basic eye level. LeftFive coiled his
eye. Kessil touched her hair, the sign for ‘mane’ or ‘smell’
and repeated the ‘kill’ sign. LeftFive understood that, and
once he saw the zombies were filled with vegetable matter,
quickly finished them all off, all that were coming from that
side.
“You guys can overcome the Instinct with these can’t
you?” Kessil asked them. “You can clearly see they are only
disguised as humans. I haven’t got my knife, have you got
anything the rest of us can use against them? Or would you
rather hole up in the tower?”
“What will they do to my wagon?” Nonyeen asked.
“Not sure, probably ignore it.”
More people from the neighborhood screamed by. Most
would not be sure they were plants and the Instinct could very
well prevent them from striking back. It wasn’t foolproof, as
the dead one they’d found proved, but most people were
fleeing. There were a dozen paths into this clearing that One
Fifty Six was in the middle of. It did not appear that the
zombies were able to run, but a dozen of them getting keda
stomped hadn’t given them any fear at all of chasing people
thru here. There were death screams back in the plots, people
who hadn’t fled.
She had keyed thru a connection to the Blue Kite’s
newsroom by now, and held her ring-cam up so they could
get a feed of what was happening. They were pretty amazed
by what they saw and wanted panicked explanations. She told
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them to contact Ksennen for the details, but wanted to tell
them it would be a good idea if people cut down any
overgrown pods on any Feathery Striated Archwoods they
could find, since they hatched into these zombies.
They all backed into the tower base as the zombies
advanced, with Kessil bringing up the rear. At the door she
wished for her plains knife, she knew the Instinct wouldn’t
stop her with these, but she wasn’t going to fight them
unarmed. She also went inside, closed the door and bolted it.
She had to keep talking with the guy in the Blue Kite’s
newsroom. They hadn’t reached Ksennen yet. She told them
what she could of the problem, but Dyoniss hadn’t told her
everything Ksennen had told him, so she was giving them
only partial information. She wanted to keep it simple, cut off
the overgrown pods from any Feathery Striated Archwood
you can find.
The pounding on the door began while she was still
messaging on the pocket eye. The zombies had to be working
together wielding a battering ram. It was probably the tongue
of Nonyeen’s big wagon. “Better get upstairs,” she said.
“That sounds like it’s going to break thru.”
The stairs were an endless spiral, there were portholes
every lap for light. Compared to outside it was pretty dark in
here, but she thought she could see some tools. Everyone was
up the stairway already but Nonyeen. She felt thru the tool
pile, there was a masonry hammer and a pry bar, the rest were
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piping tools. Oh, she found a box knife too.
“You won’t get the Instinct with them will you?” she
asked Nonyeen.
“I sure don’t think so, they don’t look as human as
CircleTwo as far as I’m concerned.”
“But I know you could never hurt CircleTwo either,” she
said. He wondered if he was saying something about his
relationship with that keda? She didn’t want to think about
that, especially as the door started to splinter.
“Where are they vulnerable?” he asked as he took a good
grip on the pry bar.
“I think they keep the human skin and nervous system, so
they’d probably be vulnerable in the brain. The skull is
replaced with a wooden pod of course, but we don’t know
how hard it is and thick it is. If we can smash it in,” she
needed to yell now, the tongue of his wagon had come thru
the lower door panel, withdrew and began pounding at the
crossboard, “we should do that!” she yelled as the door gave
way and zombies began crowding into the room.
They had to break arms to get thru to the skulls, but their
bones were only as hard as the rind of a lorv and the mason’s
hammer and the pry bar broke them. They each got clawed a
couple times as the zombies groped for them, but it only took
three dead ones to clog up the door. They only pulled the top
one off and climbed over the others, but they had to keep
dispatching them awhile.
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Benid and one of the day guys made it down and Benid
spelled her with the mason’s hammer. He made it look easy,
smack, smack, both arms useless but the legs keep pushing it
thru til the head appears, pop, then the wait until another
zombie drags it away. After Benid had dispatched three of
them, they gave up. She could hear voices outside, shouts, but
not as many screams.
The day guy had gone up to the first porthole. “There’s a
few guys out here chopping them with cleavers,” he told
them. “I think humans are beating them now.”
“Help me wrestle this waste out of the door,” Benid said
to Nonyeen, “so we can get to the zombiefruit harvest.”
They were able to push the bodies out of the way, get out
and drag the door clear, while smacking one zombie still
staggering toward them.
“Wow,” the guy watching from the porthole said.
There were fifteen around the doorway to the tower
altogether. They had dragged their comrades no farther than
they had to as they kept attacking that door. There was the
dozen LeftFive had killed, and another dozen both kedas had
dispatched since they went in the tower. There were still some
screams in the distance however, meaning that there were still
some zombies out there. “I feel like we should go after them,”
Kessil said.
“Someone else will get them before we can catch up.”
Some screaming in the neighborhood they came from rent
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the air. They all went running over, even the guy who’d gone
back up to the porthole. The screaming girl was standing at
the entry to a yard where a zombie was squatting over a
disemboweled human body, over the cavity where his guts
used to be. A few people were there ahead of her and got to it
just as she saw what was happening. The first guy there had
an ax, and he swung it right at the head of the zombie. It put
its hand up to deflect the ax and the hand went spinning,
severed clean off and the ax went halfway up the handle into
its head.
Kessil was gripped when she saw the very human looking
brain cleaved right off the spinal column. The guy with the ax
was breathing hard but he said to the guy who was running
with him, “Come on, there’s probably more,” and they pulled
the sap-covered ax out of the zombie and pushed their way
out of the yard.
That was when they saw the Blue Kite News floater over
them and long lenses trained on the drama that had just
occurred. From the floater they filmed all the carnage in the
square, and lowered a reporter who started interviewing
locals. Luckily she had started opposite them, and they were
able to get back to the tower before the news team got to
them. There were a few locals who were glad to relate their
adventures at length so she might be able to go on with the
day and then get out of here in time to get to the powwow.
There was another group already starting to argue over
who was going to compost the bodies. She offered them the
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additional bodies that were piled around the tower door, but
did not try to straighten out their arguments.
She went up the tower to see about the splitter gear.
Nothing had been done while this action was occurring and
its case was still hanging in the air. That had to come up, as
well as the bearing race, before she could call them all
together and tell them she was going away and Benid would
be sitting in for her.
DrurIn climbed with them, but stopped to talk to the guys
re-doing the plumbing as he came to them. They were all
excited about the attack, all of them had watched it thru
portholes and they were going to talk about it for awhile
before they got around to discussing where they needed
mounts attached to the crystal. She didn’t notice any, but as
long as he didn’t stay all day and their output wasn’t
unreasonably lax she would give them their iron when she
went on her way, with instructions not to step on her heels
when they left. In truth she trusted all of them, she knew she
could give it to them when they showed up and they would
still put in an honest shift.
Benid spoke with her as they toiled up the steps. “That
guy who followed me down had a camera ring, a big one like
yours. He was the one who first spotted them and said there
were hundreds. He wasn’t being obvious about it, but he held
the rail while we were watching what was going on and could
have recorded the whole thing.”
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“Do we know anything about him?”
“Presumably a local who saw the sign for day work. He
said his name was Mothorn, that’s all I know actually.”
“It’s interesting anyway, let me know if he shows up
again.”
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8. Beyond the Horizon
“I’m going to ask to make a change in our course up here
and turn toward the north,” Innen said, and pointed ahead of
them with his chin. They were riding side by side on an open
coach road, bordered by smallholds and pastures, making it
an open and sunny path. He had a copy of an ancient map in
his hands. They were far beyond Terassadran and far to the
south of it by now, maybe as far west as Aitol. “I’m trusting
you with a lot to see this, but I trust you. I know if Kessil
trusts you, I can trust you.”
“What are you trusting me with?”
“Our ancient weapons cache. I know I already told you
about it, but now I’m taking you there.”
The detour took them up a smaller path, one they had to
thread single file between trellised bean vines marking the
adjoining fields. There were a few larger spreads back this
way, but it was still mostly small holds and a few larger
pastures. Some raised karga and lenta on lush fields between
the fields of vedn and thesh. Miles farther on, the path was
not developed, just demarcated on the plain, eventually giving
them enough room to ride beside each other again if there
was no other traffic.
“When I remember being here,” Innen said, “there might
be encampments out here, there might not. If there were, they
might be hostile.”
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“They didn’t have the antidote I hope?”
“No, but the Instinct didn’t reach here til the 45th.”
That was right, the trip he remembered best was in the
44th. “It looks like there’s a bit more than encampments here
today,” Dyoniss said, “and you thought you could see the
fortress from here?”
“We’re coming from the other direction.”
They had to move over to pass a thesh cart, a big eight
wheel with a two keda hitch, bound on a week-long trip into
the cities. “So what is out here that we’re going to find?”
Dyoniss asked when they could talk again.
“It’s an ancient fortress. It marked some boundary out in
the desolation. It’s in a rocky spot on the far back side of the
escarpment.”
“How old is it?” Dyoniss asked.
“Oh probably from the mid 30’s, maybe even earlier. Half
the walls have collapsed and all the floors, and that’s from
when I can last remember, it’s probably worse now. Only the
things underground have any chance at all, but everything we
need is under there. It’s all overgrown with prickerbrac now
and you need to expect loss of blood if you want to poke
around in it.”
They got slowed by traffic a little. “Don’t we have some
snips or something to go after that prickerbrac?” Dyoniss
asked him.
“We have our knives,” Innen said.
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There were some stone buildings ahead, a sign for ale and
yaag, another for goulash. “Do we need to go thru that to get
into it,” Dyoniss asked, “or is this town what’s left of it?”
“I was last here four and a half centuries ago,” Innen said
as he signed Wraith to a stop. Dyoniss okayed it for
SleepingFourth and they stepped to the side, just before this
crossroads.
“You claimed your memory barely lasts twenty decades,
how can you remember this?”
“Thru the magic of writing,” Innen said and produced a
small notebook from his armpocket. If it was that old he must
have treated the paper because standard paper becomes as
brittle as a rogus flake after a century. “But you know what? I
really do remember.”
“I guess that’s good, your memory has to be pretty good if
anything lasts over four and a half centuries.”
“I guess so, better than I thought.”
“So what do you know about this fort?”
“It still had some weapons and armor in it. Back when the
Peace Plague went thru, most of the tribes took all the
weapons in caravans out here and left them in that ancient
fortress. It’s been awhile since it was my turn to drive a
caravan out here. I don’t even go to the meetings any more,
anybody can find me wherever I am on the powwow
grounds.”
“You’re usually out on the khable course,” Dyoniss said,
“or in a pretty girl’s tent.”
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“That narrows it down,” Innen admitted.
They were doing a lot of riding, Dyoniss was glad he’d
learned how to do it without getting sore, he really thought
the key was learning to ride bareback, since keda flesh is the
same consistency as human and not as hard as the mrang hide
that saddles are made from in this basin. Once tanned, their
hides are just about as hard as their shells. SleepingFourth
wasn’t muscular for a keda but he was not boney either. He
also had the personality of a saint.
Innen noticed that because he said, “I notice you’re doing
pretty well at bareback this time.”
“It’s actually more comfortable.”
“We’ve known that for centuries,” Innen said, “but it does
take a little more skill.”
“Easily acquired now that we have SleepingFourth.”
“How’s he doing?” he looked at the keda, not Dyoniss.
SleepingFourth answered him with his eyes and Dyoniss
gave his side of it. “He’s doing great, he loves the pond and
plays with almost everyone who comes in it. He’s dug it out a
lot deeper to make us a diving spot and has fun throwing
people into it.”
“Sounds like he’s happy.”
“He’s the one who alerted us to this pod people/zombie
problem actually. He found a dead one in a small preserve
back near the city.”
“They have a lot to add to a society,” Innen said about
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kedas.
“I’m learning that.”
“He found it by smell no doubt.”
“For sure,” Dyoniss said. “It took me hours to get there
and I smelled it before I saw them but I was right down wind.
It was the smell of fresh compost, couple days out of the
kitchen at most.”
“Keda could probably smell that from back in town.”
“I wouldn’t doubt it,” Dyoniss said. “But as far as this
fortress?”
“I think you’re right about this village,” he said while
looking around critically. “These paths cross in what was
probably the main court of the fortress back when it was here.
The walls have all been taken down and the stone used to
build all these houses and shops all the way down to what
was once the moat.” That was now an irrigation pond and
connected with an auto-cycle lock to an ongoing canal.
“So where was the stuff stored?”
“Right where that street is now,” he pointed across the
village square to an alley that went down behind the far side
between the ancient foundations and the moat, deep enough
to have kayak put-ins on the former moat. There was a new
crystal arch over it, and some shops above. The bases of the
ancient walls were the front steps of those shops.
“So how long has it been since you’ve been here?”
Dyoniss asked. He pointed SleepingFourth west again, at this
crossroads of a village. “I should ask, would you like to stop
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for a cup and a bowl while we’re here?” Dyoniss said,
pointing at the signs.
“I scarcely know,” Innen said. “I know I hadn’t solved the
logistical problem of getting these weapons to the tribes, but I
wasn’t prepared for them to no longer exist, the hidden
underground chamber where they were stored would be the
village put-in.”
“No doubt that steel financed this village.”
“They should give a meal and a round of cups for it,”
Innen said and brought Wraith around to the cook and cup
nearest the kayak put-in. He regaled them with tales of the
cache of ancient weapons that used to be where the put-in is
today.
Tendahn was the one with the goulash here, a spicy but
clear broth, and long slices of all the ingredients, each added
at the proper time. “Yeah that tale is good enough for those
bowls,” he said, “but you’ll need new material tomorrow.”
“Tomorrow I’ll be well out west, but for new material, the
Feather Striated Archwood now has some overgrown pods, so
big they come down and touch the ground. Cut them down,
only the overgrown ones, or they will hatch into zombies.”
Amid hearty laughter Tendahn said, “Okay, tomorrow’s
bowl also, but you have to tell it again to the people there.”
“I’ve seen one of those pods,” another guy eating there
said, “on an archwood down by the bottom canal, one of the
ones in the muddy patch on the far side.”
“Did it have a zombie in it?” Tendahn asked.
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“It was big enough to have, but it had already hatched.”
Innen related the part about disemboweling the victim and
depositing a seed into the body cavity. Dyoniss wished he
didn’t have to think about a strategy that low being used on a
human being. He knew he had to find the one responsible and
make sure he was stopped.
After that rather late lunch, they rode another hour. They
encountered a cliff about a quarter mile high at one end and
two miles wide to the point where it tapered down to nothing.
On this side it was a brown cliff with nothing but lichens for
handholds. The only trees in sight were at the base of that
rock.
“It might be a little early, but we’re unlikely to find as
welcoming a campsite before the dark sets in,” Innen told
him.
“It’s fine with me, you’re the guide,” Dyoniss said.
They turned toward the trees, and immediately Innen’s
keda began to give him the sign that there were other kedas
nearby. They looked all around but could see nothing.
SleepingFourth knew more however, and pointed to the trees
at the base of the rock with his middle eye.
“Maybe we should move on?” Dyoniss asked.
“Let’s see what we find,” Innen said. Just because there
are people doesn’t mean that they’re hostile.”
“Who would be out here?”
“I don’t know, but it is uncharacteristic of the expelled to
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hold up in a wood. It is more likely a small band like us.”
“You do notice there are Feathery Striated Archwoods
here?”
“The zombies could never get on a keda,” Innen said.
“They live more in a world of smells than sight. To a keda the
zombies have only a superficial resemblance to a human.”
There was no way to really sneak up on the place, it was
an open plain with nothing on it but ribbonleaves for miles in
all directions. They turned just a bit to the left of where the
keda pointed and continued toward it at a walk. They were
still a half mile from the rock, but the size of the cliff face
was deceptive and made him think they were much closer and
the brush at its base was only a few feet high. In truth a
Feathery Striated archwood could easily send shoots forty
feet above the ground and spread twenty five feet from the
base on all sides. It was one of the border shrubs in the patch
of woods at the base of the giant stone.
They were still a long way from the woods when they
could first hear the shouts and the ring of weaponry. It
sounded like crystal on crystal if Dyoniss had to guess. They
urged the kedas straight for it and into a twine. Dyoniss still
can’t stay on a bolting keda bareback without grabbing a
nostril or two and they hate that. At a twine he had to crouch
in a six point stance and try to keep his body away from
impacts with the animal’s back. At this speed it took only two
minutes to cover the distance to the forest. They saw the
kedas theirs had smelled lounging in the shade of one of those
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archwoods.
He was very concerned to see that right here in these few
of the shrubs there were over a dozen man-sized pods and
most of them were empty husks. Those that hadn’t hatched,
were thrust thru with knife or spear. He wondered if they
were fighting each other, or if there was someone with the
antidote, or someone who had seen one and knew it was
really a plant.
The kedas that were now lounging among those pods
jumped up and waved their eyes like storm-tossed flowers at
the kedas they were riding, who coiled their eyes in questions
in return. It would have been nice to be able to understand
what they were saying. Innen jumped down from his, bow in
one hand, two knives in the other. From here it was easy to
hear women struggling and cursing. Innen threw a knife to
Dyoniss, saying, “We’ll find you a three-horn to rope
tomorrow to make this legal,” and went running towards the
sounds.
He didn’t expect he’d have to run a hundred yards into the
forest just to reach the action. When under the great trees
nearer the base of the rock and free of the underbrush, he
could see what was happening when there were still thirty
yards to go. There were two women on a large rock, holding
off a mob of zombies with spears. The spear seemed to be a
poor weapon to use against them because puncture wounds
didn’t seem to bother them much. A little sap ran out, but that
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was all.
When you saw them in motion it was easy to tell they
weren’t human. They lumbered along very stiffly, but
unstoppably. They were immune to wounds, reason, taunting,
challenges, any words at all. They stared straight at their
target and appeared to be set on subduing the women with
their bare hands. The women were exhausted, dripping with
sweat, hair stringy and streaked with blood and sap.
Innen wasted no time, started slicing limbs off the
zombies in the back as he ran to the front. Dyoniss did
likewise, and thanked Karasis that the Instinct recognized the
zombies as a separate species and let him do this. The miracle
of this knife really impressed him. He’d had knives in the past
that could have cut thru the roughweave sacks they were
wearing. He had knives before that could cut to the bone, but
none that would do both on a single stroke. But it was the fact
that it cut thru the bone, or in this case the one inch stick that
the zombie uses for a bone, that really impressed him about
the knife. Now he knew why Kessil never used hers in the
kitchen.
He ran thru the pack, slicing them like they really were
vegetables, reaching the women just after Innen. There were
no more than a dozen zombies left standing, and they were
starting to turn away. Innen went after them, Dyoniss
followed, so did the women, it took only another minute to
finish them all.
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Even while they both gasped for breath, the one who
looked a lot like Kessil’s mom said, “I’m Kelfamp, that’s my
daughter Yusa. We owe you our lives.” Yusa was pretty
enough, straighter hair and a face more Etendur than her
mom’s. Kelfamp wasn’t as pretty as Kessil’s mom because
she had suffered bad wounds to the bottom of her breasts that
left livid scars. They could be repaired in the city but there
were no neighborhood gene shops out here.
“Too glad to help,” Innen said. “Thank Karasis, not us.”
Kelfamp made the sign of the circle and bowed her head.
“Lets get you cleaned up,” he said. “I have some salve, is
there water here?”
“A little pool at the base of the cliff,” she said. “I’m going
to try and crawl over there.”
“I can help you,” Dyoniss said, “while he goes and gets
that salve.”
She wasn’t a very big woman, he could have carried her,
but she wanted to walk. She had been raked across the thigh
with the fingernails of a zombie, the skin was off and the nails
of that zombie must have been pretty ragged. Yusa also had
some fingernail marks on her side, but wasn’t as wounded as
Kelfamp.
He saw there was a little pool next to the base of the rock,
she was able to make it to a rock there. She was more
exhausted than injured, but a wound like that was much more
painful than threatening and he was sympathetic to her
condition.
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Yusa came up to the pool, she had a thinweave shift, now
ripped wide open, that she tossed on the nearest bush, and
splashed some of the cold, clear water on her scratches.
Kelfamp struggled to the water, still too exhausted to move,
interested in nothing more than breathing right now. “I’ll get
you a towel,” Yusa said and was off toward their camp, which
was hardly more than fifty feet away. Kelfamp just nodded
and smiled. “The first one is the hardest,” she gasped, the
Instinct came the closest to stopping me on the first one. Once
I saw they were vegetables inside, the Instinct never reached
for me. I’ll always know that lurching gait is because it’s
really a plant.”
Innen was back with the salve about the time Yusa was
back with the towel. Dyoniss left them saying, “I’m going to
drag the compost away.”
There turned out to be twenty one dead zombies
altogether. They weren’t as heavy as a real human, but they
were heavy enough to be work to drag. He found that
dragging one a hundred yards from the campsite was a lot of
work and he wasn’t going to take it farther.
He had only done two when Yusa came over. “It’ll be
easier if I help. I should think with the two of us we could
carry them.”
He knew she was a strong women because that was true.
She took them under the knees, he took them under the
shoulders and they carried them without undo trouble. “How
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did this all start,” he asked, “and what were you doing out
here?”
“It all started with the reason we’re out here,” she
answered. “We defied the council by refusing to stop insisting
that there were Orcs hatching from Feathery Striated pods.
We continued to talk it up so the council expelled us. We were
going to bring one back. We found they were already starting
to hatch and before we could spear them all, there were some
hatching. We had to retreat to that rock, we didn’t think we
could hold them off much longer.”
“We’re glad the Instinct let you fight them.”
“When you see something hatching out of an overgrown
seed pod, you know it’s not human no matter how it looks.
My sister was taken by one, she never knew it wasn’t human,
she just thought it was someone in a real bad trance. I did too
at the time, til it killed her and gutted her out and tried to
carry her away. I was screaming the whole time but it paid no
attention to me, as little attention as the tribe did to this tale.
I’m sure if they could have thought of a way I’d come by a
tablet of the antidote they would have expelled me for killing
my sister. As it was all I could do was keep the beast from
dragging her away. I got worse wounds in that struggle than I
did today.”
“Of course I believe you, but then I saw today’s attack
with my own eyes and we were on the trail of these pods to
start with.”
“I’m glad someone believes. I loved my sister, losing her
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was more than I could bear, getting expelled from the tribe
was little after that. We’ll get another tribe, we know there’s
nothing wrong with us.”
“Nothing I can see from here,” Dyoniss said.
“Then can I ask you now if you’ll help warm my quilt this
dark?”
Dyoniss agreed and meant it. He would have been
unlikely to refuse her under any condition other than Kessil
was here. She was taller and with a more angular face than
Ksennen, her skin was ruddier but her hair was blacker and
shinier. She had more muscular definition than Ksennen, and
a little less padding, but that same general look as Ksennen
and Nembez. Since they were all some of his most common
variety partners he would feel comfortable with her.
Dusksleep turned into a nice interlude. Kelfamp didn’t
feel up to sex for Dusksleep, but promised she would be fine
in the cold of Dawnsleep. Yusa was fun both times. Her fun
loving personality and husky, whispery voice were exciting
and interesting and much more intense than the average polite
variety encounter.
For Nightday they talked of the zombies and traded what
each already knew of them. That involved an hour lecture by
Innen and another by Dyoniss, a few minutes of local detail
by Kelfamp and an, ‘I don’t know anything more,’ from Yusa.
They made trips to the pool for water and into the woods
for bathroom and around the area for forage. There were a
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few gnarlberries left on a few of the bushes and they caught a
few inglethors. There was plenty of firewood, the kedas slept
peacefully, almost in a pile, do doubt having as much
congress as the humans. Dyoniss tried to cool it with Yusa as
much as possible while Innen was around, but she sat
between his legs most of the day. Besides Innen being
Kessil’s father, Dyoniss was a little reluctant because
Kelfamp’s scars would make doing what they were a lot less
pleasant for her.
They did learn a little more about how widespread the
problem was. “Besides these here, I’m sure there’s pods all
along these woods,” Kelfamp was telling them as they toasted
the last morsels of their darkmeal inglethors over the fire.
“Why haven’t they come after us?” Dyoniss asked.
“Probably afraid to. Besides that those pods might have
waited til next week to hatch if we hadn’t started spearing
them. This was the thickest patch of them we found, that’s
why we started here. We were going to drag one back to the
tribe and let them unwrap it and see what they find.”
“They tend to hatch in the fall in the full of Narrulla,”
Innen said.
“Narrulla will be full again this Dawnsleep,” Kelfamp
said, “and twice more in Kadezak. Some people even
consider Imnotn a Fall week so there’s two more full moons.”
“Do we know where the Feathery Striateds are along
here?” Innen asked.
“Not really,” Kelfamp said. “I know I’ve seen more, but I
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didn’t take note of where. We rode in from the far side and
there were a few along there. I’m sure there are others.”
“I’m sure there are too,” Kelfamp said.
“Should we go out and chop pods as soon as Narrulla’s
up?” Dyoniss asked.
“There’ll be far too many, they’d be hatching before you
could get them all,” Kelfamp said. “I think we need to kill a
pod or two at each tree and get out of there before the others
start coming out early. But I think we should wait until light.”
“We’ll have to be wary for Dawnsleep,” Yusa said. “Some
could hatch in the full of Narrulla this dark.”
“You two can take the first watch,” Kelfamp said. “You
got plenty of each other last sleep.”
“No problem,” she said. Pretending she was talking to
Dyoniss alone she said, “We can keep watch over each others
shoulder right here at the fire.”
That was about what they did.
They woke Innen and Kelfamp when Narrulla had been
thru full, eclipse, the other full until it was only a little fatter
than half round. They were exhausted and convinced
themselves that the eastern horizon was a bit brighter than the
western.
It seemed like they had barely wrapped the quilt around
themselves when he heard Innen bellow and he noticed it was
dawn, “You better get out here, there’s more than just two or
three of them this time,” followed by the snap of a bowstring.
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9. On the Plains
Kessil’s dark in Mindipreese was uneventful. After the
stress of that Afternoonday she just found a quick bowl of
goulash and a snug room at an inn not far from the tube
station. The city was big enough to have a few taps with
music at them and a guy entertaining enough that it was well
after Morningday breakfast when she finally got on a street
car taking her to country where keda hire might be possible.
It took her quite some time to find a keda for long term
hire that had ever been on the open plains before. She might
have given the beast the impression that she was more fluent
in the language of the mid basin plains than she really was.
She could ask if he’d been on the plains. She couldn’t
actually get her finger to coil, but she could get enough of a
kink in it to convey the impression of a coil. The fact that she
could do it in all-eye was an added plus. It was the third place
she’d looked, all a longer street car ride from each other than
this city should have, where she finally saw one bob his
middle eye for yes.
She told him it might be ten weeks or more, and her
fingers were starting to hurt by the time she got thru all that.
She could tell he didn’t get it all, he hadn’t spent a lot of time
on the plains, or with people of the plains. Keda’s out there
are used to the ‘human accent’ of using five jointed fingers to
speak instead of five tentacles with eyes at the end of them.
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She could only make her pinkie curl forward, not to the side
as is required to pronounce it correctly. It was like someone
not being able to pronounce ‘r’ and ‘l’ and substituted a ‘w’
instead.
This keda was known as OneWiggles. He was a decent
sized eight, nearly white with black edging on his long manes
and on his eye shells. He had pink eyes with long lashes with
black tips. His fur was a bit scruffy but that was probably
because it was so wooly. He took well to a light saddle, just
enough to give her something to tie her duffel to.
Now that she had a pocket eye, it was much easier to find
the VerseM’lOry and the powwow on the plains. She should
have left it with Benid, but there wasn’t time to teach him
what to do with it. Instead she’d told the office he was filling
in and to reach him by messenger if needed. Now she was
glad she had it. In centuries past she might ride back and forth
for weeks looking for them. Back then all powwows were
secretive, this one was open but genteel townsfolk might not
be interested in penetrating too deeply into the encampment.
Now the ghosts of Narrulla’s tear sold high resolution
images of all the lands, updated twice a week for relatively
little, ten to the penny. She had a good guess as to where their
encampment might be, so she only bought two before she
found them, right down the middle of the Skyalloon
Chapparal. She got a wider view to see the scope of the whole
encampment and saw almost the whole middle ninth of that
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chaparral was taken up by the tents and the kahble field. Even
with space at the encampment at such a premium that some
were camped beyond it, the whole thousand acres of the field
was laid out. There were dozens of tribal main tents along the
central arcade, which ended at the judge’s stand on the edge
of the kahble field. She saw all that in the images from the
pocket eye before OneWiggles had taken her even one block
toward the wilds.
It actually took them hours to get far enough that she
could say she was really in the wilds. That whole time she
saw plenty of herdsmen, but they were settled land herdsmen,
riding out from civilization to day camps, maybe staying over
dark once or twice on each drive. More than likely they
tracked the herds from the images on the eye and rode to
encircle them without having to search at all.
This close to the city there were as many thongga as
mrang, that might change with a twelfth tenet, a thongga is
closer to the intelligence of a keda than a mrang, about even
with a blenth. They don’t have a complex language like the
keda, but they have as many signals with their eyes as
humans are able to learn. Many of them are simplifications of
the local keda language. Humans had introduced the thongga
to this basin in the mid 40th century but there have been seven
keda conclaves in the entire basin for over a thousand
centuries.
It would take her the rest of the day and all of tomorrow
to ride out to the powwow. If she had gotten more sleep the
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previous Dawnsleep, she might be able to make it thru
Noonsleep and find the tribe by Afternoonday breakfast.
Because Dawnsleep had been interrupted a few times for
further activity, she would not be riding thru Noonsleep. That
meant she should find a good place to make her camp. She
still had several hours to go before noon but the land was
getting pretty open.
This was the first time she’d used this tube station to get
into the plains, it hadn’t been open before. She hadn’t been on
this exact ground before. There was actually a trail the Mlory
herd and VerseM’lOry followed on their migration. It had
been etched into the plain by now, ruts up to a foot deep,
boulders moved and turned on their side.
The VerseM’lOry had not camped this far east for thirty
centuries. This area had some recent game trails thru the
brambles here and there, but most of the ground was a thick
carpet of ribbonleaves scattered with clumps of brush. The
hills were a little steep at first, Mindipreese was in a
bottomland, like most permanent settlements on the edge of
the prairie.
She let OneWiggles set his pace and he got up on a twine
of his own volition. He still rode pretty smooth and she was
able to sit up and hold on with her left hand, leaving her right
free to work the pocket eye. He was fast enough to keep the
hair out of her eyes if she faced forward. When the wash got
narrow, he scampered up the side, which was a sandstone
wash-out with some hair-grass in the cracks. She was glad for
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the saddle and used both hands while he did that.
But once at the top of that they were on the plains, a
rolling carpet of ribbonleaves dotted with archwood or
hangleaf clumps and herds of mrang. She let him have his
way up the hill to the high ground, as long as it was on their
route. She wasn’t too particular where she reached the
chaparral, if the keda wanted to head straight up the hill, he’d
get to the plains sooner but further from the encampment. No
matter what he did, he couldn’t get to it before noon however.
OneWiggles only wanted to get to the top of the local roll
in the land and not somewhere on the slope of a gully. They
were able to ride quite a long ridge, in very close to the
correct direction. She would have to eat at her camp, there
would be no cooks out around here, probably nothing til the
powwow itself. There were still a few clumps of trees around,
and they had passed a few washes in the last half hour.
OneWiggles was still in a twine and after six hours could
have covered seventy five miles so that could be Mount
Eshnorenk to the south.
She didn’t want to guess he was going to maintain a twine
very much longer, and let him know he could drop down
whenever he wanted. The keda language is so guile-free that
the difference between permission and command is a basic
part of speech. In their language the phrases, ‘You may drink
water’ and ‘You must drink water,’ do not use the same sign
for ‘drink’ so ‘may slow down’ is a pinky curling and
uncurling, ‘must slow down’ is an index finger straining
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downward. Sometimes you want to shout so it is your whole
arm pointing downward, elbow locked, with a finger pointing
and maybe jabbing a little.
OneWiggles dropped down a little after that, but
continued at a walk, which is about twice as fast as a human
walks. It was clear he was tired so she made the sign that he
may find camp. She didn’t know how sharp he’d be about
that, but she could try him. He knew they needed water, he
probably needed more than she did since she’d been sipping
at a skin all afterlunch. His manes were a lot more sensitive
than her nose so she hoped he would find it. If it was up to
her she’d have to just look for the deepest gully.
He didn’t immediately head downhill, but kept on across
the prairie, waving his manes at every puff of wind. She could
tell when he got on a scent, he dropped thru a perfectly good
wash that even had some standing puddles in it. She thought
about stopping him, but he had such a purpose that she let
him keep going. He must smell some actual open water and
maybe even a meal she could catch.
Over the next ridge she did see open water, a stream big
enough for wild lon in spots. Then she saw smoke at the same
time she smelled thongga steaks cooking. She liked
OneWiggles’ idea of a suitable place to camp, but then
wondered what it was going to cost.
As they rode slowing into the encampment, Kessil saw in
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their eyes that there was only one coin these guys were taking
as payment and she wasn’t sure she was willing to offer it.
Certainly not to the one who was grossly fat, maybe one of
the other guys. Looking a little closer she figured definitely
one of the other guys.
“Smells good,” she said. “I’m assuming you guys are here
for the noon?”
“We’re of the Hartrentok ranch, what about you?”
“I’m Kessil of the VerseM’lOry,” she said.
“Are they around here? I’m Deshwun by the way.”
“Hinkoff.”
“Jbury,” the grossly fat one said.
“They’re at the powwow,” she said and swung down from
OneWiggles and approached them. “I’ve no claim on your
food but by Karasis I ask to share your camp.”
“You don’t need divine intervention to share our camp,
that was settled as soon as we saw you. A share in the kill
might require more.”
“I don’t see any way you guys are going to pack that out
or brine it, so what you can’t get down is going to waste. I’m
fit to stand a watch, and I can catch and clean my own dinner
if I don’t like the terms.”
“The terms are, warm a bedroll,” Jbury said.
“One, and my choice.”
The guys looked at Jbury, everyone here knew he would
not be her choice. Hinkoff would, but she tried not to show
that yet. Deshwin was just a little greasy for her, or maybe his
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smile was too exaggerated, but aside from that he was a good
looking guy with plenty of confidence and cool. Hinkoff was
a little scruffier, but his skin and hair were dry and lighter in
color like Dyoniss. As the decades piled up she found she was
more and more likely to make a choice based on how much
they looked like Dyoniss.
“Yeah,” Jbury grunted, “but you cook it for her.”
“I’m perfectly capable of cooking them all,” Kessil said.
“In fact you’d probably be better off. You just put those on
the grill raw didn’t you? Nothing on them.”
“We are camping.”
“In the VerseM’lOry we live here. You got fields full of
spices around you, why not use some of them?”
“Hey, if you want to do that, go for it,” Hinkoff said.
“So gather up all those yellow flowers,” she said, “while I
get my bedroll down and pasture OneWiggles.”
“We’ve got keda’s just down the brook,” Deshwin said.
“I’d just bring him over there, he won’t bother going out thru
the brook.”
“They don’t bother going out because they love you,”
Kessil told them, “not because there’s a brook there. With
some difficulty they figure out that you mean the brook to be
a boundary for them so they honor it.”
“You know kedas?”
“Everyone on the plains must,” she said.
She brought OneWiggles around the bend where he
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immediately started waving at the other two in this field, a
dark green-striped dapple and a big black. They were both
eights, but the black was muscular. They were obviously
welcoming him in peace, it could very well be they all knew
each other and were asking each other what they’ve been
doing since humans got here.
She got back to the camp at the same time as Hinkoff and
started crushing the flowers onto the steaks. She got Deshwin
to go out and get her some purple edgeflower seed. She was
glad to find out that he not only knew what it was, but he
knew where to find some close enough that he could be back
in a few minutes. She might be sorry when she had to say no
to him.
Hinkoff built up the fire and she got some contact with
him while she did. She was glad to see that he noticed.
Jbury kept up a stream of chatter about the ranch and how
much they had to do. She was thinking the ranch was very
small scale, like him and these two guys as his hands. The
conversation was pretty much between Jbury and Hinkoff
until Deshwin got back. He handed over the seeds and then
began arguing with the other two about how soon they need
to fix the ridgepole on the cabin. She put the seeds onto the
steaks when she flipped them.
As she cooked, she looked around the camp a little more.
The thongga carcass was a fair distance from the camp, these
guys weren’t going to try and defend it, which was smart.
They had another meal or two here in the camp, but it was
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packed deep in leaves of cinnamon tea which would disguise
the smell and season it a little. The hakkens and the gleeps
would go out after the thongga carcass and not stop to sniff
out another couple pounds deep in the human nest. The
cooking was calling from a much greater distance than even
the carcass and they really should have been careful about
that and not get so engrossed in their conversation. She
wished there was some kind of vegetable with this, but there
wasn’t much around, not even wild panips.
They all ate their steaks off their knives and they were
pretty curious about hers. Talking about it lead to the hakken
incident and she had to relate that. They all tried to tell tales
to match it, and they did have a skin of blue they each took a
few sips of. Eventually it wound up with Deshwun and Jbury
on one side of the fire with the last of that skin, Hinkoff and
Kessil on the other.
He could continue his conversation with them if he
wanted, she didn’t butt in, neither did she press herself
against him, but she did sit close to him so he could have
contact if he wanted it. When he didn’t continue the
conversation about their house, she watched him until he said,
“I want to tell you that I think your cooking is worth your
portion and you really don’t owe us anything more.”
She looked at him, he was looking at her with more than
casual interest, “What if I was to demand favors in return for
the cooking?” she said softly with her sexiest smile, “but I’ll
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only accept payment from you.”
He laughed heartily, nodded his head vigorously while he
did. Both the other guys asked him, “What?”
“You’ll never know,” he said, “but I’ve got company so
leave me alone.” He leaned over and wrapped his arm around
her as he said it. She didn’t want to be so frank about
rejecting the others, but he was approaching it as claim of the
first offered. He might not have grown up on the plains but
that unfortunate piece of etiquette applies to the rural folk of
the whole basin, not just the nomads of the plains.
From then on it was just a matter of getting cozier. The
man she got to know was not who she thought he would be.
He was much more materially successful, and a lot more
boorish of personality. She reminded him a couple times that
she hadn’t actually promised him the sleep yet when he
started to tease the other guys about how she felt. He cut that
out from then on, but there was no doubt he would talk about
it next week and the story would get such embellishment that
no one who heard it would ever recognize her. She tried to
make the best of it and concentrate on his body and not his
behavior.
To his credit, it was the total prairie archtype of encounter.
He certainly looked the part of the rugged bronze-haired
plainsman even if his lifestyle was half as urban as hers. The
embers of the cook fire separated them from the other two
guys and the noon was starting to get hot enough to stay well
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back from those embers.
She tried to be quiet, she had been out in cattle camps
since she was little more than one, she had been dealing with
sex in a place like this since she was two and a third.
Everyone uses some combination of stealth and, ‘I don’t care
what you hear,’ Kessil was heavy on the stealth, but when
Hinkoff let loose he trumpeted like a blanth in a lorv field.
She was mortified, and rolled right out from under him and
into her own quilt with her back to him. The banter after that
took a while to die down.
This was actually one of the reasons she’d left the plains,
not just the hakkens and the paucity of fresh produce. Sex
was so much more civilized in civilization, even at a club you
get your own room, reasonably soundproofed.
She got the last watch, saw noon pass slowly over the
land, clothed in a thin blue-grey vapor that was thin enough to
see across a couple undulations of the plains before they were
lost in the grey.
A hand appeared on her shoulder and Hinkoff sat beside
her, “You’ve been sitting here awhile, no doubt you had the
last watch?”
“Yeah, and it was short, it seems like Deshwun just got
me up.”
“You’re very honorable,” he said, “are all of your tribe
like you?”
“Most, but not all, and I’m not really with the tribe any
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more, I’m on my way for a visit.”
“Any special occasion?”
She chuckled, “Just visiting family,” was all she said.
“What, I can see there’s more to it than that.”
“I laughed because I was afraid you were going to ask and
it’s going to sound so stupid.”
“Why?”
“The VerseM’lOry often travel in areas where Feathery
Striated Archwood Shrub is found.”
“So do we,” he said. “They’re the ones in that zombie
movie.”
“Yeah well, that movie is real,” she said. “They...”
He got excited, “We know it’s real. We all saw it, couldn’t
have been more than fifteen years ago when we were
camping a little farther east than we are here. There was a big
one of those, with enormous pods drooped all the way over
and laying on the ground. We joked that there could be people
in those pods, they were even shaped a little like it.”
“I’m listening,” Kessil said, “and you notice I’m not
laughing, please go on.”
“This is where it gets weird.”
“Want me to take over?” she asked.
“I know, it was in the movie, it was just like in the movie.
Narrulla came toward full in the sky, it seemed like it was
within seconds of Narrulla coming into fullness, those pods
started rustling. The outer leaves began unrolling, like a
flower bud opening but faster. There are quite a few layers of
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pod-leaves to roll back, but sure enough, just like in the
movie, there was a zombie in there. You could tell it was a
zombie too, even on Nightday. The color was wrong, the
expression was wrong, the way it moved. As soon as they
could move, they came after us. We didn’t trust that the
Instinct would let us fight them even if they were zombies, so
we scrambled out of there. The kedas were spooked by them
and killed the first two, but by the time the third hatched we
were packed and out of there. We made it all the way back to
habitation before Dawnsleep. The people at the inn where we
stayed made it obvious we weren’t going to get anywhere
with our story. The only one that would listen to us was a
skinny burn-out who lapped it all up and then told it right
back to us, saying that he’d seen it too, right down to Narrulla
being full.”
Kessil nodded.
“What?” he asked.
“That’s the modification to the Feathery Striated
archwood brush that we would like to eradicate.”
“So you believe me?”
“Oh yeah, you’ve described it exactly. The sequel to that
movie is now in production, and I believe it will be in a
documentary format, just like the last one. We believe the
geneticist that produced the zombie-bearing strain of this
plant is employed by the cinema company to give them
something to film.”
“So that movie?” he asked.
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“The one that happened in South Dells?” she asked.
“That zombie movie where they come over the back wall
of all the gardens on that lane, smashing with axes...”
“Yeah, I’ve seen it twice now,” she said.
“That was real?” Hinkoff asked.
“They figured it was cheaper to just modify the plant as
the script called for than to pay all the special effects people it
would take to render all of that. The neighborhood is in such a
remote part of the city that it takes a day to get there, almost
no one has data service and only a third of the population is
literate. So they could get away with overrunning a street full
of innocents without attracting enough attention to hurt the
sales of the movie.”
“That’s gross, that company should be shunned.”
“That’s not the bad part,” Kessil said.
“What could be worse than that?”
“That variety of Feathery Striated archwood is spreading
in the wild.”
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10. Plainsman
Dyoniss’ eyes snapped open and told him Kortrax would
penetrate the horizon any second. He struggled from the quilt
and Yusa’s arms, legs, whatever she was holding onto him
with. That cold stiff zombie march filled his ears. Kelfamp
grunted as she swung her plains-knife thru a zombie torso like
cleaving a gourd on a kitchen table. Yusa woke up confused
and struggled all the more wildly.
Dyoniss remembered exactly where he left the magic
blade and focused single-mindedly on getting that into his
hand. His feet were still entangled in the quilt when he did
but Yusa was quickly unwinding that from them and
stumbling out of the way but toward the dead fire. The dawn
was well enough along to see clearly that the zombies were
coming out of the forest on all sides. There was one coming
into their campsite right now, with more behind it.
Dyoniss bit the sheath and swung the knife toward the
first zombie in one motion, scarcely entertaining the thought
that the Instinct could recognize this caricature as a human
being. He had to swing again and sever the other arm to get
the thing to stop coming after him. He pushed it back over the
others that were following right behind. It wasn’t spouting
blood, just oozing a little sap. The zombies behind him soon
dropped the crowd-surfing husk and continued to clamber
into their campsite. He continued to swing the knife and sever
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limbs. He imagined making a pile of bodies so high they
couldn’t climb over it.
The spirit of Karasis was with them however and there
were a total of nineteen in this last wave. Each of them had
killed more than one zombie, or Orc as Kelfamp preferred to
call them, by the time they stopped coming.
“Are there more out there?” Kelfamp panted, she had a
larger plains knife than any of them and had beheaded three.
“I don’t see any,” Innen said. “Kortrax will appear shortly,
they will need large numbers to attack in the daylight. I think
we should have a quick wake and then lop off every
overgrown Feathery Striated archwood pod on the edge of
this forest, then have a proper brunch and go on our way.”
There were over a hundred pods waiting to hatch in the
full of Narrulla this fall in this forest. They lopped them all.
Only two zombies started to struggle before they could get to
them, and Narrulla was almost full, they had to spear them as
well as cut them from the tree.
They stood panting after, it was actually hard work
chopping thru those stems with just a knife and the hikes
between groves were short. “It’s a good thing this variety
flowers only once,” Dyoniss said.
“How do you now that?” Yusa asked.
“A scientist I know told me.”
“And how does he know?”
“Genetic analysis. The body of the animal that the seed is
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planted in provides the genetic material for the seed carrier of
the offspring. These plants can’t breed that genetic material,
they can only store it. When young they have to grow as fast
as they can to get to a size where they can make pods before
the host species genetic material decays. If it makes any
zombies next year, they may be horribly deformed.”
“As if they’re not already,” she said.
He sat in some dry ribbonleaves in the sun and took his
sap-stained shirt off. “If it wasn’t moving it might fool you,”
he said.
She sat right beside him, lay across his lap. “Possibly, but
I’d like to think not. But it can’t hurt me til it moves, then I’ll
know it’s not human and know I can fight it.”
Innen and Kelfamp were working the woods in the
opposite direction, they would meet at their tribe’s camp,
what they did here was between them. They didn’t do much
for awhile, until after they’d talked about how long they
could rest before getting back to the camp.
The plainsmen’s camp was just a small one, nothing like
that of the VerseM’lOry, the big tent was less than forty feet
long and there were only a dozen smaller ones around it. A
scout blew a horn as soon as they saw the dots on the horizon,
and a band of five watched them approach. The tribe wasn’t
scruffy though, strong men and pretty women, even a few
children already naked after Morningday lunch. In spite of the
warmth that was building as the week slid toward noon, Innen
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still wore his leathers. Dyoniss was in a clout and
shoulderpockets. Definitely not tribal, but riding bareback
with a plains knife hilt over his left shoulder, he looked
respectable enough.
The zombie was laid over the first shoulders of Kelfamp’s
keda, but from a distance it looked like any other dead man.
She lead the way, but they were spread out in a line on this
open prairie.
The burliest of them stepped forward and called out, “You
were banished,” he said.
“I have proof of my words,” she called back.
“You weren’t banished for your words, you were banished
for refusing to stop them.”
“They are true,” she called.
“You scared the children, they won’t leave the camp.”
“It’s well they don’t,” Innen called. They were still over a
hundred yards away but closing fast.
Two men with him drew bows. “Stop there or lose kedas,”
he said.
“No true plainsman would harm a keda,” Innen said and
refused to stop.
“Our children are more important than your kedas,” their
leader said.
“You’ll lose more than your children if you don’t hear us
out.” Innen kept coming. Wraith was getting a little worried.
He was fast enough to dodge an arrow at a hundred yards, but
maybe not at fifty, and the bows these men pulled were thick.
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SleepingFourth was slowing down and had turned an eye to
Dyoniss. He coiled its stalk up and down quickly, as if to say,
‘I don’t know about this.’ But Innen continued. “The Feathery
Striated Archwoods along your streams are likely already
hatching zombies like the one she’s bringing to show you.
You may be facing hundreds of them.”
“Lets not discuss this out here,” he said, and waved to his
men to lower their weapons.
The mothers were dragging the children into their tents
amidst shrill cries of protest. But the Instinct allows parents to
use gentle force on their children when they are sure they are
doing so to protect them.
Everyone who wasn’t busy keeping their children in the
tents crowded around Kelfamp and the zombie corpse.
They’d brought in one of the more intact ones, but it was cut
enough to let everyone see there was plant matter inside.
There could be no disagreement about the reality of the tale
the girls told. They showed the fingernail wounds they’d
suffered and re-told the story of their battles a few times as
more people showed up. Before that was over, four of the five
children had come out to see it.
Innen told them all, over and over, about the Feathery
Striated and the oversize pods. Just from pure repetition he
wore them down. Dyoniss thought they were going to have to
take them down to a wash to show them, losing even more
time. As it was, they didn’t get on their way until some were
already preparing Noonmeal.
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An hour later they were well out of that encampment,
they had promises from all the able bodied members that they
would scour their entire territory for Feathery Striated
archwoods and make sure none of them had over large pods.
The pods of an unmodified plant are as big as a person’s head
and were upright and high in the shrub.
“We have to find a three-horn,” Innen said, “and it’s
getting pretty late.” He pointed to Kortrax, he was nearing the
top of the sky. Mrang often bed down in the hottest part of the
week, as well as the dark.
“Why?” Dyoniss said. “I should think we’d be finding a
campsite, you said we’d never get to the powwow today after
spending half the light lopping archwood pods.”
“You’ve blooded that knife, I have to make sure you have
the right to carry it.”
“I ‘sapped’ this knife, I never even got my own blood on
it.”
“‘Blooded’ can include sap,” Innen said, “whatever the
life fluid of the attacker is. Hakken blood is just as alien to
our chemistry as zombie sap, they’re much more related to
each other than us. They’re in the same kingdom, we’re not in
the same life.”
“I was hoping I could win this by winning a round of
kable.”
“Doubt there’s time or teams out here for that,” Innen
said, “much less the balls and wicket set.” He pointed along a
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little ridge they were climbing for his keda. “Any three-horns
around will be bedding down around now, or thinking about it
anyway. This ridge is good three-horn country, I’m sure we’ll
spot at least one along here.”
Dyoniss wasn’t ready to rope one, “I’ve never twirled a
rope,” he said.
“Then you’ll have to be the one to grab the eggs.”
That was how Kessil’s daughter died.
Sure enough, they topped the ridge and found a plain with
sparse shrubbery and a pack of three-horns, all on nests.
“Ugh,” was all Innen said about it.
The three horn isn’t as big as the one-horn mrang, but
they are aggressive and quite a bit more alert. No mrang can
be called smart. They are as long as a keda, thicker-bodied
with shorter legs, weighing a little more. They can’t run long,
but over short distances they are very quick. Their horns are
longer and sharper than that of the one-horn. “How about I
just give the knife back and we’ll forget a lot of what
happened.”
Innen turned, “That doesn’t sound like my daughter’s
mate, or the man who stopped the general’s plan.”
“That was thirty two decades ago.”
“It’s spoken of often,” Innen said. “I haven’t forgotten.”
“I spend a lot more time in the office these days.”
The three-horns had seen them and were all looking their
way. Mrang don’t have the eyes-stalks of the higher Kedoids,
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but their three eyes bulge out of the top of their heads and can
cover almost as much of the visual field. They don’t have the
brain power to recognize stationary objects, but are very
sharp at perceiving motion. Innen lead them back from the
ridge a little and down toward the nest on the end of the pack.
“I’m going to charge first and rope it,” Innen said. “Count
to ten slowly, then come grab the eggs.”
“Really, just take it back,” Dyoniss extended the sheath.
“It’s time you were one of us. I’m surprised you’re afraid
of this.”
“I’m doing good just staying on SleepingFourth all this
time.”
“You look like you were born there, ten slowly, then come
on.” With that he urged Wraith on over the ridge and the
animal responded with a bolt.
Dyoniss petted SleepingFourth’s shoulder, said, “I know
this is crazy but please don’t fail me now,” instead of
counting, and then waved SleepingFourth to a bolt. Dyoniss
had to lay on his back and hold his neck to stay on. As they
came over the rise, the distance to the nest was such that
Innen had not reached it yet, but was close enough that the
three-horn was up. It didn’t bellow til Innen threw the rope,
snagging only its face around the horns. The end of the rope
was tied as a harness around Wraith, and Innen sent him away
from the other nests in the pack. The three-horn charged him,
and nearly got him before the fast keda was able to pull
ahead.
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They hadn’t gone far when the three horn spotted
SleepingFourth and Dyoniss heading for the eggs. They have
an instinct to protect their eggs so it turned its charge toward
him, and bellowed once again. The one on the next nest
answered with another bellow, and scrambled to its feet,
ready to defend its nest-mate from the attack. The rope Innen
had on it went taut and Wraith was yanked so hard Dyoniss
heard the chuff from here. Innen was catapulted to the ground
and Wraith strained at the rope. The head of the three-horn
was pulled up into the air, SleepingFourth stopped abruptly
and Dyoniss was thrown over his shoulder right toward the
nest and the converging three-horns.
He had the presence of mind to grab the eggs. They are
the size of footballs and there were three of them. They were
nearing hatching, he could feel the hatchlings inside their
leathery home. He went running back toward SleepingFourth
with them as fast as possible. Innen was running toward him
and not toward Wraith. The three-horn was struggling against
the rope, writhing its head and snorting, Dyoniss could
already feel the footfalls of the other three-horn as it pounded
toward him.
Innen picked up rocks and threw them at the other three
horn. Dyoniss got the eggs into his bag and was ready to get
back up on SleepingFourth, when he saw that Innen was
trapped. In one motion he got the bag onto SleepingFourth
and motioned him away. As the second three-horn was
closing on Innen, he began to pelt it with rocks. Wraith was
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playing the first three-horn like a big fish, keeping its horns
out of Innen’s back.
The charging three-horn was now confused, rocks were
hitting it from two different sources. It bellowed, calling for
more reinforcements and out of the corner of his eye, Dyoniss
saw the whole pack on its feet. The first three-horn turned
back to charge Wraith, who nearly stumbled when the tension
on the rope abruptly vanished. They charged off that way,
Innen and Dyoniss circled the other three-horn. It snorted and
shook its head. Innen pelted it with a rock, Dyoniss with a
bigger one and it turned directly toward him.
Dyoniss was smacked from behind, in the knees and ass,
and flipped up in the air in a somersault. If it hadn’t been for
the playing they had done at the pond, he might have died of
fright, but when he landed on SleepingFourth’s back, he held
on. Meanwhile Innen pelted the charging three-horn with a
couple even larger rocks, turning it once again. He saw
Dyoniss was mounted, though precariously, he took off
running and dodging in the general direction Wraith and the
first three-horn had gone.
Innen is in good condition for someone who drank like he
did, but no match for a charging three horn mrang over the
short distance that separated them. He urged SleepingFourth
toward the mrang, and jumped down onto it with knife drawn.
They are vulnerable in the side of the neck and he plunged the
knife into it again and again while clinging desperately to its
shell. It seemed like minutes but could have only been a
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second when the mrang plowed face-first into the dirt and
Dyoniss was thrown over its shell, and onto the back of its
horns. SleepingFourth retrieved them both, but gave them a
lecture in one-eye as they charged off after Wraith and the
other mrang.
“Nice jump,” Innen said as they clung to the keda, “you’ll
get campfire points for that.”
They still had to get Wraith free of that three-horn, who
was totally winded by the time they caught up with them and
unable to do more than stagger away. They could still see that
pack of three-horns, but they had all gone back to their nests
now that the action was over, leaving the second one lying
where it fell. Mrang have no ceremony at all for their dead,
they just leave them for the scavengers.
As they rode away in search of a good campsite for
Noonsleep, Dyoniss said, “I told you I should have just given
the knife back.”
“Oh come on,” Innen said. “We’ve got three eggs for
Noonmeal, there’s nothing like fresh hatchling of three-horn
over an open fire.” The hatchlings were tasty but the adults as
tough as wood.
“We were nearly both killed.”
“But we weren’t,” he said. “We’re out of it with barely a
scratch.”
“I’m going to have a massive bruise where I hit the back
of that shell.”
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“That way you’ll get people to believe the tale. You’ll
probably get an invitation from Nahsra as a reward.”
“She’s Kessil’s granddaughter.”
“But no relation of yours.”
As they approached the powwow late the next day they’d
warned people from seven tribes about the big pods on the
Feathery Striated archwoods near their creeks. It was a good
thing it was now well documented that the mutant plant
spread by seeds from its mobiles, the zombies. Most of the
tribes those people belonged to would not have data access,
but that didn’t slow the speed of rumors very much.
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11. VerseM’lOry
Kessil started seeing tents of the powwow before lunch of
Afternoonday. It was the largest she had ever seen before she
even got to the khable field and that was a mile and a quarter
on a side. There were riders on the field already so she stayed
among the tents that circled it. There were few familiar
banners, most of these people had the light skin and wavy
black hair of the north. Their meeting tents were tall with the
circle of Karasis large on them, ornate and often gemencrusted.
There were many knife targets set up and many of these
folk wore sets of throwing knives, and the games she saw
were for the highly skilled. Mothers weren’t worried about
their children playing behind the targets, but there were a lot
of children, Kessil hoped that didn’t mean they lost many.
There was a wide aisle thru the camps. She went at a walk on
this unknown keda, but many went at a twine or even a
gallop. She gave OneWiggles permission to go to a twine and
he immediately did. She could see he was alert for others and
for children. A few went toward the field with mallets, which
meant someone had won a round and a new one would be
starting. Only the winner has a guaranteed spot in the next
round, all others go to the end of the line waiting to play. At a
powwow like this, the line might be two weeks long by now.
The land was gently rolling, open ribbonleaves. She could
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see the main tent from the top of a roll from over a mile away.
It was the largest tent she had ever seen and she was halfway
thru her third century now. The banners atop it were at least
eight feet high and thirty long, light enough to float on any
breeze. The circle of Karasis, white on black, flew at each
end. On the other seven poles the symbols of the caravan
masters flew, as near as she could tell. They are not in modern
characters but in the ancient pictograms of the 10th century, of
which only the Karavan masters and the circle of Karasis can
still be read.
There is a Speaker of the Powwow, elected by the chiefs
of all tribes participating. He decides what rules of khable
will be used, records camp sites and chief’s names. Lets
people air disputes between tribes and things like that. He has
no real power, but he is given respect and one of the most
important purposes of powwows is to begin dialog between
tribes.
She had to come down to a walk a hundred yards from the
main tent. There were no tents this close, it was a keda yard
until one was thirty feet from the main tent. There was a
series of posts there that kedas couldn’t get thru without
knocking over. They are polite enough not to do so. She
dismounted, made the sign for him to please respond if she
calls and gave him the fifteen to one hour time frame.
He asked something, she wasn’t fluent enough to know
what, but guessed it was what he should do if she was late.
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She said to check back here with the dawn. The only reason
she’d be late was finding a public cup and a bed for
Dusksleep. Her real plan was to find the VerseM’lOry for
Dusksleep. If she was lucky Alamfrei wouldn’t find her until
Dyoniss got here, probably by dusk.
She went to the big tent, to the registration table to see
where the VerseM’lOry were camped. There was a big
circular registration desk at the center of one end of the tent.
There was a very sweet-looking girl manning it on the side
she approached from.
“Hi,” Kessil said, “I’m looking for the VerseM’lOry
camp.”
“They’re about a mile into the plains from here, along the
main aisle on your left. If you wanted to have lunch here in
the big tent, I could take you there after.”
“I was planning on lunch with the VerseM’lOry, but I’m
sure I can find them if they’re on the main Aisle.”
“Us, find us. I’m Ossoa, I’m VerseM’lOry. I was born to
Ninjie and Panna two and forty four ago.” Kessil realized this
girl was an infant when she was out here last, and now she
was very ripe and ready. “I warn you Alamfrei is back,”
Ossoa continued, “and he’s making one of his gristle stews
for lunch.”
“So I’ll see you for lunch in this tent when?” Kessil
asked.
“As soon as he get’s over here to take over,” she said and
pointed at a guy who was talking to a couple girls who looked
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lanky enough to be from a far western tribe.
It really didn’t take too long, no more than two minutes,
during that time she found that this girl was good friends with
her granddaughter, Nahsra. Over Noonmeal she found this
girl was looking forward to joining Nahsra on a hunting
expedition in the next city they came to. Kessil got to tell her
that Mindipreese was probably the closet they would come to
a city in the next five decades and if they meant to make good
on those intentions they should take advantage of the fact that
there was a city within an week’s ride. She didn’t even bother
telling her about the fact that it was on the longline and for an
additional iron and forty they could hunt at the Lightning Ball
or Blue Kite.
It really took noticing the way all the males looked at her
that Kessil really noticed how beautiful this girl was. She
wasn’t even three yet, but she had perfect skin, color, hair,
face and figure. She had bronze and copper hair like Panna, a
marker of the Etendur.
It was a bit early for lunch in the big tent, but she knew
Alamfrei would be busy with the ladle. In spite of what Ossoa
said his stews were pretty good, but she wasn’t anxious to see
him. Maybe so anxious that she’d hang here until she saw
him approach, then go out and around to get to the
VerseM’lOry camp.
“So is it really his cooking that drives you off, or his
nagging for offers?” Kessil asked as they sat down with a
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couple small stuffed loaves.
“You know about that?”
“I’ve been a member of the tribe since the 120th. Did you
know that Alamfrei is Nahsra’s grandfather.”
“Yeah...” Ossoa’s eyes got wide. “You’re her grandmother
aren’t you? Kessil right? Alamfrei still crows about you for
the antidote incident.”
“Yes, I’m Kessil, Nahsra’s grandmother.”
“Wow,” Ossoa said. “I’m really proud to meet you.”
“You no doubt know how Alamfrei likes to talk. A fish
never grows so fast as when he starts talking about it.”
She laughed pretty hearty. Kessil thought she might be
sucking up, she’d keep her eye on that. “You know him all
right, wow, so you’re here for the powwow?”
“To warn the powwow of an impending zombie attack.”
The way the girl was stricken, maybe she should find a
way to break the news gently. What she said was a ‘Who?
What? Where? When?’ barrage that Kessil just endured til she
calmed down.
“The Feathery Striated Archwood Shrub grows seed pods
that false esnen bugs come from. It’s been modified to
produce a huge pod that zombies hatch out of. They did it to
make a movie. It’s escaped into the wild. This whole vast
powwow is surrounded by the Skyalloon Valleys, which are
prime habitat for the Feathery Striateds.” The girl stopped
eating and began to hyperventilate. “Please try to breath more
slowly,” Kessil told her, and reached across the table to hold
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her hand.
“But you’re here, so we’ll win!” she said, trying to paste
on a smile.
“We’ll win. Humans against zombie, I’ll bet on the human
every time, even a young girl like you. Once you learn the
Instinct won’t stop you, because your soul knows it’s a
zombie and not a living soul, you can easily overcome it with
even a kitchen knife. Its skin isn’t as tough as yours, its bones
aren’t as strong, its muscles are weak and slow. Its strength is
in numbers and immunity to the Instinct.”
“How many are there?”
“I didn’t see any on the way here,” she started with, “but I
didn’t see any Feathery Striateds either. I want to ask the tribe
what they’ve seen. I’ll want it passed on to the whole
powwow at the dusk bonfire.”
“Yeah,” Ossoa said, “way to go.”
They were done with lunch within the hour. Ossoa started
to say, “No this way.”
Kessil said, “OneWiggles will be proud to have a girl as
pretty as you on his third hips,” and gave his call.
“Of course you’ve got a keda, I should have known.”
“He’s a rental, OneWiggles, he’s a pretty good guy. He’s
never been out this far before but he’s game. He’ll dip his
eyes to Bulgie but he won’t let him push him around.”
Even on him, it was ten minutes to the encampment. The
tribe’s biggest tent was up, a lot of the tape had been
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freshened up, probably just in time for this powwow. She
could still smell the stew as she dismounted. A few familiar
faces still sat at the tables, but Kyinin was done with lunch
and back in his bullpen so she only waved and went to see
him first.
There was a long line at his bullpen, she heard him say,
“Let me just say hi,” as he went out to see Kessil. When he
got to them he said, “Kessil, I wasn’t warned that you were
coming.”
“The only way the message could have gotten to you
faster than I did was if you had data service.”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah, I know, now it would be nice, but
when we’re back on the herd, we almost never see a tower.”
“There is that, but I have important information that I
want you to know first, and I want to tell the whole powwow
this dusk.”
“Igess is in my office about his daughter, but I’ve got a
minute.”
“I’ll make this quick. The Feathery Striated Archwood has
been modified to produce giant pods that bend to the ground.
Zombies hatch out of them, lurch their way to the nearest
human, kill them, disembowel them and deposit a seed into
the body cavity, then repeat that process until someone kills
them.”
His cheeks blew out. No doubt he hadn’t believed Innen
when he said the same thing. “I know you wouldn’t say this if
you hadn’t seen it with your own eyes...”
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“I’ve slain about a dozen of them on the way.”
“Not surprised,” he said.
“I was thinking of using the Afterlunch to take a ride
down the hill to see what we have in the area.”
“Be careful.”
Ossoa waited to show her to Nahsra’s tent. Kessil already
knew which it was, it was once her own that she had given to
Akanee, two centuries ago. Nahsra had used photospray to
add a few more pictures of Caravan music stars in the last
three decades. Ossoa was restrained enough not to shout that
they were about to suffer a zombie attack, and when they got
to the tent they could hear that they had better wait before
announcing themselves. Nahsra was highly regarded by the
males of the tribe, and no doubt many other tribes in the
powwow. She had a figure nearly as fine as Ossoa’s, very
long, light hair, light skin and a classically beautiful face.
Vinim came out first, he was a little startled to see them
sitting there. “Kessil! No one told me you were coming to
this.”
“I didn’t know myself til last week,” she answered.
Nahsra came right out, not bothering with clothes. “Hey,
welcome,” she said and took her in a hug. “I see you met my
friend Ossoa,” she said.
“Yes, and she told me she was just a babe when I was here
last.”
“She’s well grown now,” Vinim said, and hugged her.
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“Be sure you remember that this dusk,” Ossoa told him.
“I did say yes to that didn’t I?”
“You’re a lucky guy,” Kessil told him.
“I know, but I have to get going, I’m supposed to be
cutting steaks this afterlunch.”
“Yeah, you better get going,” Nahsra said, “but thanks so
much for that interlude, it was nice.”
“There’ll be more I hope?”
“Want to sign up for Dawnsleep?”
“Can’t this week, what about next?”
“I’ll write it down,” Nahsra said. They clasped once more
and he went off. “If I only had some paper,” she said when he
was gone.
“If you can’t remember Vinim, you must be getting old,”
Ossoa said.
“I’ve got centuries to your decades,” Kessil told her, “and
I’d still remember.”
It was only after that, that she got to tell about the
zombies and her plan to ride down to the dell and see what
was down there.
“Yeah I’ve seen lots of them,” Nahsra said, “and I’m
pretty sure they had big pods on them. I can show you right
where they were.” She got up to head toward the keda pen.
“It might be cooling off by the time we get back,” Kessil
said.
“Yeah, you’re right,” she ducked back into the tent and
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came out with a long and supple suede jacket slung over her
shoulder. “Who’d you like to take out?” she asked on the way.
“I’ve got a rental.”
“How about I take BlackTwine?” Ossoa asked.
“I don’t see him here,” Nahsra replied.
Indeed most of the tribe’s kedas were out. OneWiggles
got up almost eagerly when he saw Kessil approach. Nahsra’s
keda was named OneUp, and quite possibly they had made
friends over having the same eye in their name. Ossoa
declined to take any of the remaining kedas, most of them had
a person of their own and would need permission to carry
someone else. Kessil didn’t want to ask OneWiggles to carry
two for the distance they would cover.
Soon they were riding directly east from the powwow
toward the edge of the chaparral. The Skyalloon plateau is
about a hundred miles long and ten wide. It is surrounded by
farmland on almost all sides, but the powwow is well down
the plateau and beyond the eastern slope here is an open
archwood forest, still wild and likely to have plenty of
Feathery Striateds along the edges.
“So Innen was right all along?” Like most tribesmen,
Nahsra didn’t use family titles, like ‘great grandpa’ but just
used names.
“It appears so, but he didn’t know they came from those
overgrown pods.”
“I didn’t guess it either. I didn’t believe him either, he’s
always been a storyteller and up until recently he was
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drinking quite a bit.”
“He was pretty sane and sober by the time he got to my
house.”
“He went there?” Nahsra asked. “Why?”
“To get Dyoniss to help him find an ancient weapons
cache to use against the zombies.”
Kessil and Nahsra drew back their kedas as the grove
drew near and came to a stop outside the thicket on a stream
bank. They both swung down and pointed at the ground,
telling the kedas to stay.
“See it’s all of these, all along the brook, and they did
have small pods on them at one time.” Nahsra swept her arm
at the brook and Kessil could see that she was right. Nearly
every archwood shrub along here was a Feathery Striated.
She didn’t see any pods now, but all the trees had stems
sloping down off the trunk that could have pods on them.
“It’s not that easy to get in there,” Kessil said.
“Yeah, these are the brambles I was telling you about,
there’s a lot more of them down here now.”
“I’m glad I brought the machete.” It was still on her
saddle, OneWiggles had started munching the lush
ribbonleaves and wild rinko already, he didn’t have to move.
She was soon back and started swinging at the branches full
of thorns.
Once they were close to the trunk itself, the brambles
were much thinner and they could step thru into the open to
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look around. The stems that bent down, bent all the way to
the ground and the ground all around the trunk was littered
with large pods. It was impossible to say for sure that these
were pods that produced zombies, because every one lay open
and empty.
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12. Dusk Meeting
By the time Dyoniss and Innen reached the big tent
duskmeal was underway and the khable matches were over.
Many people recognized Innen on the way to the tent, and it
was slow getting there. They never got a chance to make it to
the VerseM’lOry camp. He had to explain about the zombies
and Dyoniss had to back him up several times.
Eventually they worked thru the crowd to the big tent and
skewers of steak and reconstituted grilled veggies. They took
seats at a long and rowdy table and started re-telling the story
again.
“I bet that’s what the announcement is about,” someone
across from them said. When queried he added, “At thirty
third hour, the spokesman of the powwow is calling it. He’s
already asked the spokesmen of all tribes to remain after for a
meeting. Are you the announcement?” he asked.
“First I’ve heard of it,” Innen said. “We just rode in. Just
made it to duskmeal.”
There were many others at the table who hadn’t heard
about it yet, but now they were curious enough to attend.
Most at powwow’s used the evenings to find mating
opportunities beyond the people they’d known as long as they
could remember, so it would be difficult to get everyone there
for an announcement.
Other people offered other speculation on what it could be
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about. The amount of cargo landing from off-world was
another speculation. Now that the antidote scare was over
there was a lot more trade with the Centorin colony centered
in Hardensburg. It hadn’t been a bad thing in his mind, spacemined metals were allowing the tubes to expand and prices to
fall significantly. Elevators were now free in many towers.
The Kassikan’s argument that running thousands of furball
reactors would deplete the planet of water was countered by
bringing in enough ice to raise the level of the Tuidain by
three feet and beat back the wildhull another thirty miles.
There wasn’t really anything anyone at this powwow could
do about the space trade anyway.
It was rumored that the Kassikan had spacecraft now and
they monitored the highliner. If that was true it was a bad deal
they let the deathstar into the system. Dyoniss had seen the
news enough to know they claimed to be only here
concerning some terrorists that were reported to be hiding on
Hoth. Hoth had some oceans that thawed once in awhile on
the equator, but most of it was bleak ice and snow, the nearest
actual land was fifty to two hundred miles straight down, but
unlike many planets in the Empire, it had air humans could
breathe.
They were barely up from the table when they heard the
speaker of the powwow testing a microphone from the
judge’s stand on the edge of the kahble field. He went right
into calling everyone who could hear him to gather for an
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important announcement. He then let a drum circle take the
mic for a few minutes while the tribes gathered. Innen
recognized the spokesmen of many tribes, many had been in
their positions since the 40’s.
Dyoniss and Innen sat with a few others from the
VerseM’lOry. The ground was so thick with ribbonleaves here
it was almost like a mattress. He recognized most of the men,
including Alamfrei, who waved from the end of the row.
Nahsra came right after them, with a very pretty girl with hair
of the Etendur and a very well-fitted thin-knit sheath. Nahsra
was also in a thin-knit and about to say something to her
great-grandfather when she noticed the hilt of the plainsknife
at his shoulder.
“Did you win that here? I know you were getting pretty
good on the field last time you were out here.”
“Actually all I did was snatch the eggs, Innen actually
roped the three-horn and dragged him off.”
This made Innen turn and notice and render a chilling
account of their encounter with that pack of nesting threehorns.
Meanwhile the other girl tucked onto the ground next to
him and demonstrated how comfy she could be. “You
wouldn’t be Dyoniss by any chance?”
“Yes I am.”
“I’m excited to meet you, I’m Ossoa, of Ninjie and
Panna.”
“Good to meet you, you look a lot like your Mom. You
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were a baby when I was out here last weren’t you?”
“Yep. I’m two and forty four since Ekendosa.”
“You’ve grown up to be beautiful and sensuous since
then. I guess we don’t get out here much. So how was your
childhood?”
“Probably a lot like Kessil’s although she had me beat in
all the tribal stats but ‘age of first sex’. We were pretty close
in all. She was a little ahead in athletics and I was a little
ahead in sex, from what most people tell me. But there’s not
very many who remember Kessil as a child.”
“Well, Innen.”
“I actually don’t,” he said. “It was the 120th for the sake of
Karasis. My memory was full long before then. There have
been ten daughters in my life, Kessil’s late in that stream. To
me they all were the latest one, and I saw a lot of Ossoa
growing up. She could be Nahsra’s granddaughter.”
“That’s just talk,” Ossoa said.
“But you don’t know for sure.”
“My mom thought the fertility treatment hadn’t worked,
she was catching up,” Ossoa said. “Dnofahm was on her list
at the time.”
Dyoniss knew Dnofahm was Nahsra’s son. He was
Kessil’s great grandson, and he was already too old to
possibly father children if he was ephemeral, about a hundred
and eighteen galactic standard years.
“After so many generations it had to be too little to worry
about,” Dyoniss said. “If you went down that many
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generations in ephemeral times as there are between you and
Innen, none would call you related.”
“I call us related,” Innen said, “much to her
disappointment I would add.”
“You are not related,” she said to Dyoniss.
“Kessil and I have shared enough thru conjugation that
we are,” Dyoniss said. “Besides, Kessil and I have to catch up
this sleep.”
“You probably already know what she’s presenting this
evening, and there’s all of Nightday and Dawnsleep after
that.”
“The best evidence you might be Dnofahm’s kid is what
came down from Alamfrei’s dad,” Innen told her.
“But Nahsra didn’t get it,” Dyoniss pointed out.
“She had it for awhile,” Innen replied, “from when she
was two and thirty to about four, maybe five. She was
pestering all the guys in those days just like you do now.”
“She never told me about that, she calls me a sex fiend,”
Ossoa said. “Technically I’m still a kid with a new toy. I’ve
got over eleven years til I’m adult.”
“You’ll probably get over it soon after,” Innen said,
“unless you nurture it like Alamfrei does. You’ll find you can
slow down to one or two good, meaningful ones a day if you
want to.”
“What if I want to get a quick one now before Kessil goes
to the podium.”
“Kessil?” “...is making the announcement?” he and Innen
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asked.
“Yep,” Ossoa said, “it’s about the zombies that’ll attack
us.”
Nahsra looked primarily to Innen, “I’ve already ridden
out to the groves with her and seen dozens of empty pods.”
Kessil came to the mic once the drum circle started to
circle and the crowd was pretty thick. She introduced herself
as simply Kessil of VerseM’lOry. She summarized just about
everything they knew, and added an eye witness account of
hundreds of hatched pods and winding up with how they
hatch when Narrulla is full. She let them digest that, talk
among themselves, ask questions if they were close enough to
hear. She ignored the murmurs about the general’s spouting
neck.
When they were done with that Kessil picked up the mic
again, “This coming Dawnsleep is the last full of Narrulla
before dawn, the east will be light when Narrulla rises in
eclipse. I think there’s a good chance that could be significant
to these pods, and this Dawnsleep could bring out the biggest
hatches yet. This coming dusk Narrulla will rise across the
face of Kortrax setting. I believe this whole powwow should
be ready for an attack of zombies this dawn, coming up out of
the archwoods of the lowlands by the thousands.”
After that the speaker of the powwow came back up and
asked all speakers of all tribes and the all seniors of the bigger
tribes and the VerseM’lOry, who had less than a tenth the
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riders as the Vedneese for instance, but he chose them
because they were the ones bringing the attention of all
plainsmen to this problem.
He and Innen, most of Innen’s close friends, Kyinin of
course, and Kessil joined them in the tent, sitting pretty much
where they had at Duskmeal, with Kessil next to him instead
of Ossoa, who was not considered one of the senior members
of the VerseM’lOry, but for the first time in his life, he was,
and for the first time he knew of, so was Nahsra.
The speaker of the powwow, who’s name Dyoniss did not
know, sat at the head of the first table and asked, “What do
we do about it?”
Meanwhile he asked Kessil, “What makes you think this
dawn is the most likely time for them to hatch?”
“Its cinematic value,” she said. “This whole mutation was
concocted for its cinematic value alone, and what would be
more cinematic than a line of zombies attacking at dawn,
lumbering up the hill out of the darkness, silhouetted by
rising Kortrax.”
“We really should be getting after One Plains Cinema and
not getting so caught up in fighting their zombies,” he said.
“Half the plainsmen in the world getting killed in a
zombie attack is more important right now. One Plains
Cinema will still be there. There’s been world wide info since
the 52nd and tubes since the 113th. There’s nowhere they can
hide any more because they can’t escape to the Empire.”
“That highliner’s still up there, but I agree, there’s no one
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in One Plains Cinema that’s going to hitch a ride to a
highliner, especially not the guy that coded this.”
“If anything, those who paid him would probably set him
up,” Kessil said.
“We need to think about that.”
Meanwhile in the larger meeting they agreed to set up a
defensive line of men and mounts with the best weapons they
had available and reinforce it at dawn. There were
suggestions to get everything that could be useful sharpened
by the dawn.
“It sounds like they are going to be able to mount a
response.”
“Yeah,” she said, “I don’t think any number of zombies
could prevail against a major powwow like this as long as
we’re ready for them.” She looked away for a few seconds,
then turned to him, “Your job is to find where they’re filming
from.”
“They could have microdots set up anywhere with a
ghost-phase concentrator sending to Narrulla’s Tear’s
geosynchronous.”
“Sounds like something you’d get from Thlaxsiu.”
“It’s in their catalog. We get a catalog every decade,”
Dyoniss told her. He wondered if their gear would be even
more revered in the Empire now that it was just about
impossible to get.
“I don’t think they’ll have gear like that,” Kessil said, “or
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they would have had the special effects savvy to make the
movie and wouldn’t have to resort to actually using these pod
people.”
“So you think we’ll see them on a hillside with a long
lens?”
“I bet they can afford a few of them, and pay off a few
kids in this powwow with everyday ring cams.”
She held up her own. She’d had it since Enlin was an
infant, it was a good one, but bulky. It was easily capable of
recording scenes for a movie, and probably had storage for an
hour. They could be made much smaller, Thlaxsiu had figured
out how the Pronna stored multiple bits in an atom and how
the Angels made hardware data layers work. Quantum states
changed in atomic nuclei when Thlaxsiu devices went from
write to read. But hers was a four iron general-store version
that was probably made by a chipcaster who took orders for
an iron a terabyte. The chips were probably put into the
plastic ring cases in the back of the store.
“I should take note of who has one,” Dyoniss said.
“I should be the only one in this powwow with one and I
can only get away with it because I’m really a city girl now.”
“There are probably others who picked them up when the
tribe passed a city on their travels. They’ve been available
since the 101st.”
“The chips only last a decade, you know that. I’m well
down the fifth chip in this one,” she waved it again.
“I’ll keep my eye open for them,” Dyoniss said.
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“They’re going to want to get some good shots of the
defensive line this powwow is talking about setting up.
They’ll want to get good shots of the lines engaging.”
People near them heard them talking, and that lead to both
of them them getting back up in front and telling the tale of
One Plains Cinema and the zombie movies they’d released
already, and the sequel they were rumored to be making.
Instead of getting them distracted into thoughts of watching
for and destroying the cameras, it got them into talking about
how they had to look sharp and put the most photogenic
warriors in the front row. They argued that their safety
required they put the most effective warriors in the front row.
That meant people who already knew in their soul that they
faced zombies so the Instinct would have no hold over them.
The only way the argument was decided was when those who
championed the cinematographic value course of action
agreed that Kessil, Dyoniss and Innen were among the most
photogenic and should be included in the front row.
They all knew that as soon as someone saw they had lon
instead of meat under their skin, they would be able to fight
them without interference from the Instinct. Once that
happened, he was sure it would be harvest time, but if there
wasn’t someone up front who could start it, they might not be
able to fight them because they might see the zombies as
human. There are human burn-outs who lumber as stupidly as
one of those zombies from the pods, but they have blood and
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meat under their skins, not pulp, fiber and sap.
He and Kessil had to borrow a tent for the dark, and they
pitched it in the dark beyond the last of the encampment,
where they could have a good reunion without much of an
audience.
Putting new edges on every flensing tool, cleaver,
machete and even seven actual swords was the talk of
Nightday. People circulated, spokesmen assigned tribes
places on the line. There were grilles at bonfires and even
more grunting than usual in the tents all through the day of
darkness. At darkmeal, all the molds were out of the fires, and
the tribes sat down to feasts.
They sat with the VerseM’lOry and he found himself on a
bench between Kessil and Ossoa. Ossoa dug into him as soon
as he dug into the goulash, “So you free for Dawnsleep?”
“Haven’t thought about it yet, ask Kessil.”
She reached in front of him and tapped Kessil on the
shoulder and when she turned, asked, “Is he free for the
sleep?”
She looked at Dyoniss, he tried to give her his drowning
puppy eyes, but it didn’t seem to work. “Actually yeah, I’ll be
too keyed up from what’s going on to be great company in
bed so yeah, have at him.”
“I should think you’d want something massive to put you
to sleep on a sleep like this,” Dyoniss said.
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“I think you would,” she said. “I rely on discipline to
sleep on a sleep like this, you would only distract me.”
“So come on to my tent after,” Ossoa said.
Her tent was small, just a bed and some floor space, duffel
bags for furniture, but it had plush tapestries and bedding. “If
this was Noonsleep I’d get naked right now, I love it at any
chance.”
“You’re so beautiful, you should want to show yourself.”
“Oh I do, but Dawnsleep is too cold. I’ve got a stick stove
I can light, that will warm it up enough in here in an hour, but
til then I need this thicknit on.”
“I understand, but it’s supple enough that we should enjoy
that hour.”
“Sure,” she said and hopped onto his lap.
He let her slide down into the space between his legs,
“I’m glad you enjoy this.”
“Who doesn’t?” she asked. “I think it’s just about
universal. But what do you say about this film studio
conspiracy thing?”
“Oh they certainly did it,” Dyoniss said. “We found the
street where they filmed the re-make, saw the empty pods,
they’re still on the trees but pretty decayed by this time. We
have the code that was changed in the Feathery Striated
Archwood shrub.”
“But do you have proof that the movie company did it?”
“We’ll get that soon after this,” he said.
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“Well, good luck,” she said, “but do you know anything
so far?”
“Who owns the company, who the actors and directors
are, stuff like that. We’ve got some people starting to mine
what data we can, we’ll probably get the name of the
geneticist before I get back to the city.”
“How can you find that out?” she asked.
“If you don’t mind, I’d rather not talk about that. Our
business is built on our trade secrets, and you’ll be talking to
others who just might want to go into competition with us.”
“How would I do that?” she said.
“Because you like to get around and you never know what
people are going to do in a decade or two.”
“So you don’t trust me with your trade secrets?”
“Why? It can’t do you any good, just make you worry
about what you can say and can’t say.”
“Yeah, I can see how you would feel that way and I know
we just met. I’ve heard so much about you I feel like I’ve
known you all my life, but I can see how you would feel. It’s
just idle curiosity anyway, you can forget I asked, I’m much
more interested in this encounter than idle chatter about your
work.”
“What about your work?” Dyoniss asked.
“I’m a tapestry apprentice,” she said. “I already did all of
these.” She waved at those that insulated the walls of her tent.
“They’re really nice work, you’ll pass your apprenticeship
easily.”
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“These are all just patterns, if you can count and use the
trim snips you can make these. I’m starting one with a scene,
that’s the real test. I don’t have it here and I’ve only done the
first couple inches, most of that’s the border and the first row
of the sky. The border’s all done by counting anyway.”
“I bet you’ll do well.”
“I’m trying, I don’t think I can sell any of these at this
powwow, but maybe in a city I could.”
“This is as close as I’ve seen the VerseM’lOry come to a
city.”
“Yeah, Alamfrei’s been down.”
“He even came to our place on the tube.”
“Where’d he get the money for a tube ride!” she almost
jumped up.
“It’s only an iron and forty now, to Blue Kite Station. You
could probably get that much for each of these tapestries if
you peddled them in that plaza.”
“I don’t know, I’d want a guide to go to a place like that. I
bet the city that’s down the end of the Skyalloon is a lot less
scary.”
He didn’t know. They talked and petted until the tent
warmed up, then she got naked and they let their bodies do
the talking. He thought about Kessil once, imagined Alamfrei
would find her and she would either acquiesce or cause a
scene he’d hear about later. He was glad this girl let him get
some sleep, she went right to sleep herself after.
Since everyone looked almost as young as this, it really
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didn’t sink in til then that this girl was barely more than a
child. She was young enough that she could be Enlin’s
daughter, but her look said if not Ninjie, Dnofahm was her
father. Certainly not Alamfrei, she was too soft and smooth
for that. However she got here, he wished her well. Intimacy
was still a good way to draw closer to people.
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13. The Hoard
Kessil was with the VerseM’lOry out in the dawnwind on
the open plain. The first grey was in the sky, a tiny line of red
was starting to form in the east. Thirty seven of the
VerseM’lOry stood across this little rise, as nervous as their
kedas, only the children and their mothers had been refused
admission to this line. Most of the kedas in this line
remembered when humans brought them into battle lines.
Only the luckiest and toughest had survived from those days,
she understood why they would be bothered by this.
SleepingFourth had undoubtedly stood on rises in the plains
on the dawn and watched for opposing forces.
Up and down the line other tribes stood shoulder to
shoulder with them. They too had put their blades in the fire
last Nightday, for they all glistened in the lightening sky. She
wasn’t the only archer in the line, there were both ancient
longbows like hers and modern crossbows and pulley-action
bows. Most of them knew the arrows would rarely stop the
zombies, but they would help prove to the masses that what
they faced weren’t human.
Kyinin rode the front of the line, in full ceremonial dress
with fluttering anklets and sleeves, the hat with colorful
streamers. They would probably find a way to get that scene
into the movie. She saw other spokesmen doing the same
before their own lines, also with their feathers on, but could
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only hear Kyinin clearly. “You’ve all seen the pictures, you
know they aren’t human, everyone will see that as soon as we
get the first one.”
Kessil knew OneWiggles was a young keda, born since
the 30’s, when men last made war, because he wasn’t as
nervous. She knew enough of their language to guess that he
was probably telling the others to calm down because humans
can’t hurt each other any more.
She knew it when the odor of the zombies reached the
kedas, their eyes started passing it on. She could see
SleepingFourth speaking authoritatively on that, but couldn’t
follow much of what he said other than they were fake
humans made of archwood pulp.
She knew that OneWiggles understood the real problem
as soon as he smelled them. He took back everything he said
and got a little too nervous. She figured the kedas could
probably sense the zombies by their infrared as they lumbered
up the hill.
She was using the scope to scan the prairie. She didn’t
think the zombies were smart enough to come from any
direction but straight at them, and sure enough they were.
They were lumbering along, exactly as they had toward the
tower. Unarmed, dressed in loose sackcloth, probably nothing
more than the inner leaves of the pods they hatched from. It
would take them quite a few minutes to get here, at least ten
to be in range of her arrows. The guys with modern weapons
would be firing long before she would.
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It was so obviously designed for its cinematic value.
Some of these zombies had waited since last week for this
attack, that probably had to be programmed into their
behavior somehow. Ksennen was the best expert they knew,
but she wasn’t here to ask.
Sure enough, a ruddy Narrulla rose from over the
powwow behind them. He was well free of the ground before
she noticed. She turned the scope on Narrulla, it was a much
larger red blotch seen thru there. She saw a glint back in
camp, as if maybe one of the mothers was standing there with
a blade. There was no depth perception with the scope, she
couldn’t tell how far back into the camp it was.
Narrulla was a diameter above the ground when it came
out of eclipse. That meant Kortrax was immanent, he would
blind them just as the zombies came in range. That was
probably calculated too. There were ways they could have
been signaled, an ultrasonic blast, an ultaviolet flash.
Ksennen would have to inspect all their modifications in
detail and run simulators on it to know just what they might
be sensitive to.
Whatever was controlling it, they were probably watching
it right now. They might have lenses it took a backpack to
carry, she might be able to see that. She scanned the whole
forest line, well aware that they could be in the trees. When
she was looking straight on, there would be no glint off their
lenses, they would not stand out at all. Still she searched high
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and low behind the zombie line and found nothing. Kedas
were getting edgy, the zombies were getting close enough and
the sky was light enough to see clearly now.
The nearest archer had a big crossbow, he calculated his
elevation, took careful aim, and the crossbow fell from his
hands because some part of his conscious told him his target
was human and the Instinct had paralyzed his arms.
That distracted her enough so that when she looked back
to the scope she was looking at the prairie on the far side of
this wooded valley, at least ten miles away. There was a dot
on that prairie, she steadied the scope and saw it was no
mrang, three skinny legs, a half dozen thicker ones, a snout
that got wider. But then a flame of Kortrax rose into the view
of her scope and she could no longer use it to examine them.
She made up her mind, that was the camera crew, or at least a
camera crew, and she motioned for Dyoniss to lean close.
“I saw a camera crew all the way across the forest in the
plains beyond.”
“You think I should leave you and go after them?”
“That’s what you’re here for,” she said. “you can’t wait,
they’ll grab their gear and bolt as soon as they’ve shot the
scene.”
“But how am I going to leave you?” he asked.
“SleepingFourth can easily get you thru that line.”
“That’s not what I mean and you know it.”
“You know I’m not in any real danger here,” she said.
“Once these people see they are plants, the slaughter will be
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on.”
“You know I can’t go off and leave you.”
“So you want to let them get away with this?” she asked.
“You came all the way out here for this. There they are for
you to track down and you have to let them go because you
have to stay and help me cut up some vegetables? That
doesn’t make sense.”
“This isn’t a routine kitchen chore coming at us.”
“So slice up a few on your way by so these guys can all
see what they are. Hurry before you get in the way of the
archers.”
He left in a huff, but at least he left. He was a strong man
and relatively agile, but he was still half Centorin and even
though he had been brought up as a smallholder, there was
still a trickle of the Empire left in him. Thinking he was
necessary to protect her was one of those ways. She had
proved that unnecessary when they first met, the incident with
the general and the antidote. She’d learned an important
lesson that day, just how seriously deadly she could be if the
antidote unleashed her.
By now the lumbering zombies were in range of her bow.
Dyoniss had already leapt over the line, slicing two open on
his way. That broke the hold of the Instinct and the archers let
loose, she feared for Dyoniss if any of the guys with big
crossbows misjudged the range, but really, they were now just
about close enough to aim like a flashlight.
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Her arrow went right thru the first zombie and lodged in
the one behind it. The big guys shot arrows that went thru up
to four. But it didn’t bother them much. They didn’t even
bother to pull the arrow out if they happened to be the one the
arrow stopped in. They all just lumbered on, a little sap
dripping from the holes. The zombie’s only means of killing
was strangulation, so their arms came up as they got close.
The kedas were even more sure these things weren’t
people than the people were, because they live in a world
where smell is as important as vision. The slaughter was as
she thought, almost no human was injured, at least among the
VerseM’lOry, but the ground soon ran with sap and pulp. The
men on foot had a hard time standing up in it. The zombies
fell over and were trampled, providing a bridge for the hoards
that came behind them. They were layered under more of the
pulp their knives made of the zombies that were still
swarming out of the woods. They were thinner, farther up and
down the line, the VerseM’lOry were camped near the
deepest woods, and from them the thickest swarms of
zombies lurched.
They didn’t stop chopping archwood pods because the
pile was so high they couldn’t reach up to them, even atop a
keda, it was because there were more zombies sliding down
off it onto their side. It took them seconds to get up, and
someone would dispatch them almost every time, but some
got on their feet back among them. If enough did, they would
lumber on toward the camp where they could probably smell
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the mothers and children. They had to pull back a little, til
they had built a second mound almost as high as the first.
All along the front of the powwow every plainsman
mounted had seen that the bulk of the zombie hatch was
headed at the part of the line near the thickest woods, they
didn’t even know it was the VerseM’lOry because in a
powwow of fifty thousand, the fifty one active members of
the VerseM’lOry do not stand out. Still they rode toward the
zombies, leaving those on foot to clean up the stragglers that
came out of the wood farther down the side of the Skyalloon.
They began slipping and splattering so much sap and pulp
it looked like a whole plantation’s harvest of belly melon had
been on an airship that crashed. The kedas were having a hard
time standing in it. The smell was of two or three day old
compost heavy in pastes and creams.
For awhile she was afraid the pile itself had become a
giant amoebic blob that was going to roll over the
campground. Some people in the nearer tents grabbed their
important possessions and pulled back, Ossoa was one of
them and she ran back lugging two big tapestries as well as a
bathroom bag and jewelry box.
It didn’t get as bad as all that. The guys surrounding them
and battling them as they came out of the woods stopped
them from advancing. They eventually charged into the
woods themselves looking for any remaining pods. Narrulla
was no longer full, they would no longer be hatching. This
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cycle of Narrulla was over, any Feathery Striateds that hadn’t
hatched by now, probably wouldn’t, but it was still good to
have any oversized pods cut down. The fact that these could
flower only once was a godsend. She’d hate to see this repeat
every year. Of course the Skyalloon had mainly settled
herdsmen now, being almost never more than ten miles from
tended cropland on at least one side and usually both. Next
year they would have to attack the surrounding smallholds,
barely larger or more prosperous than those in the South Dells
where the remake was filmed.
No doubt some of the zombies had managed to find some
prey somewhere, and in a few decades there would be another
attack, but she hoped this was the worst of it. She wondered
what other woods were full of them, no doubt they were in
out-of-the-way places where no one would notice for some
time.
Innen, Kyinin, Alamfrei and several other senior members
of the tribe rode up to her. “What happened to Dyoniss,”
Innen asked.
“He went after the camera crew on the next ridge.” She
took out the scope again to look at them. They had already
left, leaving a tripod and some equipment bags. They hadn’t
stayed to film the mopping up of the last few zombies
struggling in the pile of gore. “They’re gone now, they must
have seen him coming.”
“So this is all about a movie?” Kyinin asked.
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“That’s right, someone at One Plains Cinema decided it
was better to create actual zombies and let them attack
innocent victims rather than hire a thousand extras and go
thru the expense of the special effects they would need to
make this movie.”
“Give us some of the antidote so we can take care of
them,” Kyinin said.
“We don’t keep any, we destroy all we find and we
haven’t found any for thirteen decades.”
“You’re too honest.”
“Keeping any would end our way of life,” Kessil said.
As she was saying that, someone else who looked like a
spokesman from one of the other tribes rode up at a bolt.
“The smallholders down the valley are being attacked,” he
shouted, “and they have no example to let them overcome the
Instinct.”
He went on riding to gather the tribes farther away, but
none of them waited, they turned their kedas and gave them
their head, they would find where the attack was occurring. It
was quite a long ride, clearly more than OneWiggles was
used to going at a bolt, but he gamely plunged on. The tribal
kedas were supportive and encouraged him on. They charged
thru a few miles of forest before they finally came to settled
country. They found fences crushed, fires burning and several
disemboweled corpses with piles of seed-bearing excrement
in their body cavities.
“Throw them on the fire,” she told the people following,
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“or they’ll grow into Feathery Striateds that will hatch more
zombies.”
The guys following were not of the VerseM’lOry, but they
took her orders anyway and dismounted to do so. No doubt
they were beat from the long, hard ride.
Only a few farms farther on they came to the back of this
zombie hoard and began cutting them down from behind. All
the locals were doing to try and save themselves was setting
fire to the vine hedges that separated the farms. That was
somewhat effective because the zombies would burn, or at
least smolder, but they were just smart enough to go around
by the streets where they were concentrated in too big a mass
to be effectively dispatched. The flames were also consuming
a lot of the crops and some of the homes.
Quite a few other tribesmen had come before them, but
they were separated into small groups by the mass of
zombies. Many were yelling to the farmers that they could
fight back, they were not humans but plant men that were
attacking them, and quite a few were starting to, with shovels,
digging forks, machetes and other odds and ends of large
tools. The battle was soon won in this area, but in the distance
they heard more screams and she knew this front extended for
miles.
It was hours, there was no thought of lunch that day, they
rescued smallholders for mile after mile. Some had already
learned that they could defend themselves, but many others
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didn’t and they rode on thru neighborhood after
neighborhood, slaying zombies and then helping to put out
the fires. It was close to noonmeal by the time they finally
slouched, exhausted, man and keda, back to the Skyalloon
plateau.
There they found a scene of devastation, mothers wailing,
tents burned, piles of zombie pulp and piles of human entrails
with trails of blood leading back down into the wood.
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14. Camera Crew
Dyoniss didn’t want to leave Kessil there facing those
zombies alone. Well, actually with about thirty thousand
armed plainsmen, but he meant without him. Realistically he
would add half a plainsman in the upcoming battle. What she
said made perfect sense, as soon as the battle was over that
camera crew were packing their gear and bolting. He didn’t
know what they were riding, for all he knew it could be a
floater. He felt bad that Kessil was still on the hireling while
he had SleepingFourth.
He still had the plains knife but also a heavy machete,
almost as sharp, and thick leathers he’d borrowed from
Alamfrei, who’d recently bought a new set. SleepingFourth
took him right thru the line where he used the machete to
chop a few zombies on the way by. A few turned toward him,
but it was useless, they were too slow and weak to put up any
resistance. Beyond the front line, there were less, but there
were still hundreds, and he continued to lop the heads off any
that came near if SleepingFourth didn’t trample them first. As
soon as he crossed the line, the archers started firing and
SleepingFourth was narrowly missed by a couple arrows.
That made him leap into a bolt and disappear into the woods.
They had to move slower in there, the undergrowth was
thick with Feathery Striated shrubs, a few still hatching
zombies. Narrulla would be close to full for another half hour
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and any large pods that weren’t already hatched had shapes
struggling in them. He took the time to dispatch any he could,
but there were plenty that had already hatched to keep him
busy and they were harder to handle in the dense growth.
He got grabbed by two at one time that threatened to pull
him off SleepingFourth’s back. Both he and SleepingFourth
were busy with others when it happened. He had to toss the
machete to his left hand and draw the plainsknife to slice off
the hands that were grabbing him. Staying still was giving the
zombies time to gang up on them. He gave SleepingFourth
the signal to bolt and he did. The problem was, Dyoniss had
both hands full of weapons and none to hang on with so
SleepingFourth bolted out from under him and he was thrown
to the ground on his ass, cleaving thru another zombie with
the plains knife on his way down.
They weren’t coordinated enough to immediately know
where he went, so he had time to get his legs under him. He
put his blades in front of him, stayed low and charged thru the
zombies in the direction SleepingFourth had gone. He slashed
and flailed as wildly as his body would let him as he did, and
surged free of the zombies only to run into the eight inch
thick trunk of a Feathery Striated archwood. He bounced off
of that, gasping at how much it hurt and having trouble
focusing. Zombie arms reached for him from all directions,
some got close enough to claw him where the leathers didn’t
cover and he worried about infection more than the pain. He
thought he saw SleepingFourth and tried to hack his way in
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that direction with the machete while using the plains knife to
sever any zombie hands that gripped him.
Keeping moving was the key, there was one every ten or
twenty feet as they stood, just after hatching. They were in
rough circles around the Feathery Striated trunks, where the
pods had reached the ground. Those shrubs were twenty to
thirty feet apart, but a lot of the zombies had already gone on
the attack and those pods stood empty with no zombie beside
it waiting for prey. Those came toward him, wherever he was
and he had to move fast to dodge them.
SleepingFourth had come back for him, kicking his way
thru the zombies he attracted. As soon as he stopped to let
Dyoniss mount, more of them converged and he had to hack
and SleepingFourth had to kick before he could get back
aboard. They had to clear out the zombies in a wide area
before they could proceed, but once the hundred or so in the
immediate area were down, they slipped by most of the rest
of them, once again just slicing or smashing the ones in their
path.
It was at least four miles thru this wood to the ridge the
camera crew was on, and there were enough zombies in here
that he had to keep fighting and couldn’t scout the camera
crew. He wondered if SleepingFourth had ever been in war
before. He seemed to know how to swing his first set of legs
wide to take them down. Dyoniss slipped back to
SleepingFourth’s last pelvis, and fought rear guard til they
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finally fought their way to the far side of this wood. He was
glad for the leathers, it was good as armor against their nails.
When he got to the end of the wood, the slope of the
ground kept him out of sight of the crew, and there was still a
mile to go so they might not hear the sounds of battle. Then
he saw a head duck behind the curve of the hill. Only a few
zombies came after them and he hoped he’d have time to go
after the person they’d seen, he wanted to reach the camera
crew without warning.
He bid SleepingFourth bolt up the hill. When he first met
SleepingFourth, Byiroi hailed him as the laziest keda in the
Ydlontrostl Cities. He didn’t act like that now. Even after all
he’d done already, he charged up the hill with surprising
speed. Dyoniss wondered what his manes told him? He
probably knew there were other humans here, he surely knew
if there were other kedas here. The hill was rounded enough
to give them a chance to see a thin and fast girl getting away.
All he could see from here was she had dense black hair. That
narrowed it down to about half the local population.
She was nowhere near as fast as SleepingFourth at full
bolt even with two hundred pound Dyoniss clinging to his fur.
They got to her before she got within sight of the camera
crew. SleepingFourth circled in front to stop her. She
screamed and Dyoniss, being so used to zombies, almost
swung the machete. Instead he panted, “I can’t hurt you but I
assure you this keda will if you don’t shut up.”
She was a healthy woman, in spite of being a bit skinny,
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and cute in a sinister way. “You’re working for One Plains
Cinema,” he said.
“I’m sure they heard me, they’ll be gone, you’ll never
know unless you read me.”
“I probably know better who you’re working for than you
do.” She laughed at that. Then he recognized her, “You’re
Aleenya aren’t you?” Though what she would be doing here
was hard to understand, they could mask in her parts without
bringing her into the field.
“Don’t I wish.”
“You look like her.”
“Enough to fool a casual observer in a fast moving action
shot.”
“So you’re her stunt double?”
“At your service. Since I’m supposed to double for your
mate, why don’t we have a little interlude and give them more
time to pack their gear?”
“I’m guessing they didn’t hear you, and if they did they
didn’t pay much heed because it wasn’t followed up by you
running up the hill. Besides, I doubt they’d leave you.”
“Why? I’ve got nothing on me, and you aren’t going to
learn much by reading me you don’t already know. Yeah,
you’ll be distracted by my sordid personal life, but you won’t
learn anything useful.”
“I want to know who modified the plant and who ordered
it or approved it.”
“If I knew the name of someone who knew that, they
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wouldn’t let me out on location crewing for an iron a day plus
expenses.”
“If I wasn’t so totally sure you’re telling the truth, I might
go thru the trouble of reading you just to get a look at that
sordid personal life you bragged about.”
She laughed again.
He left her there and sent SleepingFourth on up the hill.
She made a rude gesture and began toiling after them. There
was a small break of rock at the top of the ridge, but he could
see the tripod and some other gear abandoned there. They had
probably taken the video, the camera, the water and bolted.
He waved SleepingFourth forward to take a look and maybe
follow their tracks, but he waved his manes and wouldn’t go.
That meant something smelled, and not necessarily in a literal
sense. It might not stink, but something smelled like this is
not what it seems. That was the same thing he’d said about
the zombies.
Dyoniss looked to the rocks to the left and right of them.
The ones to the right were bigger. They hid a mounted man
with a cocked and ready crossbow, probably a two hundred
with a throw-forward bow and elliptical pulleys for maximum
exit velocity. In his line of work, there were trophy hunter
magazines as some of the reading matter on the waiting room
table so he knew what he was looking at. The man holding it
was big, strong, dark and greasy with hair and beard tied in
severe ques and a jagged tattoo on the edge of his chin
making it look even sharper. He wore a worker the color of
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sand splotched with green the color of ribbonleaves. If they
hadn’t been silhouetted, Dyoniss might not have seen them.
Behind him was a shorter but no less husky man, and a large
covered wagon with a keda already hitched to it.
“The Instinct doesn’t protect your keda,” the man with the
crossbow said, “as I’m sure you know. Now if you want to
protect your keda, you’ll get in that wagon behind me while
my cameraman ties your hands. If you choose not to, the
Instinct allows me to kill the keda you ride.”
Dyoniss knew the truth of what he said, and saw evil in
his eye that would do it. “Someone who would breed zombies
to kill hundreds to make a movie would certainly be low
enough to kill a keda,” he said as he slid to the ground
between SleepingFourth and the bowman.
SleepingFourth was almost two thirds of his current age
when some unknown entity introduced humans to this planet
in 24,000bc. Dyoniss would not sacrifice that life in some
petty human squabble. He explained to the keda as best he
could. SleepingFourth coiled his fourth eye at him while the
others bobbed at those of the keda their kidnapper rode.
The Instinct protected Dyoniss from that crossbow and he
tried to keep as much of himself as possible in front of it to
make it more difficult to get a shot at SleepingFourth. The
rider moved to the side, away from the rock. “Keep walking
toward the wagon,” he said. “Turn in this direction and your
animal dies.”
“Do you actually sleep with yourself?” Dyoniss asked
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him.
“Your next word kills your animal,” que-man hissed.
He had to keep walking, but he could look over his
shoulder.
“Turn around, keep your eyes on the wagon.”
The guy was earning major points in the villain game with
all this. He wondered if he was secretly recording this for use
in a movie. Dyoniss did as he was told. Getting the last word
in here was not important. Letting the basin know the truth of
what was happening, getting names and addresses was. This
jerk probably knew who he was, that enormous lens was
probably focused on him, Kessil and Innen when they first
spotted the zombies. The coldness he saw in that guy’s eyes
was disconcerting. He was not in Karasis, any fool could see
that.
The cameraman waited by the wagon with a good length
of stout rope in his hands. His face said he was going to enjoy
this. Dyoniss didn’t even bother to stare him down as he
walked up, let them think he felt beaten, they would be less
on their guard.
“You better calm your keda,” Mr. Nasty said.
Dyoniss turned to see SleepingFourth had started pacing
back and forth. No doubt the air was saturated with human
aggression pheromone and no doubt SleepingFourth knew
exactly what it was. “He’s only doing that because you smell
so mean. Your keda doesn’t look like he’s as mean as you are
and if you don’t turn down your stink, he might just toss you
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off.” While he talked he gave the finger signal for calm,
though the keda knew it was a lie from the scent world he
lived in.
“Sick joke, I forgot to laugh.”
“Just trying to help,” Dyoniss said and waved
SleepingFourth back toward the powwow as he got into that
wagon.
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15. Powwow in Ruins
Kessil saw a few people among the wreckage, children
and mothers mainly. Kyinin spoke to the first woman close
enough, “What happened?”
“Everyone took off after the first wave, everyone mounted
anyway. Only a few men remained but the Instinct held them
too long. Only those of us who ran got away. The second
wave had torches, anything paper or fallos went up.”
Another woman came over, “We lost records that went
back to the 40’s.”
“Some were killed?” Innen asked them.
“Both our men,” the newly arrived woman said.
“And one of my children,” the other added.
“I understand,” Kyinin said. “Where is your spokesman?”
“Somewhere in the wood, if he lives.”
“I’m guessing you are a tribe of Olignost?” Kyinin asked,
probably based on their common tongue.
“Loosely, we are the Nitobe. There were seven hundred of
us when this started, there might not be five hundred left.”
“Has the whole powwow been destroyed like this?”
Kyinin asked.
“None with kedas have returned. We had over a hundred
mounted, but they all left to chase the first hoard. They had
all disappeared into the forest before the second wave came
lumbering out of a couple other sections of the wood, and
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then the third wave came from all the other remaining
sections of the wood, carrying those smoldering torches.”
“So you don’t know the extent of this damage?”
“It’s as far as we can see. We believe the big tent still
stands on the far side of the field but no one’s got a scope to
see for sure.”
“We’ll ride down the line and send any help we can,”
Kyinin said.
“We don’t have anything with us,” Kessil added.
Most of the camps this side of the khable field had been
damaged, few as badly as the one at the far end. The mothers
had been able to subdue most of the zombies with their
cleavers, but some were lost, and some children. They had
forty one in the tribe when they set up this camp. The foot
soldiers who remained behind when the mounted men went
after the first wave of zombies were good for about a hundred
to one against the zombies, if they weren’t stopped by the
Instinct. But the zombies came in such numbers that they
were like a lava flow.
The first wave of zombies, the ones who everyone went
after, had come from only the area closest to the
VerseMl’Ory, but they existed in incredible numbers. That
meant there must have been a neighborhood out here
somewhere that was wiped out by them a Feathery Striated
generation ago. That meant the film company had done
testing out here twelve decades before when they made the
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cheesy first edition of the movie. So they already knew their
monster was spreading in the wilds before they even did the
remake. Because these villages are so remote, no one
believed the villager’s ridiculous tales of zombies hatching
from archwood seed pods.
By the time they got to the khable field, the damage was
random. There had been a thin line of camps along the side of
the field, which had to be marked for the first time in her
memory. All these camps also had random damage, and the
news of the destruction to the camps north of the field
preceded them. People were already digging out spare tents,
getting food together. Most of these tribes camped along here
were from the Great North Plain, the largest of the prairies by
far, but with the thinnest population. Just beyond the kahble
field it looked like another hoard equipped with torches had
attacked and tents were burned. Many were wailing and any
that weren’t, were grim.
The big tent appeared undamaged, and some of the
greatest tribes camped around it, camps so dense that the tents
touched. The Pilloetee and hEk-Noronaster each had over two
thousand riders, almost all with a tent mate and one out of
thirty with a child. It looked like the zombies might have got
a row or two of tents into that camp and were already cleaned
up. In most other parts of the powwow not many of them had
been dragged out yet.
They needed to build big fires, til they burned tree trunks.
They needed to build a thick bed of coals before they started
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throwing the zombies onto it. If they just dragged them to a
pile and left them as compost, this powwow was over from
the stench. Of course, this powwow was over anyway wasn’t
it? Any survivors would start pulling out as soon as they had
their wounded ready to travel.
By the time they got to their own camp, the damage was
random again. A few tents were down, there was a wail going.
Kyinin went to it right away and began to howl before he
even asked who it was for.
“Ossoa is one,” Nahsra said. “She took a cleaver and
started hacking her way thru the middle of them. Jummis and
Heethron were with her but they got separated. Jummis and
Heethron met atop the pile of zombies when they finally put
the last one down. There was no trace of Ossoa. We found the
cleaver she left with. It had plenty of sap on it, but no blood.”
“You’re not sure she’s dead?”
“We don’t have her body but we know they drag their
captives away to fertilize their seeds.”
“But her body has not been found,” Kyinin asked, “or any
part of her body? They disembowel them before carrying
them off, same as the original Feathery Striated. Where are
her entrails?”
“You know we can’t tell one pile of entrails from another
without a lab,” Nashra told him. “We lost seven, we found
five piles of entrails.”
“So there are seven bonfires for the VerseM’lOry this
dusk?” Kyinin asked.
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“With you and Innen back, we now have only five
missing, and five piles of entrails and five bonfires. One is
Ossoa. She died as a warrior defending us. She was only two
and forty four. We also lost Wegmie, Morofu, Thamine and
Chesn’l, all as warriors to the best of my knowledge.”
Kyinin made the circle for them, as did they all.
Three other tents were lost, four people had spares, the
couples picked from them. The wailing went on, kept by at
least one voice each, all thru the remainder of afterlunch.
Kessil helped with noonmeal, a marinaded young no-horn.
The mood was turning better as more of those who had
ridden off returned with tales of how many zombies they’d
sliced and how many villages they’d saved. A couple guys
had ridden as far as the Right Nina Valley where there had
also been a few attacks. It confirmed what she thought, this
modified Feathery Striated had been multiplying for a
generation longer in this area than in the South Dells. She
wished Dyoniss would get back with word on what he’d
learned from the camera crew. She messaged his pocket eye
and hoped he’d respond soon.
Each tribe was building its own fires, and there were
enough that the powwow would have to break up from lack
of firewood alone. Some rode back into the wood to haul
dead logs, some cut standing deadwood. They would have to
gather more next week if somehow this powwow held
together.
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Two others in the tribe who were presumed lost returned,
so now there were five piles of entrails in the tribe’s campsite
to divide among three people still missing. Ossoa was among
the three still missing.
Noonmeal was very subdued. She sat with Innen and
Nahsra and Nahsra’s current tent mate, not the same one as
the last time Kessil was out here. They exchanged names,
Kessil didn’t write his down, they weren’t going to last, and
Kessil could guess Ossoa was involved in that. It would come
out the next time she and Nahsra rode somewhere together. It
was a problem airing things in a tribe as small as the
VerseM’lOry, everything discussed with anyone, was
eventually discussed with everyone, and there was no going
home to get away from it. That might be part of how Karasis
developed on the plains, there almost is no individual, just a
control program to operate the body for the good of the tribe.
The other two who were missing were of more immediate
concern to more of the families in the tribe, but all the parents
of the missing were invited to the spokesman’s table.
Alamfrei came and sat with them also, Nahsra was as much
his granddaughter as hers. He avoided overtly groping her,
probably because the meal of a wail is not the time for that,
but maybe he’d got the hint because of how she’d shut him
off the last time.
“Sorry about your granddaughter,” he said to Nahsra and
patted her arm.
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“Do you want to pay for the analysis it will take to back
up that claim?” Nahsra asked him.
“Dnofahm and Panna played around all the time in those
years.”
“Not while she was on the fertility pills,” Nahsra told him.
“We were friends, not relatives, no more than any other
member of this tribe is a relative of any other. None of us is
more than six limbs from any other in this tribe’s family tree.”
“Sorry you’re so touchy about it.”
“Ninjie and Panna are some of my closest friends, I know
exactly what went on. I know exactly how many times
Dnofahm couldn’t visit because of the fertility pills. I know
more about it at more length than I want to. I’m sure you
heard about it at the time but since you don’t hang with
Dnofahm a lot, you probably forgot.”
“I know what he said,” Alamfrei said, “but what Ossoa is
like tells me what he did. She’s more Dnofahm’s kid than
Ninjie’s. Ninjie’s kid wouldn’t take a cleaver and wade into a
wave of zombies.”
“And he’s here for Panna now,” Nahsra said.
“So you’d rather the coward who lived?” Alamfrei asked.
“Is that what you call him?” Nahsra nearly shouted,
“because he ran back to protect the children? He took down
fifty seven of those zombies by the time the last of the riders
returned. How many did you get out there?”
“How many were here?”
“We didn’t get it as bad in the other waves, not like down
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toward the main tent,” Nahsra said, “but they were three or
four deep around everyone, they filled up the aisles between
the tents.”
“Who dragged the compost off?” Kessil asked.
“Everyone,” Nahsra answered, “but once we got them out
from between the tents, the zombies themselves took them
off, as if they couldn’t tell the difference between a plant man
and a real human.”
“It may not matter to them,” Kessil said. “They’re looking
for fertilizer for their seeds. If they survive at all it’s
accidental, they were engineered only for their cinematic
value.”
“But will their seeds grow if they plant them in a zombie
body instead of a human?”
“The way I hear it, they want only a few sections of the
human genetic material. They probably won’t be able to
recognize it in the zombie genetic material, and the plants that
grow from them will be sterile. The worst case is, the plants
that grow from them will hatch more zombies exactly like the
ones the seed went into.”
“If nothing else they saved us the trouble of carting off all
that compost.”
“And each zombie body dragged off was taking a zombie
out of the attack, so you were getting two for one by dragging
them out.”
“It only worked because there were five or six smaller
waves that attacked here, it wasn’t all at once like farther
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down the line.”
“Or like the farthest end of the powwow on the
Mindipreese side, they had the heaviest damage and
casualties of all.”
Igess came running to their table, “SleepingFourth has
returned.”
“Yeah!” Kessil said, “I’m guessing Dyoniss went to the
wash tent?”
“Dyoniss wasn’t with him.”
They were about done, Kessil gulped the rest of it on the
way to returning the plate, then took off for the keda field. All
the kedas of the tribe, all twenty five of them, were camped
on the lusher side of the camp.
SleepingFourth was there, in excited conversation with
the other kedas. She could get a little of it. His life had been
threatened, his male human had been stolen, there was a
crossbow involved. He came over as soon as he saw her,
saying something about his female human to the others. She
cuddled him, tried to ask him to take her to Dyoniss. All she
could get out of his reply was the sign for stolen. She was
able to ask where and that got him to agree to take her.
It was down thru the wood, and the undergrowth was
trampled everywhere, pods hung all thru it. Feathery Striateds
were everywhere, robust trunks more than six inches in
diameter in circlets of up to twenty trunks each, and least two
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pods hanging from each trunk, sometimes as many as six. The
stench of rotting zombie was gagging, and she could hear the
seething of chiggles in them already.
It took over half an hour to thread their way thru the
ruined forest. SleepingFourth took a fairly direct route thru,
but pointed things out and talked about them, not that Kessil
could understand more than the very basics. She guessed one
spot was where Dyoniss dismounted, the next, where he got
back on. Zombie flesh lay in piles all around both spots and
everywhere in between.
They splashed across the small brook in this valley soon
after, and started up the far side, toward where she had seen
the camera crew. It was farther than it looked. SleepingFourth
pointed out a spot where there had been a female human. At
the top a small outcropping sheltered them just a bit. A tripod
stood empty. SleepingFourth pointed out where a male human
had ridden, and another male human, and a wagon. Kessil
could see the tracks plainly. She could even see Dyoniss’
tracks going to those of the wagon and not continuing. She
figured SleepingFourth was saying Dyoniss had been carried
away on that wagon.
With a four to eight hour head start, there was little point
in following them, but SleepingFourth was eager, and it
would be easy til they got to populated country. She wished at
least one of the VerseM’lOry had a pocket eye so she could
message them. She sent notice to their global mailbox so any
member of the tribe could pick it up at any public eye, but
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was pretty sure she would be back before any of them would.
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16. Captive
Dyoniss was stifled with the heat in that wagon. The
camera man was a square chinned, long beaked meanie who
rode the edge of the Instinct in getting him tied. The goon
took his knife and pocket eye but left him his pouch, maybe
as some pretense of honesty. Dyoniss was in with all the
camera equipment and data sticks, but tied so he could do
nothing about it and gagged so he couldn’t be heard by
anyone not right outside the wagon.
He could hear the cameraman say, “Come on Jdotta, get
on, you’re not too beat to climb up here.”
“As long as you give up the play, it’s not working, I don’t
get turned on, I’m not into it, sorry about that but get over it.”
That was the voice of the stunt girl/grip he’d left down the
hill.
Dyoniss figured she’d soon change her mind out of
boredom. She’d been ready to roll him just to give them more
time to get away. He thought they pulled away to the east for
the first few miles, and then turned to the north. They
bumped, splashed and squished thru a muddy spot at the turn.
The guys talked, but he couldn’t hear much of it, the guy on
the keda was ahead of them or sometimes to the side,
presumably when they were on open ground. The girl did not
do or say anything to attract their attention.
Once they were heading north, their path soon leveled a
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bit, like they were possibly on a road or trail. He couldn’t see
even one dot outside the wagon, the only light came thru the
side curtains, which were heavy canvas but not quite
completely opaque. There were a few pinholes, but they were
way too far away for him to put his eye to them.
About once an hour there was evidence of other traffic,
the sound of a keda, the rumble of wheels. There were no
words exchanged, and they didn’t sound close. They might be
on a trail in the prairie, but they were certainly not on a town
street. He saw no point in wasting his strength on noise.
It was senseless working on his bonds. In cinema it is
customary that the captive is tied in such a way that they can
soon work the ropes off. In real life people use a forearmlength overloop binding that doesn’t allow enough motion to
flex the rope. In addition he was bound to the wagon frame
right behind his hands, and looped thru the strap-down ring
and around his wrists several times, then pulled tight enough
that the circulation in his hands was endangered. Even though
Dyoniss was forced to consent to being tied, the Instinct
wouldn’t let that camera man tie him tight enough to actually
do damage. Even so, he could move his hands less than a
quarter inch. The only thing he could touch with his fingers
and thumbs was his tailbone. His feet were tied to the other
strap down ring almost as tight as his hands with enough
rope to make high, tight boots.
The wrap on his arms, behind him, was extremely
uncomfortable. The fact that he couldn’t hold onto anything
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to keep himself from bouncing back and forth with every
bump was torture. The swaying wrenched his shoulders and
within an hour his back was agony. The next few hours were
dreadful. They plodded on and on, sometimes on cobblestone
paths, sometimes gravel, usually ribbonleaves. He heard a
couple hails, but nothing close enough that he could have
attracted their attention.
He wished he could have explained the threat to
SleepingFourth, then charged the one with the crossbow
while SleepingFourth bolted for cover. He might not be in
this predicament now, or they both could be dead,
SleepingFourth from an arrow and he from that guy’s keda.
Eventually they stopped, the girl and the cameraman
came back. The girl gave him water, he drank as much as he
could, not knowing when he might get more. He knew it was
enough to bother his stomach but he kept on. It was getting
close to Noonsleep, from what he could see of the shadows.
They were on featureless prairie with a small gaggle of
skittish no-horns in the distance. He kept drinking til the skin
was gone, then the cameraman put the gag back on him, again
as tight as the Instinct allowed. Neither said a word in his
presence but the face of the girl was guardedly sympathetic.
Not long after he heard them stop at a village. They left
the wagon a few hundred yards away, just to make sure no
one could hear his grunts. In a couple hours he knew he was
going to be left there for Noonsleep. The heat was brutal now,
the wagon must be in full sunlight. He knew he would have
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no noonmeal as well as no lunch. He’d been too nervous to
eat much breakfast. It was cooked over the watchfire embers
in the first grey. He could certainly go for some of that pulled
no-horn in chili on split loaves right now. From the smell he
thought the cooks here weren’t as good.
He wondered if he could chew thru the gag. It was so hot
that even that was exhausting, and he passed out soon after he
started trying. He woke to only the sound of charrasspas, the
humans had gone to bed. He was pretty sure none of them
were sleeping on the wagon. Kortrax had moved so the
wagon was now in the shade, it was at least twenty degrees
cooler. Not comfortable, but merely hot and stuffy as opposed
to heat stroke.
It was a day later, the girl had given him a skin of water
twice more. Now it was late in Afternoonday, she came back
with another skin of water. “I’m the only one with you,
they’ve gone to find food and sex. I’ll let you out if you
promise me sex.”
“That’s a no brainer,” Dyoniss croaked.
“Stay still, this knife is sharp, I got it off one of the
plainsmen for an iron.”
“It’s not a real plains knife in that case, no one would sell
one of those, with the mold of course, for less than an
aluminum.”
“Oh I didn’t get the mold,” she said, “just the knife. I’m
going to hang it on the frame of the picture I get of this
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encounter.”
“You have a picture?”
“I have a ring, I’ll get a picture of us.” She certainly
didn’t have a real plains knife, it would have parted this rope
halfway thru the first letter in this conversation. “There,
you’re out, can you still walk?”
“Barely,” he said, “I think the plank I was on wore thru
my ass.” It was his shoulders and back that were the real
problem.
She looked, “I don’t see blood and your worker’s still
whole, but it’s sweaty, I know it bakes inside there.”
“Thanks for getting me out.”
“Oh no problem, but you promised me sex?”
“I need a restroom, a meal, a couple more skins of water
and several hours before there is any chance I could generate
any semen.”
“You don’t need that, you just need to give me an orgasm
and let me record it. I collect pictures of celebrity orgasms.”
She was leading him across a town square, what was once
eight stone buildings in a square with the middle square
empty. It was now overgrown with an archwood clump of
grown housing, all grafted together like a giant Elvish village,
but scaled up to two or three thousand inhabitants. The stone
probably dated from the 10th century, the archwood from the
50’s.
They got to a bench in the empty square. “Don’t you think
they will spot us here?” he asked.
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“Hide in plain sight, have a bowl of goulash. If they find
us, what can they do? They have no keda to threaten, they
have a thousand witnesses, and they have a vulnerable cargo
that they don’t want these thousand witnesses going thru.
They know I can project pictures that prove it.”
“That is true.”
“So you said you need a meal first, there’s at least eight
buffets here, fill up.”
“Where’s your crew?” he asked.
“I no longer call them ‘mine’ and they’re probably in a
short time room in one of these archwoods.” The ancient
stone was two floors, the archwoods added four to six more.
He started toward one of the cooks, “Where are you
from?” he asked her.
“The Aitol side of the South Dells. They caught me
fleeing the zombies when shooting the remake and offered me
this part in the sequel.”
“So why are you freeing me?”
“For the sex, and because I saw that Numona is evil.”
“Who’s Numona?” Dyoniss asked. He picked up a bowl
of goulash with a ten penny deposit on a very plain bowl and
spoon.
“The guy who would have killed your keda. He would
have too, and he would have wished it was you. He would do
everything by force and ‘cause I said so,’ if not for the
Instinct.”
“Thank you, you sound like you’re in Karasis.”
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“Yeah, in spite of my vice.”
“I’m not a celebrity though,” Dyoniss said.
“At that muster dawn when the general tried to take over,
you stated the warning that probably has the whole empire
STILL quaking in their boots even with the gate closed,” she
said, picking the nearest table.
“The highliner is here,” Dyoniss said.
“So they’ll quake all the more.”
“What the hell did I say?” he didn’t remember, it was
more than half a century ago.
She switched to heavily accented Centish but close
enough to trigger his own memories of that day. “‘You guys
are fools for bringing the antidote here, look what happens if
just one tablet falls into the hands of a native girl. Your
general spouts thick blood.’”
“Oh yeah that. Well they were a bunch of high-belt
tightweave buffoons with big ATV’s and blasters.”
“You’re a legend, you’ll be one of my top shelf
encounters. I hope you don’t mind that I’m getting wet
already, I think I smell fresh enough.”
“Caught since dawn,” he said, stretching the truth a bit.
“So where are we going?”
“I want to wait around and let them know I’m quitting my
relationship with One Plains Cinema. On the other hand I
think you leaving me to hike up that hill while your keda had
an empty pelvis was really low.”
“You were working for the enemy.”
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“Not any more. They shouldn’t have been able to trick
you into this, it is an imperfection in the Instinct.”
“Maybe so, but I don’t want to give them the chance to
find another imperfection in the Instinct. Let’s take this food
somewhere out of their sight.”
She sighed, but got up to go. He picked up the bowl,
which he’d already eaten a good bit of, and followed. It was
then that Numona clattered into the square on his big keda.
“Oh no, Jdotta, I see what you’re doing,” he yelled as he rode
up.
“I’m quitting, I’m leaving the company, I’ll settle up back
at the office next week. We’ll take a coach from here.”
“Oh no Jdotta, that’s not how this goes, you took the job,
you keep it. You’re staying with us and so is he.”
“You can’t threaten our keda now.”
“But my keda can threaten you. He knows my signals,
he’ll herd you, drop you, or even kill you if I ask him.”
Dyoniss gave the keda panic sign, yelled “Run,” and took
off right by the keda heading for a narrow outside stairway.
He was so sore and stiff his legs just couldn’t do what he
expected them to. Jdotta shot right by him, grabbed his hand
and pulled him so hard his numb legs windmilled and he
almost face-planted. He got his hand on the back of another
bench to heave himself upright.
He heard keda claws right behind them as they ran into
the stairway. It was a rickety strap-up on the far side of the
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nearest ancient stone building. That stone had probably been
re-purposed a dozen times since quarried and spent half of its
time as dusty, deserted ruins for centuries on end, more than
once. This stairway reached a perch that had been planked to
the side of that building and hung from the roots of the
archwood growing atop the stone.
The keda came right after them and the stairway collapsed
under its weight. Jdotta and Dyoniss were left hanging on the
rail, two feet and seven feet from the landing. Jdotta was able
to swing up there and climb. Dyoniss had to hand-over-hand
up the forty five degree incline of this splintery wooden
handrail, til he could get his feet up there. All the while the
rail was creaking and hanging lower as the grownwood
sagged and the keda was milling around below them.
Numona was trying to get it to reach up and grab him but he
didn’t know enough keda sign to make that happen.
Then a man came to the landing, a pretty big guy, not
huge but decently buff. He put out his hand and took Jdotta
into plank-up, then held the door post and held his hand out to
Dyoniss’ and pulled him up onto the strap-up that appeared to
be his home. Even while he was doing that, he began a ‘What
the fuck with my stairs’ lecture at the keda. He didn’t even
seem to notice Numona on him at first. Once he did, he
started yelling about, ‘How could you let him?’ Numona, on
his keda, made the rude sign, wheeled and left.
“Sorry about your stairs,” Jdotta said. “You should seek
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restitution from One Plains Cinema, that was Numona, who
they employ. He’s the type of guy the caravan masters were
supposed to be taking us from.”
“Slavemaster.”
“He tied me in his gear wagon so I couldn’t report what
they were recording,” Dyoniss added.
“What was that?” he asked.
“The zombie attacks on the great powwow that’s on the
Skyalloon right now.”
“Zombies? I heard about them a few decades ago, and it
was out in the woods by the Skyalloon then also.”
“What about before that, like thirty decades ago?”
Dyoniss asked.
“No, don’t remember any then, but you look like you got
a knife in your back.”
“I feel like there’s about three, plus one in each shoulder.
The way they had me tied into that wagon should have
brought out the Instinct.”
“Sometimes when the evil is deep enough in a man, they
can bend very close to the Instinct and if evil was ever deep,
it’s what I’ve seen in Numona since we came out here,”
Jdotta said. “He was actually cheering for the zombies.” She
turned to Dyoniss, “He saw you ride over the line and into the
wood and that scared him. He sent me down to warn him if
you came out of the woods on this side.”
They never got to finish that duskmeal. The bowl and
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spoon were fragments under that keda’s claws where he’d
dropped it on the way to those stairs. They spent the
remainder of the evening helping that guy put back his stairs,
along with a half dozen neighbors. It was only held with tackstrap and pins anyway so all but the bottom two steps could
be salvaged. One of the stringers had cracked so they had to
put in a leaner and pin to keep it for the next little while, til he
could get a new stringer made. They ran out of pins in that
project and a neighbor ran home to get three he had left over,
of which they used two.
While they worked, Jdotta made no secret of her intent to
collect a sex scene, but at least she didn’t brag of who he was
while they were here, she just bragged about how great it was
going to be. The guys got more than a little bodily contact of
their own from her. He could tell she was getting her
hormones up and when they left the guy wished him a good
time with a wry grin.
Once out of there, he had to have food. “There’s nothing
left open and you’re just stalling,” she said.
“Not counting what was interrupted, the last time I’ve
seen food was yesterday’s breakfast and I could barely touch
it.”
“Yeah, I’ll bet. You know I didn’t believe them when they
said that they could get a zombie attack as big as that
powwow. I want to visit that powwow after. I hope
everyone’s all right, that shit was real.”
“Because it was. One Plains Cinema engineered those
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zombies, planted them here.” He spotted someone still
cooking. “That guy’s still got some of that no-horn with lon in
thesh wraps.”
“Where’d they get lon out here? I haven’t seen water
without a windwheel since we left the Khyogloba Valley.”
“Because you’ve rode high ground. Ponds and rivers are
down among the woods and smallholds in the bottom lands.”
“This clump of bushes they call a town is not connected
to anyplace else in the world without crossing a plain of
ribbonleaves.”
“There’s a tube station in Mindipreese.” Dyoniss was
already at the counter, she followed. It was mat and roll it
yourself here, but he was good enough at it. Kessil had
mastered Elvish cooking with ease and taught him the
techniques. He started eating one right away but rolled
another and handed it back to get toasted. “I’m glad you’re
still open,” he told the cook.
“I hate to give up and there’s always a trickle coming
home late from dusk or early from Dusksleep. With three
thousand people in town, I eventually sell out. You look like
you built quite a hunger.”
“Like I was just telling her, the last time I saw food was
yesterday breakfast.”
“Been out there lost? You’re not from that powwow are
you? I’ve heard one can get pretty lost at one of those.”
“Oh you can, but it was the zombie attack. A movie
company created real zombies rather than pay for the special
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effects.”
“Yeah,” Jdotta said, “then they set up cameras across the
valley to film it with lenses you could use for astronomy.”
“Those probably cost as much as the special effects,” the
cook said. “That’s all done in software today.”
He wondered why a cook out here in the never-nevers
should know that when someone who worked as a stunt
double in the cinema industry didn’t? But then he wondered
why saving the costs of the special effects was a good enough
reason to modify the Feathery Striated to produce zombies?
Now that the cook mentioned it, he knew there were several
digital modeling shops in the Tower of the Blue Kite. Any
one of them could conjure up a much more realistic and scary
zombie than they had managed to make out of plant matter.
What they couldn’t do was train thirty thousand extras to
mount kedas, holding sharpened implements, and slash
around at creatures that would be edited into the final
cinematic work in the studio. So it was all the extras where
they saved money. Especially all those who died. None could
actually die in the filming of real cinema. But if it was a
documentary, people could die, of natural disasters and such.
Zombies hatching from mutated Feathery Striated Archwood
Shrubs could be excused as a natural disaster in the public’s
eye. But when even a corner-store geneticist can point out the
altered codes in the zombie from a natural Feathery Striated,
it’s pretty obvious it wasn’t a natural mutation but a carefully
engineered hijacking of a natural system for cinematic ends.
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If that was the case, saving money on extras and allowing
the deaths to be real, the fact that these plants were spreading
in the wilds might not be an accident at all, but engineered in
from the beginning.
“You’re thinking too hard on whatever you’re thinking
about,” Jdotta told him as he devoured the last of the first one.
“This man has made me reassess my initial thoughts on
One Plain’s Cinema’s real motive.”
“Because it’s a documentary is what they always told
me.”
“And what does that really mean?” he asked her.
“They just filmed what was happening, that it wasn’t
staged and rehearsed.”
“That they weren’t responsible for what was happening,
they are not responsible for the consequences, all the usual
expenses that film companies are responsible for when they
admit to staging what they film.”
“Yeah, but it’s actually a pretty low budget operation,
except for what Numona spends on himself.”
“You wouldn’t know it from the marketing of the
remake,” Dyoniss said.
“Oh I agree,” she said, “but ain’t that toasted one ready
yet? It’s getting late.”
When she first let him out it looked like getting out of this
captivity was going to be easy, now he wasn’t so sure. “I’ll
take it now,” he said to the cook, and ate the lightly toasted
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roll as they walked toward the local trysting suite of her
choice, which turned out to be the only inn in town. It was the
only one of the ancient stone buildings at the foundation of
this village that was four stories tall. There were three rooms
available, breakfast was a penny extra for each.
He got breakfast for both of them. He’d find his way back
to the powwow during Nightday. The last of that roll was
gone before he handed over the three pennies as they were
shown up the stairs. There were four rooms plus bath on each
floor, five floors altogether. It looked like at least half the
residents were long term enough to have name plates on the
door, sometimes two.
The room was about seven by twelve feet with half taken
up by the bed. There was a two by seven foot storage and
shelf alcove with an unplumbed wash basin and a window
one could sit on the ledge of. It was full dark by now, but the
window was still open and he could see the public square
from here. There were gas lanterns in each corner to light it,
he could see one from here.
He held the top of the window frame, she wrapped around
him. “I thought you’d fall into bed.”
“I’m trying to figure out a position that won’t have me
lying on a sore spot.”
“Does this hurt you?” she asked.
“Let me count the ways.”
She let go and backed off. “I’m sorry.”
“You weren’t the one who tied me in there, it was that
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sadistic camera man.”
“Who only followed Numona’s orders, with glee, yes, but
he wouldn’t have tried this on his own.”
“The one I’m after is the one who decided on this real
zombie idea, the one who ordered the DNA of the Feathery
Striated altered to produce this.”
“You know more about that than I do, I don’t know
anyone in the organization higher than Numona. He was
director when I was stunting for Aleenya on the set. I guess
he’s director here too, though there are none of the cast here
and this is just background footage they took yesterday.”
“He carries an awfully big crossbow for a movie
director.”
“He’s a trophy hunter, at least he claimed that was why he
brought that bow. He openly admitted he wouldn’t mind
taking down a prize three-horn while we were out here. “But
I’ll never abide even threatening a keda,” she said, “that is
just too low for me.”
“You said that.”
“Because I can’t seem to get you on the subject at hand,”
she said, “what you owe me for getting you out of there.”
“I missed four meals, had three skins of water the whole
time, was trussed up in a high stress position for thirty
something hours and probably two hundred miles. They’re
probably having trouble finding anything the least like back
country within this distance of the cities. Farmers doing
perishables can get into the city in the light of a week from
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here if they’ve got a keda.”
“I know, I grew up in such a place.” She was trying to
work her way toward his middle leg in her caressing.
“What did you raise?”
“All kinds of sprayberries with panips under them. We
had four acres and did most of a copper a year. We had a big
kitchen garden too, we didn’t buy anything but flour, salt and
a little bagged fertilizer. But are you going to be able to lie
down?”
He groaned a little but got himself onto the bed. “I guess
so, if I don’t have to move any more.”
“You just lie down and relax and I’ll do the rest.”
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17. Missing
Kessil caught up with the wagon just as dark was falling.
The wagon was open, Dyoniss was gone. Their camera gear
including the cubes holding the day’s shooting were sitting in
the wagon. She took those recordings, just in case she needed
leverage. While she did that SleepingFourth got into a heated
discussion with one of their kedas and before she knew it they
each had four legs in the air. A keda didn’t get to be eleven
hundred and thirty centuries old without learning a thing or
two about boxing and SleepingFourth smacked him around a
bit before he put his eyes down.
SleepingFourth waved at her, she caught ‘dangerous’
‘male human’ and ‘follow me’ out of his narration. She didn’t
have to really follow because she jumped astride him again.
He took her to the door of an inn near the edge of this town,
and pointed for her to go in. She asked for Dyoniss, but the
guy at the desk said there was no one by that name signed in.
Of course the sign-in name on two of the rooms was
‘occupied’ another was just a lower case ‘4’ and the
remainder were names she’d never seen before. There were
five rooms still available.
Other than barging in on a dozen trysts, there was nothing
more she could do here. She came back outside to see
SleepingFourth signing ‘dangerous’ and ‘male human’ and
pointing with his fourth eye, which was fully awake at this
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time. She knew he was given his name because his fourth eye
never stood watch. She knew that meant it was his dominant
eye, and that it was strongly dominant. That lobe of his brain
made the final decisions on what the body would do.
He was pointing at the keda he’d had the dust-up with, on
him was a mean-faced brute with hair and beard in ques and a
prominent hilt over his left shoulder. SleepingFourth made no
secret of the fact that this was the source of the dangerous
male human scent. She kept back and watched. He went out
into the central square of this village. She couldn’t get any
closer without being spotted, the other keda had his outer
eyes constantly scanning. A few minutes later they could hear
it when that keda charged out the other side of that plaza, and
saw him a few minutes after that when it left there with a
purpose.
SleepingFourth discretely followed them back to the
wagon where Dyoniss had been kept and the field where it
was parked. She wondered how long it would be before he
discovered she had taken the cubes. It wasn’t even a minute.
As soon as he saw the back was open, he looked for those
cubes and started bellowing as soon as he was inside.
Meanwhile quite a few of the citizenry were starting to
come out to see what all the fuss was. It hadn’t really been
quiet since his keda charged. A decent crowd had gathered in
the field where the wagon was parked. She slid down from
SleepingFourth’s back and signed him to wait out beyond the
smallholds that surrounded this village, knowing the other
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keda knew him, but probably hadn’t noticed her.
She knew almost everyone else here probably knew each
other, so she did as little as possible to call attention to
herself. The meanie had stopped yelling, but a lot of the
crowd were yelling at him, something about destroying a
stairway. He refused to answer but pushed by them and
headed back to the inn.
As Dusksleep began, he brought back another guy, they
hitched up the wagon, under protest from the keda that hauled
it, and struck out across the prairie. She was conflicted over
what to do, stay and find Dyoniss or stay on their tail. In a
way, it was silly to follow them, they were undoubtedly going
back to the One Plains Cinema lot in the West Roing Valley in
Kyoith. They were probably heading for the nearest avenue to
Yuhaldru. But they didn’t go that way, they went southwest,
back the way they’d come. They might be just circling around
the town, but as this was the way SleepingFourth went, she
broke from the crowd and jogged after them.
She was well behind them now, but once she was on
SleepingFourth, that wagon would be an anchor. She found
him, obviously wondering if anyone would mind if he popped
a cozy scrape into this thesh field. She told him they would,
told him to follow the dangerous male human. She could tell
he was pretty reluctant. He’d been game at first, but now he
was wondering if this adventure might drag on longer than he
wanted it to. She hoped he wasn’t regretting showing them
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the plant man. She was sure he understood that was when this
adventure really started.
He left that tempting bank of thick, soft thesh and let her
swing up onto him. He clearly noticed that she still had her
knife and it was completely hidden under her hair and shirt.
His eye dipped just a bit, just for a fraction of a second. The
keda equivalent of a sigh. He set out after them, manes in the
wind.
She thought they might just circle around the village onto
the open prairie and then turn to the northwest and Yuhal, or
even head east and take country roads straight into Kyoith.
Instead they went right for the highest open spot above the
village and began setting up gear. They obviously had a spare
tripod, the lens was too big to hold. She knew it would have
IR, she had to get out of sight before they finished setting it
up. She motioned SleepingFourth to stealth and pointed to a
line of brush off the side of this hill.
They didn’t look for her and SleepingFourth anyway, they
looked at the village. They set up chairs, got out heavy quilts.
They were obviously prepared to wait for anyone coming out
of the village this dark. She guessed that meant they were
sure Dyoniss had the cubes and would not be staying til
dawn.
She wondered if Dyoniss had brought someone else in
from his organization. Most of the other operatives in the
company were experts on data, finance, media, celebrity
relationships and shady trade patterns. Dyoniss was really the
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only field operative in his company. She wondered if there
was some other actor, or if Dyoniss had gotten out of that
wagon on his own. Sometimes he was more field-ready than
she gave him credit for.
She wasn’t going to spend the dark out here waiting for
him, that village was small enough to look in every room by
then. She slunk back behind the hill, back to where
SleepingFourth waited. He was probably sighing some more
that she had to look and see with her eyes that they are there
when his manes are perfectly sure they’re there. She bobbed
her head in imitation and got back on and sent him down the
far side of the hill and into the village like she was coming
back late from the city. They could see a keda and rider
coming in with that IR. They were unlikely to think that keda
and ridercoming into the town was carrying the cubes they
were lying in wait for.
She found a place for SleepingFourth first of all, then
went to every public place still open in the village and found
no trace of Dyoniss. Eventually she had a steak button and
panip supper, went back to that inn, found there were four
rooms remaining available now and took one, with breakfast.
She was in the middle of that breakfast of lash fried vedn
when Dyoniss came down with a buff and energetic girl
wrapped around him that she thought at first was Aleenya.
She almost fainted before she realized this girl was actually a
little different in detail and got her heart rate under control.
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She was able to wave to Dyoniss, who came right over. The
girl started to follow, looked to see where Dyoniss was going
and she got wide-eyed and stumbled.
Dyoniss had her hand and kept her upright saying,
“Jdotta, what’s up?”
“Just, uh, Kessil,” she gasped as she got her balance back.
“Yeah?” Dyoniss and Kessil said at once.
“I never thought I’d ever get to meet you.”
“How do you know me?” Kessil asked.
“You’re the part Aleenya’s playing in the upcoming
sequel, the same girl who saved us from the general, saves us
from the zombies in ‘Zombie Powwow’.”
“What?”
“Yeah, Aleenya’s starring as you,” the girl said, “and I’m
awed to meet the real Kessil, you are the real Kessil aren’t
you?”
She looked to Dyoniss, “?”
“This is Jdotta, Aleenya’s stunt double in that upcoming
cinematic masterpiece.”
“Former stunt double,” she said. “I quit them, in fact now
that I’ve seen how evil they are, I want to help stop them any
way I can.”
“Well, they’re waiting for someone to leave this town
carrying all their long-lens recordings of the great zombie
attack. A real zombie attack that reduced a large part of the
basin’s biggest powwow ever to ashes and wails.”
“What?” Dyoniss said.
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“Our mounted men vanquished the first wave easily and
chased them thru the smallholds in the valley for hours. The
mothers and children and men on foot had to contend with the
next three waves of zombies without us.”
“I’ll bet that’s the reason he set up the camera where he
did,” Jdotta said. “He bragged that they were programmed for
the dawn Narrulla rises in eclipse, one group might have been
set to go first, or it might have been random. Whatever it was,
Issnet was beside himself with how perfect it worked.”
Kessil wasn’t thrilled to hear that. That meant he was also
against Karasis, as the guy on that keda clearly was. “So how
did you get mixed up with them?”
“I just got a job as a stunt girl for Aleenya. I only thought
of her and didn’t pay much attention to the people around her.
Then I got a chance to earn a few extra irons packing gear on
this location shot and got to see more of the truth. When
Numona threatened Dyoniss’ keda with a big-game crossbow,
I knew he was bad and I had to get away from them as soon
as I could.”
“Thanks for letting me out of there,” Dyoniss said.
“I would have done it sooner if I could, but you saw they
had Issnet with me each time. Once I got out of sight, I came
around. I thought about waiting til we got to the Cities but I
could see how you were suffering so I took my chances here.”
“I’m glad you did.”
“I’m glad I did too, I doubt I’d have got to meet Kessil if
I’d waited til then.”
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“What I don’t understand,” Kessil asked, “is how they
knew I would be involved in all this?”
“They knew you guys would get involved as soon as they
let that slashed one loose in the field you cut across on the
way home.”
“Leaving aside the fact that I could just as well have
thrown up and put it out of my mind, how did they know I
would be there?”
“They have a guy watching you, a temp on whatever job
it is you have, I didn’t study your whole biography, I was just
curious how they did that and they told me that much.”
She had to admit they were right, put that in front of her
and she would get involved, with or without her father also
coming to them. She was even more furious at having been
used like this. She was almost more angry at the guy who set
that up than she was at the one who invented the zombie. But
then it could very well be the same guy who ordered both,
why imagine two evil monsters when one will serve. Of
course she’d met two men of evil already, that meant the
whole company was full of them. That meant she couldn’t
trust Jdotta didn’t it?
They finished their Nightday breakfast. No doubt the guys
from One Plains Cinema were still out there and would see
them if they tried to leave this village. They might make it
over the horizon if they left on a route directly opposite the
hill where they watched and stayed low behind the village
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smallholds. Beyond that was a dome of prairie where they
would be spotted if they crossed.
“They will be watching for a coach, I told them I will
leave on one,” Jdotta said.
“There won’t be one thru til after lunch of Morningday,”
Kessil had checked. “He only makes one run a week from
Middleplain to Khyoglobaport and back.”
“He can’t sic his keda on us with a whole coach full of
witnesses,” Jdotta said.
“Who knows what he could do,” Kessil said. “He could
disable the coach when you’re miles from help.” He could
have someone in the coach working for him, she didn’t want
to say.
“What’s the chance of getting SleepingForth up this
dark?” Dyoniss asked. “Normally I would say ‘not good’ but
he’s been quite the trooper in this crisis.”
“I’d hate to do that.”
“I don’t feel right sitting here thru Nightday,” Dyoniss
said.
“I’m sure it would be quite a bore,” Jdotta said.
“That’s the least of our troubles,” Kessil said, but she also
hated the thought of wasting the day.
“So one of us has to stay til the dawn for him,” Dyoniss
said.
“They will recognize whichever one of us leaves on him,”
Kessil said, “but they won’t catch whoever it is.”
“So that’s the one who should carry the recordings,”
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Dyoniss said, “and you should take them back toward the
city.”
“So you’ve decided it should be me? Someone should get
back to the tribe also and let them know what happened to
me.”
“Do you want me to ride out on him and you try to find a
way back to the tribe?” Dyoniss asked.
“I have a rented keda back there also, and there’s no other
way for me to get back.”
“Then what will you do with SleepingFourth?” Dyoniss
asked.
“I’ll lead OneWiggles back to Mindipreese and ride home
from there. We’ll have to spend the dark there, but we’ll be
back in three weeks.”
“Too bad he can’t get on the tube,” Dyoniss said.
“Too bad no one in the tribe has a pocket eye,” Kessil
said.
“It would have to be a Centorin one and use the
motionless stars,” Dyoniss said. “There was no service at the
Powwow.”
She just sighed. “Anyhow, someone can walk and crawl
out of here without them seeing him by moving northeast
from town and staying down behind the plantings. You might
get back to the city before these clowns do, but I wouldn’t be
surprised if they have a pocket eye, and I wouldn’t be
surprised if there’s a tower in the city that can reach this far.”
“It’s worth trying,” Dyoniss said. “I’ll try that, see if I can
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get back to the city and see what I can find out at their yard
and office.” He turned to Jdotta, “You go out on the coach,”
then to Kessil, “and you can head back to the powwow and
sort out the kedas soon after the coach leaves.”
“Why should I wait?” she asked.
“If you leave town first, they may come after you.”
She wanted to say, ‘Let them try,’ but that would rankle
the Centorin in him. “Why?”
“Because you’re the star of the movie,” Jdotta said.
“And they may think you have the recordings,” Dyoniss
added.
“They won’t catch me,” she said.
“You’d be safer if you waited. They might have those
recordings radio-tagged.”
“Then why haven’t they come for them?” Kessil asked.
“They need to wait til they catch the person with them
alone.”
“If you left them upstairs, they could go get them now,”
Jdotta said.
“I didn’t,” Kessil said with too much hostility. She didn’t
want to come right out and say that they couldn’t trust her,
but she wasn’t going to trust her.
“If I’m going out the back, I should get going,” Dyoniss
said, no doubt picking up on her hostility.
“You sure you know where they are?” Kessil asked. “You
can see them from my window on the fifth floor.”
“I better go up and take a look,” he said. “I’ll be back
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down in a minute,” he said to Jdotta to let her know this was a
one on one.
Once they were on the stairs she said, “If their whole
company is riddled with dishonesty, we can’t be sure she’s on
the side of Karasis.”
“No,” he admitted, “though she did let me go in exchange
for some very weak sex.”
“Yours is not weak.”
“I was after being tied in the wagon for a day and a half
including nearly dislocated shoulders and passing out from
the heat of Noonsleep.”
“I’m pretty sure you’ll get even with them.”
“I mean to.”
They didn’t talk much on the other four flights of steps.
The tree was pretty open above this and none of the other
main trunks of the village was in their way, so he could just
see the dot she pointed to on the hill outside the village by the
light of Narrulla, now low in the east. He was behind her,
looking over her shoulder. She felt his body behind her and
pulled his arms around her. He dug in and she worked her
butt against his crotch. “We need to say a proper good-bye,”
she told him.
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18. Sneaking Out
Dyoniss was grateful for the restorative powers of a good
sleep because that quick good-bye with Kessil had been a lot
more than the near necromancy Jdotta had photographed late
last evening. Jdotta seemed to think she might get a similar
good-bye, but she got only a kiss, a caress and another thanks.
He could have used more clothes in the chill, and after
only a week with that knife on his back, he felt naked without
it. Narrulla would set before lunch today and then only Cynd
would help with the darkness. The camera crew’s vantage
point had a good view of the village, but there was a fairly
substantial fence at the edge of the village fields, strong
enough to keep a one-horn out as long as it wasn’t very
determined.
He wished he could loop around and recover that knife
and his pocket eye, but with that mean keda with them, he
wouldn’t have a chance. Once he got to the edge of town,
right or left was the question. He’d have to stay low and creep
along the fence til he could get off away from the village and
keep his IR out of their sight. As long as Narrulla was up he
stood some chance so using sight and not having to feel his
way. If he followed the trail that led on from this street, he
would go over the swell of a hill that would be visible from
their position. Staying close to the wall would allow him to
go right or left, but he would eventually reach the ends of the
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north or east roads out of town.
The north road seemed to have more vegetation along it,
so he worked his way in that direction, even though that was
the route the coach would take and they were certainly
focused on it. It could have been easier getting there, the
ground was dark, the ribbonleaves were tough and thick and
he was often catching his feet on them in the dark. It took him
an hour to work his way passed all the smallholds on this side
of the village and arrive at the north road.
There was some cover here, tarrids lined the road and
small archwoods shaded it. Feathery Striated archwoods it
looked like, and he looked very carefully for any large pods.
He couldn’t see any from here, and knew that by far the
majority of Feathery Striated Archwood Shrubs in the world
still had to be the normal kind. Narrulla was nearing half full
as he prepared to set. He watched the road from behind the
last smallhold, where the fence was thin and new, just ranks
of large sticks held by leaners. This was two hundred miles
from the grove that attacked the powwow, and probably more
than a hundred from the one where they met Yusa and
Kelfamp.
He wondered how the guys would go after a single hiker
leaving this village. He sat and watched awhile. He wished he
thought to bring some lenses with him, he had a pocketful of
good IR lenses, back at the powwow in the clothes he
wouldn’t take into battle. It would be nice if he could do like
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the heroes in a fantasy epic and just call up his duffel from
wherever he happened to be, but even in the waning decade
of the 123rd century he wasn’t able to do that in real life.
He saw someone walk by, a man with a pack and a small
glow stick, heading to the north at a pace. He had no idea
what was up there, it was miles away out of sight whatever it
was. A serious hike to be taking on a Nightday, but that glowstick would make it much easier. Dyoniss didn’t have a glow
stick, just a lighter that would run out in less than an hour and
wouldn’t provide half as much light.
The guy was at such a serious pace that Dyoniss would
have to jog to catch up. This guy would give off IR that the
watchers would pick up, and the depth of purpose in his step
would draw them if they were going to chase down lone
hikers. He waited to see if he could hear the sound of a keda
out on the plain, twining around the town.
Eventually he heard the sound of a keda, but it was at a
walk, and it was coming up the north road out of this village.
Dyoniss soon saw a farm wagon with a load of thesh, a bright
lantern and a pretty driver hauled by a well muscled keda
making its way out of the village. He knew he had to act now
on this opportunity or loose it. Keeping low so the wagon
would cover his IR, he charged thru the brush and caught up
to the wagon. With a leap he caught the side, hanging with a
foot and a hand over the side.
Both the girl and the keda turned to look at him. The girl
turned and leaned over, the keda turned an eye his way.
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“What the?...” she asked.
“You’re being watched with an infrared scope, your
keda’s life may depend on making them believe nothing
happened.”
She sat up and turned around but said, “I think I deserve
to know more than that.”
“One Plains Cinema has a geneticist that modified the
Feathery Striated Archwood Shrub to produce zombies that
kill people, disembowel them and put seeds in their body
cavity. I’m out to find and report on the guy who made that
decision, and one of his minions is observing this village with
a powerful infra-red scope, and has a keda trained to kill.”
“I don’t know if I’m cool with this,” she said.
“Since this is life or death for me, I’m going to take the
chance that you’ll tough it thru. Now I’m going to come over
the side of this wagon and burrow down along the side here
where they won’t see me.”
“Why pick me?” she asked.
“Sheer desperation,” Dyoniss answered as he worked his
way over the side of the wagon. It was a big farm wagon with
more than two tons on it, that one ton keda probably didn’t
even notice less than a tenth of a ton joining that load. “I’ll
pay double the market rate for any thesh I ruin doing this.”
“Ruin it all then, I’ve got half a copper on this wagon.”
“Is this your year’s income?” he asked, working himself
into a reasonably comfortable position on the right side of this
wagon. It was long enough for him to stretch out and prop his
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head up on a twist of that thesh. It wasn’t baled, but heaped
into the wagon two feet above the rail. It was long-strand and
still a bit green. The wholesaler would dry and bale this load
and transport it to the cities where it would fetch a whole
copper.
“So much as money is concerned. Most of our life is
outside of money, but we keep some around in case we need
equipment or something.”
He mashed a thirtieth of the load down into a recliner
cushion, and still stayed out of sight of the scope on the hill
across town. “You don’t hang out in the village center with a
cup or two now and then?” Since they’d left him his pouch,
he dug in that to find a nickel. Staying as low as he could, he
passed it to her.
“That’s more than generous, two thirds of the thesh you’re
lying on will be good.”
“I apologize for any damage,” Dyoniss said, “and prey
I’m not putting you in danger.”
“When will we know about that?”
“When does this road end?”
“For me, not til Khyoglobaport. Most people will be in
Dawnsleep and I’ll be freezing up here.” She was a bit
voluptuous and in a long, thicknit sheath of a dark color with
some knit-in texture patterns reminiscent of ancient glyphs.
She had thicknit leggings in a lighter color, and sleeves in a
doubled thinknit.
“If we don’t have trouble in an hour, I’ll sit up there with
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you and keep you as warm as I can.” He would help keep
himself warm at the same time, this leather wasn’t that warm..
“You can only keep me so warm, I’m not a public
performer and in about two hours the road gets populated.”
He suspected she might not demand favors in exchange
for this ride, that might be a good thing in that it would save
him some time, but what he could see of her looked pretty
interesting. She didn’t turn around any more, but even in the
dark he could see she had beautiful hair and a nice, smooth
shape.
They hadn’t gone much farther when he heard voices up
ahead. He recognized Numona’s right away. “That’s the
minion from that cinema company yelling up ahead,” he told
the girl.
“Sounds bad,” she said.
“He’ll threaten your keda with his crossbow and threaten
you with his keda.”
“I’ll threaten him with mine if he tries it. How tough is his
keda?”
“Tough enough to hurt me,” Dyoniss said, “but he’d run
from yours, yours is one of the strongest looking eights I’ve
ever seen. But I’m going to ruin a little more thesh slipping
down under this load while you calmly go by him.” Dyoniss
did that, even though the thesh here would still look
disturbed.
“You’ve made me nervous enough that he’ll smell it.”
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“Sounds like he’s busy, but we better not talk any more.”
Before much longer they were close enough to hear what
was being said. “...I said, I’m going to search your pack and
your pockets, something of mine has been stolen by someone
in the village you just left and everyone who leaves is going
to get searched.”
“I know everything I’m carrying is mine. Call your keda
down or I’m going to have to hurt him.”
“Don’t think a fancy knife is going to hurt him.”
“Then you’ve never seen one of these at work,” the guy
said.
They were close now because Numona said, “Stop right
there, I’m going to search you and your wagon also, you
heard me say something of mine has been stolen. I’m
searching everyone who leaves that village til I find it.”
Dyoniss heard the girl clap her hands and seconds after,
jump to the ground. He heard the clatter of keda claws on the
road, then on the ground beside it. Numona screamed, there
was a crash, large bodies went thrashing thru the brush. The
hiker said, “Numia!?”
But Numona was up, “I’ll kill that keda,” he said, and he
heard the ratchet of a crossbow.
Then he heard a twing of a bowstring and the hiker said,
“I doubt you will,” and sheathed his knife.
“That’s destroying property as well as a thief!” Numona
yelled.
“You obviously deserve it,” the girl said. “Ole One-Eye’s
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coming back, I suggest you leave now, your blenth needs
you.”
“And I suggest you leave the crossbow here, anyone who
would threaten a keda with it is obviously unfit to have one.”
“You savages,” he said and ran off into the dark, keeping
the crossbow.
The girl clapped again, there was massive thrashing in the
brush. Numona screamed, there was the sound of keda claw
on wood, then wood snapping.
“You can go ahead and take it with you now,” the hiker
said. “Serves you right for threatening him with it, and serves
your keda right that you train him to hurt people. “Thanks
Numia. You and Ole One-Eye really happened by at the right
time.”
“You should have told me you were going to town this
dark, you could have rode with me. You can ride with me the
rest of the way.”
“I didn’t know you were going in this week, I thought you
usually went on Imnotn?”
“It’s still Imnotn, we still got it in before it got brittle.”
Dyoniss heard her connect the harness back up. He felt
the weight of the hiker’s heavy pack flop on top of him.
“Oh careful,” Numia said, “there’s another guy trying to
get out of town hiding under there.”
“Oh sorry,” he said, and moved the pack. “But I think that
asshole’s gone. Old One-Eye ran his keda off and then
stepped on the crossbow he threatened him with.”
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By then Dyoniss dug himself out from under the thesh.
“Dyoniss,” he said and slapped palms.
“Henka,” he said as they slapped five. “So who is that
asshole?”
“Numona, director of the sequel to ‘Pod People – The
Remake’ and enforcer for One Plains Cinema, an organization
that may have far more than its share of evildoers.” He went
on to tell them about the Feathery Striated.
“There’s thousands of them around here, this road’s
almost lined with them.”
“It’s the ones with the oversized pods you have to worry
about, if the pod’s big and hangs down, cut it down, maybe
even burn it. They only make them once, but they all come
due on or before the dawn when Narrulla rises in eclipse.”
“I think that’s Chezervizhod next year.”
They rode awhile, Numia and Henka knew each other
well enough to discuss when and where. Once they were done
with that Numia said, “I like this guy’s mission.”
“Attracting dangerous men to town?” Henka asked her.
“Finding the one responsible for the zombie attacks.”
“That’s just a movie,” he said.
Dyoniss had to explain it wasn’t ‘just a movie.’ “They
made that movie by engineering the zombies and filming the
actual people getting killed by them. Because it’s a
documentary, people can really die and they are not held
responsible by the critics.”
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“So I’m guessing you’ve got what was stolen that’s got
him acting crazy?” Henka asked.
“No I don’t. What’s stolen is their original straight-fromthe-camera recordings of their zombie hoards attacking the
All Basin Powwow. Recordings they have not yet backed up.
The person who has them is the person Aleenya is playing in
the upcoming movie.”
“Nice riddle, what’s it mean to me?” Henka asked.
“I know what they are, who has them, and it’s not me.”
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19. Village Dark
Kessil and Jdotta had nothing to do til the coach came
thru next lunchtime. She used a little time looking in on
SleepingFourth. The rental field in this village had plenty of
scrapes dug already and he’d found one he could put up with.
Jdotta tagged along and questioned her at length on her life.
Kessil didn’t feel like feeding the celebrity status by talking
of the antidote events or the hakken pack, so she talked about
the adventures of an air handling engineer, concentrating on
finding ancient parts in dusty catalogs.
“I think he’s going to sleep thru til the dawn,” she said
about SleepingFourth. His watch eye nodded his agreement
with that. She waved and turned to go. “You know the last
human he had said he was the laziest keda in the cities.”
“How’d you come to get him?”
“His former human wanted to move in with Dyoniss’
mother, so we moved into his old house and SleepingFourth
came with it.”
“Is he really that lazy?”
“No, if you give him something to do, he’s happy to do it.
Byiroi just bored him to death. I take him out all the time. I’m
working at refurbishing a windwheel fifteen miles from home
and he takes me there and back every week. He likes to get
out and socialize with other kedas.”
“He’s got that here.”
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“Yeah, and he loves the powwow.”
“I want to see it,” Jdotta said.
They were walking back toward the town square now that
she’d seen SleepingFourth was fine. There was just enough
light that she could douse her torch.
“I wouldn’t let them know you have anything to do with
One Plains Cinema, I’m pretty sure that wouldn’t help your
popularity. Besides, you’re supposed to be on that coach.”
“I’d feel safer if I wasn’t, to be honest. Will your keda
carry two?”
“Yeah, but a powwow isn’t really a great place to be a
tourist, especially a powwow that’s been half destroyed by a
zombie attack.”
“If I don’t tell them I was with One Plains, will you?”
“Well, no, but what reason do you have for coming out
there?”
“I can ride the rental keda back.”
“Can you?” Kessil asked.
“Why, just because I’m not a tribeswoman doesn’t mean I
can’t ride.”
“I took the minimal saddle they’d let me have.”
“I can do bareback,” Jdotta said.
“That’s good, SleepingFourth is still wearing every saddle
I brought out here. Think you can play khable bareback?”
“Yes, I can probably play. I might not be an asset to your
team, but I make my living as a stunt girl, I’m good at that
kind of thing.”
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“So why do you want to see a powwow?”
“So I can get the feel of the plains, for the sex, for the
bragging rights. I wish I’d done it before they recorded my
parts, but more than that I wish they were legit. But now that
I know I have a talent for it, I bet I can find more work.
Aleenya’s going to get more parts, even if this movie doesn’t
get finished, and I can do her stunts in those. We do have
enough of a resemblance. So don’t you and I, did you ever
think of acting?”
“I’d rather forget that,” Kessil said. They were already in
the town square, and Kessil had already noticed a barrel
pouring and turned in that direction.
“Oh?”
“Yeah.” She had done a scene as the Witch of the Ancient
Windwheel that was supposed to be just part of a demo to
obtain a director and camera crew. Somehow that video had
found its way into the final edit and she appeared in the
credits, “I got a few frames as a stunt double also, for Aleenya
also as it turns out, but the fear of falling from the perch they
had me on wasn’t worth the nickel.”
“I haven’t had to do anything really scary yet, wrestle one
zombie was as hard as it got and that was simple, they’re as
dumb as an esnen bug and about as agile.”
“I was on a rickety porch fifteen stories up,” Kessil said.
“It wasn’t that scene in ‘Witch of the Ancient Windwheel’
was it?”
“You’ve seen it?”
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“That’s the movie that launched her career,” Jdotta said.
“Of course I’ve seen it, I should have guessed.”
“I wished you didn’t.”
“Why?” Jdotta asked.
“Because I don’t want to be associated with that witch.
Her place was shit and puke gross, moldy, rotten. It stank.”
“But you did a good job with your part, how’d you match
up with Aleenya’s vocals so exactly?”
“She matched with my antics,” Kessil said. “I had a
minute to look over the words I was supposed to be yelling at
them. I’m glad they didn’t actually use my voice.”
“You sound alright, did you ever sing?”
They were at the keg. “But not much like Aleenya,” She
pointed to the nicest of his house cups and said, “I trust that’s
an early yellow in there,” to the kegman.
“It’s all natural,” he said as he filled it.
“Me too,” Jdotta told him. “So did you?”
“Around the camp fire on a drive camp.”
“You ride?” the kegman asked.
“Yes,” Kessil answered, no matter how he meant it. He
was one who many invited, she was sure. “So you must be
planning on staying here all day?”
“I’ll stay til she’s empty,” he said, “then take a few days
off. The next batch is already started.”
“Wow,” Kessil said after taking a sip, “this really should
be kept for later.”
“It’ll still be here.”
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Jdotta had her cup by now and went to a table before
tasting it. Kessil wondered if she should follow or ask him
what he’s doing for Dawnsleep now. She decided there would
be time. It wasn’t even lunch time yet, she had a whole day to
go here. “Yeah, we can sit here awhile with this cup and you
can tell me about the good stuff like the general and the
antidote.”
The rest of that day had little to do with the larger picture
but during all of it Kessil and Jdotta got to know each other
better. She came to believe that Jdotta’s tale was too
consistent to be a fabrication, and she didn’t go into this
knowing that One Plains Cinema had created the zombie
problem they were documenting. She believed that Jdotta was
now convinced that One Plains Cinema had indeed created
the zombies, thru genetic manipulation of the Feathery
Striated Archwood Shrub, and they deserved retribution for
what they had done to the body of Karasis.
“So what about guys at the powwow?” Jdotta asked,
changing the subject.
“That’s the main event if you’re not a high-stakes khable
player. Powwows are the place you find someone you haven’t
been doing since longer than either of you can remember.
Tribes do all they can to promote the sharing of semen at
powwows.”
“Can you tell me about any of the guys?”
“Well there’s Alamfrei, he’s got an enhancement that lets
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him shoot one every half hour and I think he gets hard about
five minutes after the last one. I’ve seen him sit with a boner
for hours and he likes to have girls watch him spout.”
“You must have quite an impression of me, that’s a little
more than I was looking for.”
“The remainder are fine. The same type of personalities
you find in the city, a lot more talk of keda and mrang, a little
more bravado, even a few straight out braggarts.”
“How’s the looks? I like muscles.”
“Like the bigger of the guys around here.”
“Ah, I like them.”
After a pause, while Kessil was gazing vacantly across the
square and wondering if a guy at a table on the far side
looked familiar, Jdotta asked, “You’ve got a son?”
Kessil was curious how she knew that, but if she was the
main character in their movie, they might have researched
her. “Yes, also had a daughter and still have three
granddaughters and maybe a dozen after that, I can’t keep
track of the youngest, but most of them are still out here. A
great granddaughter came to the cities and I see her
occasionally but I never see her son. He’s about my son’s
age.”
There was another pause, Jdotta came back to her real
interest, “So are there guys with big one’s there?”
“A few, depending on what you call big. If you mean
enhanced, they’re all in the cities.”
“You aren’t comfortable talking about sex at the
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powwow.”
“I’m giving it a break from what you’ll get once we get
there. Everyone wants to check out the new girl, expect a
gauntlet.”
“Oh?” Jdotta asked musically.
The guy who looked familiar bade adieu to the one he
spent the sleep with and came her way. She remembered his
name, Vinim, before he got to them. He was an old friend of
Innen’s and still high on Yuni’s list. He was a big, muscular,
good looking guy who Jdotta noticed right away. He gave
Kessil a warm greeting and might have given her a warmer
one if she wasn’t dressed for the dark. She introduced Jdotta
as the girl who cut Dyoniss loose and didn’t mention the part
about being a stunt double and being on the film crew. He
gave her a warm greeting also and it was no surprise that
Jdotta wrapped herself in him when he did.
So Jdotta set to work on him and while Kessil told him of
her and Dyoniss’ adventures and where the film crew was
camped watching the village. Vinim hadn’t left until after
lunch of Afternoonday, and only then at the tribe’s insistence.
He hadn’t arrived here til well after dark. He found a girl still
up and went to her place, they didn’t get up until lunch time.
He could give her plenty of detail on the recovery efforts.
The camps of three tribes were most heavily hit. The
VerseM’lOry were five to three on piles of human entrails
found compared to members lost. Those who’s tents had been
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destroyed were temporarily in spares and were taking
contributions to buy new ones. The children were all safe and
only one had been clawed. The two tents of the three people
that were missing were empty, and Ossoa’s had been knocked
down and only propped up from the outside, without going
inside.
“You can’t leave it like that,” Kessil said.
“Nahsra and Panna will take care of it,” he said.
“So I was just asking Kessil about the sex at the
powwow,” Jdotta said as soon as that subject seemed to be
finished.
“Plentiful,” Vinim said. “It’s one of the few times we get
true variety, everyone tries to make the most of it. Lots of
invites are given and accepted.”
“Will you accept mine?” she asked.
“Usually on the plains one doesn’t invite anyone who
hasn’t seen you nude before.”
“It’s a little chilly for that now, but the room might still be
warm enough for a show and a quickie.”
“We’d be leaving Kessil alone here,” he said.
“She can come watch or participate, she didn’t know
Dyoniss was only a floor below her this Dusksleep.”
“You go on,” Kessil said, “Vinim and I have worn each
other out plenty of times.”
“It’s always been fun,” he said.
“This will too,” Jdotta said and began pulling on him.
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It was a pretty long quickie, it was at least an hour. She
hoped they would get along well enough to carry out a plan
that could get her home a week sooner, maybe two if she
could get an early start on the dawn. She asked them about it
as soon as they were back.
“So you were sent out here to find out what happened to
us?”
“Yeah, everyone was worried, both you and Dyoniss had
taken off without a lot of explanation.”
“You’ve got that now, he has an important mission still,
and I’ve got to get back also, I’m in the middle of a project
right now, other times I was out here I was between them.”
“That means you aren’t coming back to the powwow?”
“I’d rather not.”
“They’d love to see you, thank you for all you did.”
“Sending you out here is enough,” she said.
“What about that rental keda?”
“I can ride him home,” Jdotta said, “and you can bring me
to the powwow.”
Kessil was a little jealous that Jdotta got to tell him her
plan before she did, but she knew Vinim liked a girl who was
lively in bed and she was sure Jdotta was.
“Can you ride him? Do you know where he lives?”
“I’m sure he does and I know enough sign to tell him to
go there.”
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20. What the Data Shows
Dyoniss was glad when they reached populated areas and
there was already plenty of traffic to see them. There were
very few wagons and kedas, but a lot of pedestrians. Within a
half hour of that, Henka hopped down, having seen a sign for
daywork. Dyoniss tidied up the thesh as much as possible on
his way to sit beside her.
“I’m glad you came up here,” she said, “it’s already
getting chilly.”
“And it’s not even lunch time yet,” Dyoniss said.
“Yeah, we’ll probably have to put the quilt around us by
then, after darkmeal for sure. You are going all the way to
Khyoglobaport aren’t you?”
“If it’s the first tube station you pass?”
“No, there’s one about ten miles closer at Aitol Outpost
and another one-stall about halfway between on that line.
Now that I think about it, there’s another one stall where you
can first see the tube line from this road. We’ll get there right
after darkmeal. Does that mean we won’t get Dawnsleep?”
“Unless you want to come back to my place. If we pass a
tube station right after darkmeal, we could be at the Blue Kite
about the time the main act comes on and to my place less
than halfway thru their first set.”
“You live at the Blue Kite?”
“We have an office in the building and live a twenty
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minute walk away.”
“Wouldn’t we stop at the club?”
“I’ve had a little too much adventure already,” Dyoniss
said, “and they don’t have anyone I want to see in there til
next Kyebenwae. Their booking is more like ShockMe II than
ever.”
“I’ve only heard the names of those clubs, I never got to
see them. They’re only two hours away from a tubeway
station?”
“Yes.”
“And a copper,” she said.
“The fare, all the way to Mindipreese is now an iron and
forty. I bet it’s an iron and twenty from Khyoglobaport.”
“I thought it was a hundred times that.”
“When it first opened,” Dyoniss said, “centuries ago.”
“I’ll have to look into it,” she said. “I’ve never been to the
cities.”
“It’s not a whole different thing from what I see here. The
houses are closer together and the business districts stretch all
along the avenues, and every now and then there are some tall
crystal towers.”
“If you ride with me all the way to Khyoglobaport, I’ll
ride with you to the Blue Kite. After I sell this I’ll have the
money to pay my way back, if the prices really are what you
say, but I’ll have to make sure first.”
“I’m sorry, but I really have to take the first tube station
we pass. I need to get started first thing tomorrow and I’m
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guessing if we wait to get on the tube til after your load is
sold and your keda is bedded down, we won’t get any sleep at
all. Still, the Blue Kite will have some deep haunt random’s
on stage by then, and I’d actually prefer listening to some
newcomers trying to figure out what the knobs on their
effects racks do than most of the top-line shockers they have
during prime time.”
“But it is a ‘no’?”
“Not to you,” Dyoniss said. Figuring he owed her he said,
“They must have rooms near the first tube station you pass.”
“I know of one place, it’s small and they’re two penny
and up.”
“I’ll buy, but then I have to go.”
As it happened, they spent the sleep there and he got on
the tube at first grey. In an hour and fourteen minutes he was
at the Blue Kite. He changed in the office and went down to
breakfast at the 18th floor plaza where he found Ksennen just
sitting down to hers. “Grab something, then come tell me
what happened out there. One news service is reporting the
powwow was wiped out in a zombie attack.”
“They’re probably connected with One Plains Cinema in
some way. I chased the crew that was filming it and didn’t see
what actually happened at the powwow. They probably didn’t
see the end of it, and they no longer have their recordings
anyway.”
“Blue Kite News will have their airship up there today,
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we’ll see live aerial views of it on any screen or eye.”
“One Plains Cinema will love that, they don’t have their
scenes, while Blue Kite is broadcasting it to the universe.”
“You should still go after them, find the people
responsible for this terrorism, ’cause that’s what it is. I’ll tell
you what, anything you need from my lab, including what
we’ve already done, it’s on me. And any more I can do. She
put her long finger under his chin, “Just come visit me one
more time this year.”
“Kessil is coming back from the powwow on
SleepingFourth, so she has over a week.”
“So that’s easy, you’ve got a home in the tower til she gets
back.”
“She’ll be coming cross-country to the house. She’s
starting on her way back to the powwow this dawn. She has
to return a rental keda and then it’s at least two weeks from
there. I can’t leave our place abandoned that long, but you’re
welcome to come spend a week there. You can miss two days
here, more if you use the eye.”
“So next week I’ll come out for the light, you can go
check on the place sometime this week but spend the sleeps
here.”
“Sounds like we’ve got plans for the next couple weeks.”
“Good ones, so go find that bastard,” she said. She was
done with breakfast and got up, “Remember, anything you
need from us, Karasis is handling the bill.”
“Appreciate it,” he said, because there were no billable
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hours involved in this on his side.
By the time he got back up to the office quite a few
people were in, including Engsahr, who should have searched
all he could find in the data sphere regarding One Plains
Cinema and their zombie series. Everyone wanted to hear
about the battle of the powwow before they got down to
business and the whole office crowded around to hear it. He
knew so little, Kessil knew more and had told him some. He
was able to relate some of it, but promised there would be
more on the news once the Blue Kite’s airship gets there.
“So what did you learn?” Dyoniss finally got to ask, when
it was already halfway to lunch.
“They don’t have a large presence in the data sphere.
They have a yard in the West Roing Valley. Duulie went out
there. They’ve got a few acres of ribbonleaves, enough to
graze their kedas, a few acres of archwood brush and a few
smallholds on the banks of the West Roing where it’s about
ten yards wide and slow.”
“What they need to do the closeups?” Dyoniss said.
“It looks that way. I can’t find any evidence that they’ve
released any other cinematic works. Two people under
contract have video editing experience and one is listed as a
professional camera man. They seem to all work in a big shed
on the edge of the archwood thicket.
“In the center of Kyoith however, they have their
executive offices with seventeen marketing professionals
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under contract. That building also includes their research and
finance departments, their special effects staff and their final
editing department.”
“Has anyone gone there?”
“Gaicher sent Laineese, pretending she was looking for a
part. They were reasonably polite in telling her there were no
casting calls at the moment and told her which boards she
should watch. She never got by the waiting room.”
“What do they have in there, data wise?”
“Eleven desk eyes on the suntower system, but I’m sure
they’ve got a significant pile of yingolian crystals behind a
hardware barrier.”
That meant they had no antennae and no fiber connecting
them to the network at large, and were thus secure from
reading or tampering by others on the suntowers. Most large
companies did that. Most small ones kept their important
private records on paper. The only way One Plains Cinema
was vulnerable was if someone came in and made a
connection from their internal network, to a terminal on the
suntower network. It would fall to him or Gaicher to get that
done, if they weren’t going to fall for bait they’d have to find
another way to get inside.
“How much space do they have and where?”
“Floors eleven thru parts of seventeen in the MeershamMahkeeya,” Engsahr said. “That’s not far from the inland end
of Evening Walk in Kyoith.”
“I’m pretty sure I know which one it is.” Kyoith was
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strengthening its hold on glitter and gloss. The strobe light
was featured in the city’s new pennies and they danced on the
plaza at the far end of Evening Walk when you turned the
penny the least little bit. He had strode Evening Walk a few
dozen times, half of them with Kessil, a quarter of them with
known bait girls. Diverting naïve bait girls was an assignment
he made the most of, especially if her act was celebrity gaga.
“There’s three or four towers around there, I could get a look
from a good scope.”
“There’s no outside window in the complex, they own
only the commercial zone of those floors, the outside is all
homes.”
“That limits our options.”
He had to wait for Noonsleep to do this and disappoint
Ksennen on what should have been their first sleep together.
Requesting the twelfth floor, he waited for the car to stop and
let him insert his key for the floor. He knew he had a whole
minute to get out the maintenance hatch before the car would
take him to the next public level and wait til he got out. The
emergency hatch was in the ceiling. His height was good but
his leap wasn’t, but it was enough. His strength was just
enough to hang on to the rim bar and open the hatch. It was at
least thirty seconds til he was on the roof of the car. It took
fifteen more seconds to work his way thru the mechanism and
into the maintenance passage. A few more seconds and the
car continued its upward journey, just missing his feet as he
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crawled into that passage.
From there he was able to get into the ceiling of that
commercial floor. None of it would hold his weight, he had to
balance on the tops of walls, and where they passed the floor
supports there was very little room. He aimed for the first
phosphor panel in the commercial section of the floor. The
angle he was at made it very hard to lift. It was a big panel
and probably weighed fifty pounds. Using one hand, he could
pull it up and twist it enough to lay a corner on the top of a
wall.
Sliding thru the hole without knocking that light panel off
and onto his hands was difficult also. He had to twist
painfully, straining his back to stay in position. His feet
reached thru into darkness, and knocked objects off the top of
a tall cabinet. They fell to the floor where one cracked and
another shattered. He lowered himself onto that cabinet, and
noticed it really wasn’t meant to take his weight. He spread
himself on his back, it held him that way. It was still pitch
black, no photons in the area at all.
He had to put more weight on the cabinet lifting that
phosphor panel back into position. As a simple bench-press, it
didn’t feel like serious weight at all. But it wasn’t easy getting
it back into position and once it almost fell thru the hole. That
would have surely ripped its plumbing out if it didn’t also
shatter. He lay on top of that cabinet and panted once the
fixture was in place. He knew that if there was anyone in the
office at all, or in a good part of maintenance of this building,
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they would be in here already.
There would be a trouble record logged by the elevator
because of the disappearing passenger. This wasn’t like in
movies from the 50’s when nothing had a yingolian crystal in
it. Elevators had pneumatic keys in the 50’s, but this building
had gone up in the 114th when yingolian crystals had been
building up for fourteen centuries and a tube line already ran
thru Kyoith. He hoped Engsahr could erase that record if he
could get the fiber connected.
First he had to get off this cabinet. He got out his lighter
and held it as far away from anything as he could. He was in
an executive’s office, on a cabinet behind his desk. He had
knocked a boxed set of books and a trophy of some kind off
the cabinet when he came in thru the phosphor panel. His legs
were dangling over a slightly lower cabinet, with a bunch
more trophies on top of it. He was able to bend around and
lower himself to the floor. His back picked up a crick and a
his chest picked up a scrape, but he did no further damage to
the room.
He had to flick his lighter again to find the petcock for
that phosphor panel, but when he did, he could assess the
damage. The trophy was in the shape of a glitterwing, a large
four-wing predatory ksarid found deep in the prairie. The base
and body were in a few large chunks and the plaque was
intact. The huge, ornately patterned wings were now little
fragments of stained glass.
He had nothing to sweep it up with, and the room was
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floored with lush carpet that had been brushed since it was
used. The dust had been deep on top of that cabinet and it was
all over the back of the chair, some had even reached the
desk, and it was in clumps on the carpet. The box those
volumes were in had picked up a big dent on the edge of the
desk, and the top of the desk bore the imprint of that box.
There was no way he was going to cover his tracks.
His only hope was to make it look like his real mission
here was to inspect the documents in this office. He went thru
the desk drawers, taking out files and opening them,
spreading a few pages around. He found a locked file cabinet,
used an auto-key on that and took out a whole rack of files
and propped it against the wall. He picked up a few and
opened them, making it look like someone had been going
thru them with a purpose.
When he was reaching for another one to open and spread
out he noticed that one he flipped open was labeled,
‘Ecological Study’ and another ‘Geneticist.’ That was the one
he pulled, and he actually looked at what he was spreading on
the desk. There was the man’s resume, Gneeswite, a certified
Wizard of Genetics with many enhancements to various
archwoods to his credit. Most of them had to do with housing,
but he was familiar with the Feathery Striated and its use in
controlling the esnen bug.
There was an account sheet in the folder, detailing
payments that went back to the 11th decade, long before the
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first movie, the one shot in the dark among back country
smallholders. There was an address. This was all he needed.
This was more than he could expect if he was successful at
planting that fiber. This was too valuable to risk staying here
long enough to plant that fiber. He hadn’t even opened the
‘Environmental Study’ folder, he took it because there was
room to cram them both into his shoulderpocket. He looked
back at the door to see who’s office this was. He was
surprised when he saw it, but considered it justice. It
belonged to Numona, Director of Major Projects.
He was a little suspicious of just stumbling into his office
and finding all this with so little effort. He wondered why
Numona would have the office backed up to the elevator
shaft. Maybe because it was also so close to the main
entrance? Whatever it was, it felt like the direct hand of
Karasis. Somehow the meta-mind of our society had
conspired to make up a floor plan that made his office the
straight on choice for one to enter surreptitiously. It had done
this for its own protection, without any conscious
participation by conscious mind of any individual. The feel of
that direct intervention gave him chills.
He went straight to the stairwell and started down with a
purpose by feel. He concentrated on counting floors, this
building would extend two or more stories underground. The
Tower of the Blue Kite had six floors below the plaza, and
anchors drilled another twenty below that. He soon saw he
wouldn’t need to count floors, there were no doors at street
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level, or they were glass. When he got down there, he saw
there were no doors, almost no one out on Noonsleep, and a
grill blocking the building for the sleep. He was glad to see it
could be opened from the inside, but it closed automatically
and was locked from the outside. He was then in the elevator
lobby, but beyond the reception desk. There was someone
there, even now, but he didn’t even look up as Dyoniss made
it to the street.
In the tube car he typed a message to Engsahr and copied
Gaicher.
I did not get the tap installed, but I have files that I think
will make that irrelevant. I’m taking them home, I’ll bring
them in on Afternoonday.

He would be at Ksennen’s before forty third hour, she
probably wasn’t asleep yet. If she was, he’d take a cushion
and not wake her. They’d agreed he’d be there for wake-up
anyway. He wondered how Kessil was doing. He knew she
liked Ksennen, though they weren’t terribly close. She and
Vailiss were the variety Kessil approved of the most, Shreihin
was the one she worried about the most. It should be
Ksennen, not that he’d ever had even the slightest inclination
to leave Kessil since they first met.
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21. Hakken Pack
Kessil yawned in the late Dawnsleep chill. They were at
the inn in this little village. She saw that it was well after
dawn as she opened the curtain. SleepingFourth was surely up
by now, hopefully filling his belly for a long ride.
She heard Jdotta thru the speaking tube, “I’m going down
to breakfast, Vinim’s’s sleeping in.”
“So you must have wasted him?”
“I think riding out here did, last evening wasn’t one for
the news.”
Kessil made it to the shower by then, got the bathroom
after and was in decent shape to join Jdotta for breakfast. The
guy she’d spent the sleep with elected to head home, it was
close by and he didn’t have money for a cook. That was
because they’d stayed up late drinking and Vinim’s schedule
was off anyway.
So just the two of them went down. In daylight it was a
nice little plaza with a couple built-in cooks with tables out
front, some even shaded by a Feathery Striated Archwood, a
big one with a trunk nearly a foot thick growing from a yard
square planter but free of overgrown pods. The shade was
dense but Kortrax still slanted in and that was welcome for
breakfast of Morningday of what some consider the first
week of winter. “Do you think they have tablemen here?”
Jdotta asked.
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“Just let me get off my feet a minute and see if I can read
the chalk boards around here.” Now she wished she’d gotten
more sleep. She spotted a guy doing vatted fig lon and thesh
multi-mats with spiced lorv sauce and wasn’t going to pass
that up, “I see what I want right there.”
“That’s a ten penny breakfast with a decent cup of tea.”
“Yeah, but I need it after last sleep.” If she hadn’t met
Turon she might have been on the trail already and maybe not
spend next dark on the trail. “I’ll buy if the pay of stunt
double and grip can’t handle it.”
“I can, it’s not like I’m an air handling engineer, but I got
almost a copper out of my film parts.”
“So I love to hear about that encounter with the hakken
pack first hand,” Jdotta asked when they slid into a table with
breakfast.
“What hakken pack?” Kessil asked, although she knew.
Vinim would surely have told her something about it.
“All the details I know so far is that you were attacked by
a pack of hakkens on the way home.”
“Yeah,” Kessil said, “that.” She really hated to relive it
because when she did she still saw it vividly even though it
was over two centuries ago. “I was on my way home and all I
was doing was thinking about LooseFour. He’d been my keda
since I was a toddler, he’d been with the tribe in oldest
legend. We were riding the edge of a ravine when it gave way.
As he fell, he twisted to toss me to the side. He waved good257

bye as those boulders tumbled down the ravine after him. The
only reason I didn’t throw myself after him was it would
desecrate his last act.”
“I’m glad you didn’t, you’re a heroine they make movies
about. You are so much more than Aleenya, but she gets all
the publicity.”
“Thank her for me, I’d never get my work done if I got it.
I want to stop this movie because I don’t want the fame as
well as because of the evil they’ve done.”
“But what about that hakken attack? What did you do?”
“I sat there and wailed him the best I could by myself, but
I was making myself prey by doing that, so once again I
stopped. He wouldn’t have saved me to die in his honor, they
aren’t like that.
“I knew where the camp was from there, our tracks
coming out were still plain on the prairie, but there were so
many miles of them that on foot the dark would settle before I
could get in.” She got persuaded to tell this once a decade or
so, over a century ago it became nothing more than
remembering the last telling of it but as she did the scenes
always came clear in her memory.
“I was a couple hours into dusk when I first noticed them.
If LooseFour was was with me he would have smelled them
long before they got close. They were such a smelly pack,
that’s how I first noticed.” She remembered the smell after all
this time. “It was like decaying shellfish. I heard them before
I saw them.”
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“So what happens next?” Jdotta asked when Kessil
paused for a bite of breakfast.
“It was still light enough to see, but they were low and in
the shadows. I knew they were hakken, I was glad there were
only three.” Kessil paused for another bite here, it was still
early in Morningday breakfast hour. “The only reason they
kept circling,” Kessil said, “is because they could see I had a
knife and a hakken is just smart enough to know it could get
hurt trying to take me. They’re pretty quick, but not as quick
as a human and though Kortrax was down before they were
close, it was still a long way from darkness on land as open as
that.”
“They aren’t smart enough to all attack at once?” Jdotta
asked.
“Not really,” Kessil said. “Every pack has a leader and
they always wait for him to make the first move. I knew that
meant their leader wasn’t with them yet, which meant their
were more of them. These were whistling, which is a call for
backup, that meant there would be more coming so I was
running out of time.” Kessil paused to take another bite.
“So?”
“I attacked them. Actually, I’m kind of ashamed to
remember this, but I intended to be a martyr showing them
they’d loose some of their own if they even stalk a human.
Like all kedoids, they’re most vulnerable to a thrust in the
side of the neck, in any of those little indentations. I was so
broken over LooseFour that I really did intend to die in this
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attack, it took me a long time to admit that after, but that is
how I felt that day.
“So I sprung at the biggest one, grabbed its neck, stabbed
it, expecting to feel the others on me any second, expecting
this one to reach around and get its pincers on me. It couldn’t
quite and the other two pranced back from where they were
circling. Their manes are as sensitive as a keda’s and he went
beserk trying to throw me off. At one point I was hanging
onto nothing but the knife and his thrashes finally threw it
and me away onto the plains right in front of one of the others
in their wider circle.”
“Would either of you like anything else?” a table man
asked. Kessil pointed to her teacup.
Jdotta knocked the rest of hers back and handed that to
him as soon as he was done with Kessil’s. “It is early yet so
I’ll have the same,” she said, sliding over two pennies, then,
turning to Kessil, “I got it because you’re narrating, so you’re
working up more thirst than I am.”
“If you want, but it’s nothing,” Kessil waved. In their new
place they still really hadn’t changed much. By silly
convention she now ‘owned’ a keda and his pasture, and their
garden was combined into Yashmi’s farm, where they and
Byiroi were unskilled volunteer help. Ten to twelve of the
thirteen coppers she earned each year were building up in the
Temple vault.
She was thinking that in a few more decades she might
invest in her own windwheel. Seventy one was a good frame,
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one of the oldest with an inside stairway. It needed a complete
makeover other than that, from windage ring to metering
valves. Nothing but the crystal of the tower was usable.
“You were just telling her about some fight with
hakkens,” the tableman said as he got back with full cups,
showing no tendency to go back to the news magazine he’d
been looking at earlier.
“So continue with your Hakken tale,” Jdotta said.
“Where was I?” Kessil asked, getting seriously involved
with eating.
“You’d just been thrown off the first one when it was
thrashing around and landed right in front of another one.”
“Oh yeah. I still had my knife, I remember that, and it was
still unharmed, but slippery with purple hakken blood. I was
right in front of it, there was no way it could turn, I just held
the knife out in front of me and it got impaled on it. I got
knocked back ten feet, I got wicked bites from its side teeth
but luckily the fangs missed me. It got a little nip on my ass
with its pincer before it also started thrashing. I got away
from it and managed to stand. I still had a firm grip on the
knife, the blood was coagulating, that would weld it in my
hand soon.
“I can’t really remember just how the fourth showed up. I
remember the third one stayed away, it had learned I was
dangerous. I started walking back toward camp, keeping an
eye on it, and much more attentive to the remainder of the
plains around me, now that dusk was deepening.” More came
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back to her as she told it, but again, most of it was really
memories of the last telling. “The vague memory I have was
the third showing up with a fourth and beginning that circling
again.”
It was obvious this tableman wasn’t going anywhere til
she finished this.
“Are you getting distracted again?” Jdotta asked.
“I’m here for breakfast too,” she said, “and this was two
centuries ago. I think the third one who ran off came back
with another, a bigger one, probably the pack master. They
circled around me at a twine,” about four times the speed of
human walking, “one on each side, the circle got ever smaller
until it was small enough that I could jump on the leader’s
back.” Kessil left off the whole description of how her
wounds felt, the fact that the theiropsoid blood was irritating
her hands and her belief that she was dead anyway. “I did the
same thing to him, but he got a pincer on my leg, after that I
was bleeding seriously. The last one came in and I stabbed
him, I was delirious by then. I wondered if I would last long
enough to get a tourniquet on my leg. I had only my dusty
shift to use, there was no stick around anyway. I lay there and
held it while I tried to think of something to do.” She didn’t
really notice but her subconscious detected keda claws
approaching on the pavement. “I remember that most vividly.
I remember thanking the spirit of Karasis that it was a vein
and not an artery. I could apply enough pressure to keep it
closed.” She remembered those details more clearly than
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which hakken died how and when.
“I remember another scene, the pack was coming from the
east, where the sky was dark, but the ground was flat and the
west was painting their approaching bodies in sepia. “That’s
when I saw I hadn’t gotten the leader after all because a much
bigger one was approaching with two more followers. I was
so exhausted I could hardly hold my leg as they charged up
the slope toward me.”
“Kessil, this is getting pretty scary,” Jdotta said, “how the
hell did you survive this?”
“I’m telling you as fast as I can,” she said. The tableman
nodded again, leaning over the table on his hands. “Anyhow
they were getting pretty close when they stopped and bolted
the other way and I heard a pack of bigger...”
Those slapping keda claws turned Jdotta’s head and naked
fear distorted her face. Kessil looked also, it was Numona and
he looked like he’d taken a dose of the antidote the way he
was bearing down on them. He leapt from his keda as it was
coming to a stop and charged at them on foot. The Instinct
lets you hold a dangerous weapon still, but blocking
someone’s path, as long as you get it in position far enough
ahead of time that they have a choice to avoid it. She stood
and held her knife at arm’s length in front of her in plenty of
time for him to stop his headlong charge.
“You have something of mine,” he screamed at Jdotta, “as
well as breaking your contract.”
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“I had no contract.”
“You have our data.”
“I do not.”
“She doesn’t, and you’re acting like you don’t know
about the Instinct,” Kessil said, “and like you’re a parasite on
Karasis.”
“Karasis is where the parasites are found.”
“Leave us,” Kessil told him, “you can get nothing from us
but a ruckus when we start yelling that you’re the creator of
the zombies.”
“I can show them plenty of evidence from my ring,”
Jdotta said.
With a growl he grabbed for it, trying to break it on her
hand. He couldn’t do it without hurting her, he knew it, and
his arm fell in her lap paralyzed.
“Shall we start yelling?” Kessil asked him.
Instead Numona started yelling, “Thief, thief,” and
pointing at Jdotta. “She’s got my news story. Help, thief!”
A few people ran over, as they got close Jdotta projected a
picture from her ring, a short clip of Numona cheering for
‘my zombies’ as Issnet cranked the long lens watching.
Kessil knew her speech well by now, “One Plains
Cinema, who Numona represents, created zombies from
overgrown Feathery Striated Archwood pods and was
videoing those zombies attacking the All Basin Powwow.”
There was quite a bit of argument and Jdotta had lots of
convincing pictures, from Numona slitting open the zombie
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they dropped off for SleepingFourth to find, to an office
meeting where Numona assured them that real deaths would
be accepted because of the documentary format.
“You weren’t at that meeting,” Numona yelled.
“My ring accepts downloads from people who were,”
Jdotta told them all.
“That traitorous bitch!” Numona yelled. He surely knew
who was there that Jdotta knew.
“Seriouly,” Kessil said, “you really should leave before
you get yourself on a shunning poster.”
Everyone else stayed, most got a before-lunch cup and
they discussed the zombie threat at some length. Numona had
no chance and was run off long before the first cup was done.
Vinim came down and joined in the tale. Kessil wanted to be
on her way and took leave of them. Jdotta said good-bye amid
telling of the zombies she had seen.
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22. Wizard Gneeswite
Dyoniss woke up for Afternoonday refreshed. He and
Ksennen felt no need for a wake-up romp because they would
most likely be here again for the dark. Dyoniss hoped he
could get to that geneticist’s place during Nightday, if not late
today, but he had to get all these files looked at by the whole
team to learn what subtle info was here, not just the obvious.
They had a quick breakfast on the 18th floor, both already
dressed for the office. For Afternoonday she had a semisheath. It was a sheath from her cheeks to the small of her
back. Narrow strips covered the bottoms of her breasts and
nipples and formed a strap looped around her neck. Dyoniss
had the spare worker he kept in the office, a rather formal
denim with mid thigh legs and mid-bicep sleeves, all with
cuffs. It had a collar, a pocket on each sleeve and three on the
back, as well as a sternum loop to hang a pouch. He still kept
his in the left shoulderpocket.
“Whenever you go out to the geneticist’s place, be
careful,” Ksennen said. “Any determined genetic wizard can
invent an antidote today.”
“That’s fun to know, why aren’t we seeing a lot more
violence?”
“Because every one of us that I know is in Karasis and
wouldn’t undertake a line of research that would be
detrimental to society.”
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“Centorins would say the Instinct is detrimental to
society,” Dyoniss said.
“I disagree, even if only for our society. Our society is
impossible without the Instinct.”
“Or universal youth.”
“And a few other things,” Ksennen said, “but I’ve got to
get going. See you this evening if possible.”
“I’ve got to get back to the house if I can, don’t wait up.”
It was going to be a long, full day.
“I’m always up til forty third hour, sometimes forty
fourth, but I’ll be alone. If I need to I’ll just grab a boink at
the club.”
He had the contents of both folders spread out on his
desk. Gaicher, Engsahr and Duulie were with him. Ralu had
already been all over the paper lifting fingerprints, almost all
were from a single person, most likely Numona. Dyoniss
went over it with a snifter kit, which found little more than
the excitement Dyoniss had when finding it. There was a bit
of triumph on the most recent bill from Gneeswite.
“I bet that means he’s about to be set up,” Gaicher said.
“That sounds like it would be typical of these people,”
Duulie said.
“I’ve got to go interview him,” Dyoniss said.
“Yeah, but what are you going to ask?” Gaicher said.
“If he knows they’re setting him up,” Duulie answered.
“I hadn’t planned on asking him anything about One
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Plains Cinema directly. I might ask him about his research on
the Feathery Striated and watch his reaction. I’ll have a
snifter ring on of course.”
“That’s probably a better plan. We won’t learn anything
new from this other than how quiet his conscious is over what
he’s done, but this paper alone,” Gaicher held up the bills
with signatures and descriptions of service, “is enough to get
the Commerce Council and the Temple to revoke his
accreditation and I think we should do that anyway. We don’t
want it to go into effect until after you talk to him. You should
take Laineese with you, I doubt she caused enough stir to
have her picture sent to him.”
“He might mistake her for Aleenya’s stunt double, we met
her out there.”
“Just to give him something to look at.”
“With an address like this, I’m sure he has plenty to look
at.”
“I’d like her to see how a real investigator works.”
“She’s bait, you want her to investigate also?” Dyoniss
asked.
“Why not?”
Dyoniss knew he wasn’t being honest, “My real problem
is I’m afraid she’ll hit me up and I don’t want to be impolite,
but that stunt double was a workout, then I had to pay for the
ride out of there in trade and I’m kind of staying with
Ksennen til Kessil gets back.”
“Just tell her it’s against company policy.”
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“She knows better,” Dyoniss said. “I think everyone in
this company has been caught at least once since she signed
her contract.” Dyoniss also knew for a fact Gaicher’d had her
over the desk. He was known as a quick dick and most
women who went into his office closed the door. Laineese
wasn’t known as standoffish either.
“So be polite but firm. We better get you a cover story.
What credentials do we have that he can take?” he asked
Duulie.
“I’ll have to look.”
“So I have to warn you,” he told Laineese as she ground
her firm and pointed mound into his arm, “I’m used up for the
day. This keg is empty.”
She didn’t let go, but she did stop exaggerating the motion
and pressure and let their normal strides do the work. That
actually felt much more arousing. “How’d that happen?” she
asked.
“Aleenya’s stunt double, the woman who gave me the ride
to the tube station and Ksennen, but she was gentle after those
two.”
“Oh they know her down on the floor,” Laineese said
about the floor of the Blue Kite club, the center of the whole
East Hdengragger social scene and where one might find
company to a room several times in an evening.
“She didn’t use that on me, but I promised to make up for
it this dusk.”
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“So you’re saving up for her?”
“Right,” Dyoniss answered.
“So you’re not like Gaicher?”
“No.” It might take Gaicher an hour to get ready for the
next.
Having the tube station in the building, on the same
concourse with the elevators and the main aisle in the balcony
of the club was a really great addition. He got them the tube
into Boomig, Gneeswite’s address was almost into Kyoith,
closest to a station on the Onionview line, a line that had only
opened this century. It was fun in that it went along the bluff
of Boomig, often leaping across deep valleys hundreds of feet
above.
Their destination was a neighborhood of stately homes of
fine-cut stone and finely grafted coachwood, isolated from
each other in lush pasture and cropland. These homes could
easily grow their fill on their property, and most of them had a
farm family and a landlord family. The landlord family
entertained in the front yard and in the main house. They
probably had a city job that they reached by streetcar. This
was a neighborhood where people would stand and wait for
the streetcar.
“He’s doing all right for himself if he’s around here,”
Laineese said.
“We still have a few blocks to go. He lives on a walk and
this is an avenue. They turned at Thickfield road, which was a
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well-kept karga-graze lane with a twin line of paving stones,
good one-man blocks, with lawn enough for a wagon and
keda to get by without getting tangled in the branches of the
fences. These were still fine houses, but the front yards were a
little more plain, way fancier than his own, but not the formal
gardening and hedges of the homes along the avenue.
The walk he lived on was not like Saseraik, not even
Yashmi’s. Just a garden gate too overgrown with wild
elephant ear to ever close. A wagon could squeak thru, but
would have to take a few leaves of elephant ear on its way.
That lane ended at three more gates, his was the middle one.
The gate was closed, had a remote lock and a speaking tube.
This couldn’t possibly work without an amplifier, they could
see Gneeswite’s path went two hundred feet and then turned,
with no sight of anything but the vines of the fences of the
estates on each side of his front lane. The other two houses
were visible, the most ornate front yards of all, with
greatstone fireplaces, tenting, big sprayberries over it and
small, tethered dactyls roosting in them. One had a gathering
going, a blaze on the stones and a drum circle popping.
“Life starts early around here,” Laineese observed.
Dyoniss said, “I guess so,” and called at the speaking
tube, “Jahnath and Reiki of Spiral Magazine calling for the
wizard Gneeswite.”
It was awhile before they heard anything, he was about to
try it again when a voice came thru, “Please hold sir, we’re
waiting to speak with him now.”
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“Very well,” he replied. If they had a camera out here, he
didn’t want to have them watch him looking for it. Let them
watch Jdotta instead. “Wait here,” he said, “I think I dropped
my mumble mumble back here.” As he went by her he
whispered, “They probably have a camera watching the gate
so pose pretty for them.”
“Why didn’t you...” she started to ask in a whisper, but
she would blow her cover to continue. He knew what she was
ragging about, why didn’t he let her pick her cover name. She
looked enough like Jdotta that he might call her that if he
didn’t come up with something else he could remember. He’s
known her years longer as Laineese but never known her
personally. She seemed a similar personality type to Jdotta.
Maybe that would help him warm up to her. He knew in his
heart that he held her position as bait against her. It could
only be because he had fallen for it so often.
Once he was down the path, he could study the
vegetation, looking for the camera, without it studying him.
He found it, across from the gate, tracking Laineese as she
idly leaned on the fence. He got up behind it. Using only his
fingernails, he snapped a tiny twig. Laineese saw him, he
pointed to tell her to move to the other side of the gate, the
camera followed. He dropped that tiny piece of twig in the
actuator of that camera. Dyoniss stepped back and then came
forward like he was walking down the path. As he came into
view he asked Jdotta, “Hear back yet?”
“No,” she answered. He came over and stood behind her,
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wrapped his arms around her waist. She said, “Ahh,” and
moved his hands up.
“The camera is under that Bigleaf Ecclberry right across
the way,” he nibbled in her ear like he was seeking an invite.
“Don’t look at it. I stuck a stick in the tracking mechanism
but it’s probably got peripheral vision over here. I’m going to
ask what’s taking them so long.” Dyoniss wanted to get on
with the investigation, not an interlude so he let go of her,
went back to the speaking tube. “This is Jahnath of Spiral
Magazine wondering if you’ve forgotten us?”
It took two men coming out to personally look them over
and check their credentials before they were led down that
path, around the corner and into the front yard of the most
splendor yet. Imposing stone totems surrounded a fire pit
suitable for a ceremony. Rows of curved stone benches
surrounded it. Across the pit was a stage/dais and a small
lectern out front. Behind that was a small inner yard with
fresh cut stone, dark ribbonleaves and plush mesh furniture.
Into this yard stepped a tall, wiry man of dark bronze
skin, white hair and beard, dressed only in a white loincloth
and a large, complex ring on the middle finger of his left
hand. He had no pockets or pouch, but thick sandals strapped
firmly to his feet and ankles.
“Greetings learned one,” Dyoniss said formally.
Gneeswite steepled his hands rather than make the circle,
something he always noticed. “Welcome, won’t you sit and
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have refreshment.” They sat, the two men nodded and left and
he poured them cups of a brisk, light yellow and topped it
with a generous dusting of crushed ice. “I have utmost respect
for the publication you represent. But I will warn you, I am
already a subscriber.”
“Yes, I’m sure,” Dyomiss said, “but we’re here to talk to
you about being a contributor.”
“Oh?” he asked. He was looking at Laineese and she had
managed to point her pretty nibs and they showed well thru
her thin, Afternoonday, short-sleeve sheath. She sat in a
casual but sexually interesting position. “What can I
contribute of interest?” he asked.
“I understand you are one of the world’s foremost
authorities on the Feathery Striated Archwood Shrub.”
“Well yes but why is that of any particular interest?” he
asked.
“You have heard of the zombie attacks?” Dyoniss asked.
“The Blue Kite’s news reported on them, as did
KnowledgeBase and Glitterdome Taps,” two of Kyoith’s
biggest news services. Dyoniss glanced at his snifter ring and
saw his sweat go decidedly into the nervous zone. He didn’t
want to study it carefully to get a detailed report, but the
green and purple colors in the main stone told him that much.
“I don’t follow anything but your magazine and a few
other trade publications like Sequencer-Synthesis and
Codewatch. I also subscribe to Subtleties but I go to eyerooms only for correspondence, I wouldn’t trust their
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opinions disguised as news.”
“So you decry the false documentaries made about the
zombies made from the Feathery Striateds?”
“I’ve never seen them. I rarely attend the cinema. Only
when I cannot convince the woman involved to attend a
different form of entertainment.”
Lanieese suppressed a chuckle over that.
Dyoniss told him what he surely already knew, but laying
out that they knew this also. “They commissioned the
creation of zombies from the Feathery Striated seed pods and
used the results as a documentary which they made hundreds
of aluminums from.”
“Sounds tragic, sounds dishonest in fact.”
“How difficult is it to accomplish that?” Dyoniss had a
chance to look more carefully at the snifter ring as he asked.
“Our magazine would like someone with your expertise to
look into it and write an article from that analysis.”
His ring showed him that Gneeswite was having a very
difficult time maintaining the illusion of calm. “Well, let me
think.” He leaned back, looked at the sky with his hands
behind his head. His armpits were pretty wet. “You know that
the Feathery Striated uses sequences from the esnen bug to
build its seed carriers,” he began like he was starting a
lecture. “It would have to be modified to use sequences from
humans. The implementation wouldn’t be that difficult, there
should be a thousand genetic coders in the Cities that could
do the delivery virus and gene drive, once they knew the
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sequences to edit, but only about a hundred who could figure
out what that sequence would have to be, and most of them
would have to do a lot of research on the Feathery Striated, so
those who’ve looked them up lately might be people to start
with. No reputable Sorcerer who could figure the sequences
would do so.”
“Could you give us a list of those hundred people?”
“I could name maybe eight or ten personally, but you can
look up who’s a Sorcerer of Genetics and probably find a
hundred in this area. Of course they wouldn’t have to use
someone from this area to design it, just to implement it and
any wizard can do that, like I said, a thousand. For the ones I
know, I’d ask their permission first, but since I know they
would never do such a thing, let me write down a few for
you.” He took a small notepad, wrote seven names on it when
all was said and done, and tore out the page. “That’s all the
wizards I know personally with the skills to make such a
modification.”
Dyoniss was sure Gneeswite left off one or two names he
thought might not want to be investigated for other reasons,
but he knew they weren’t the source of the zombies.
Gneeswite knew none of these people were because he knew
he was himself. Dyoniss wondered when would be the best
time to pull out the copies of the invoices he submitted to
One Plains Cinema for the modifications to the Feathery
Striated Archwood Shrub that produced those zombies.
“So what is the research you have done on the species and
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what have you learned?”
“That the Feathery Striated does what it does by rote. It
creates an enzyme that recognizes each place to cut from the
victim, and where to splice it into the resulting ovum. There
are over a thousand edits in the natural Feathery Striated to
produce the false esnen bugs. I’m guessing there would have
to be ten times to a hundred times that to produce humanoid
zombies. If you have an example of the edits that were made,
I’d be very interested in looking at it.” Gneeswite was trying
to act so casual, so academic, so professionally curious.
Meanwhile Dyoniss’ snifter ring was telling him only the
Instinct was keeping him alive at the moment. He was
emitting a level of aggression that might well paralyze him.
“I don’t have that information with me, but I know that it
exists. There has been a genetic reading on one of the
zombies. It’s a Feathery Striated seed carrier with sequences
of human DNA included instead of an esnen bug’s. The
human DNA came from a man who died in the zombie
attacks in the South Dells thirteen decades ago.”
Gneeswite tried hard not to go white. Dyoniss now knew
he had those edits written down or recorded somewhere close
by. He didn’t want Gneeswite to know he knew. He wondered
if Gneeswite had a snifter of his own. It could be built into the
room as well as on his person. Dyoniss’s ring was pretty
obvious, almost like a badge. Gneeswite could have it in the
upholstery of this chair for all he knew. Instead he seemed to
also have it in his ring because a stone in Gneeswite’s ring
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turned blue with Dyoniss’ triumph.
“So what kind of article are you looking for me to write?”
he asked., acting as if snifter’s didn’t exist.
“As you know, our magazine is rather scholarly and
would rather have an analysis of the code changes and the
reaction pathways that make them work, rather than a
mystery thriller about an unknowing geneticist being set up
by an unscrupulous film producer.”
That brightened him up considerably, the central stone in
Dyoniss’ ring turned a golden yellow. “Too bad, that does
sound interesting,” Gneeswite said in words.
“I’m sure it would be, but our readers are more interested
in knowing how the sorcerer figured out the edits to make and
how he designed the gene drive. They want you to get into his
head as he did this.”
“That kind of analysis could be interesting also,” he said,
“especially if there is adequate compensation.”
“We pay in copper,” Dyoniss said.
“So a short article then?”
“Oh, with all the details, we might find it’s worth several
coppers, maybe even ten if you get into the head of geneticist
enough to explain how he got by the Instinct in deploying his
creation.”
“If I was writing for someone like Blue Kite News I
would use the plot device that he was convinced it was only a
speculative study that would be used for reference in the
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movie and not be deployed in the wild. I could even say he
was approached by a magazine salesman to just write it up as
an article for a magazine.”
“But the zombies exist and we already have the code.”
“Then what do you need me for?”
“That scholarly analysis,” Dyoniss brought them around.
Laineese all this time was posing like she was bored, but
was recording everything with the ring she had on while
making it look like she was just resting her chin on her hand.
She slouched in her chair enough that Gneeswite’s eyes were
straying toward her upper thighs often.
“So are there any additional enticements?” he asked.
“Yes,” Lainess answered, “if you can put me up, I’m here
to assist you in any way I can.”
“Are you a geneticist?”
“I’m a good typist, proofreader, data gopher, and personal
assistant.”
He looked at her closely, she gave a mischievous dark
grin. He smiled and said, “If personal includes sexual, I’ll
sign up.”
“As long as you’re not into some painful or unhygienic
fetish, yeah, although I warn you, I can be a bit vigorous.”
“As long as it’s not painful, I can probably keep up.” He
looked back toward Dyoniss, “A copper per published page,
she’s with me, and you and your magazine,” he pointed a
finger at Dyoniss, “personally, are not going to publish that
thriller about the geneticist that was taken in by a magazine
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company who had no idea the analysis he wrote was going to
be released into the wild. That idea remains mine, and I retain
all commercial rights to it.”
“Sounds like you heard about Yhikhiing.”
“Who?” Gneeswite asked.
“Exactly,” Dyoniss said. Yhikhiing wrote a book, ‘The
Pod People’ which sold a few dozen hundred copies early in
the century. That book was put to video by One Plains
Cinema, one of the most exact copies of a book ever done,
and nowhere in the credits is she mentioned.”
“It’s a sleeze-ball company. No one should do business
with them.”
Laineese looked at him, he said nothing. He noticed her
looking at him. “She did some stunt double work there,”
Dyoniss told Gneeswite as explanation for her concern. “I
don’t think she fell in love with them.”
“I didn’t,” Laineese said.
“I hear they’ve cheated a lot of people, ruined them and
their business...”
“Definitely not in Karasis,” Laineese said. She gave him
the ‘I got this’ sign as dismissal.
Dyoniss wasn’t sure he trusted her in this situation, and
told her, “remember what Ksennen said.”
“Warn him,” she said.
“What?” Gneeswite asked.
“It’s my way of telling Dyoniss it was time he got on
about his duties and let us get started on that article you’ve
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got to write.”
“What did Ksennen say?” he asked Laineese.
She looked Gneesewite straight in the eye and said,
“Beware of the antidote.”
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23. Nightday on the Plains
Kessil and SleepingFourth got started late, took a detour
around habitation that turned out to be much longer than it
was worth and before they finished that detour he stopped to
fill his belly and let her catch some Noonsleep. Thru
Afternoonday they rode far to the south to remain on wild
prairie. They toiled up a long hill and found that had a cliff on
the far side with a thin band of forest at its base. They had to
go many more miles out of their way to get around it. Thus
they were far on the plains as dusk descended, far south of the
route Dyoniss had taken. He’d probably reached a tube this
past dawn.
She understood enough of SleepingFourth’s language to
know that this was where he had come with Dyoniss, and
where he wanted to dig in for the dark. It was still a little
early and she would have much preferred a town of some
kind, but as they approached she found a tree with a few
arbeams still ripe and she snagged a nice lentette that was
trapped on the tree with one. She took enough for the dark
back to the small pool at the base of the cliff, and dragged
over enough firewood for the whole dark before Kortrax
totally left the plain. By this week Narrulla was risen before
Kortrax set and was just peeking over the cliff now. The black
cliff blocked any view of any remaining red in the west.
She got a fire going, got the lentette spitted over it. She’d
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have to get three meals from it. She probably couldn’t eat
more than two arbeams this dark, but she brought three over
just in case. She had no onion or soom, but one dark without
wasn’t dangerous as long as she made up for it a bit next
week. She could always eat bugs or polyp worts for soom if
nothing else, but thought a rinko and onion roll for
Morningday’s lunch sounded more appealing. She figured
they were that close to civilization. She could have easily
made it to the city this dark, she was probably just about due
south of YuhalRen, probably a hundred miles southwest of
Terassadran.
There were parts of that lentette almost ready to bite off
when she heard SleepingFourth chuff and seconds later, keda
claws on sand. “Smells good,” a man’s voice said. They were
still too far in the dusky vegetation to see, but her ears told
her there were two kedas there, and she was pretty confident
the other one had a rider.
“Almost ready,” Kessil called back to him. “I’ve some
arbeams here to go with it.”
“We’ve got some long-leaf rockwort and a nyobba we can
save for Nightday.”
He was right, that would hang a day longer than lentette.
Hinkoff and Deshwun rode into the firelight. Their kedas
flared their nostrils at SleepingFourth, who coiled his tongue
in response. They let their keda’s drink their fill and bed
down while they dragged their saddles over to the fire. “So
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we meet again,” Hinkoff said.
“Welcome to camp,” and showed them room to spread
tents close to the fire. It was obvious herdsmen camped here
often. “Jbury still on his way in?”
“We left him back in his rotten sapling, canvas and
compost so-called ranch house and set out toward the east,”
Deshwun said, “but I have to admit the stretches of prairie are
getting tighter the farther east we go. This rock out here is the
only place with water one can camp that isn’t in someone’s
smallhold. All the bottomland is taken here, and closely
taken, not a patch here and there, but plot to plot. It was once
all open riding til you were within a light of the cities. I used
to camp in that bottomland right there,” he pointed toward a
creek that was at least fifteen miles farther on across the
plain, “and fish bigheads out of those pools for darkmeal.”
“You’re well within a light of the cities here,” she said.
“You can ride into Khyoglobaport and the South Dells by
lunch from this rock. I’ll be in by Noonsleep but I’m taking
the Great Lena Road south of Terrassadran til the tip of the
Avenue of South Modern Canal which I’ll take into East
Hdengragger.”
“We’ve never been to the cities, what’s it like?”
“A lot depends on your pouch. You can eat leftovers and
wash at public baths for an iron a week. You can earn an iron
a shift if you can follow directions and lift ten pounds. You
can make two or three irons a shift if you can lift much more
for long periods of time. An average home costs forty
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coppers, a nice home costs aluminum and up, but there is
squatter space in the back of small blocks in back of the older
avenues. Land you can live from costs additional aluminums,
or a half hour walk from the nearest tube station. Until
recently an hour walk from the nearest tube station, but
there’s more tube stations now.”
“I say we turn west with the dawn,” Deshwun said. They
were all slicing bits of the lentette now. Deshwun brought out
that road skin they’d had before and they each took a belt.
“Unless we want to see the cities first,” Hingkoff said, “so
we can say we been there and done that.”
“You heard the lady, we need a pouch,” Deshwun said,
“and metal in it.”
“What can we do with forty four pennies between us?”
Hinkoff asked her.
“Get a couple good meals, a few rounds of cups and a
room each for the sleep. You’d have to find daywork. There’s
some stockyards in the city that might pay well, over an iron
a shift anyway, but there might be something else you can do
that pays better, I don’t know. If you can cast fittings you can
make over two irons a day at the closest shop of the company
I work for.”
“I say we head west,” Deshwun said. “I need my space, I
need to camp by a wild stream, I need to make love to my
woman under the stars.”
“You should join a tribe,” Kessil said. “That’s their life.”
“I’ll look into that.”
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“You can make it to the powwow on the Skyalloon next
light, the zombies left many openings in many tribes, even the
VerseM’lOry.”
“I think I’ll head that way,” he told Hinkoff. “You can
follow her if you want but I’m not bound for the cities and
day jobs and trying to learn new skills. I can herd no-horns on
the plains and as long as that’s a viable skill, that’s what I
plan to do.”
“Will I be welcome riding along with you?” Hinkoff
asked Kessil.
“You have your own keda. You know you pissed me off
when you crowed about our encounter. I don’t hide in shame
but I don’t appreciate that kind of a display either.”
“It was more for Jbury than you,” he said. “He’d been
bragging on the ride out.”
“It wasn’t a good move with me. I’ll camp with you and
ride with you but I’m not sharing your bed.”
“I know how to be quiet about it.”
“If some other woman comes along, you might get an
opportunity to prove that.”
Deshwun had the rockwort out and put it in a cup to boil,
chuckling a little as he did.
“You would have done the same thing,” Hinkoff said to
him, “if it was you with company after all the bragging Jbury
did.”
“You guys couldn’t have believed him. No woman would
couple with that.”
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“Some have, I’ve witnessed it.”
“Well I wouldn’t,” she said, “no matter what he had or
what he promised.”
“Tongue,” Deshwun said.
“Ugh.”
Nightday was long and monotonous. They sat at the fire
and slow roasted the nyobba. Most of the talk was Hinkoff
trying to convince Deshwun to give the cities a try and
Deshwun trying to convince Hinkoff to give the tribes a try.
She had the knowledge of both, and gave them both ammo to
work with, good and bad, on each side of the issue. She tried
to stay impartial, she was hardly interested in what they did
once dawn came again.
She wondered what she could do to help Dyoniss the
most, and didn’t have to think long, nothing really, until they
were in communication again. He would have a new pocket
eye by now, and she would have access with hers once
Kortrax rose. Out here there were no dark rates, there was no
access til dawn.
These guys had less interest in the zombies than she did in
their futures. It was hearsay and rumor to them. They hadn’t
come across one, hadn’t come across a Feathery Striated with
overgrown pods. She didn’t see how that was possible from
where they were.
“What route did you take to get here?”
“We spent last dark in Mindipreese and been riding this
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shrinking prairie all week looking for a place to settle.”
“You didn’t go up the East Mindipreese valley at all?”
“No, we took East Prairie Avenue straight to the plains.”
“If you had gone up that valley at all, you would have
seen damage the zombie hoards caused,” she told them.
“So you obviously care about this?” Hinkoff asked.
“Wouldn’t you?”
“I guess, yeah. It just seems so unbelievable, like
something out of a movie.”
“That’s what it is, they made it real so they could take the
movie. It’s like actually blowing up the Heesneerop bridge for
a scene in a movie.”
“That’s lost on us,” Deshwun said.
“It’s one of the ancient bridges in the cities,” Hinkoff said,
“I’ve seen a picture of it.”
“There must be more of the nyobba done by now,”
Deshwun said.
They never really put boundaries between meals all day,
she cut into the next arbeam, they’d finished the rockwort a
little while ago, spiced with a tiny desert pepper they’d found.
“What can you do to the person responsible, once you
find him?” Hinkoff asked. He also sliced another layer off the
nyobba. The fire was burning low enough to keep it hot, but
not too hot to handle. They would have to build the fire up
soon. There was going to be a freeze this Dawnsleep, she was
sure of that. It would be cold, even with two quilts next to the
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fire. Two bodies would be better than one, three would be
better than that.
A voice came out of the dark, “I’ve got three kedas here,
one of them dead in my sights with his neck out of a shallow
scrape just up from the bank of this pool.”
It was Numona, the one they’d encountered in the village.
She yelled back, “You CAN’T be stupid enough to think we
didn’t send those recordings out to several outlets from
Mindipreese this noon.” While she said that, she bounded thru
the brush, putting herself between him and the kedas. The
keda he was aimed at wasn’t SleepingFourth, because he had
his fourth eye on post. Others were coming open as she ran
toward them.
The guys were right after her, but aimed right at Numona,
probably with the intent to grab the crossbow, to the extent
the Instinct would allow. In a situation like this it would allow
them to grab the weapon and hang onto it with all their
considerable strength.
At the same time that dark blue keda jumped out of the
brush and bolted like a spear to intercept them. As that
happened, SleepingFourth uncoiled from his scrape and
Numona’s keda had to turn his attention from the humans, to
the keda intercepting him. The guys did grab for the
crossbow, it went off, the arrow lodged in the ground a few
inches from Deshwun’s keda’s neck. They all went tumbling
with the momentum, both of them hanging onto the crossbow
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as they disappeared into the dark.
SleepingFourth and the other keda went at it pretty hard,
but SleepingFourth was bigger, older, and far more
experienced. Numona’s keda was just mean. It could easily
beat up on humans, but not on SleepingFourth. In only
seconds the other two kedas were circling around the blue
one’s back with their front legs off the ground and it bolted
from the scene with Numona yelling after him.
Kessil signaled SleepingFourth to prevent Numona from
getting away, which he did very well. Deshwun and Hinkoff
blocked his retreat. Deshwun started yelling first, “You were
going to shoot my keda! You don’t know me from Kohorm
and you were going to shoot my keda!”
“She would have prevented it,” he yelled back. The three
of them yelled so much shit she couldn’t actually tell what
they were saying after that. Deshwun got paralyzed in both
arms, as did Numona.
Kessil came up behind him, “As I understand it,” she said
as she began to wind rope onto his limp arms, “you were the
one who imprisoned Dyoniss in a closed wagon sitting in the
full sun of noon.” He tried to dart away, but SleepingFourth’s
foreleg came up and roughly barred his way. Kessil wound
the rope figure eight around both arms til she could tie it off
at the back of his forearms. “We’ll see how you do with the
full cold of Dawnsleep.”
“The Instinct won’t let you.”
“I’ll keep my mind on Dyoniss passing out from the heat
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in your wagon and I’m pretty sure I’ll be able to.” She turned
to the guys and said, “Lets tie him to that tree over there. It’s
big enough to hold a little speck of mrang pie like him.”
“You’ve got a history I take it?” Hinkoff asked.
“This is the director of that zombie movie, the one where
they actually kill innocent people with zombies they created.”
They got him to the tree. Paralysis was felt by all, but they
got him there and bound to it, sitting with his back to it. “This
is much more comfortable than the seat you gave Dyoniss,
you have to admit that.” In the process she found him
carrying the plains knife Innen had given Dyoniss and
confiscated that to bring back to him when ever she saw him.
“There were no sand stars in my wagon.”
“No, just chiggles.”
Deshwun sat with him when they were done, asked him,
“What was it like for you, watching real people die because
of something you caused?”
“It’s a natural phenomenon, I’m just documenting it. I’m
the one who cares about what’s going on, I’m the one who’s
looking out for your right to know.”
“That’s not what she says,” Deshwun told him. “She says
you guys made the zombies.”
“You don’t know who that is do you?” Numona asked.
“Her name’s Kessil, she has family at the powwow.”
“She’s the one the movie’s about, Aleenya is playing her.”
“They look a little alike but Aleenya’s a poser of this
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chick. I’d like to see Aleenya put your ass in a sling like this.”
“No,” Kessil called from back at the fire, “but her stunt
double could.”
“Where is she?” Numona asked.
“She’s probably at FlashPoint by now. She could have
reached a tube station by Noonsleep, probably would have
cashed out by lunch, gone back to her place to freshen up and
gone out for duskmeal and then toddled on up the Walk til she
got titillated.”
“They wouldn’t have cashed her out without my say-so.”
“She probably told them she only had one shift of actual
work out of the two weeks and they would have lapped it up.”
Deshwun got to his feet, “Getting chilly over here, and it
sounds like you agree with her.”
“I had nothing to do with that mutation.”
“Except to get rich off it. I saw the remake, she said the
zombies actually tore up a street in South Dells. I might not
know where that is, but I saw a lot of poor smallholders get
killed and their whole street tore up. Now that I know all that
was real, not just sets, I’m sickened.”
“I saw the video Jdotta had of you cheering when the
zombies rampaged in the powwow,” Kessil called.
Deshwun was back to the fire, sat down, “What are we
going to do with him?”
“A gleep’ll find him sometime Morningday,” Kessil said.
“He won’t suffer that long.”
“We can’t do that.”
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“You’ll find the Instinct cannot paralyze you for NOT
doing something. It will let us all ride off in the dawn, on our
separate ways, with no ill effects whatsoever.”
“Except to our souls.”
“Karasis requests that you improve the lot of those in
Karasis, but does not ask that you improve the lot of those
opposed to Karasis.”
“Are you an acolyte?” Hinkoff asked.
“Merely a follower,” Kessil answered. “Co-operation,
fairness, compassion.”
“You aren’t showing him any compassion.”
“My grandaughter’s good friend is dead because of him,
while he gloated over her death. Her decaying body is
fertilizing the seeds of the next generation of zombies his
company created. I don’t think he deserves compassion. I
have compassion for those who deserve it, like those who’s
lives were lost in making all three of his zombie movies. You
saw the remake, but there was an original, taken somewhere
out there near the Skyalloon, where it would never be
reported.”
Soon after, Numona began yelling, screeching, pleading
and sobbing, all because he was just starting to feel the cold.
He had never been on the plains thru a dark, and this was still
early winter. Cold and dry could get many degrees below
freezing. It might only get two degrees below freezing this
dark, and he had on a thick, long leg, long sleeve worker and
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boots. The cold wasn’t going to kill him.
Hinkoff complained about his pleas, but his keda did
something about it and began kicking gravel onto him. He
shut up fast, a keda can move a ton of gravel in just a few
minutes. As soon as he shut up, the keda went back to its
scrape.
“Aren’t you going to at least get this off me?” he howled.
“You better shut up or he’ll have to bury you completely,”
Kessil yelled back.
That was the end of his complaints. She hoped he stewed
hard on what he had done, she hoped his brain tore itself to
bits over it. She knew better than to fall for his ‘natural
mutation’ claim. But the doubt did start to creep in that she
couldn’t prove that he knew that it had been done. It could
have been, in fact it was likely that someone higher up had
condoned it, and she had no proof that Numona knew it was
done. He should know, he almost surely did know, but she
had no proof. That meant that come dawn, she’d have to cut
him free. He didn’t deserve it, he surely would have harmed
her if he could, he had gloated over the deaths of her
tribesmen. But her soul was bound to the will of Karasis, and
by Karasis, she had a doubt.
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24. Camera Ring
Dyoniss wasn’t sure he wanted to trust Gneeswite to
Laineese’ tender ministrations, but if he couldn’t, she really
shouldn’t be in his company. He really didn’t think of it as his
company, it was really Gaicher’s company. Gaicher had
jumped at the chance to handle the business and
administrative tasks in the company, while Dyoniss was glad
Gaicher took that on so he didn’t have to take time out from
field work. Because of that he felt less and less like a partner
and more and more like the lead field agent, as he had been
with Kyonmeere. In that capacity he felt like he should have
more control over what happened in the field but even that
seemed to be slipping away.
He had to admit, the main reason it was happening was
because Dyoniss would spend too much time working on
what Karasis needed while Gaicher was the one focused on
what the company needed. He wouldn’t be able to do the
work he did for the good of Karasis if it wasn’t for the work
Gaicher did for the good of the company. He had to admit that
he was lucky Gaicher assigned her to this task because there
was no one to bill for it.
He just waved to Laineese, said a formal good-bye to
Gneeswite, and found his own way out. He made sure
Gneeswite’s camera saw him leave, saw him leaving with a
purpose, and if anything hitting a pace as he went out of its
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sight. He got back to the back road before he stopped and
called up a map, as detailed as he could get. Gneeswite’s
property showed clearly, the house was long and rambling,
and it was well designed to be hard to view from abutting
properties.
There was an apartment tree near enough that someone on
the top floor might be able to see some of the property, so he
climbed to the top of that and found a maintenance hatch
where he could overlook the grounds. He had a good view of
the two men who came to let them in, working the crops that
took two thirds of the grounds. They were joined by a
beautiful curvy woman for awhile, one of Shreihin’s figure
but gleaming bronze hair just a shade lighter than her skin. Of
Gneeswite and Laineese, he saw nothing. The only wings of
the house that could be seen from here, appeared to belong to
two farm couples. The front yard and all but the clerestory
windows of the main house were invisible from here.
He missed lunch and didn’t learn anything useful. He
would have to trust Laineese, at least for now, and see what
else he could find out. Like Gaicher said, the paper they had
on him was enough for the Temple and the genetics
certification board, but he really needed something more
attention-grabbing than that to get on Blue Kite News, and
get them shunned city wide. Blue Kite was the news agency
they usually worked with, being only an elevator ride away.
No doubt, somewhere on that property, were the records,
maybe even equipment and data for that modification. No
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doubt the lab where that work had been done was on that
property. Laineese was in there right now, offering sexual
favors in exchange for whatever pillow talk she could get out
of him. He hoped that would get them something.
Since it was only thirtieth hour, he made a stop by the
office on his way to Ksennen’s, told Gaicher and Duulie what
happened so far. They all agreed Laineese wouldn’t be back
til sometime in Nightday and left notes for Engsahr and
Kalhar. The paperwork had told them who Numona reported
to, Vestine, head of cinematic production. They had located
his address, Meersham-Mahkeeya in Kyoith-reh only eight
floors above their office, in a double apartment.
After a nice evening and breakfast, he showed up there
first thing Nightday, bearing credentials from a
cinematography magazine and asking if he might have an
interview. Vestine was actually genial and welcomed him in
with a morning cup and a plush sitting room.
“So what can I do for you?” he asked as they took seats.
“We know you’re working on a sequel to Pod People and
our readers are curious to know how that’s going.”
“Oh we have to keep that confidential,” he said, but with
the actions of someone who couldn’t wait to spread gossip.
“It could be good for you if you could build some
anticipation. We all know Aleenya is starring and Numona is
directing.”
“I’ve seen rumors about Aleenya but not about Numona.”
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“This years edition is not out yet,” Dyoniss replied. “We
knew about Aleenya sooner.”
“We haven’t released that.”
“She’s been seen at your lot quite often.”
“But how would you know what project she’s working
on?”
“She starred in the remake.”
“And in other movies before that. How do you know
we’re not remaking ‘The Witch of the Ancient Windwheel’?”
“You didn’t do the original.”
“So? We can use a documentary format, like we always
do. If we can do a more interesting version of the story, we
can be the favorite in that market.”
Dyoniss hoped they didn’t know what Kessil’s company
had left out of their version of the movie. “The word on the
street is that you’re doing a sequel to ‘The Pod People’ called
‘Zombie Powwow’ and that it will be bigger and bloodier
than the first. I think we can do a writeup that will generate
quite a bit of interest for you.”
“What are you looking for in return?”
“Some advance info, something that will show our
readers that we consistently have the inside information they
need to make informed decisions on where they spend their
cinema money.”
Appealing to his avarice seemed to be the magic button.
“How about if I show you a few scenes we’ve manged to
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capture? I’m afraid they’ll be a little out of context, but it will
give you a feel for how close to the action we can get.” He
got up and lead them to a room deeper in the house. “This is
all real documentary recordings of actual zombie attacks.”
They went down a hallway, downstairs and into a room
that was only used as a cinematographic viewing chamber.
They took seats, Vestine picked up a projector controller on a
fiber and the screen came to life. A scene list displayed, he
selected one. “You understand this is raw, in the final edits
this will be stabilized and combined with other views of the
scene. We’ve long range shots of this action on the way in
from the field, this is raw recording.”
The scene was of a swarm of zombies attacking, but taken
from the ring cam of someone actively involved in the battle.
The camera wasn’t on the hand wielding the cleaver, but the
person wearing the ring was clearly focused on the cleaver
and the hoard of attacking zombies. “This is raw,” Dyoniss
said, “it reminds me of the original movie.”
“We didn’t have the editing facilities then,” Vestine said.
“Our current edit board uses this input to model and re-render
the scene so we can steady the action and change point of
view, lighting angle, color and intensity.”
The scene went on for quite some time. It was possible to
tell the person fighting these zombies was a woman, but that
was about all. He couldn’t tell what part of the melee this was
in, and he didn’t see anyone he recognized. What this did
mean however, was that there was someone from One Plains
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Cinema at the powwow.
“So I understand Numona is directing?” Dyoniss asked
him, trying to disguise his interest in his snifter ring.
He saw the nerves indicator before Vestine got a reply
together. “It’s been his project from the first. He’s got a real
talent for tracking down these zombie rumors. To be honest I
didn’t believe him at first.”
“If this is raw recording and not a simulation I would say
this is proof. To be honest, I only saw the remake and I gave
it very high marks for the realism of the simulation until we
discovered that there really had been a zombie attack in the
South Dells.”
“I went out there myself,” Vestine said, “just to make sure
what Numona brought in was real. I’m amazed he got there
before any major news organizations.”
“There’s not a lot of traffic with that area, there’s no main
roads for miles, hardly any streetcars. It can take all day to get
back in there.” There were no tube stations in the area, it was
technically rural because people grew what they ate. There
was little business or education and only the Instinct kept the
peace. The homes were ancient but thickly grown.
“My congratulations to him for finding it,” Vestine said.
By now Dyoniss was done looking thru the recordings
from the battle at the powwow. “Have you ever heard of a
genetic sorcerer by the name of Gneeswite?” he asked.
“No, I can’t say I have, should I have?” He was no more
nervous about this than the video Dyoniss had just looked at.
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“He’s one of the foremost experts on the Feathery Striated
Archwood Shrub that is the source of the zombies. He would
have been a good bet to call in as a technical consultant.”
“I didn’t know we’d found the source of the zombies, that
was Numona’s original purpose.”
“One of our reporters captured a zombie and sent it to his
local gene shop. It’s four and a half thousand edits to the
Feathery Striated using human DNA instead of esnen bug.”
“I supervise cinematographers, I know what DNA is but
don’t bother with the math. That was exciting video, Numona
found an excellent camerawoman in her.”
“And quite a zombie cleaver besides,” Dyoniss added.
“We don’t have our wide area, long range shots, but I got
an eye message that said we had extreme telephoto of her in
action.”
“And what’s happened to that?” Dyoniss asked,
surreptitiously watching his ring, both for Vestine’s reaction
as well as his own.
“Numona’s delayed on the way in.” Vestine said, and
seemed to believe it. He might be a little curious about it, the
pheromone profile he was emitting was difficult to interpret.
He wasn’t nervous, ashamed, or guilt ridden about it, but his
agitation was high.
“So he’s been out recording?” Dyoniss was actively
taking notes, he was a celebrity magazine reporter after all.
“He said he had wind of the biggest zombie attack yet and
from these closes-ups I can see they attacked the Great
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Powwow.”
“Did you ever wonder how they choose where they
attack? For instance that trailer you just released showing
them swarming that windwheel tower.”
“Where did they show that?”
“The Blue Kite during duskmeal.”
“Do you know where they got it?” Vestine asked a little
sharply. His ring told him that it shouldn’t have been released.
“I thought they had it from you, from One Plains
Cinema?”
“I didn’t authorize releasing that, I haven’t even decided if
that will be in the final edit.”
“Then why did you stage it?” Dyoniss asked.
“We didn’t stage it, we didn’t stage any of if except some
close-ups we’ve recreated in the studio. We didn’t even have
a camera there. Maybe Blue Kite News got that on their
own?”
“They got some aerial shots when it was over, but it
looked like you might have had the same camera woman
there you had at the powwow.”
“We couldn’t have, she was already at the powwow when
that attack occurred.”
“How long has she been with your company?”
“This video,” he pointed back at the screen, “was a one
time buy. We do documentaries, we buy video from the public
and edit it into a coherent story. We have a whole department
for that.”
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Using the evidence of his ring, he figured Vestine
probably wasn’t aware that this whole zombie plague was
created. He should have known, but unless the snifter ring
was fooled, he was too naïve. He wondered what the chance
was that Vestine could have mods that would fool it. They
were available, but they made normal interaction with normal
people more difficult because they made a body unable to
express normal human pheromones. Thus invites would be
infrequent and many other emotional signals would be
confused.
There were no new developments at the office. Laineese
had not checked in and no one had gone to the Temple and
certification board yet, pending hearing from her. Because it
was still a little early for Darkmeal, he thought it would be a
good time to stop by the house.
The first thing he noticed was the door was open. They
seldom set the lock, but usually set the latch. When he came
in and turned on the phosphor panel, the first thing he noticed
was one of a neighbor’s kargas stretched out on the good
standcushion like it was a lush meadow in the sun.
“Tchupah!” he barked, which is ‘get down!’ in the local
karga language. It did, and slunk by him out the door with its
upper teeth folded in submission. Dyoniss scratched it
between the eyes in forgiveness and it caressed him with the
side of its tail in affection. It had lived in this area since long
before humans began to infest it.
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Only once the local karga was back outside did he really
look around the house. He wouldn’t say the place was
trashed, it was simply that whoever went thru everything
didn’t feel any need to put anything back or set it down in a
place with any rhyme or reason. Kessil especially had a lot of
paper, and it spilled out of her bay-window alcove and
halfway up the side of the bed.
So whoever did this was after something, all he could
think of was the recordings Vestine already knew were late
getting in. If their data scientists were as proficient as
Engsahr, they probably had the message Dyoniss sent to
Engshar, saying he was bringing important data home.
Whoever intercepted that probably thought he meant this
house, not where he was staying til Kessil got back.
He wondered if a Centorin could be involved because the
Centorin language doesn’t have separate words for ‘home’
where I keep my important documents and ‘home’ where I
will sleep and shower next. He had used the lower case home
but they had come here.
He processed the scene, his snifter told him the person
was frustrated, strengthening the belief that he was looking
for the recordings. He swabbed for DNA and prints and
gathered an envelope of stickies to run thru the lab. There
didn’t seem to be anything left behind. There was no damage
to the house but it hadn’t been locked because Yashmi and/or
Byiroi were in it every day.
He wondered if Vestine knew about this while he was
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over there interviewing him? This profession was such a
game of false fronts talking to false fronts. No one was really
sure how much of anyone else was act and how much was
real.
It took only half an hour to get the kitchen drawers back
in order, an hour to get his own things back in order, and
almost another hour to get Kessil’s paperwork back into piles
on her desks that she would have to go thru to put back in
order. No doubt she would start cook fires with half of it
because it was so out of date.
Nothing of his was taken, not even his lenses. Even the IR
lenses he had a half dozen of were all still there. He didn’t
know for sure if nothing of Kessil’s had been taken, but he
couldn’t think of anything of hers that was gone. That got him
to thinking about what percentage of his things in this house
did he actually remember. He brought over many cart fulls of
stuff from Yashmi’s house that he didn’t have time to go thru.
There was no sense locking up any tighter than it was. It
hadn’t been enough, and in fact there was very little real
damage done. From that, Dyoniss concluded that it had not
been Numona who had gone thru the house. If he had done so
he would have caused damage whether he found anything or
not. This was probably a cheap sleuth hired by someone at
One Plains Cinema. A good investigator will leave no
evidence of his presence, unlike his trick at the office.
When he dropped the stickies off at the lab, he made
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maybe plans to meet Ksennen in the club for darkmeal. Her
favorite table was in the back but on the floor, near the
heartier vegetarian cooks, so Dyoniss headed there to wait. It
wasn’t that late yet, he got a cup of yellow, he knew he had
some time before Ksennen would show up. Darkmeal was
usually her latest of the week, almost never taken before
fortieth hour.
While he sat at this table way in the back, he saw a
familiar face and body prowling the edge of the dance floor,
which was getting sweaty as Nightday tended toward
Dawnsleep. It took a few seconds to place her, stalking the
edge of the floor of the Blue Kite with a well known
lectroshock band starting their last set. This was far from a
powwow on the Skyalloon Chaparral and what she was
wearing was far from plains garb. In fact it was a very
skimpy, sexy, little club dress just long enough to be decorous
with thin straps for a top more like what Ksennen would wear
than the supple no-horn-hide skirts and tops of the
VerseM’lOry. Because of that he thought it must be a case of
similarity. As he kept watching, she was working her way in
his direction, but not paying any attention to him, just
scanning the crowd for likely targets for she was obviously on
the hunt.
The fact that she was here made him jump to conclusions.
She was missing from the tribe, those action sequences he’d
seen at Vestine’s had to be taken by someone at the powwow
and here was someone from the powwow who had been
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overly interested in him and Kessil. Not only that, he now
noticed her ring. It was a simple unobtrusive little wooden
band, roughly carved in shapes that were probably meant to
be leaves of margotty. Many plainswomen had multiple rings
like that. There could be anything built into it, but the
technology he’d seen from One Plains Cinema so far didn’t
convince him they were that advanced. The ring she wore was
probably less than an iron, like the one that made the raw
recordings of those battle scenes. It could well have been that
ring.
She was only three tables away when she saw him. She
was already talking to three other guys, guys she would have
called ‘thin-knives’ back at the powwow. She was trying to be
polite, but got just about to the point where she was going to
have to spell ‘no’ for them. She saw him and must not have
seen what her presence here meant to him, or if she did, still
thought it was worth it to have an out. They looked to him. In
the cities it is not normal for one to be sitting at a table in a
public food and drink court with the hilt of a plains knife
protruding over your shoulder like it is at a powwow. For that
reason, and the fact that Numona stole it, he didn’t have one.
He didn’t need to, those guys seemed to see it in their minds
and withered into the crowd as she made her way over.
“Dyoniss, thank you for being here. I know you work in
this building and live somewhere around here. Kessil told me
that. I was hoping to run into one of you.” She slid onto the
bench with him and pulled his arm around her.
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“I saw that footage you brought in when you ran away to
the cities.” He felt her tremor and watched his ring, which
was on the hand she’d pulled over her shoulder. She was
tense and his ring agreed, but he didn’t need his ring to feel it
in her body. Denial would be futile and he was pretty sure she
knew it.
She took a deep breath, maybe relaxed a little, not enough
to make him trust her, but maybe a first-layer-of-the-onion
concession. “I got three coppers for that, I’ve got more than
two left.”
“It troubles me that you took copper from the people who
created the zombies in the first place.”
“What?” She seemed genuinely surprised and his ring
agreed. “I thought you said it was One Plains Cinema that did
it, they modified the Feathery Striated to grow those zombie
pods. I made sure I didn’t sell it to them. The guy I dealt with
works for a news wholesaler.”
“What was his name?” Dyoniss asked.
She got a little bit more tense, but she wasn’t squirming to
get away. She did get it out however, “The guy who bought
my video was named Tezeer. it was Alamfrei who told me
where to find him.”
As he was contemplating how much of that to believe and
what to make of it, Ksennen showed up. “It looks like you’re
taking the sleep off?” she said.
“Ossoa is someone I met at the powwow. She’s a friend of
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Kessil’s granddaughter.”
“That’s fine,” Ksennen said, “I could go somewhere if
you don’t mind?” He wondered if he should talk about the
house and what had happened out there. He decided he wasn’t
ready to talk about it with Ossoa present. Ksennen was
already turning to go, “But take the guest room just in case
we go to my place.”
“Sure,” Ossoa said, even though they hadn’t discussed
this at all, “but I want to stay down here for another cup or
two,” she told Dyoniss as Ksennen strode off toward the bar.
Dyoniss hoped Ksennen wasn’t mad. She seemed to have a
target already, he decided she was more interested in being
relieved of this promise than he was. He didn’t want this
promise, he would have to treat it as a pillow talk situation,
with both sides aware.
Ossoa might be two and forty four, but she was sly all the
same, he knew that already. “What I still want to know is how
you wound up here? Kessil said you were presumed dead in
the battle.”
“No, I got down into the plots and got lost. I was too
exhausted to walk back. I met this guy, it was a crazy week, I
sold that video so we had money for the tubes and I found
myself here.”
“Did Kessil tell you where we live?”
“She said it was within sight of The Tower of the Blue
Kite, so that was the only landmark I knew in the cities.
Those three coppers are the vastest fortune I have ever known
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in my life. I left that jerk after the first tube ride but I’ve
found beds for every sleep and I’ve already decided the
chance of me going back to live on the plains is less than the
chance of Narrulla swallowing Kortrax.”
“Did you go to our house?”
“I wouldn’t know how to actually find it. She didn’t give
me an address.”
“Is this the ring that took that video?” Dyoniss asked.
“Yeah, it’s one Alamfrei got for me after I showed him I
could take everything he could come up with for a whole
dark.”
“Do not expect that from me.”
“No I don’t, we met at the powwow so I know what to
expect and that’s fine. I wouldn’t mind getting some sleep.
You can do me well enough that I can get some solid sleep.”
Nyameis and some of her friends found them, it became
more party time than he was really up for, there were petting
rounds and it was after forty third hour when they crawled to
the elevator and went to Ksennen’s guest room. They still
spent an hour romping and he never got comfortable with her
answers and never found out any more because with the
dawn, he woke up alone.
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25. Bait
Laineese didn’t get any time alone in the house until well
into Dawnsleep. They had most of his analysis article for the
magazine complete already and he’d taken her offer of
clerical help almost as seriously as her promise of sexual
favors. She’d used the beginning of Dawnsleep to get serious
about the sexual favors, and she was pretty sure she’d put him
to sleep til dawn. It was still completely dark in the house,
both farm couples were sound asleep in the back wings and
his house woman was in her room. The Neemineebs were low
and slow in the pre-dawn chill, but that carried thru the wall
mats better, disguising the sound of her passage a bit. She was
barefoot, but carried her sandals for use downstairs.
The laboratory level was completely underground,
completely isolated from the outside world below the
bedroom wing of the main house. The coachwood’s roots had
been trained down, and stone block had been brought in to
build a basement, and down there was where he did his work.
He had a whole biomatrix rack, many of them with hundreds
of control hormone pipettes. Not the facilities big labs had,
but he could program RNAcid down here if he took the time.
She wasn’t really interested in that, it was the three desk
balls with fiber taps that she was interested in. The phosphors
were still bright in his ceiling, even though they had been on
most of Nightday. She recognized the printer cart they’d used
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last Nightday for the best sex of the day, he was still pretty
fresh then. He still gamely played the role of getting his fair
value in getting compensated with sexual favors. By lunch
time he probably figured out he could not eat the whole candy
store. This Dawnsleep she’d had to provoke him, almost
blatantly, almost to the point where his farm hands would
hear.
The desk balls all displayed a security screen, but sure
enough they had no security at all on the fiber port. The hole
that looked like a missing gemstone in her ring was a fiber
port, and she just connected that to the optics and ran it from
the crystal built into the ring. It was as much a chip as the one
in the desk eye. She put her own system on this hardware and
accessed all the data stored there so she could extract
whatever queries she desired of his data, using his ball and
crystal, but using his crystal only as a data source. Engsahr
insured that his settings and software would never execute
and would be suspended until she removed the fiber from the
ring. Engsahr knew what that all meant, she knew she took
over his desk eye when she connected it to this ring.
She queried for the modifications to the Feathery Striated
genome to produce the human replica seed carriers. It came
right up, the overview with a pictorial representation of where
the sequences went on each chromosome in genome. They
sliced in exact spots in what was once called the silent areas.
The Temple had known since before the first starship that that
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DNA that was once called ‘junk’ is the ‘code’ and the dna →
amino acid decoding was what could be called the I/O strings
if it was a low level software language.
She didn’t know that, she knew her ring was recording the
results of these queries. She didn’t have to understand them,
she just had to bring them back. She knew it was what was
called ‘edit files’ and they carried the gene splicing
instructions. The science behind that was not her
responsibility. She knew that made her dependent on the
judgment of Gaicher and now Dyoniss for the truth. She
didn’t think he knew the truth of the matter that she could
handle Gneeswite. When they were back at the office she
would have to talk about that.
Dyoniss was sexier than Gaicher in looks, but much
harder to get. She could get Gaicher any time she went to his
office. She took it almost as a challenge, she got one out of
Dyoniss now and then, but she had to work at it. After four
years at the agency, she still hadn’t developed a close
relationship with him. True, they were usually on different
cases. Gaicher had her recovering lost goods, baiting
dummies who left trails a one-horn could follow with its nose
plugged. Gneeswite was a tougher case in that he was much
smarter, but easier in that he was used up so much sooner. She
wanted to get into the espionage side of the business, and
especially she wanted to get involved in the antidote cases.
That might be a large part of what attracted her to Dyoniss.
She knew she would never win him from Kessil, but she
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thought it possible to get to the spot right after Ksennen on
his list. If he would take the time he would find she had
almost as much to talk about as Ksennen and certainly more
than Shreihin. While she couldn’t match Shreihin’s body, she
could certainly match Ksennen’s. That made it hard to run
him off, but for the good of the project she had to do it.
Gnesswite had his defenses up against Dyoniss, but she
played the ditsy nympho part well and got Gneeswite
believing they were going to respect his report and kept well
away from mentioning that they thought he was involved. She
was successful in getting Gneeswite enthusiastic about the
piece. Her questions made him question her employment, she
said she was a journalist, not a geneticist and only asked for
her own curiosity. From then on he was enthusiastic about
tutoring her.
The result was she knew exactly where to go and how to
get there. As soon as those queries had been recorded, she
made another of her own. Since her ring controlled his
keyboard, she could type, “Please explain all the details in the
Contact List.”
Everything Gneeswite knew about everyone he knew, that
he had recorded on this desk ball, came scrolling by. His
contacts were sorted from oldest to newest, and she wasn’t
interested in his friends from the 114th so she didn’t pay
attention til the 123rd. There was surprisingly little about One
Plains Cinema. He knew of Numona and his boss, Vestine.
Vestine lived in the same tower the main office was in.
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While she was still here she typed another query, “Please
show me all the financial records.”
That was really good, what he charged for the
modification, what they actually paid, which was higher once
all the deficiencies and additions had been totaled. She got
the bills for the first experiments out in the valley to the east
of the Skyalloon recorded on her ring. This was all the proof
they really needed that he had been in on it all along.
That was enough. Time was passing, the housegirl was
often up in the blackness just before dawn. She took out the
fiber, put the desk eye back in the exact position the dust said
it always occupied. It still showed the security screen, a
colorful, diffuse swirl of nebulae, until she shut down the
phosphor panels. She didn’t get to the door til they had died
completely away, and it was good she didn’t. As soon as she
unlatched the door, as silently as she could, she saw a barely
detectable glimmer at the crack and footsteps heading her
way.
She shut it again, silently, and quickly got behind some
apparatus on the far side of the room. Making sure she was
out of sight as he opened the door and knobbed up the
phosphors once again. He came in and went right to his rack
of biomatrix trays, checking all their gauges, all their tubes
and pipettes.
She was pretty sure he’d come over to what she was
behind sooner or later. The only way she was getting out of
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this safely was to slink behind his equipment and worktables
til she could get to the door. Since he seemed to be working
his way around the room in this direction, she’d have to take
the long way around.
It wasn’t easy and he didn’t make it easier. He wasn’t
making a lot of noise as he went over his gear, and she had to
use every bit of her contortion skills to get behind some of the
stuff. In one case a big cabinet was pushed right up to the
stone blocks. She had to crawl on the ground to stay out of his
sight while she crossed in front of it. She had to wait for him
to close a drawer to cover the sound of it. The bright
phosphors insured that he would catch any motion in his
peripheral vision.
He got around to the desk balls, and spent some time
looking at each. While he did that, she tried to squeeze by the
bases of the biomatrix racks. She left some skin from her
shoulderblades and her ass on the stones while struggling by.
She had to stop at the end of there. He could see her easily
from where he was if she tried to move for the door.
He went thru each desk eye, she knew he wouldn’t find
anything, she read the data and did not modify it, the chips in
those desk eyes had patiently waited for log in the whole time
she was reading them. He finally got up and stretched, and
finally stepped out of the line of view. She darted out the
door, almost crying out from the pain of the cramps the
sudden motion gave her after maintaining a very
uncomfortable pose for so long.
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She slunk thru the short hallway and most of the way up
the steps. When she was sleeping with him, she wasn’t
wearing her ring. She had nowhere to put it but to tie it in her
hair at her nape where it would be hidden by more hair. The
scratches on her ass weren’t bad, she was able to smooth
them down, her hair might hide her shoulderblades if they
were any worse.
When she was ready, she came down the stairs making no
effort to stay quiet. She walked right up to the door of his lab,
“So there you are,” she said. “What are you doing down here
now?”
“Looking for you actually. I woke up and found you
gone.”
“Yeah, I got up to pee and when I came back, you were
gone. I tried to just go back to sleep but it was cold alone so I
eventually got up to look for you. It’s been half an hour. What
are you doing here?”
“Frankly, looking for tampering.”
“Why? Has someone been in?”
“You’re the only stranger in the house.”
“I was in the bathroom.”
“Jdotta, I looked in the bathroom,” he said.
“Where?”
“I showed you where it was, right inside the dressing
room.”
“I forgot about that, I only remembered the ones I used
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earlier, the one on the front hall. When I got back you were
gone.”
“Took you a while.”
“To be honest, I had to wash out. We had quite a day
didn’t we?”
“That’s true.” He was glowering at her. “I’m rather
surprised that Spiral employs bait girls.”
“We find it really helps if we get our articles from willing
contributors but I fail to see any bait about my body.”
“The only part of your super-powers that show are when
you get turned on and lift your sheath.”
“Any super powers I have there are all in your head.”
“I should check for your fingermarks around here.”
“Gneeswite what’s up with you? You couldn’t wait to
show me all this stuff yesterday, you put half the gear in this
room in my hands, of course you’ll find my fingers were on
it. We got most of your piece for the magazine done. Now
you think I’m tampering with your stuff? I only understand
enough of what you’re saying to be able to write it down
coherently.”
“You seemed to understand a lot more than you let on.”
“Glad I could fake it that well,” she answered. “But if you
don’t mind, I don’t think Dawnsleep’s quite over yet. Why
don’t you come up?”
“I think it’s over for me, but you go ahead.”
“Have fun,” she said and gave him a peck. As she turned
to go he said, “What happened to your ass?”
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“I think it was that time you had me up against that wall,”
she pointed, “or maybe the printer cart.”
“You should have said something.”
“I wasn’t in the mood to get you paralyzed at the moment.
It’s nothing.” She went on up the stairs, hoping he didn’t
comment on the knot in her hair.
Since he was staying up, she went upstairs and dressed.
She was pretty chilled being out of bed that long during
Dawnsleep. Even though his house had heaters, there was
none on in the lab. As soon as she put on all the clothes she
had plus a girl’s nightcoat that was deep in his closet, she
crept silently out of the house.
There was a heavy frost this dark, it was now winter after
all, but the rain had stopped well before it occurred. She
jogged to the nearest eye room. It was just an autostation
booth, but she had an account cube in her pouch and it was all
she needed to send the results of the queries she’d made. She
was the only one here at this hour, and autostations are as fast
as those in a traditional eye-room. In less than ten minutes she
was out of there and jogging back toward Gneeswite’s.
She had to climb the wall as much to avoid the camera as
to get over the gate. This had been a demanding Dawnsleep,
and it was ending soon. Narrulla was nearing full, Kortrax
wouldn’t be far behind. When she got over the wall and
pressed the vines back into positions that didn’t betray her,
she sank to the ground and panted. If it was a little warmer,
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she’d sleep here til traffic woke her. It would start getting
warmer as the dawnwind started to blow. But if she could get
her breath back, she might fool Gneeswite into thinking she
hadn’t been out.
Didn’t happen, as she quietly entered the door, he was
there in the dark. “Welcome back,” he said.
“I was thinking about not,” she replied. “I have serious
doubts I can continue to work with you after I came under
suspicion.”
“The research I do here is confidential. There are many
who would like to get their hands on it, and many use bait.”
“See. So I guess that makes it easier to say this, I think it
would be better if I resigned from this project. You may
request someone else to do your clerical work. Most will be
willing to give you favors, but few will be as eager as I. But
then I sense maybe you’ve had about enough of that for
now?”
“You are right, few will be as eager as you.”
“Are you angry with me because I used you up?” He
didn’t answer right away. That arrow hit meat. “Don’t let it
bother you, I’m good at that. I just hope you had fun. I
generally leave it up to the guy to tell me when he’s had
enough.”
“That’s not surprising.”
“So don’t feel bad about that. It’s more about working
together to me.”
“Using up your client?”
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“Letting them see they can have all they want.”
“You don’t care who they are?”
“Oh I care a lot,” she said, “but I wouldn’t have been out
here if I wasn’t ready for it. Some other girl would have taken
the assignment.”
“What if no one wanted it?”
“You’d be on your own for calligraphy and such.”
“I’m sorry I was suspicious of you. But you have to
admit, you could very easily be taken for a bait girl.”
“Yeah? We all are, the leadership of Spiral feels that
human closeness will generate more openness.”
“I worried you weren’t from Spiral at all. I don’t see why
you would be interested in me?”
“The zombie crisis. Whether or not the movie is good,
that crisis is real. There are zombies on the loose and they are
killing people. That makes this story very timely.”
“I’d still like you to help me finish it up.”
“It’s nearly done. Do you have time to work on it
further?”
“If it’s of benefit to Karasis, I feel a duty to finish it.”
She sighed. She’d rather be away with the info, any
additional time spent here was more likely to lead to harm
than good, but she had to maintain her cover.
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26. Back to Work
Kessil was glad she was in the middle when dawn arrived
because she was warm and the Dawnsleep had been
surprisingly cold. At one point during the sleep Numona had
confessed everything, that it was his idea to do Yhikhiing’s
book, that he had paid the geneticist, kept it from
management and that he was begging for mercy with his last
breath. The guys berated him, told him that the Instinct was
the only reason the carrion peckers weren’t already at him.
Numona wasn’t yelling any more, hopefully he’d slept.
After his confession, she was less inclined to cut him loose.
Still it was up to the Temple to banish him, all of us, not one
of us. She was able to crawl out from under the quilts
between their heads without kicking either in the face.
Neither woke. It was bitter cold out here, there had been a
hard frost. In spite of his heavy clothing, she worried about
Numona and hurried over to the tree he was tied to.
She could tell by his eyes while she was still ten strides
away that he was gone. They were cloudy and open. They’d
never seen the light of Kivundeer, 1235503. He was drained
from all the energy his anger had caused him to expend. He’d
probably skipped more meals than she had pursuing her, his
reserves were low. She was in the middle staying warm when
he died, just after he confessed everything.
That didn’t change the most essential fact, she had taken
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his life in cold blood. Instinct or no Instinct, guilt or no guilt,
she had taken it upon herself to end his life. She tied his
paralyzed arms to that tree, well, her and the guys she
directed. She told them of his sins, convinced them to join her
in refusing him aide in the dark. Instinct or no Instinct, she
had taken his life.
She could sit here, in front of his dead body and recite his
sins, the same sins that he’d recited with his dying breath. She
hadn’t thought it was his dying breath at the time, she thought
he’d come to this dawn, maybe have some frostbitten toes
and fingers to slow him down coming after her.
He wouldn’t come after her. He wouldn’t finish his
movie. He wouldn’t even recover his video. She dug it from
her shoulderpocket and pressed each cube to his chest as her
tears fell. It was like a ceremony, but all her own. The
enormity of what she’d done started to open up to her. In life
this body would live long after all memory of this movie and
these zombies was gone. We are our own descendants, and
she had slain all those descendants also.
She wondered when it last happened, that someone took a
life in the name of Karasis? Not since the reforms of the 42nd
she was pretty sure. Forty one centuries ago. It was still in the
grey, not a crack of red on the horizon when she began the
wail. She couldn’t hold it herself, she wasn’t good at it at all,
and she didn’t feel he deserved more than a single howl. But
it was for her soul that she wailed, the essential innocence
that is lost when you take a life.
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It distressed her that she had taken it so coldly, with the
cold. Refused aide to a man dying only yards away. Had a
romp while he died. It reminded her of some of the most cruel
queens of the Romantic Age. She wondered if she had genes
from them?
When she started wailing the guys woke, came and saw
what had happened. They joined the wail, used it to refrain
from discussing the situation, but broke camp as they wailed.
There was no mistaking they were distressed by what she had
done. They were probably distressed that she had seduced
them into helping her terminate Numona’s life. They still
wailed as they mounted up without breakfast and rode toward
the crack of dull red that was finally starting to show on the
horizon, then south, away from the cites and the witches who
tie film directors to the stake on a winter dawn if they don’t
like the movie.
She wondered at what she was. She was devastated, but
she was whole. She hadn’t come unglued, she wasn’t weeping
over his body, she was merely staring at it, noticing it was
already a bit discolored. She was surprised she wasn’t more
distraught, gasping for breath, letting her blood. Instead she
just felt bleak, in a wasteland. The shrinking dots of those
cowboys riding off in this lonely dawn added to the mood.
Her image with them would be like that of the Centorins all
lined up in rows before their general as she pricked his
lifeblood way back when.
This was in her, masked by the Instinct, but she had found
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a way around the Instinct. There must be many ways to defeat
the Instinct. It is the will to kill, and the distancing from a
fellow human that must happen to carry it out. Did she
imagine herself as something like a white blood cell of
Karasis?
This was a mess she had made, there was enough wood
left to give him a fire. She laid it all above the embers of their
old one, it was already growing when she put the biggest logs
on. She had to ask SleepingFourth to put Numona on. He
asked her a million questions about it, none of which she
could understand. The best she could tell him was, ‘Evil mean
male human got what he deserved.’
She wished she could discuss what this meant about her
soul, especially in view of the fact that she really wasn’t
devastated, as devastated as she should be. She felt a hole in
Karasis where his life had been but she felt it as the lancing of
a pustule. What gave her the right to do so?
Maybe she was being a little hard on herself, but she left
without breakfast either, well into the new week, while a few
fitful flames still licked the skeleton on the embers.
SleepingFourth got her to data service by lunch time and
back to the house for Noonmeal. By message she already
knew the house had been searched, she already knew all her
papers had been randomized into piles on her desk. It took her
all evening to go thru them.
It was such a relief to spend Noonsleep with Dyoniss, to
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tell each other all they had learned so far and to cling to
someone who might be able to understand what she was
going thru with Numona’s soul in her wake.
He helped her, but at the same time he was distant. No
doubt it was hard for him, knowing what kind of person he
was living with. He’d known it all along hadn’t he? That
thing with the General was practically their first date. She
tried to get it out in the open, but he wasn’t ready.
He was worried because the company’s bait girl was still
out at Gneeswite’s place and hadn’t been heard from since
she snuck out to send the contents of his data terminals late in
Dawnsleep. By the end of breakfast she’d heard everything he
knew and he’d heard everything she knew.
“The one I’m more concerned about is Ossoa,” Kessil
said. “Her story’s a leather gong.”
“I felt the same way, but didn’t see what was to be gained
by calling her on it.”
“Yeah, she didn’t come up with those zombies, it’s older
than she is by far, but I think she knew what she was doing.”
“If she really is Panna and Ninjie’s kid,” Dyoniss said.
“Oh she is, I spoke with Panna. I’ve known Panna since I
was a kid.”
“So she said she got the ring from Alamfrei.”
“That fits with something else I noticed about him besides
the fact that he’s hornier than ever.”
“What’s that?”
“He’s unusually flush lately. Riding tubes, new leathers,
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that’s not the guy I knew.”
“Too bad Laineese doesn’t have a pocket eye so we could
message her to inquire for the name Alamfrei.”
“You should do that in their business office,” Kessil said.
“We’ll scan Numona’s papers for it.”
“I thought you went in to place a tap?”
“Once I found all that evidence in Numona’s office, I
wanted to get out with it.” Dyoniss said sheepishly.
“Yeah. Maybe Numona knows him, but I suspect
Alamfrei fits in with that guy Ossoa sold her video to.”
“A guy named Tezeer.”
“I’ll bet he’s the one Alamfrei knows.” From what she
knew already, she had little doubt Alamfrei was involved.
That was probably why he’d come here, to help get her
involved.
Dyoniss was determined to go back to Gneeswite’s as
Jahnath of Spiral Magazine checking on the progress of the
piece that Jdotta is helping him write. He was worried about
her, and was going to have to see her in person to be sure she
was all right.
He’d used the pocket eye to look at what she’d sent in, it
was the original recording of how he built the zombies. After
getting that much out of him, she should have left at dawn.
Instead she’d stayed thru Morningday and apparently
Noonsleep.
“Stop by the office first,” she told him, “or at least call in.
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Maybe even try her house.”
“I don’t know where she lives but I can look it up.” He
got out his pocket eye to do so. She lived seven floors from
the office in a one room on a lightwell one floor above the
highest cook’s court.
As soon as he was on his way, she went to SleepingFourth
and asked him to take her out to One Fifty Six. Benid had
probably done fine, but she had been away for weeks and
needed to see how things had progressed. It was an
uneventful ride out to the site and when she got there she
found a large crew busy hauling building material up for the
new wheelhouse. SleepingFourth seemed glad to see
Nonyeen’s kedas, so she slipped from his shoulders and sent
him on his way.
“We’re furnishing the wheelhouse already?” she asked.
“Benid thought he could get some done on that while
waiting for you to approve the main gear inspection.”
“I hope he hasn’t sealed it yet. You know I’m going to
spot check a few run-outs.”
“I haven’t been up since you left. Benid was just down
here with the paper and iron.”
“I better get up there, good to see you again.”
“You too, maybe you can tell me how things went at the
powwow sometime?”
“You can watch the movie, but it’s likely to be boring.
I’ve been told I’m the main character. It’s about a huge
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zombie attack on the All Basin Powwow.”
“Was it true?”
“The movie’s a documentary. They’re missing some
important scenes however, so I doubt they’ll get around to
releasing it.” Dyoniss had told her about the scenes shot by
Ossoa while she was still riding in. Ossoa was somewhere in
the area, and vowed never to go back to the plains. No doubt
she would turn up again, and Kessil would deal with her then.
There were surely others secretly recording for One Plains
Cinema, she hoped to talk to one today.
The gearhead was in. All the readings had been brought in
spec, but she noticed bearing three had been a problem. She
would run that again to see that it stayed fixed. The problem
was they were putting in a hint of kitchenette above the gear
housing. It was ‘removable’ of course, but that was beside the
point. She knew it was a hot button for her because of the
witch, but she still wasn’t going to tolerate it.
There was Benid and two guys off the boards up here that
she could explain this to. “The point is, this generation of
windwheel has automatic steerage so no one stays up here to
correct the facing. If it fails to track, then someone, probably
me, will be up here to fix the automatic steerage, and not to
steer the wheel. While you’re here every day building this
cabin, this would be nice,” she waved at the boards and
baskets they’d had to set aside, “but I expect you to take it
with you when construction is done. I don’t want a kitchen
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and bedroom in my way when I have to work up here.”
“So have you become the witch of all the windwheels?” a
new guy on the crew asked.
The other guy laughed, Benid whistled and she chuckled
once. “I don’t live on the windwheels, I would have camped
over once in an emergency but one of you was kind enough to
invite me home.”
“So that’s how it happened?” the new guy said.
“Who are you?” Kessil asked. “You signed him on?” she
asked Benid. Why was he acting out in this silly, archaic way
anyway? “What connection do you have to One Plains
Cinema?” she asked very pointedly. He didn’t answer, just
looked skewered. She noticed the ring on his finger.
“You might want to buy his ring off him when you pay
him off,” she told Benid.
Benid never got to pay him off, he bolted to the stairs with
Benid right after him screaming, “Help! Stolen ring! He’s
getting away with a stolen ring.” They were soon gone from
hearing.
“Speaking of rings,” she said, noticing the guy left in the
room was Mothorn, the one who had a camera ring the day of
the zombie attack. “I’m just wondering if you still have the
recordings you took of the day of that zombie attack?” She
tried to ask it sweetly, like it would be a favor if she could see
them.
Instead he faked, “Huh? Recordings?”
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She looked at his hands, he had them clasped in front of
him, “I notice you don’t have your camera ring with you
today, I heard you had one like mine.” She held it up to him.
“I might have had a ring on that day, but it’s not a
camera,” he said, obviously lying.
“I’m an engineer,” Kessil said, “not at all good at judging
people, but even I can see you are nervous about this.”
“Why wouldn’t I be nervous. I’m just here to make some
coin, maybe just a minute to you, but a day on the job for me,
and I get jacked up by the project master.”
“I wouldn’t call it that. If it was a camera, I was just
curious to see what you shot, that was quite a day don’t you
think?” Kessil asked him.
“I think you know a lot more about that day than I do.
You were ACTUALLY recording it, one of my buddies says
he saw it on the screen down at the village tap. I’m just glad I
wasn’t home someplace where I could have been trapped,
thinking about that makes me nervous.”
“How well do you know Tezeer?” she asked, throwing out
the name of the one Ossoa claimed she sold video to.
He looked skewered again, maybe it was sinking in that
they knew quite a bit about what’s going on. “He messaged
me a couple times.”
“On a pocket eye?”
“You have one too,” he said.
“Right, but I rarely pretend I have to scrounge day work
to pay for it.”
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“Is it OK if this is not my primary income?” he groped.
No doubt the pocket eye belonged to One Plains Cinema.
No sense arguing, she’d let him dig, “When did Tezeer notify
you to come up here that Afternoonday and be on this
tower?”
“I was coming by looking for work,” he said, not actually
denying it.
She knew what it was like, trying not to actually lie.
“Who else in this neighborhood was also recording?”
“How would I know? No one in their right mind, this
tower was the only safe place around here that day.”
“Anyone can outrun one of these zombies if they’re not
trapped, if they know in advance when they’re coming and
where they’re coming from. So when did they notify you?”
He seemed to know he was a terrible liar, instead he tried
to dodge. “Why do you care?”
“Because One Plains Cinema is not just making a
documentary on these zombie attacks, they are creating these
zombie attacks. We are pretty sure they contracted a geneticist
to make this modification. We have copies of the bills he
submitted. So when did they notify you?”
“You’ve got it all wrong,” he said. “They’re making a
documentary all right, and they did give me a week’s notice, a
week and a day as it turned out. They sent me to record the
delivery of that splitter gear, because the documentary is
about you.”
She laughed. “It’s touching that you got sucked in by that,
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I hope you realize how silly an excuse that was by now.”
“Why? They say you’re the most exciting untold story
in... Why are you laughing so hard? You are.”
“You can find approximately a thousand stories more
exciting than mine at the Blue Kite on the average evening. I
am an air handling engineer. I try to have more to my life than
that, a good ride on a keda now and then, a trip to the river at
least once a decade, a few fun encounters in the average year
but half the people in their audience have a more exciting life
than mine.”
“Weren’t you just out at the All Basin Powwow?” he
asked.
“So were thirty thousand others. Did they tell you that
too?”
“You told Nonyeen about the zombie attack, that doesn’t
sound that dull.”
“That is because One Plains Cinema is doing all they can
to make my life a lot more exciting than I want it to be. So
you seem to know all about this?”
“Tezeer’s quite loquacious when treated with ale.”
“Did he tell you who’s idea it was to create these
zombies?”
“He was sure they didn’t create them. The director, I
forget his name, but he’s in charge of the whole project.
Anyway, the director has been following these zombies for as
long as he can remember. This is his third documentary on
them, and he’s sure that this time it’s widespread enough that
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it can’t be ignored. In his head, it will be as big as the
wildhull expose in the 44th.”
It was hard to prove just what’s in anyone’s head without
a memory reading, and Mothorn wasn’t a big enough player
to warrant thinking about reading. Numona, Gneesewite,
though he would have protections, maybe the other guy
Dyoniss visited. Gaiiss Investigations did not employ
surreptitious memory readings, though they did allow
voluntary ones as defense before Karasis.
In a way, Kessil doubted herself because she wouldn’t
hesitate to employ any advantage in the search for truth and
justice, but she was an extremist in that. She didn’t have the
equipment to do it and Ksennen was also morally opposed so
she’d never pursued it. Did that mean she was immoral
because she would do it in this situation? And how did that
compare to leaving a person out to die?
No matter where her thoughts had spiraled, she had to
respond to Mothorn, “I certainly hope it won’t be that. I
certainly hope all large-pod Feathery Striateds, wherever
they’re encountered, are cut down and burned.”
“But you’re after that cinema company.”
“The one Tezeer works for.”
“He sold me that ring for iron and bought it back full for a
copper,” Mothorn said.
That was probably true, “And let you keep the pocket
eye?” she asked.
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He looked at the floor.
“Bummer,” she said. “Once you have one, the bill for
using it is actually a little less than an eye room.”
He stabbed her with his eyes. She shouldn’t be so
haughty. It was at least a half hour hike to a terminal from
here. “How do you know? If you know everything I’ve done
for the past year, why even ask?”
“Dyoniss is a partner in the foremost investigative agency
in the tower, your nerves speak louder than your words and
I’ve had personal run-ins with some of the major players in
this while out on the plains.”
“Phewww,” he blew. “So I wonder what was going on in
the lives of some of those thousand people at the Blue Kite
club on any given evening that have more exciting lives than
yours during that time.”
“Like you said and I confirmed, One Plains Cinema has
singled me out and made my life exciting, but if you look at
the previous half century you’ll find only one or two episodes
like this.”
“If I may say so, they are playing you like a yggdrasil.”
“Oh I know, using Karasis against me.”
“You’ll make them pay for their mistake, I can see that
from here.”
She laughed again and wondered if he wanted to get out
of this with an invite. Not hardly, she had three or four sleeps
with Dyoniss before she’d be looking around. “Their mistake
was not making my life exciting, it was making real zombies
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that kill real people and making money off it. Not even very
much money, the series is only moderately popular and not a
cult center.”
“They gave me a copper for what I recorded that day.”
“And took the ring back.”
He blushed. “I paid an iron for it.”
“It doesn’t bother you that you’re helping the people who
created those zombies.”
“Whether I believe you or not, I didn’t know that at the
time.”
She sighed. Once again, if she didn’t read him, she could
never really know. She could add pheromone recognition and
signaling to her ring, it was really a matter of getting the
fibers to the stones, the software was probably in there
already. It didn’t really matter, she knew enough. It was
Tezeer who bought the video and lent the rings to take it with.
It didn’t matter how much detail they were taught.
Kortrax was gone when she got back to the house and
Narrulla was already a thickening sliver. It was empty.
SleepingFourth even sniffed around and agreed that Dyoniss
had not been home since breakfast. She messaged him. She
started duskmeal. Yashmi had left a couple really nice
softgourds that she could stuff with sauced trap mix and tell.
She needed water boiling for much of that, so she checked the
gas and decided there was plenty and saved the firestick.
Once the kettle was heating she checked and saw no reply
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from Dyoniss. She traced her message. It was in the Blue Kite
Eye, waiting for contact from his pocket eye or login, so it
could be delivered. There could be lots of reasons for that,
with run-down phosphors being the simplest, deep in a stone
building the most likely.
She messaged his office. They got right back to her. He
hadn’t been seen or heard since he went under cover to
Gneeswite’s in the middle of the beforelunch. They thought
he’d gone right home after.
She thought about how often this happened, gone under
cover, don’t know where he is, sometimes for over a week.
Almost always he knew when one of those was coming up
and told her ahead of time, or found a way to get word to her.
If one out of thirty six times he somehow forgot or misspelled
an address, it’s sitting in the same crystal as her message to
him, waiting for her at the misspelled address to pick it up.
She would try to put her worry aside, make less for
duskmeal, maybe pedal the water tank awhile before turning
in early. She could go up to the club, there were always
people she knew there. There would be guys also and she’d
have to participate for the good of Karasis even though she
didn’t feel like it. She felt more like going up to his office and
waiting for word.
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27. The New Design
Dyoniss arrived at the same gate he’d been at the day
before. He stood in full view of the camera and announced
himself as Jahnath seeking Gneeswite and Jdotta. He was told
to wait, and it was a long one. At the end of it he was told that
neither was receiving visitors at this time but he could make
an appointment for Nightday.
“No, you don’t understand, Jdotta is one of our employees
on assignment.”
“She’s off duty at the moment. They put in a long day and
Noonsleep. They just sent the draft in to your offices and
asked that they not be disturbed. Go back to your offices and
view it.”
He wondered if Laineese had managed to substitute the
address, or would it wind up at the address on their
credentials. If so it would wind up at Spiral Magazine in a
special inbox reserved for unpaid contributors. No one would
know who got Gneeswite to send it, but they were likely to
accept and run it.
He let the camera see him meekly accept their story and
walk away, even let it pick up the expression of placid
unconcern on his face. As soon as he passed the camera he
had a map up and zoomed it all the way so he could see the
house and the fields around it. He had no need to go into the
fields, there he would be seen, even early in Afternoonday.
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There were a couple properties that backed up to Gneeswite’s
front yard, which was much more likely to be unoccupied.
He found someone home at the second one of them, the
estate to the right of Gneewites. A rather shapely girl, nude in
the heat of early Afternoonday, and a muscular guy wearing
only a strap answered the gate. They were muddy from the
garden and curious about his mission.
“Who are you?” she asked.
He walked into their yard, away from Gneeswite’s mic’s
and cameras before he answered. “Jahnath of Spiral
magazine,” he said quietly. “One of my co-workers is missing
and I believe being held in the house behind you.”
“That wizard’s place?” the guy asked.
“Gneeswite’s. The genetic wizard who’s an expert on the
Feathery Striated Archwood Shrub.”
“We have no idea what he does, he’s not much as a
neighbor. Maintains the fence behind us is all we know him
for. Actually the guy that maintains the fence is one of his
farm hands, the wizard himself doesn’t seem to take an
interest in the likes of us.”
“Oh?” They looked like fine people to him, their house
was beautiful, they were beautiful and if they were working
the garden at this part of the week, quite industrious. No
doubt this was the farm tenants of the estate, but he’d put
them above Gneeswite on any ladder.
“Yeah,” he said, “he’s one you might find in the
dictionary under recluse.”
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“I think it’s the lack of aluminum in our pouches that
turns him off,” the girl said.
“What do you know about him?” Dyoniss asked.
“He stays inside, keeps to himself and doesn’t receive
much in the way of visitors.”
“Only once that I was out here did I hear him entertaining
in the yard.”
“There’s a guy that comes by now and then,” the man
said. “I’ve never seen him, he’s got a ghostly voice so I
notice. He announces himself as Numona.”
“Mmm,” Dyoniss nodded.
“You know him?”
“He’s the director of the zombie movies that One Plains
Cinema is creating.”
“Huh?”
“We don’t watch much horror,” the girl explained.
“Their format is documentary, but I believe that they are
creating the zombies that they’re documenting. I’m trying to
learn enough about them to determine the person deserving of
blame, and both Numona the director and Gneeswite, the
genetic wizard who created them are strongly in the running.”
“Created zombies?” they asked, more or less together and
on key.
“That’s what we believe,” Dyoniss answered
They made faces like they had encountered something
especially malodorous. “The Instinct should prevent that,”
she said.
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“It’s too abstract, and I’m beginning to think they may
split the responsibility between them so they can each believe
that they are not actually harming someone. Although
Numona aimed his crossbow at my keda to force me to
submit to being tied in his wagon.”
“Huh?” both together, right on time and in tune.
“We know for fact that Numona paid Gneeswite to
research and produce the modifications to the Feathery
Striated to produce zombies of human size and shape and in
numbers enough to make thrilling cinematography.”
“And that guy is living right there?” she squeaked and
pointed.
“Yes, and because of that I’d like your permission to use
your back fence to gain access to his property and see if I can
find some trace of our missing copy girl.”
“I want to scream,” the girl hissed. “Before the Instinct
we’d go burn him out.”
“Before the Instinct there were governments and the
bishops were tools of the caravan families.”
“Not in the 40’s,” she said. “I know it’s crazy but I
remember them. It was almost as peaceful then, but Karasis
had to work at it to keep it that way. The Elves helped I’ll
admit, but Brancettrabble is closer to Borgoth ancestry than
Elf.”
Dyoniss knew most of this history. The thirties had seen a
slow decline of the Temple and the caravan families, the 40’s
had seen the rise of Elvish ways. But, “Meanwhile our copy
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girl may be being held against her will in his compound. I
would like your permission to go over your fence to try and
find out.”
Once he was over their back garden fence and into
Gneeswite’s front yard seemingly without notice, he slunk
along the fence to the wall of the house. A wall of the house
actually ran along the boundary of the property and he wasn’t
far from it. There was a space under the coachwood that was
damp and mossy, but just high enough to low-crawl with
ease. He could see that it came out at the top of the retaining
wall at the beginning of Gneeswite’s garden.
He didn’t go that far, halfway there he was alongside a cut
stone wall inside the coachwood stumps with some
ventilation space between the stones and the floor of the
house. He could hear conversation from within there. Even
before he was halfway into there, he recognized Laineese’
voice.
“Even if your new model and laboratory conditions can
have zombies ready in a single pass of Kortrax, I’m still sure
people will know they are zombies.”
“Don’t be so sure, your ‘co-worker’ has slept with one
and not known.” That was Gneesewite’s voice. “You didn’t
know when you were put in here.”
“I knew she wasn’t right. As soon as she grabbed me I
knew.”
“Too bad that was too late.”
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“You’ve still got the Instinct on you. You can’t order your
zombie to hurt me or your tongue goes limp, I saw it happen.
You have to pre-program it, and that is still its weakness. It
can’t think for itself, in can only follow a sequence of triggers
that you’ve installed ahead of time.”
“But I can adjust them any time she comes in and, as
you’ve seen, she can be very convincing.”
“Gloat now,” Laineese said, “but you’ll unravel, because
you are alone and we are Karasis.”
“There is no meta-soul, it is a creation of your minds...”
“Exactly,” Laineese said. He developed a very different
opinion of her from these few sentences alone.
“...And has no observable effect on humanity.”
One of the biggest lies ever told. Dyoniss was so tempted
to shout into this conversation on that. He didn’t need to,
Laineese had seen most of the scientific studies that he had
and was listing them to him. Dyoniss worked his way under
the house to the edge of the stone block foundation. The
coachwood roots had grown thick around it but had been cut
off if they ventured within the foundation stones. The seeds
were planted about three feet outside the stones, and the
stumps leaned against them now all the way around. There
was maybe six inches between the top of the stones and the
bottom of the floor in the first two openings he crawled to. He
was close enough to be part of the conversation but knew it
would be a bad idea to butt in, no matter how much his
tongue bled.
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“I don’t agree, and will win in the end because of that.”
“I could have her kill you now.”
“Your tongue would go limp.”
“Keying in the code that will cause her to want to is too
abstract for the Instinct to prevent.”
“Are you sure?”
“How do you think I got the genes for that body? She’s
just about perfect don’t you think?”
“If I didn’t have the Instinct I’d have knocked her into
K’shitn. No offense and I don’t want to brag but I’m two of
her.”
“But much more difficult to control.”
“Duh?”
Conversation lapsed at that point. The phosphors in that
basement went out. He had no way to tell if Laineese had
been taken out also and the room was empty, or if she was
still in it. He didn’t want to risk saying anything so he just
listened. He really couldn’t hear anything.
Maybe if he could get inside. He crawled around one
coachwood trunk after another. There was a point where the
foundation began to be many rows deep in the house and he
had to crawl in darkness even though this was still the
beforelunch of Afternoonday.
He came to a point in the wall where a foundation stone
was missing and there were six more inches of space for
twenty four inches. If he was going to get in and get to where
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Laineese was being held, this was his best opportunity. It was
still a tight fit getting thru there and he really couldn’t see
what was inside.
He used his pocket eye’s projector. It just showed what he
viewed last, the map that got him here. That projected on a
wall only a few feet away. This opening lead into a small
chamber with just a few clothing hooks on the wall and a
small cot taking up half the floor. There was someone on the
cot, he looked closely and saw it was Ossoa.
She seemed to be unharmed, but she was asleep on her
back. He was immediately incensed that Gneeswite had
captured her and resolved that he would free her also. Then
he realized that Ossoa could climb thru this opening easier
than he could. If she was locked in that room she could climb
out as soon as she woke up, unless she was drugged. She was
in awfully late for Noonsleep, but there was no evidence she
was drugged.
He found the door of the room, and it was open a crack.
Ossoa was not Gneeswite’s captive. She was in this much
deeper than his worst fear. He froze at this point. She was not
likely to be on his side in this. He had to treat her like one of
Gneeswite’s staff.
She had grown up with the VerseM’lOry, the
VerseM’lOry were sure of that. They believed she was dead
in the battle, they had wailed her. He’d met her at the Blue
Kite where she swore she wasn’t going back to the plains, and
admitted she’d shot that video Tezeer bought and Vestine
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showed. Now she was hiding out in Gneeswite’s basement
while Gneeswite banged Laineese.
That didn’t make sense either. Why was she down here in
the basement? He leaned in and looked around the room. She
had her pack, the clothes he’d seen on her, which wasn’t
much, a quilt which was on the floor in a heap.
As he was observing all this, her eyes popped open, she
jumped right up and grabbed him, put her feet on the wall and
with all her might, yanked him into the room on top of her.
“Ossoa, wait,” he said as he fell.
She didn’t say anything, but fought to get out from under
him and under the bed, where she emerged with a wicked
little crossbow. “We’ll go see Gneeswite,” she said as she got
to her feet. The crossbow was aimed at his face, a huge target
at such short range.
He was still on the floor, banged up from the fall. The cot
was on its side, he heard Laineese yell and seconds later
heard feet on the stairs. “You can’t use that on me, put it
down and let me get you out of here.”
She cackled, “I’m not bound by the Instinct,” and kicked
him in the gut as he was trying to get to his feet. He was
paralyzed going back after her and she laughed.
“So he’s got the antidote too,” Dyoniss gasped. He pushed
himself up using the wall, feeling stupid and defeated.
Ksennen had warned him about that, he should have been
more careful.
“Now march,” she opened the door and shoved him. They
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were in a narrow hallway between her cubicle and some
storage closets. She pushed him toward the main room when
Gneeswite entered this hallway.
“Well done Ossoa, bring him in here and tie him next to
the other.”
“Dyoniss, you shouldn’t have come,” Laineese wailed,
“he’s been perfecting these zombies all along.”
“Ossoa?” Dyoniss asked.
“It’s fast acting now. She was taken on Ekendosa, she has
sixteen descendants hatched so far.”
“I didn’t sleep with a plant. Not twice anyway,” Dyoniss
said.
“She’s not a plant,” Gneeswite said. “My new model is
much more advanced. I turned it inside out, instead of using
as much of the Feathery Striated’s seed carrier as possible, I
used as little. The shrub takes longer to build the body out of
meat, but the result is a much more lifelike ‘zombie’ as you
call it, and one that can be programmed for much more
complex tasks, such as ‘seduce this man’.
“The one I was with wasn’t programmed.” Dyoniss got to
know that girl, understood that she was adolescent and treated
her accordingly.
“Not the first time. The new technique doesn’t kill the
victim, a drop of blood will do nicely. Ossoa is an active
young girl, she scratched herself pretty good setting up camp.
An operative got her blood to me.”
“Numona no doubt.”
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“I wouldn’t trust that to him. Doesn’t matter who it is, you
don’t need to know. But the new technique is also much more
advanced in that the code can now be injected into the pods
only three weeks from their hatching date. You met two of
them so far, the one in the Blue Kite, and this one.”
“I don’t believe the one I met at the...”
“She was programmed to get you blasted quickly and
record anything she could about your investigation. I think
she performed better than your bait girl.”
“I hardly ever work with him,” Laineese said.
“I think Reiki performed admirably. We certainly have
something now even more exciting than that thriller where
the genetic scientist was duped by an evil film director.”
“If I see fit to let you out of here.”
“Ppp, let’s list what documentation we have out of here
already: One, bills you submitted to One Plains Cinema for
the modifications to the Feathery Striated Archwood to
produce human looking zombies. Two, the recordings made
by Numona’s crew. Three, the complete code and edit list
stored in your data system. Your act is over my good man,
Dyoniss told him, “the only question is how messy it will be.”
“That was my previous act, you have to admit, the new
model is as much improved as Numona’s cinematography
between the original and the remake.”
“Maybe more, but Karasis already knows what you’ve
done.”
“Maybe, but the one at the Blue Kite reported a lot you
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don’t remember. I know who you really are, where your
office really is, where your house is and who your friends
are.”
“You think you can help yourself by harming them?”
“It appears to me that the world is completely helpless
before me at this time.”
He spoke to them no more, but went to work in his lab,
tipping beakers, using lots of droppers on his banks of
pipettes and biomatrixes. He centrifuged and picked samples
from diffusion lines. That persisted thru the remainder of the
day. Ossoa took them up to the toilet when necessary, “Just to
keep my air pure,” he said, “not that I care a bit for your
comfort.”
He could get no conversation from Ossoa in or out of
Gneeswite’s presence. Her expression was that of a broken
robot. He did not make love to a zombie like this.
Dyoniss tried to appeal to his humanity, but he was
ignored. “What do you think you have to gain?” Dyoniss
asked.
There was no answer. Instead Gneeswite put on a headset
and listened to music while he worked. They were given
neither food nor water. Dyoniss realized he was only helping
dehydrate himself by trying to talk to him.
All the while he’d used his ring to work on the rope.
There was no real sharp spots on the ring but it was enough to
worry his way thru it fiber by fiber. Occasionally Gneeswite
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would mutter something, “Yes, I can get these two and his
household in one strand,” was one. “Got to solve this
navigation a simpler way,” was another. The crack between
floor and foundation grew dark so they’d missed lunch and
duskmeal while tied here. Once he finally parted his own
rope, he tried to make sure he didn’t give that away.
His headphones gave him a chance to speak with
Laineese while he stealthily went to work on hers. “I was
impressed with what you told him, I’m glad I got to know
you better.”
“I’m glad too. I found out you’re not just a bait boy sent
out to gather pillow talk.”
“You thought I was a bait boy?” he asked as he began
pulling at her knots, that would be much quicker than
working thru her rope with the ring.
“Sorry. You’ve shown me that appearance isn’t
everything.”
“You thought of ME that way.” There were quite a few
knots in the rope.
“Sorry, it was shallow of me.”
“I never thought of myself that way, I thought I looked
kind of dorky.” He knew he had the rope loose enough by
now that she could slip out of it. He was glad she was smart
enough not to give that away.
“A little exotic, maybe a tad dangerous, but mostly just
hot.”
“Wow,” he said.
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“You can’t tell me you never knew?”
“I can tell you it’s a matter of opinion and not everyone
shares it.”
“Most do.”
Just then Gneeswite pulled off his headphones and
brandished a hypodermic needle. “Another advantage of the
new model is the detail and precision with which they can be
programmed.” At his signal Ossoa, or her zombie, dutifully
came to him. He slipped the hypodermic in her shoulder. She
stood there a second or two, then smiled and nodded, picked
up the crossbow and came their way.
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28. At Gneeswite’s
Kessil didn’t actually go to Dyoniss’ office until well after
Duskmeal. It was all but deserted. There was one skinny and
big-eyed guy pounding at the desk eye’s like a lectroshock
chippongga player. There were no locked doors between him
and the front door, so she figured he was de-facto on duty this
dusk.
“I’m looking for word of Dyoniss?”
“I thought he’d gone home?”
“I called in twice asking about him?”
“Let me call Gaicher. I didn’t hear about those calls.”
He called on a speaking tube, Gaicher lived on the
seventy ninth floor, the one right below the observation
platform, the highest point on the highest pinnacle of the
Tower of the Blue Kite, seventeen floors above the next
highest spire. He was down in less than ten minutes, dressed
in a light but crisp and shiny dinner robe that he was only
belting as he came down the stairs.
“I apologize, I left instructions to be notified if Dyoniss
wasn’t back when the office closed. I would have messaged
you then if no one else had.”
“I know more about the destruction of the Kassikan than I
do about Dyoniss’ whereabouts,” referring to the event that
had been the major news item of the day.
“What about the death star and the highliner?” he asked.
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“I won’t miss them personally. I will miss the Kassikan,
even without the stargate.” It’s destruction was the greatest
disaster to befall this planet since The Fall. She was glad they
had cut off all contact with the Empire. “But I will miss
Dyoniss a lot more if something has happened to him.”
“I understand, you know he went to Gneeswite’s right?”
“Last I heard, but that was this wakeup. I’ll start there, I’ll
need the address, I didn’t get it from Dyoniss earlier.”
“We have it here, but I think it could be dangerous for you
to go there.”
“I’ll be careful,” she said.
“I think you should take this,” Gaicher said, pulling out a
small vial with a single tablet in it.
It had been decades since she saw one but still she
thought she knew what it was. Still she had to confirm it,
“What is it?”
“It’s the last tablet of the antidote.”
“I don’t think I’ll need it.”
“If he and Laineese are still there, they are almost surely
being held against their will and you certainly will need it. I
also think you should wait while I get one of our field people
to go with you.”
She slipped the vial in her shoulderpocket, not that she
had any intention of using it. “You say that to someone who’s
just come from the All Basin Powwow, when it was attacked
by a sea of zombies? The same person who was attacked by
that mad director twice, who I left staked to a shrub in the
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dawn, and you think I need one of your boys to watch over
me?”
“If I’d said, ‘Can I send one of my guys with you to find
out how you do it?’ would that have been more to your
liking?”
“You could have just given me the pill and the address
and said, ‘Let us know what you find as soon as you can,’ and
we would have been in sync.”
“So do that,” he said and gave her a hug good-bye.
She didn’t go right there, the pill had given her an idea.
She went one station passed the pond on the tube, taking a
seldom-used station in the Reclaim, the seamiest section on
the ancient canal. Here she picked up another pill to put in
that vial and got delayed with another conversation about the
destruction of the Kassikan.
When she got to Gneeswite’s she didn’t go right to the
front door. No doubt it would be secured and watched with
cameras. Instead she looked at the map and found indications
that there might be a garden path to the back of the house. It
was a long way around the block and it too was guarded by a
locked gate, but her spyglass showed her no cameras or fields
watching it. One of the homes here still had someone up, but
they weren’t in the front yard, and the home on the other side
was silent and dark.
Even so she climbed quietly over the fence, taking her
time to make sure each vine could hold her before she
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stepped on it. As many were still in bloom and her face was
right in them, she got a rush and had to stop and just hold on.
No one seemed to notice, she didn’t fall, and in a couple
minutes she could see and move again, though she felt her
heart a lot more strongly for quite some time. It was nearing
full dark. There was a little purple in the west and Kunae was
still in the sky, but this was probably the last dark he would
be seen at all this year.
She felt her way along the path, shaking off the effects of
putting her face in a very ripe larorlie flower. The path was
quite overgrown. It was bordered by rows of shrubs holding
up fences of vines. The vines spread widest about six feet
above the ground so she didn’t have to duck much to walk
thru here. It was absolutely dark for some distance and there
were two bends that she found only by feel, but it came out in
the back of a garden of over an acre, very densely packed
plants with stepping stones to work from and built in
irrigation.
She could see that because they had a fire going and were
talking quietly beside it. It smelled like a talrin on it. She
hoped they didn’t have a pen of them. Openly grilling one of
their kinfolk in front of them doesn’t sit well with them.
Smelling questionable smoke after Uncle Draggingseven
went missing is not the same as watching his carcass turning
on a spit while the humans salivate while waiting for him to
be burned to the crisp of their liking. A very shapely girl was
poking at the talrin now with a sharp point. She turned it a
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little more.
Kessil was sure they could not see her here. Compared to
the light of their fire, she was in total blackness. Her spyglass
let her know they had no technology at all with them out here.
It looked like Gneeswite had two farm couples, each with an
identical wing off the back of the main house. They had a
courtyard between them where the firepit was. They had a
stand of firestick, and she walked toward the house behind
that.
At the far end she was much closer and could hear what
they were talking about. It was the video series Kyoith Beat
which published an episode a year. She wasn’t going to learn
anything from them and they probably weren’t paying any
attention to someone working their way behind the plants and
toward the house. She wondered if they even knew that
Dyoniss and his assistant were in there.
She took another look around with the spyglass and found
there was nothing on this side of the house. She found a route
thru the plants where she could creep out of sight until she
was behind the left wing of the house. She could no longer
follow the conversation from back here, but she could hear
that it didn’t change in tone.
This space had several large Feathery Striated archwoods,
and they each had several overgrown pods that had hatched at
least a week ago. She wondered what happened to the
zombies, there were at least nine of them, and she didn’t
smell them in the compost. She wondered if hatching after
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Narrulla rose in eclipse, they could be lying in wait for her
now?
She didn’t know how many people actually lived here.
Those four were probably the whole farm crew, and may
double as servants to the owner. Gneeswite probably had a
housemate or two, and might have additional staff. She could
probably ask some of his neighbors but they might not be
accurate. It was better to assume there were likely to be others
in the household.
The house itself was a tough old coachwood, well trained
and trimmed with just enough foliage to remain healthy.
There were lots of rooms inside, and a glimmer of light from
a basement somewhere under the center of it. Getting into the
main floor might be a formidable test. The mats were all
down and latched. To pop one would make noise that would
bring someone and to slit one would leave just as much
evidence of her passage. She couldn’t know who or what was
beyond them. Two sides of the house were right up to the
fence line and those walls had grown to solid wood. It was
hard to even squeeze between them and the fence. There was
no way she was getting into the house that way.
She was able to silently climb to the roof. It wasn’t
completely solid, but there were no dormers or hatches in
sight. To climb over the roof without attracting notice would
be a difficult. She would have to climb among the dense and
prickly coachwood limbs for a long ways to make sure there
was no dormer on the other end of the house. She decided to
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climb back down and look for the glimmer coming from the
cellar.
It was a long crawl to get back under there and all she
found was a ventilation crack between the top of the stone
blocks of the cellar walls and the limbs holding the floor.
From inside their were faint sounds of padding keys,
shuffling papers and moving a roller stool. Even more distant,
she could hear voices. There were at least three people in that
room.
There was no way she could get thru that crack, but she
could get her hand with her ring into that crack, and crawled
forward a little more to reach it. She banged her head on the
floor doing it and suppressed a strong curse. She heard two
sets of footsteps pad toward her on the floor above. There
could be a dozen holes in the floor and she would never know
it. She had to hope her hand was not visible in the meager
light coming thru the crack she had it in. She slowly moved
her finger so the camera could pan around the whole room.
The footsteps above moved away, to a part of the house so
distant she could no longer hear them. She touched her ring to
her pocket eye and hoped it retained enough charge to show
her the images.
They were dim but she could see them plainly. Dyoniss
and a girl who looked a lot like Jdotta were sitting and talking
on the far end of the room. Watching them intently with her
back to Kessil was a beautiful girl who looked not quite adult.
There was a small crossbow on the table in front of her. In the
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foreground was a tall, wiry man of dark bronze skin, white
hair and beard in the robes of a wizard, injecting something in
a pipette that was out of view. She would have to stick her
hand well into the room to get a look at the front of those
racks, but she could imagine biomatrixes stacked in racks.
The blurry, black blob that took up a quarter of the field of
view could be the top of one rack.
He could only be Gneeswite. She had never seen him
before, never seen a picture of him, or even heard his name
before this incident began. Dark rates be damned, she posted
his picture in case no one else had one. It was too dark to get
it added to his own account, but at least she had it posted.
Now she knew that Dyoniss and his co worker, Laineese
wasn’t it? were here, she could concentrate on getting them
out. She used the last of her charge to take a more detailed
picture of Dyoniss, enough to be certain both he and the girl
were bound, and the pretty young thing was there watching
them to make sure they didn’t get free.
The light of a torch glared on her from behind.
“Looks like Kessil,” a familiar voice said, and two people
began crawling toward her.
She could see the one who hadn’t spoken. She looked like
Ossoa. “Ossoa, what are you doing here.”
“Guarding the nest, the voice of Ossoa said from the other
side. We’re taking you in, and we warn you, we’re not subject
to the Instinct.”
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“You’re not Ossoa, not both of you.”
“My identical twin moved to the city before I did.” The
one on this side said.
They reached her and first one, then another grabbed her
ankles. She/they were much stronger than Kessil would have
suspected. She could not shake them off and they started
dragging her back out from under the house. She tried to kick
them off and got paralyzed. Some part of her mind was sure
enough that these clones of Ossoa were real human beings
that she was paralyzed, so they had less trouble dragging her
out.
She was able to turn over and get her arms around a truss
branch holding up the floor and stop them. It was hard, as
they got their legs up to exert more force, her arms began to
ache and she began to vibrate. She struggled to get her hand
to her shoulderpocket and use that tab of antidote, but she
couldn’t get there.
She wondered what was really up here, there were
multiple copies of Ossoa, the girl in the room with Dynoiss
and the other girl could be one also. This man made zombies
for a living, there were lots of empty pods out there and the
real Ossoa had been lost in the zombie attack. There should
be twelve decades before zombies with her body hatched, but
that was decades ago. He’s got a lab, presumably he had been
making advances in the time since the movie came out in the
34th decade, maybe a shorter turn around time was one of
them?
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These copies of Ossoa might not be clones but zombies
hatched from those pods in the yard. She kicked at them,
hoping her subconscious could believe that also. It didn’t
work, her legs became paralyzed again, they looked, sounded
and felt too human for her to take action against them without
the antidote. Her arms couldn’t hold any more and she had to
drop to the ground.
These copies of Ossoa, however they were made, dragged
her the rest of the way out from under the house. She couldn’t
resist any more with her legs paralyzed and her arms spent.
She gave up trying to resist and instead went for her
shoulderpocket. She managed to get the vial out before they
got her out from under the house.
They saw it, and as if they were controlled by the same
mind, they both went for it at once. She knew that she
couldn’t fight them, all she could do was clutch it to her body
and try to withstand the blows they began raining on her. She
knew the pain was too great, even though she curled into a
fetal position they would get it away from her.
Then a hideous scream split the night and both of them
looked up, giving her a chance to get the vial open. Once they
saw that they had given her a chance to get a pill from it, they
took off. She flopped down exhausted, battered and bruised,
and now that their attack had ended, found she didn’t even
have the strength to get the pill to her mouth, much less do
something with the immunity it would provide.
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29. In the Lab
Dyoniss had no doubt that this zombie decorated as Ossoa
meant to kill them both and then go find Kessil and kill her
also. As she brought the crossbow around, he lunged. He
wasn’t sure the Instinct would let him harm the zombie, even
though his conscious mind knew it was a zombie. It was too
human-like. If what Gneeswite said was true, he’d made love
to one of them without knowing.
Because of that, he lunged for the crossbow and not her.
He batted it up, it went off and the arrow went into the ceiling
over Laineese’ head. She screamed like she’d been hit by it.
Ossoa started wrestling with him for the crossbow. As long as
he tried to hold it, and not hurt her with it, the Instinct
wouldn’t interfere. Ossoa the Mark II zombie probably was
no stronger than Ossoa the girl, and though she was fit and
healthy when he knew her, she didn’t have the strength to pull
the weapon out of his grasp.
Gneeswite started yelling at her, telling her to get a knife,
but his mouth became paralyzed halfway through the word. It
was enough to distract her a bit, but not enough to change her
plan. Dyoniss pulled her across the room, across Gneeswite
and the Instinct made him tingle. It wouldn’t stop him from
destroying this lab however, and he started pulling down the
biomatrix racks as fast as he could with the hand that wasn’t
holding the crossbow. That started Gneeswite grunting and
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rasping, but his mouth was still paralyzed.
Laineese started tearing apart the lab also, smashing his
desk eyes on the stone floor. While she was doing that,
Dyoniss spotted the knife Gneesewite was trying to yell
about, and lunged for that with the intent of keeping it away
from his zombie.
Gneeswite was closer and he grabbed it. Grunting to the
zombie, who was still trying to cling to the crossbow, unable
to get it out of his left hand, he tossed it to her. She wasn’t
ready or skilled enough to catch it, she hit it and cut herself. It
went spinning across the room toward the door. Laineese
smashed the last desk eye and jumped for it.
Gneeswite started grunting and pointing at the glass
shards. His zombie didn’t understand and looked at him
confused. Laineese got to her feet with the knife in her hand.
It wasn’t a plains knife, but it might be as sharp, the
technology was known to all the urban manufacturers, even if
few went thru the cost of using it. He was glad she had it, not
the zombie.
Two more identical copies of Ossoa burst into the lab. In
unison they shouted, “Kessil is here and she has the
antidote!”
Gneeswite went white. “Here, take the crossbow and…”
he started to say to the two new Ossoa zombies. His tongue
went paralyzed again. Like he said, coding a sequence of
nucleic acids that could cause a zombie to kill someone was
too abstract for the level of the subconscious the Instinct
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worked in. Giving a verbal order was a different matter, a
deeper layer of the brain knew you meant harm to another
and shorted out your motor control of the affected area, in this
case the vocal cords, jaw, cheeks and lips. His face would be
slack for awhile until he got the thought of killing Kessil out
of his mind.
Without hurting her, he pulled the crossbow from the first
zombie’s grip. The other two took off again. They probably
didn’t understand the Instinct. Humans aren’t born with the
knowledge of it, they all learn it the hard way as small
children when they first encounter others.
Once he had the crossbow, the first began to search for
other means to kill him. The first thing that came to hand was
Gneeswite’s other lab chair. She could lift it, barely, and hold
it up and charge him. He was able to grab it, deflect it into
Gneeswite’s glass-fronted bookcases and let her run into
them.
It seemed that Gneeswite had not built a human pain
sense into these zombies because she seemed oblivious to
several deep gashes that were bleeding heavily. Her blood
was red like a human’s and not like the sap of a Feathery
Striated. He was grossed out by it. The zombie picked up a
big piece of glass and came at him with it. She might have
succeeded but she gripped it so hard it severed the tendons on
a couple of her fingers and it dropped out of her hand. She
picked it up and wedged it thru her hand, drew her fingers
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back and came at them using that as a monster claw.
At least Laineese had the sense to run by now, Dyoniss
followed and shut the door at the bottom of the stairs. As he
was halfway up he heard someone ask excitedly, “What the
hell’s going on down there?”
And someone else say, “Yeah?”
Dyoniss had bounded up the stairs by then saying, “The
zombies are running amok. Two others must have just come
running up the stairs.”
“I heard them, didn’t see them, but I’ve seen them
before.”
“You knew he was making them?”
He sighed, “Yeah, but we thought they were just sex dolls.
The latest one’s sure look it.”
“How long has he been doing this?” Dyoniss asked.
“As long as we’ve known him.”
Laineese chimed in, “And you never told anyone?”
“That was a condition of living here, as I’m sure you can
imagine.”
Two women had showed up in the hall that led to the back
of the house and they could hear chopping on the door at the
bottom of the stairs.
“There’s more down there?” one of the guy’s asked.
“One more, but she’ll bleed out before she gets through
that door.”
“They’ve never done this before. They’ve always been
dumb sex toys.”
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“He injected them with a new program.”
“What’s going on?” one of the girls asked.
They went out in the front hall and explained what they
knew so far. They claimed ignorance of the zombie movie
documentaries with real deaths and the fact that his
modification was spreading in the wild. Laineese reminded
them that their membership in Karasis might be at stake. They
professed misgivings about his research but marveled at the
compensation they were given. Dyoniss tempted them with
the possibility that Karasis might find them worthy of
inheriting this property if they were to assist in the
elimination of Gneeswite’s zombie threat.
“What can we do?”
“Whatever we can to protect Kessil from the two that just
went out of here.”
“They went right across the garden and out the back gate
like a gleep was right behind them. They were so spooked we
were almost afraid to come in and look at what was going
on.”
“Gneeswite and one zombie are still down in the lab, the
two copies that ran off said Kessil was here, have you seen
her?”
“We’ve seen no one but those two sex dolls,” one of the
girls said. “They went behind the house like they were going
back to the pods they hatched from, a few minutes later they
ran back inside and just now they ran out and down the back
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path.”
“I’m going to look for her,” he said, “please show me
where those zombie girls went.”
“Just around back, behind our wing. There’s a clump of
his pod trees back there and he’s had a recent hatch.”
“This is as far as I’ve come in this house but I think this
hall comes out at the back of the house.”
“Come on, it’s easier to show than explain.” He lead at a
jog, into a utility porch, thru to a yard, and around the wing to
the right. Sure enough, a stand of Feathery Striateds arched
their fronds over the house.
Dyoniss got out his torch, which was a charged phosphor
high intensity and spread it on wide. He found opened pods,
nine of them, thin and scrawny ribbonleaves in this dense
shade and Kessil lying on the ground near the end of this
wing where it connected with the main house. She stirred,
slowly sat up, breathing hard, with scrapes and bruises on the
skin that was visible.
His heart stopped but he rushed over anyway, held her,
made some stupid noise or other while he looked for any
serious bleeding or broken bones.
“Ow, they kicked me all over, I’m lucky they didn’t pop a
kidney or break a rib.”
“Those two replica’s of Ossoa?” he asked.
“You saw them? I still think they’re zombies. They acted
like human zombies this time, but still more like zombies
than humans. There was no one in there.”
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“The one I encountered in the Blue Kite acted a lot more
like a human than a zombie. The one who sold the video to
Tezeer.”
“You admit to being pretty stoned that evening.”
“Yeah, but Nyameis and her friends hung out with her like
she was human also.”
“You can’t prove it wasn’t a good fake,” Kessil said, “that
was proven in the starship age.”
“She wasn’t anything like the three this evening, but
you’re right, it could be just a different program. He makes
them up in the lab down there and injects them with it.”
“How gross.”
“You don’t know gross yet, he gave them no pain sense.”
One of the women volunteered to stay and watch for
anyone trying to crawl out of the basement. Dyoniss told her
to watch out for any other zombies, there were a dozen
unaccounted for and the other two might have gone to fetch
them. They weren’t bound by the Instinct and had shown the
ability to use weapons. She wasn’t deterred, Gneeswite had
always creeped her out.
They were soon back at the top of the stairway. He set his
light low because he didn’t want to alert Gneeswite and the
zombie. The chopping had stopped, hopefully Gneeswite had
called her off and tried to render some first aid.
When he looked into that stairwell, he wanted to puke.
The zombie was a bloody mess. The glass had split its hand,
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but it had chopped a hole thru the door and started crawling
thru. It couldn’t fit, and in the process tore itself open and
died. Blood was everywhere, strips of flesh hung from the
splintered hole in the door.
Everyone who looked in nearly retched, one of the guys
said, “He may have already climbed out that window.”
“No,” Dyoniss said. “I hear him sobbing over his dead
zombie, I think he’s trying to pull the body back thru the
door.” There wasn’t enough light to really see, but it was
wiggling. It could be still twitching, but he thought these new
models were too human to be twitching when in this
condition. He turned the light up a little and sure enough
Gneeswite was trying to pull it thru, damaging it more.
He must have noticed the light because he stopped.
Dyoniss turned the light down gradually. They were silent,
heard him panting more than sobbing.
“He may leave her there,” one of the guys whispered.
“We have to go in,” Dyoniss said grimly.
“Just you and me,” Kessil said.
“You’re already pretty banged up.”
“Exactly,” Kessil said.
He knew better than to argue. At a whisper Dyoniss told
them, “When we go in there, bolt the door behind us and fill
the stairwell with any loose furniture you can shove down
here.”
When they unbolted the door and pushed their way in,
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Gneeswite bolted for the far side of the room as soon as he
saw Kessil. No doubt he thought she had taken the antidote. It
was gross pushing thru that door with the dead zombie
hanging thru it, one that looked so exactly like the Ossoa he’d
known at the powwow and at the Blue Kite.
Gneeswite said nothing as they squeezed into the room.
Dyoniss stupidly tried to make the zombie/Ossoa’s body a
little more comfortable as he shut the door again. Gneeswite
stared at them the whole time. “I’ve got to pull her head up,”
the guy said from outside the door as Dyoniss tried to get it
closed.
That was enough to shut it and he threw the bolt. Now
that the door was secured, the only way out of this cellar was
to crawl out where the foundation stone was missing in the
room with the cot. Dyoniss went over and stood in the door to
that area, making sure that Gneeswite would get the Instinct if
he tried to move him out of the way.
“I have one last dose of antidote,” Kessil said, and held up
a capsule between her fingers, waved it in front of
Gneeswite’s face almost. “I think one of us should take it and
off him.”
Dyoniss got a little dizzy seeing her hold the pill like that.
He knew Gneeswite’s eye’s found it and tied themselves to it.
“He certainly deserves it,” he said, “but I think that duty
should fall to me, after all, we took on the case.” He didn’t
want to bring up Numona if he didn’t have to, he knew how
heavily it weighed on her.
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“I’d rather I did it,” Kessil said, “I’m not sure I could stay
with a guy who could do it, even with the antidote.” He still
thought she was holding the capsule rather nonchalantly with
Gneeswite right here. “I think I’m less effected by the gore
down here than you are.”
“I’m not sure I could stay with someone who could do
that either,” Dyoniss said. “The Instinct is a way of life as
well as a safety net.”
“But you already have to face what I am because of
Numona.”
“Yeah,” Dyoniss said. He really hadn’t fully processed
that had he? He hadn’t sat with her in his mind as she let
Numona freeze to death, he wondered what that had been
like? Had she really believed he would survive, as she said, or
had she really known he wouldn’t and known she had
defeated the Instinct and put Numona to death? There is no
doubt that he deserved it, both he and Gneeswite had known
what they were doing, but they had no proof anyone else did.
Then she thought of the cameraman, he surely knew, he had
also cheered for the zombies according to Jdotta.
“What do you know about Numona?” Gneeswite asked.
“I know his bones are sitting on the ashes of a fire just
outside a patch of woods at the base of the south Eastplain
cliff. I know he’ll never try making a movie about me again.”
She had a really stoney look on her face, not stoner, but cold
grey stone. She looked at Gneeswite, “So you see I know
what to do with the antidote,” she waved that pill again, “and
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have since the 22nd decade.”
“That’s why he made the movie about you.”
“Like I said, he won’t try that again,” she almost teased
him with that pill.
Sure enough, Gneeswite snatched it from her hand before
she could move it out of the way. She was better than that, it
was as if she had no peripheral vision. She overreacted when
he took it, whirled to grab him and got paralyzed with the
Instinct. He dry swallowed the capsule and started laughing.
He picked up the crossbow, loaded a bolt and cranked it back.
“Any minute now,” he said.
“Right,” Kessil said.
“Any minute I’ll be able to fire this thing, and I think I’ll
save you for last. Since you’re the main character in
Numona’s sick movie, how fitting is it that you should be the
last alive. We’ll probably have to take the raw recording of
the ending right off that ring of yours.”
“I doubt it,” Kessil said, “I doubt you’ll be finishing his
film.”
“Oh I’m pretty sure I will, just as soon as this antidote
kicks in.”
“While it’s doing so, why don’t you tell us how you and
Numona cooked up this scheme?” Kessil asked.
“Actually, it was a fiction writer by the name of Yhikhiing
who came up with it. She consulted me while researching the
book, asked me the same question your boyfriend did, how
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hard would it be? To answer her question, I roughly figured
out the edits. She published the book, Numona liked it,
noticed my name in the acknowledgments and asked me the
same question. We found a remote spot on the edge of the
Skyalloon and you know the rest. So now,” he tried to pull the
trigger and the crossbow dropped from his hand, going off
and passing a bolt right thru his calf and into the wreckage of
his biomatrix racks, which was already starting to smell.
He screamed with the pain, swore she was going to pay
double.
“I guess you and Numona got to be friends,” Dyoniss
asked him.
“You wouldn’t know,” he hissed. He kept his eyes on
them the whole time, but worked his way to the drawer on an
overturned worktable where he found some surgical tape and
gauze.
“I’m sure I’ll be ready for action before I get done with
this bandage,” he hissed.
Kessil laughed. “I doubt you’ll finish it. You see,” she got
a vial out of her shoulderpocket and rattled the tablet inside of
it. “This is a tablet of the antidote. That capsule you got down
contains a million dose ampule of shonggot. It should be
starting to dissolve about now, you should be sliding into
oblivion in just a few minutes.”
“The Instinct wouldn’t let you...”
“You snatched that capsule right out of my hand and
gulped it down right in front of us of your own free will.”
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“You said it was the antidote.”
“I said I had one last dose of the antidote,” she said,
rattling the bottle again. “If I tried to say that capsule was it, I
would have been paralyzed.”
The questions they had for each other were as valid
without the Instinct as with. She had defeated the Instinct
twice and killed both Numona and Gneeswite, the two who
really created the problem, and the two who deserved it. That
wasn’t the point, he was living with someone who could take
a human life. They had each taken lives in the incident of the
General and the antidote but that had been in self defense.
This was not in self-defense. She had tricked two people from
their lives. They were people who deserved it, but it was
solely her decision that they deserved it. He would have to
think long and hard about that.
Meanwhile there was more screaming outside from the
girl who was watching the escape route. Then the door was
forced open and zombies of Ossoa began pouring in.
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30. Ossoas
Ossoa knew something was up when she saw three of
herself walking thru Blue Kite Plaza. She gulped the
remainder of the little split loaf she was having for a late
duskmeal and followed them across the plaza. They were all
the way to the elevator lobby in the tower before she could
get their attention.
“Hey, how did you get to look like me?”
They all turned to her at once, it was creepy. “We are pod
sisters,” they said. “We need you. Kessil is attacking us and
has the antidote,” the one closest to her added.
“What are pod sisters? I had no sisters, unless you were
each born more than three decades ago, and you still wouldn’t
look as much alike as you do, even if you three were triplets.”
“We are pod sisters. We need you. You will come with
us.”
She was really getting the willies from this woo-woo by
now, but it would be nice to find Kessil. She’d met Dyoniss
so far, but he’d taken her to an apartment in the tower and not
their home, she didn’t know how to find it. Even so, going
with these semi-automaton, unauthorized clones didn’t seem
like a good idea. “No thanks,” she said and went to turn away.
One of them grabbed her by the arm, painfully. “You must
come with us.”
“Hey,” she tried to pull away.
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Another jumped to her other side and grabbed her other
arm. “We are not subject to the Instinct. You will come with
us.”
It was at this point that she understood that she was back
in that zombie movie. Whether her ‘pod sisters’ were a new
type of zombie, or people heavily modified to look exactly
like her and given the antidote, she didn’t know. But she did
know this was payback for the three easy coppers she’d
earned from the ring Alamfrei gave her, and she did know
they had to be right about the Instinct because they certainly
used force to drag her along.
People watched in shock but weren’t fast enough to keep
her from being dragged into the elevator. They only went up
two stories to the tube station, they stuffed her in a tube car,
again before anyone could intervene, other than some shouts.
Two forced her in, only one got in with her, but Ossoa had no
chance to intervene in the addressing.
As soon as there was only one of them she was able to
break free, though it was painful and her arms would have
bruises. As she did that her doppelganger drew a knife from
her shoulderpocket and held it on her.
“What are you?” Ossoa asked.
“A servant,” she said.
“No, I’m asking if you are made of meat like a human or
out of vegetable matter like the zombies?”
For an answer, the creature took the knife and made a two
inch slit in her forearm half an inch deep. She used her
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fingers to spread it open and said, “meat, like you are.”
Ossoa cringed and gagged. “How can you do that? How
can you stand the pain?”
“Pain doesn’t matter to us. That is how we will defeat
Kessil.”
“Kessil’s just one woman.”
“When she has the antidote, armies can fall. We all saw
the prequel,” this hideous caricature of herself said.
Ossoa couldn’t look at ‘it’ but couldn’t look away. The
tube car hurtled thru the reclaim but it was already too dark to
see anything more than occasional flashes of lanterns in the
plank-ups.
She was brought to a part of the city she’d never seen or
suspected, a long street lined with lavish palaces, much more
extravagant than the stateliest town homes back in the area of
the Blue Kite. Even that was a level of luxury that astounded
her, this was beyond that. Beautiful lanterns lit every door,
yards had pools or firepits and several were in use.
Ossoa thought about making a break for it, but the zombie
kept the point of its knife at her kidney. The other two were in
the next tube car in the station, arriving only a few seconds
after them. There were two stalls in this station, but eight in
the Blue Kite.
“You will remain silent,” it said, “and walk with us.”
Where the width permitted, they stayed in a triangle
around her, where two could walk abreast, two walked in
front of her and one behind. They didn’t care how much
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attention they attracted and people got up to look and talked
about them as they passed. They caught up with five more
girls, exactly like her in appearance, exactly the same in
behavior, so they came down the final path single file. She
was only third in the line so she saw the gate get opened
remotely.
They proceeded down a path into the most magnificent
front yard yet. There was an amphitheater and stage, and a
normally magnificent front yard behind it. The plantings were
lush and well tended. These things, zombies she was sure by
now, went right by it without a glance. They went
purposefully thru a sumptuous palace beyond her wildest
fantasy of ancient royalty and went to a stairway. They were
stopped there because the stairwell was piled full with old
furniture, stools, tables, racks and shelf cases. They
immediately started a bucket brigade passing that furniture
back into the house and chucking it into open rooms with no
regard for the safety of it or anything else. Big pottery
smashed, thrown furniture cracked.
As soon as as the stairway was clear she saw the greatest
horror of all. There she was, smashed thru the door at the
bottom of these stairs. Her hand cut in half on a big chunk of
glass, deep gashes ripped in her body from being forced thru
the door. Her dead eyes stared back at her, cloudy in death.
Her limbs were skewed at angles, chiggles were already
feeding. She felt all those wounds and collapsed, heaved up
her duskmeal even as she was yanked roughly to her feet and
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dragged thru the door over her dead doppelganger.
There was a gaunt man in a wizard robe with startling
white hair and beard in one of the chairs. He was absolutely
slack with his mouth open, drool on his lips. His eyes were
open and completely dead but not yet clouded. She thought
he was dead but he was breathing. Kessil, Dyoniss and
another girl were also in this room. There were five more pod
sisters here, packed into this tiny room. No more copies of
herself could fit in here. The floor was nothing but broken
glass, getting smashed smaller as her zombies cut their feet
open stumbling around on it.
There was already a serious amount of blood on the floor
from the pod sister that had been stuffed thru that door. She
couldn’t imagine how that had happened. The balrog that did
it was not in the room now. No one had said a word yet, so
she asked, “Kessil? What happened?”
“He came out with a new model zombie.” She pointed at
the comatose wizard. “They’re smarter than a lon leaf this
time, they can be programmed with a hypodermic needle. I
think they were all reporting here for one, but as you can see,
our good wizard is not himself right now, nor will he be.”
“What will happen to us?”
“You and me? You, me and Dyoniss? Karasis?”
“Me and my pod sisters? I mean, you don’t really know
which one of us is really me. You think I was killed in the
zombie attack.”
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“I’ve seen video that proves you weren’t,” Dyoniss said,
“and it is immediately obvious which of you is the original,
the one who was dragged here against her will.”
“Alamfrei could have cut my ring from my dead hand and
sold it to Tezeer for three coppers.”
“Alamfrei will be sitting with his feet to the fire at a tribal
council as soon as the next camp is set up if I don’t miss my
guess,” Kessil said.
“How will the VerseM’lOry know what he’s done if we
don’t go back out there and find them?”
“Because Dyoniss sent Innen a Centorin pocket eye and a
charging blanket for it.” That would have been appropriate
etiquette for the plains knife and mold. “They all already
know, since this Morningday.”
During all this the zombies stood waiting for instruction
from Gneeswite.
“I think this is a good time for all of us to go in here,”
Dyoniss said about the room behind them. “You’ll see what to
do once you get in there,” Dyoniss told Kessil. He looked at
her, “Just step casually this way, not closer to their mother,
come by me and get thru that door.
The other two girls had gone already, she slipped by
Dyoniss and entered a tiny hallway that lead to storage
shelves and a tiny room. She heard Dyoniss try to close the
door on the first zombie to follow her.
“Fall back to the next door,” he said, and be ready to slam
it as soon as I get thru.”
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Ossoa and Kessil did that, the other girl had already
scrambled out an opening in the wall of this cubicle using an
upended cot as a stepping stone. Dyoniss had a tremendous
advantage in that he didn’t have to go around the door to get
in here while her zombie copies did. They had a tremendous
advantage in that he couldn’t push on the door hard enough to
hurt them, and they didn’t care how badly they hurt
themselves pushing on the door to get in. It was only a second
that seemed very long. She and Kessil had jumped into
position and Dyoniss leapt thru the door. The other door
immediately banged open, as she and Kessil pushed this one
shut and bolted it.
Dyoniss had already scrambled up the cot and was lifting
himself out. Kessil pushed her next, Dyoniss yanked her and
reached for Kessil, who made it out just before another
zombie came splintering thru the door. They crawled for their
lives after that.
The other girl yanked them from under the house. There
was someone else here saying, “...came around here and I
screamed. They seemed to be as afraid of me as I was of them
and ran back around front.”
“Well there’s plenty more coming out this way,” Dyoniss
said as they all started running down the back path, “so I
wouldn’t stick around. Go out the front, they will all follow
us this way.”
They all ran thru the back of a large garden. Kessil knew
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just where there was a back garden path and lead them
straight there. She had a small light that was just enough for
her to see the path, the rest of them had to trust that there was
something down there. It was a narrow garden path. Fronds
slapped her from above. They were slowed briefly by a gate.
Kessil closed it behind them, Dyoniss was leading now,
toward the nearest tube station she imagined, and they all
followed.
“They know how to use the tubes,” Ossoa yelled.
“Thanks for telling me,” Dyoniss yelled over his shoulder
as they ran.
They got to the tube station, Dyoniss had already keyed in
a destination and put her in the car with the other girl.
Dyoniss told that girl, “She’s not a zombie, but I’m not
one hundred percent sure what side she’s on.”
“She’s probably on Ossoa’s side,” that girl said. Dyoniss
closed the door and the car moved off into a city entering
Dusksleep. “I’m Laineese,” she said. “I’m with Gaiiss
Investigations.”
“Ossoa,” they pressed palms, Ossoa initiated lacing
fingers and it was returned.
“So you’re the girl who’s blood he used to create these
zombies?”
“How’d he get it?”
“As best we can put together, you cut yourself putting up
camp at the powwow. Alamfrei got a drop to Tezeer who got
it to Gneeswite, who injected a program using your genes into
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the ripening pods on his trees that same day.”
“Uh.”
“So you’re with the VerseM’lOry?”
She wasn’t sure how to answer that, she’d publicly vowed
not to go back. She wouldn’t get into those fine points now,
she would acknowledge it as her history, “Yeah.”
“A proud tribe,” Laineese said.
“How would you know of us? We’re only fifty one.”
“Kessil.”
“It’s quite a shadow I’m in,” Ossoa said.
“Kessil’s what they have to be proud of, in my opinion.”
“How do you know so much about her?”
“The guys in the office tell all kinds of stories about her
from her encounter with the hakkens to impersonating the
witch for the movie trailer, but mostly they talk about the
general spouting thick blood.”
“I heard about that at the tribal fire ever since I could
talk,” Ossoa said. “I see why she was the main character in
the movie they were making. It’s too bad she didn’t let them
finish it. Maybe she’ll let someone else finish it.”
“I don’t think so, she doesn’t have that self-image. I hope
I get to know her better after this, Dyoniss too,” Laineese
said.
Ossoa gave her a grin, but it wasn’t returned. “I’m sure
you will, I hope I do too. You know I’m really sorry those
zombies look like me.”
“You are totally innocent. Alamfrei needs to answer for
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that, he’s the one who sold your blood. It is very likely Tezeer
asked him to get a drop of blood from the most beautiful girl
in the tribe, and give her the ring in return.”
“Have you heard their side of the story?” Ossoa asked.
“Tezeer is still at large, Dyoniss and Kessil both heard
Numona’s side of the story. I heard Gneeswite’s side of the
story myself.”
“And what did he say?” Ossoa asked.
“He bragged of being such a powerful evil wizard and
scoffed at our attempts to stop him.”
“So much for trying to give him the benefit of the doubt,”
Ossoa said.
“There was no doubt,” Laineese said. “I managed to get
copies of all his documentation and code, Dyoniss got
receipts of what he was paid for the zombies in the movie.
They were entirely arrogant in their belief that they couldn’t
be touched and made less effort than a one-horn to cover their
tracks.”
“That’s good for us right?”
“That made it easier than if this whole thing was set up
word-of-mouth and Gneeswite had better data security. Of
course he assumed he would have the upper hand on any
woman he brought to his bed.”
“So you wore him out?”
“Pppp, not a problem for me.”
“You should meet up with Alamfrei,” Ossoa said and told
her a bit about him.
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“He sounds like he might be a bit of a challenge,”
Laineese said. “Gneewite wasn’t much more than ten into me
by the time he passed out for Dawnsleep.”
“I think I’d like a job like yours.”
“You have to gather the information too, not just the sex
work.”
“What would I have to learn for that?” Ossoa asked.
“What it would take to put Dyoniss’ mind at ease about
you.”
“What would that be?”
“Work with him on a case I guess, and do well. That’s
what it took for me.”
“He was suspicious of you?”
“We weren’t close. I’ve been with the agency four years
and he never warmed up to me til now.”
They chatted about less consequential things as they went
on. They compared their sexual stamina, they talked about
what they liked in a cock. They talked of food and a little of
the VerseM’lOry. Laineese did not interrogate her concerning
which side she was on, instead seemed to treat her as if she
had no doubt at all that they were on the same side. She didn’t
give away anything however. It was over fifteen minutes til
the tube car slowed for a station but they were at least two
miles from the tower, which was a ghostly light in the sky
from its lanterns.
“Where are we and why are we stopping here?”
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“The Reclaim Station and because the zombies will
expect us to go to Blue Kite. So let me ask you, just between
us, if you went thru Dyoniss and Kessil’s house.”
“I never found their house,” Ossoa said. “I tried for a day,
I asked all around the neighborhood of the tower and got
nothing but suspicious looks.”
“Then it’s got to be Tezeer,” Laineese said. “We just need
to get something with his fingermarks on it and match them
to any of those Dyoniss brought in.”
“He has fingermarks?” Ossoa asked, they were out of the
car now and someone else was jumping in, “and you’re
asking me? I’ll give you my fingermarks in a heartbeat. You
could read me and I wouldn’t know it and you’d know I
wasn’t there.” They started down the steps to the square
below. Only a couple small torches lit it. Most of the old
stone buildings had been reclaimed as scrounge warehouse
space under heavy canvas. Signs were drawn on the ancient
stone with paint sprayers.
“The real point is not to blame it on you, but to find out
who did it. The only thing pointing toward you is no damage
was done. Numona would have destroyed things and made as
big a mess as he could when he didn’t find what he was
looking for.”
“How do you know he didn’t?”
“That’s still confidential information to our
investigation,” Laineese said.
“I see,” Ossoa sighed. She hadn’t consciously asked for
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anything suspicious, but she learned that while Laineese was
friendly and casual, she still had her suspicions.
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31. As the Smoke
Kessil stepped from the tube car and saw Laineese and
Ossoa on the dingy little plaza beneath this station. Dyoniss
was out right behind her.
“What are we doing here?” Ossoa asked.
“Avoiding those zombies,” Kessil asked. “They’ll
probably head to the Blue Kite because that’s where they
expected us to go.”
“But what will they do there?” Ossoa was concerned.
“Probably not much,” Dyoniss said. “Continue with their
previous programming most likely.”
“They seem to be telepathic,” Ossoa said, “they all act in
unison.”
“I don’t believe they are telepathic,” Kessil said. “It might
look that way because they think so much alike. I believe one
in each group has a pocket eye, or beeper. That could be in
their rings.”
“So we still have to neutralize them?” Ossoa asked.
“We have to avoid them. They are not subject to the
Instinct.”
“We don’t know what programming they have in them at
the present time,” Dyoniss said. “Gneeswite thought I had an
encounter with one, so at least one of them has programming
that attempts to do that. If it was not you I encountered at the
Blue Kite last week’s Nightday evening,” he asked Ossoa,
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“then maybe that programming is pretty good?”
“No, that was me. I remember you were hanging back
from the cups as hard as you could but still gave me quite a
good time. I remember those girls telling some pretty tall
tales of what they’d done in that club.” Kessil doubted the
tales were that tall, things could get wild in the cities.
Dyoniss said, “Thanks, I’m glad to know you weren’t
disappointed, and especially glad to know it was really you
and I wasn’t so easily fooled.”
“None of those zombies would have known about the
video I sold to Tezeer.”
“They could have,” Dyoniss said. “Gneeswite could have
known and given that knowledge to them as RNAcid.”
“Anyway, it was me, not one of them.”
“I don’t think you would have been fooled,” Laineese
said.
“I hope not,” Dyoniss said.
“We have to do something about them, we have to
eliminate them,” Ossoa said.
“The Instinct prevents us,” Dyoniss said, “we know that
already. The original zombies weren’t human enough to
trigger it, while these are.”
“The first ones probably didn’t emit pheromones,” Kessil
said.
“You have one antidote left don’t you?” Ossoa asked.
“Where’d you get that anyway?” Dyoniss asked. “We
each swore to each other on the soul of Karasis that we never
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kept any.”
“Gaicher had it,” Kessil said.
“If he gave it to you, I’ll bet he has more,” Dyoniss said.
“He never told me he had any,” Laineese said.
“He never told me either,” Dyoniss said. Kessil could see
he wasn’t real happy with that and probably wasn’t happy that
she’d accepted it.
“Whatever,” Ossoa said, “I should take it and go after
them.”
“It’s twelve to one odds,” Kessil said, “if they’re all
together, and if they’re not, you’ve used up the antidote with
no chance of using it on the others. If you can even subdue
any of them. You’ve seen that they have no pain sense.”
“Those zombies may have what knowledge of combat I
was born with, but they don’t have what I’ve learned,” Ossoa
said, “and it is me they have desecrated.”
“I’m sure we can find some better treatment for them,”
Kessil said.
“I think you’re making a big mistake and I don’t want to
be blamed for anything they do.”
“Then go back to the plains, at least until this blows
over.”
“I’m not living like that again, not when I’ve seen this.”
She waved her hand at the ruins round them.
This was certainly the shabbiest part of Hdengragger, but
that’s not so visible in the dark. She might not even care, a
planked-in ruin with a tarp roof and a rain barrel can be made
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more comfortable than a tent on the plains. Kessil assumed
she meant the whole city. “There are people who love you
who think you’re dead. They wailed you.” Ossoa blinked but
didn’t say anything so Kessil added, “Gone away to the city
they can understand.”
“I’ve not left a daughter in my place.”
“You’ll be surprised at what a small part of your life that
is when you’re my age.”
“You really think...”
She just looked at her. Yeah it wasn’t her fault that
Alamfrei took a drop of her blood to Tezeer, who got it to
Gneeswite, but leaving the tribe as a member or a runaway
were two different things. “It depends on how many ties you
want to cut. Karasis requires a code of conduct, as does the
VerseM’lOry. You must abide by that code to remain a
member. That’s why I’m still a member. But whether you stay
a member of the VerseM’lOry or not is up to you. It won’t
effect how I think of you. All I require for friendship is you
remain a member of Karasis.”
“That will be hard if those zombies hurt people using my
identity.”
“They should have all arrived at the Blue Kite by now,”
Dyoniss said. “We can come in behind them and follow them
to see what they do.”
“I’m going in the first car,” Ossoa said, “whether you give
me the antidote or not.”
“I’ll go with you,” Kessil said. She would have rather
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gone with Dyoniss and let him give her something pleasant to
feel. The places she’d been kicked still hurt, and it was a good
thing she truly believed the zombies that did it were not
Ossoa.
They got in the car, Kessil addressed it and paid with her
key.
“What are we going to do?” Ossoa asked.
“I think we should watch them and see what they do.”
“Then what?”
“Depends on what they do. If they start harming people,
maybe taking that antidote is the right thing to do. If they
wander around lost, we’ll slip by and go home and see if
Ksennen can do anything tomorrow.”
“What if they’re waiting for us at the station?”
“Worst case, we’ll shut the door and pick a new station,
probably the one at Terminus Pond and Avenue Peckamaya.
Dyoniss will know to meet us there.”
The two and a half miles from the Reclaim station to the
Blue Kite took less than two minutes, Ossoa used it to ask if
she knew of a good place to stay until she got settled. Kessil
thought it would be cruel of her if she didn’t say, “You can
stay with us, or with Yashmi and Byiroi. They have two spare
bedrooms, we only have the cushions in the front room.
Yashmi is Dyoniss’ mother, we have a separate house but
common garden, field, keda and pond.”
“I must have been by it.”
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“It’s on Saseraik Walk at the bottom of the stairs on the
right if you’re coming down the stairs like you’ve just come
from Avenue Nemo.”
“I probably have been by there, I didn’t see you out.”
“We don’t sit out front much unless there’s a
neighborhood event.”
“What I remember is the pond, you can look over it and
see the tower up on the hill right?”
“There are four or five ponds around the tower like that,
the tower is west northwest from ours.”
“I’m sure I can find it now, I’ve been down Avenue Nemo
a dozen times.”
They were to Terminus Pond by now, she saw it by the
torches and lanterns reflecting off it. The tube circled the
pond as a ring, they would go two thirds of the way around to
get to Howling Chorus Avenue and the Blue Kite spur. Ossoa
watched rather raptly. She had not been in the city long and
this was still new to her.
“I still think you should give me that pill and let me
dispatch them. If you lend me your knife I can do it.”
“You know better than that. I’m still of the VerseM’lOry.
You may think their code is harsh, but you’ve left the tribe
thinking you’re dead. The dead don’t carry a plains knife in
this world.”
“It is harsh.”
“The plains are harsh, you know that now.”
“I knew it then,” Ossoa said, “but that was all I knew.
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That powwow was the closest I’d been to settled life.”
She’d said that before.
They popped the door at Blue Kite station carefully. There
was no sign of the zombies, so they got out. Dyoniss and
Laineese got out right after them, two stalls down. She had
been in the position. The Wet Cats were just wrapping up
their prime time show. In a few minutes the floor would
unpack and the ushers would start sending those having sex
off to a room, but right now it was a huge group sex session
in the middle of the floor as it always was when the Wet Cats
played here.
She didn’t let that distract her from scanning for Ossoas.
She really doubted they would be in any of the groups
socializing. They would be alone or with each other.
“I don’t see any either,” Dyoniss said, coming up behind
her and holding her to him.
“This cook must have seen them come thru here,”
Laineese said. He was the first one in from the tube station,
right across from the elevators.
Ossoa went right up to him and said, “Hi.” She posed, got
him looking at her, “I’m Ossoa, have you seen any of my
clones?”
“They would have come off the tube in the last few
minutes,” Laineese added.
“No, and I probably would have noticed,” he smiled at
Ossoa.
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They asked a few more people without success. Dyoniss
got out his pocket eye and found that Engsahr had just left for
the club in the company of Kalhar. There was a new guy there
however, who was able to get them the routing if not the sheet
register itself. “Three tube cars left that station since we did.
One went into Aitol, one went up to a stop on the canal where
all those famous restaurants are and the other took the long
line to Mindipreese.”
“That worries me,” Kessil said.
“Why?” Ossoa asked.
“She might try to convince the VerseM’lOry that she’s
you with brain damage from the zombie attack.”
“Huh!” Ossoa said. Then she took another breath and
said, “You’re just saying that to get me to go back out there
aren’t you?”
“You can give them closure by zombie if you like. Let
them think you fought zombies til you dropped, barely
survived your wounds and barely crawled back to them. They
care for you for eternity, and explain your dead brain to a
head wound.”
Ossoa didn’t have to think long to point out, “That
powwow broke up last week, and she took the tube to where
they used to be.”
“I imagine she will follow them.”
“That zombie only knows as much about survival on the
plains as I was born with.”
“And what Gneeswite programmed into them in his lab,”
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Dyoniss added.
“Which we have no way of knowing,” Kessil said.
They walked thru the food court, nobody was interested in
getting anything. Beyond that was the back of the balcony.
Most of the rows at the back are rows of tables with benches
around them, each three steps up from the previous. At forty
second hour an after-hours act would begin. There were
people on their way in or out, mostly out, a few standing
around making last minute plans, and scavengers going thru
the seats as they emptied, vying to be first at anything left
behind. They could see the whole floor of the club from here
and sure enough the ushers were shooing those in coitus off to
the rooms.
“I recognize him,” Dyoniss said, and pointed to a guy on
the floor below leaning against a pillar. He had a long nose, a
square chin and a messy thatch of hair. “He was Numona’s
camera man.”
“Oh yeah,” Kessil said. “I recognize the girl he’s staring
at, the one making plans a third of the way out onto the
floor.”
“Jdotta, Aleenya’s stunt double,” Dyoniss said.
“No wonder you think I look like her?” Laineese said.
“You have a lot in common, the wiriness in particular.”
“I know I’m no Ossoa, but sometimes in this line of work
a little wiriness comes in handy.”
“I don’t like the way he’s looking at her,” Kessil said.
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“You think he has the antidote?” Ossoa asked.
“He doesn’t need the antidote to be as mean as the Instinct
will allow.”
“We better get down there.”
It was three floors of stairs and over two hundred feet to
where Jdotta was standing. During the time it took them to
get there, Issnet had sidled closer to his quarry. He wasn’t
looking around and didn’t see them til they were close
enough to Jdotta to warn her.
Jdotta looked and saw him, she grimaced. He glowered.
He saw Dyoniss and Kessil, then Ossoa and Laineese. She
could see that made him angry. He came storming over,
“Theives, one or all of you, you’ve stolen my video.” He took
a breath like he was going to shout for help.
“I wouldn’t make a scene if I was you,” Kessil said. “The
whole expose, with documentation, is set to come out on the
news this Morningday. You’d be well served to find yourself
on a long line between now and then.”
“You have something of mine.”
“Your movie is never coming out, not by One Plains
Cinema anyway.”
“I hope it comes out by someone,” Jdotta said, “or I did a
lot of scenes for nothing.”
“I’m not ready to have it be about me,” Kessil said.
“Why not, you’re the one who did away with Numona
and Gneeswite,” Laineese said.
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Jdotta looked at her with some concern so Kessil
explained that, “Gneeswite took that pill of his own free
will.”
That was when they noticed Issnet had his ring up and
had recorded what they were saying. He took off when he
saw they noticed. He called to someone on the balcony as he
did. They all chased after him. He went to the front of the
balcony and then up an aisle.
“No doubt he’s making for the tubes,” Kessil called over
her shoulder. That would prevent him from trying to throw
them off by taking any false turns around the food court and
elevators.
Issnet shoved his way up the aisle at the limit of the
Instinct, and maybe beyond because one girl he pushed fell
into the seats and some people still lined up there. Kessil tried
to be a little less aggressive than he was and lost some
ground.
There was little chance they would be able to get the
camera away from him without triggering the Instinct. Maybe
she felt like she was chasing him out of town. Maybe she was
no better than a hakken; if it runs, chase it. She was winded
by the time she got to the back of the balcony, but saw that he
was too. He was almost crawling when a girl grabbed him
and helped him into a tube car.
“Who was that with him that held and programmed the
tube car?” Kessil asked the next person behind her..
“She looked like Ossoa,” Laineese said. It was clear
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neither Dyoniss nor Ossoa wanted to admit that.
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32. Off Camera
Dyoniss immediately got the pocket eye out, ran the script
that got him a voice channel to the kid on duty in the Gaiiss
Investigations eye room.
“The tube car that just left the Blue Kite, stall seven. The
last one that left that stall, not the one that’s routing now.”
He waited for the info, the guy just sent it visually without
saying anything. He said, “I got that keyed into the car in stall
six.”
“Yeah, thanks, and thanks for that too.”
“Run to stall six,” he yelled, and began for it himself.
As he was opening the door he heard, “No, they’re using
me, I get to go first. You’ll have plenty of Dyoniss after this,
these zombies are now and they’re desecrating me.”
“Address?” Kessil asked from the next up position at the
next stall.
He gave it to her, seventh Fourth Avenue station in
Mefmun, one of a series of one-stalls along there. It was
nearly thirty minutes from here, and it would be quite
impolite to refuse Ossoa on that ride.
As it turned out she asked for nothing more than some
caressing and palpitation and never undid more than the top
two buttons of her sheath. Even in the dark she was
enraptured watching the city go by, especially the
RoingBooming bridge. The tubeway, and the canal it follows,
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take to the air for a quarter mile and come back to land a
quarter of the way up the gnarly Tower of Roing. They were
already on Fourth Avenue when she said, “Kessil said I could
stay with you guys or with your mom.”
“It’s two and a half stories up to your bedroom in her
house. It’s three steps down from Saseraik in ours. In ours it’s
the main room, so the answer really depends on how long you
feel like staying. At least darkmeal and often Afternoonday
brunch is at Yashmi’s and quite a few duskmeals are at ours.
It’s only about where you’ll be sleeping, we all hang out at
Zestin’s anyway, not in either of our front rooms.”
“I’ll never save up for my own place that way.”
“I went thru two centuries of that,” Dyoniss said.
“You really don’t hold these zombies against me?”
“How are they your fault? You’re their biggest victim.”
“I feel like it, but not the biggest. There are billions of
people who will never know any of this happened, and there
are hundreds that have died. I’m somewhere in the middle as
far as impact goes. I picked up some scratches and bruises
battling the first zombies, but nowhere near as bad as those
who got bit by them. I was pretty quick with that cleaver and
they were pretty slow. It’s them using me as a model that I
really hate. That’s why I want to be first in.”
“We’re letting you get as close as we dare, but when it
will endanger US, we’ll pull you back.”
“Okay, I can live with that. So where are we going?”
“One of the big avenues leading into Mefmun. You might
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have seen Mefmun if you were on the canal line. It looks a lot
like Orazig Hest, but it’s shabbier and stubbier but more filled
in.”
“I saw a light show on the way to Blue Kite station, I
couldn’t make more sense of anything I saw. I’ve seen
nothing but Valhalla ever since. There’s more magic than I
ever imagined in the first six floors of the tower.”
“So don’t make hasty decisions. When you are sure there
is no magic anywhere in the Tower of the Blue Kite you’re
ready to make some decisions about where you are and what
you’re doing.”
“That may be in the 124th,” Ossoa said. “Especially if I
get a lot of attention like this.”
“I can see us sitting out somewhere on the property doing
this at least once a week.”
“You’ll never get rid of me.”
“Just remember Kessil comes first, and any attempt to
change that will bring this kind of thing to an end.”
“I’ll never have a problem with that, you’ll be like Ninjie
but also permitted for sex.”
“Ah,” Dyoniss said. She wasn’t three yet, she was
supposed to have a few years to go where a father’s guidance
was sometimes necessary. The fact that she could also be a
readily available partner was troubling in a way. Byiroi and
Kessil had no taboo stopping them and had happened three
times that he knew of. If Yashmi gave Ossoa the room he
used to occupy, and he came up and shared it with her with
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any frequency, Yashmi might be tempted to help that
frequency increase.
This was a busy station, there was a row of crystal towers
along the avenue leading to the massive pile of them that was
Mefmun. The avenue was brightly lit even in early
Dusksleep. Many shops and taps were open, cooks were still
cooking and throngs of people walked the street. There were
plantings guiding the keda-drawn traffic away from those on
foot. A huge tower only a couple blocks away was lit up with
posters advertizing upcoming shows in the club inside.
“Wow,” Ossoa said. “So this is the center of the cities?”
“Mefmun is probably the second largest clump of towers
in the Ydlontrostl cities, but we’re looking for Issnet and your
pod sister.” Dyoniss was already scanning for them but not
coming up with any trace. He immediately called the office
again, “I need to know where the next car out of this station
went after they got here.”
“Sure, let me look. That’s the seventh one-stall on Fourth
Avenue right?”
“Yeah.” Dyoniss waited while he padded keys. “It
deadheaded out to make room for yours.”
“So they didn’t get out of here on the tube.”
Kessil and Jdotta arrived in the next car. “What about
Laineese?”
Jdotta answered, “She said you probably couldn’t tell us
apart, so she went home. She said she’s been thru a lot. For
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me this is personal.”
“Well, he hasn’t left on a tube car, but I don’t see him
around.”
“If he’s with a doll who looks like you,” Jdotta said to
Ossoa, “I’d check the short time rooms that overlook this
station.”
“Good plan,” Dyoniss said.
“Now what?” Jdotta asked once that proved fruitless.
As they got back to the tube station Ossoa was sobbing on
Kessil’s shoulder, trying to take the blame for all of this once
again. Kessil tried to reason with her, and patted her back and
let her wail. When she got back around to telling her she
ought to make peace with the tribe, Ossoa diverted it by
saying she had to go find a restroom and wash her eyes.
“I don’t know,” Dyoniss said. “It doesn’t look like we’re
going to find him this evening.”
“It’s Dusksleep,” Jdotta said, “you can’t deny it. They
might have found a long term room.”
Most of them along this avenue were from the major
chains also, and there were a dozen in view, most of them six
story walk-ups of narrow whitestone above the grown town
homes with commercial first floors that lined the avenue. “We
really have to do it,” he said.
Kessil just sighed. “Yeah, but let’s wait for Ossoa to get
back.
“I can go tell her,” Jdotta said, no doubt anxious to get
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going.
“She probably needs to compose herself,” Kessil said, “I
can understand how she feels, those zombies can be
committing any kind of atrocity and she feels the blame for
it.”
“People will understand once the truth comes out,” Jdotta
said.
“Not those who physically had an interaction with one of
them,” Kessil answered.
So they waited, chatting idly, til Dyoniss noticed it had
taken Ossoa a lot longer than a few minutes in the rest room.
If there was trouble, he wanted to feel that knife so he
reached behind his back and found the empty sheath. “I
thought I had my knife with me,” he said. He didn’t wear it
strapped over his shoulder like on the plains, but in the small
of his back, hidden beneath worker or shirt. “If I didn’t mean
to bring it I wouldn’t have this on,” he pulled up the shirt to
show the sheath.
“I saw you put it on this wakeup, it was in there.” Kessil
patted her shoulderpocket as she said that. “The vial is gone,
and she was crying on me.” Kessil took right off toward the
restroom Ossoa had used.
He had a sinking feeling when she was back out before he
even got there. “No trace of her?” Dyoniss asked.
“She left this,” Kessil held up a small vial. It was empty.
“So she went around behind the building, and must have
gone up the street.”
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“And off into the universe,” Kessil said.
“What was she thinking?” Jdotta asked.
“That she was the cause of this latest round of zombies,
just as much as Numona and Gneeswite,” Kessil said.
“I overheard a lot of that,” Dyoniss said, “and heard a lot
of if first hand on other occasions.”
“So what’s she trying to do?” Jdotta asked.
“Get herself killed,” Kessil answered.
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33. Plainswoman
Ossoa’d learned to use a pocket eye already, so when
Dyoniss left his on the table at the sex rooms they were
currently checking, she asked it for the home address of
Issnet the cameraman for One Plains Cinema. She figured out
how to find that on the map function and noted the tube
station address and the map from there. She put the pocket
eye back exactly where it was and sat on a bench that looked
like she had been watching the street.
“Not here either,” she said to Dyoniss as he came down
the steps, “I can see it on your face.”
He shook his head, Kessil and Jdotta came down the steps
with their heads together. She thought Jdotta looked a little
more like Kessil than Laineese did.
“We have three more to check,” Ossoa said and got up
from that bench.
“You’re a slave driver,” Dyoniss said.
“This time I’ll check the rooms,” she offered, “you and
Kessil can watch the desk and street.”
It was only three doors and across the street to the next
sign for ‘Penny Sheets’ in ‘clean airy rooms’. They were
netted-in spaces on green limbs is what they were. There was
no hiding in there, she didn’t even need to open the curtains
to see if her body was one of those struggling in these beds.
The cracks around the doors and curtains were wide enough
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to peek thru. She didn’t see herself in there, and saw only
three guys she wished she was in there with.
They went on to check the last two and didn’t find him.
They’d probably caught a streetcar to the next tube station
and gone to his house. She was sure he was a co-conspirator
and deserved no less than the others.
When she and Dyoniss had been petting and chatting in
the tube car, she’d found it was relatively easy to caress that
knife out of the sheath at his back and slip it into her legging.
She’d played with him easy after that, no need to have him go
to remote regions of her body.
On the way back to the tube station she tackled the hard
one, getting that antidote away from Kessil. She started with,
“You know I’m to blame as much as anyone for providing the
DNA those zombies were made from.”
“Any drop of blood spilled could have been used. You
worked through an ‘owie’ to get the camp up, that’s
commendable.”
“But it was still my DNA,” Ossoa said, and sniffed.
“It could have been anyone’s,” Kessil said as they stopped
in front of that one stall station again.
“But it was mine!” she wailed, and clutched Kessil
sobbing.
“You didn’t cause it,” Kessil said. “You were used.”
“But they look like me!” she wailed. She was sounding
stupid, she knew that, but working that vial out of her
shoulderpocket while putting on this act was what this was
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about. She had to undo a button. She undid it and backed off,
making sure Kessil felt her arm there and felt the vial under
it, undisturbed. “Whether it is my ‘fault’ in a moral sense,
what they do will be perceived as my fault in a social sense.”
“Yes,” Kessil said, “among those who don’t know you.
The media will make you the victim, not the villain. We know
who the villains are.”
“Were,” Ossoa said. “Well, Tezeer and Issnet are still out
there, but they can’t get far with what we know already.”
“We’ll get them, and we’ll get those zombies. We know
sixteen were hatched, we know three are dead and one is with
Issnet.”
“We don’t know that he hasn’t inherited them all.”
“We don’t know,” Kessil said, “but I still think you should
go out and let the people who love you know that you’re still
alive.”
“Yeah,” she sighed. “Sorry I broke down on you. I need to
go clean up.”
“It’s all right,” Kessil said while they hugged. “You’re the
victim, we’re here for you. You know all that. We may not be
the VerseM’lOry, but we’ve got you. No one’s going to blame
you for what those zombies do. You’ll see the short version
on the news screens and in the weekly, and the Blue Kite
Yearly is going to have all the details, pictures, math,
documentation. They’re not going to get away with it.”
Using two fingers in the hug, but patting Kessil’s shoulder
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with the other hand, she worked the vial out of her
shoulderpocket while saying, “Thank you for all that.” She
grabbed the vial in her hand while giving Kessil’s other
shoulder a couple last pats. Palming it, she turned and headed
toward the washroom. She waved to Dyoniss with her other
hand. The tears were real. All this was heavy. She planned to
take a life, she was with people who had taken lives. Kessil
had taken two of the four who were known to be guilty.
She knew of Dyoniss, he was the antidote hunter. When it
appeared antidote had been used, Dyoniss was there and had
recovered over seventeen hundred tablets since the twenty
second decade, when the Centorins first brought it in and got
the stargate closed. That was such ancient history to her. She
was just a little kid when the highliner arrived and soon after
it the deathstar, seeking the knights of the republic, first at
Hoth, then at Endor. She’d been one decade old when the
deathstar attacked them at Hoth, two and thirty one when they
attacked Endor, and two and forty four when the Kassikan
had been destroyed by the deathstar, the deathstar had been
destroyed by the knights and the highliner had been destroyed
by the crystal ships of the Kassikan. That was all happening
in the sky when the zombies were attacking the great
powwow and One Plains Cinema was causing hundreds of
deaths and many other disruptions like her life had become.
She did stop in the washroom. She took the tablet out of
the vial and put it in her pouch. She left the vial. It was a note
for Kessil that should have said:
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- I’ve got something I’ve got to do. I’ve been forced into
this and I intend to have my part in this, even though I’m
technically still a kid. I’ll see you when I’m done.She went back around behind the building the rest room
was in. She came back to the Avenue, walked a couple
blocks, then broke into a jog until she arrived at the eighth
one-stall tube station on the avenue. She bought an iron’s
worth of tube travel, found it wasn’t enough and picked a
second iron out of her pouch, out here in public. If anyone
noticed she had a tablet in there, they didn’t say anything. She
tried to calm down, hundreds of people have tablets in their
pouches, people under 28/3 contracts need a tab or two of
boost with them at all times, so do critical medical specialists.
There are those with conditions that carry tablets, not to
mention the dozens of recreational drugs that come in tablet
form.
She got on the tube without incident. This was like when
she and Gnaida took it from Mindipreese after that big
zombie battle, only this time she was alone on it. Like then it
whisked her thru the countryside at unbelievable speed, much
faster than any witch, fast as a whistle in the woods. She had
no idea where in the greater world this address was taking
her. She just rode in the pure magic of a tube car two or three
stories above the busiest and straightest avenues around this
city.
No city in picture books was like the one she saw out the
tube car as she swirled in the switching ring at its center. No
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children’s book author could ever take the time it would take
to draw all those dotted lines of light soaring straight into the
sky. As she swung around in the switching ring, the view was
tilted at forty five degrees and she was heavy as she circled
seven stories above the canal level at the very center of the
surrealistic clump of mega-towers in the center of this city.
Then she swung out of that ring and hurtled down the canal
on the lampposts.
It was a half hour to the station nearest Issnet’s home.
Even in the dark she saw many wonders, an even bigger
clump of crystal towers, a tower in the distance at the top of
the bluff with a huge ball on top constantly emitting strokes
of lightning. There was still nothing as impressive as the
bridge where the whole canal went thru the air for a quarter
mile to arrive about knee level at the Tower of Roing, a
monstrous thing almost as scary as the Tower of the Blue
Kite.
She really didn’t have a plan for what to do when she got
there. She hoped she was there before he got home, giving
her a chance to look around, then find a spot to wait for them.
If he was there already, she’d have to see what the place
looked like and then make a plan to approach him.
The station was another one stall in a neighborhood a lot
like she had seen before. She didn’t get a chance to look at
that however because there were two copies of herself
waiting for her here. One of them had lost a hand and put a
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hose clamp around the stump and tightened it til it stopped
bleeding. Ossoa fought to keep duskmeal down.
“Do you know the location of the new summons?” they
asked, almost together and in voices as flat as the Zhlindu
basin floor.
“Uh, yes,” she said. It was as if they had already taken the
antidote, and she had not yet taken the tab. She didn’t want to
yet, so she had to play along like she was one of them. She
would have to make her voice as flat as theirs. “I have the
map right here,” she said and got out the note she had made
from what she saw in the pocket eye.
“What is that?” they asked, mystified that she had paper
and the ability to read it.
“A map, and before you ask, I’ve had special
programming.”
“The master has been neutralized,” they said in near
unison.
“Before he was neutralized.” She wanted to say more, but
she wasn’t talking to people, she had to remember that. “I am
to lead you to the new master.”
“Very well,” they said.
The next tube car entered the station and two more
zombies got out. “Twelve and Fourteen are in the car behind
us,” they said.
“Unit One is here to lead us to the new master,” the two
that were already here said.
“We will wait for Twelve and Fourteen,” one of the new
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arrivals said.
“Do you know the location of the summons point?” Ossoa
asked the new arrivals.
“We do not.”
“We will wait for them,” Ossoa said, trying to keep her
voice as flat as theirs, but with some authority.
“Very well,” they all said.
In the time it took the tube stall to cycle, Ossoa tried
desperately to think of a plan. She could lead these zombies
off somewhere and slay them, but then she would have no
antidote to use against Issnet. She could lead them to his
house and pretend she was one of them responding to the
summons. Once she was sure Issnet was there, she could take
the tablet and slice them to cold cuts as soon as it took effect.
She could see a hundred ways that could go wrong.
The station hatch opened again and instead of units
twelve and fourteen, Tezeer got out. He was clearly terrified
to see the five of them there. “Are you from Gneeswite?” he
asked.
“The master has been neutralized,” four of them said
together. She moved her lips randomly, but made no sound,
hoped he didn’t notice she wasn’t really one of them.
“Is that why Issnet summoned me?”
“The new master has summoned us,” they said, one of
them left out the word ‘new’ and another used the word
‘brood parent’ instead of ‘master’. It was the most disunity in
their speech she’d seen yet.
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“I see,” was all he said. He hurried by them, looking back
at them more than where he was going. It appeared that he
was heading for Issnet’s also, but it could be he just wanted it
to appear that he was. She hoped he would be there, he was
the other one.
“We will wait for Twelve and Fourteen,” Ossoa said.
“Very well,” the other four chanted.
The house was a nondescript little town house, two floors,
about forty feet wide, a nice lantern in front on a landing
between the two floors. There were no real front yards here, a
strip of karga graze wide enough to let two carts pass on this
path. The path itself was pebbled, and there was a lot more
foot traffic than cart.
“You may enter,” Ossoa told them and pointed up the
steps. They dutifully mounted the steps and went in the door.
There was shouting from Tezeer as soon the first of the six
got up the steps inside to the room. It wasn’t til she heard
shouting in return from Issnet that she took the tablet from
her pouch. She kept in between her thumb and forefinger as
she came up the stairs, last in line of the zombies. Her eyes
found Issnet and Tezeer before she actually passed her fingers
by her mouth and got the tablet into mouth. She knew
chewing it would make it act faster. Popular magazines made
it out to the plains. Every magazine in the tribe’s hands was
older than her, but the antidote scare was thirty two decades
ago, more than six times her lifetime. The VerseM’lOry had
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few magazines from before that time.
The zombies lined up before Issnet like they had before
Gneeswite. Issnet held up his hand the same way Gneeswite
had, that must be a programmed sign for them. She wondered
how long til the antidote kicked in. “Wait quietly while we
finish our discussion,” Issnet told them, and gave his attention
back to Tezeer.
Who retorted, “How can this be a discussion when you
have that monster’s slaves lined up at your command?”
“I have commanded them to wait quietly.”
“You could also command them to devour me.”
“The Instinct prevents it,” Issnet said, “my mouth would
become paralyzed if I tried to give that order. If I have a
prearranged hand signal that meant to harm you, my hand
would be paralyzed if I tried to give that signal.
“Now I believe you were to the point where we’re leaping
from a flaming plank-up?”
“Yes, we’re going down,” Tezeer said. “I saw what was
left of Numona, I know something’s happened to
Gneesewite.”
“I tried to tell Numona not to make the sequel about
Kessil,” Issnet said, “but you know how he is. ‘Nope, she’s
the perfect story,’ he said, ‘I have to film how she would react
to such a thing,’ was all he would say.”
“She left his bones on the ashes on the high prairie. Her
and two guys, I saw the tracks of them and their kedas. He
shouldn’t have messed with her,” Tezeer said.
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He started looking down the line of her zombies, patiently
waiting for the syringe that held their new instructions. The
fact that Issnet didn’t have a syringe full of programming was
going to be a long-term problem to this little organization, but
it wasn’t the immediate problem. “You know the girl he got
that blood from was very active in that zombie attack. She
was one I’m sure I had long-range shots of.”
“Consider yourself lucky,” Tezeer said. “Gneeswite just
wanted a sample from a really pretty girl. I had Alamfrei get
one from the prettiest girl in his tribe in exchange for a ring
for her and a new set of riding leathers for him.”
“I would be lucky, if I had that footage. Instead it winds
up on Blue Kite news.”
“That was yours?”
“Yeah,” Issnet said, “and it was stolen.”
“By who?”
“Probably Dyoniss, possibly that slutty stunt double that
Numona had out there with us.”
“Dyoniss would have sold it to Blue Kite News for a
penny,” Tezeer said.
“Damn do-gooder.”
“So what do we do?”
“Probably take a long tube ride,” Issnet said.
“But I was trying to tell you,” Tezeer said, “that girl who
you took the blood sample from, sold me her recording for
three coppers.”
“So one of these could be an imposter?”
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“Well this one on the end doesn’t have her ring, so at the
very least, she shouldn’t have responded to the summons,” he
pointed.
She knew better than to look, she could feel that she
didn’t have it with her. Since Dyoniss had used it as a means
of telling that she had sold the video to Tezeer, she was more
self-conscious of it and had it packed away in her bag, which
was currently in a locker at the Blue Kite.
Issnet looked at her, saw her fear and said, “Yeah, she’s a
real girl.”
As Ossoa grabbed for the knife in her leggings, she sure
hoped that antidote had time to act because she was going to
work, first on Issnet, then on Tezeer, then on the zombies. The
zombies might get her before she finished them off but she
was getting the humans first.
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34. Aftermath
Kessil didn’t doubt that Ossoa went off thinking she could
use her knife and pill to slit Issnet’s throat and take some
form of revenge. Then she worried that she might really be
after Alamfrei, he’s the one who took her blood to Tezeer.
“I can warn them at least,” Dyoniss said and brought up
his pocket eye. He poked for the last query, which would have
been a voice channel request. He obviously didn’t see what he
expected because his head drew back. “Maybe we don’t need
to, the last access on here was a map to the home of Issnet,
cameraman for Ones Plains Cinema.”
“Now that’s what I call an obvious clue,” Jdotta said.
“Maybe too obvious, let’s see what’s before it. A request
for info on Issnet, cameraman for One Plains Cinema, then
the one before that is mine.”
“Sounds like the next place we should look anyway,”
Jdotta said.
“It looks a little too obvious,” Kessil said.
“She’s only two and forty four,” Dyoniss said, “not as
seasoned an operative as some others in Karasis’ circle.”
“She grew up in the tribe,” Kessil said, “and survived a
big powwow. She knows how to cover her tracks if she has
to.”
“So does one of us go there and one to Mindipreese?”
Dyoniss asked.
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“That would have to be me, let’s just warn them,” Kessil
said and reached for his pocket eye. Centorin pocket eyes can
now be translated into Common Tongue, and Dyoniss used
his that way so she was able to use it. Voice channel is the
feature feature, and one Innen could use. She optioned it to
only request if he hasn’t gone to sleep yet. He hadn’t, but it
sounded like he had gone to bed because he was a little
winded and someone female was also winded and close to the
comm’s mic. “I’m calling to let you know that Ossoa is alive
and well. She knows Alamfrei is the one who took a drop of
her blood to be used as the base of these latest zombies, she
has my knife and a tablet of the antidote. Where is Alamfrei
now?”
“He’s by the fire with three men watching him, one of
whom is Kyinin. He’s to be expelled with the dawn, with or
without MysteryMoves at MysteryMoves’ discretion.”
“I doubt she can get there before dawn. You made nearly
a hundred miles toward the open prairie last week.”
“I’ll tell Kyinin to keep the men watching for her just in
case. You know she may have to go thru a ghost ritual to get
back in here.”
“If she’s headed your way, all she wants is Alamfrei. She
told Dyoniss that Narrulla will devour Kortrax before she
goes back to live on the plains, and I think she meant it. I
couldn’t get her to even go back and say good-bye in person,
much less leave you a daughter.”
“After Kortrax clears the horizon, what happens to
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Alamfrei is no longer a concern of the VerseM’lOry. If she
feels that way about us, we don’t need her to come in person
to say good-bye, if you see her, tell her we wish her well and
will welcome her as a guest should she happen upon us
again.”
“We’re trying to find her now. It’s that knife and that pill
that we’re most concerned about at the moment.”
“Understood, my good daughter. I would assist if I could,
but as you say, we are now over a day’s hard ride from a tube
station.”
The address was in the northern tail of Hest, northwest of
T’Khanitone. The station was in a tower, more like
TworganicMagic than the Blue Kite in that it was one tall,
skinny structure without arms, turrets and branches. There
were three other towers close by, and a group of them before
the distant skyline of T’Khanitone, still glowing softly green
in the early hours of Dawnsleep, four miles away and a tenth
of a mile lower in elevation.
They walked to his house, it was a low-slung townhouse,
lower in the back, a story and a half in the front. It was
gnarlwood, as was the whole block. There was nothing
special about his. She expected a neighborhood like this to be
three quarters agriculture with a four hundred foot strip
behind the house. Somebody in this house had a city job at
least once a week. That would be Issnet.
She was trying to figure out how to approach this house.
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If they didn’t call at the front door, they would have to find a
way into the interior of the block. Usually it was not easy to
move thru the interior of these blocks either, fences, hedges
and walls separated every garden. They could try windows on
the lower level, that would probably contain all the work
rooms, garden storage, digester tanks, supplies and might
have an open window they could get in.
“I hear something going on in there,” Jdotta said. “We
better get in there.” She was up the stairs and thru the door
without any regard whatsoever for whether or not it was
going to open. It opened as several sticks of the frame went
flying.
They all ran up the steps behind her, thru the splintered
door and into the main room of the house, taking up one
whole end of the upper floor. Two nearly decapitated bodies
lay on the plush coriax fur couches, blood spray was
everywhere, especially on the seven copies of Ossoa that
were there.
Six of those copies were motionless, slumped over one
piece of furniture or another, bleeding a little from the back of
the skull. Kessil’s plains knife lay on the floor next to an
aerating pick, both bloody. The seventh copy of Ossoa
slumped sobbing on the stool near the desk. “It was so gross,”
she sobbed.
Kessil came over to her and Ossoa stood and clung to her.
“How hard did they fight?” Kessil asked.
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“Tezeer and Issnet fought as hard as they could, you can
see Issnet got his leading arm bone cut clean thru on both
sides. I had to chase Tezeer all the way to the other cushion.”
“Sounds like you were a whirlwind,” Kessil said. Dyoniss
and Jdotta had come in and taken in the scene but hadn’t said
a word.
“I thought the zombies would be on me in seconds, I
thought I only had seconds to get them both.”
“What did the zombies do?”
“Their program ran out. As soon as Issnet’s throat pumped
out, they were worse than the original zombies, they couldn’t
even lumber along. Tezeer didn’t seem to matter to them, but
I got him anyway before the antidote wore out.”
“It shouldn’t have run out yet, it can take hours.”
“The rage is gone. The only one that remains is
Alamfrei.”
“He’s being turned out this dawn. It’s up to
MysteryMoves whether he goes with him or not.”
“If I had another tab of that antidote I could go after him.”
“Is that what you want to do?” Kessil asked.
“No!” Ossoa sobbed. “I hate what I’ve done.”
“You’ve taken two lives. You’ve taken it upon yourself to
decide that they deserve to give up the gift of life.”
“Right,” she sobbed, “right here where I can still smell
it.” She retched, Dyoniss pulled a rag from his
shoulderpocket. Jdotta grabbed the two pens that went flying
when he snatched it out.
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It was a dry heave, “They weren’t the worst though, it was
the zombies.”
“What did they do?” Kessil asked.
“Nothing, they just stood there, they didn’t even run away
when they saw what I was doing. They all stood quietly and
waited for their execution.”
“That is gross,” Dyoniss said. Jdotta agreed.
“They had no more programming,” Kessil said.
“But they were ME!” Ossoa wailed.
Kessil wondered if this young girl would ever recover. If
killing two men wasn’t enough, executing her clone sisters
methodically had to take a heavy emotional toll. It had been
almost impossible to bear when she got up last week and
found Numona dead. She knew she had to let him go when
they moved out. She knew she had doubts over whether or
not he was the one who commissioned the genetic work.
Finding that she was responsible for his death was hard. She
should comfort Ossoa, but who was she to talk? She’d killed
two men, and each of them had much harder deaths than these
two. At least their deaths were fast and furious, not cold and
calculated like hers.
Ossoa was much more an emotional wreck about what
she had done than Kessil was. Kessil was devastated,
overwhelmed with guilt, but not in the anguish that Ossoa
was in. She was wracked with sobs, screaming hysterically,
flooding her shoulder with tears. Between the flowers and the
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blood, this nightwear was done.
“We better get you cleaned up,” Kessil said as she wound
down just a bit, to what would merely be called ‘crying’
compared to hysteria.
“Yeah,” Ossoa said, “but I can never recover these
clothes.”
“We’ll find something to get you home.”
She went off in search of the shower and as soon as she
was out of sight they heard a voice at the door. “Issnet, are
you home? What’s going on in there?”
“A zombie attack,” Jdotta called back.
A rather mystified guy stepped thru the door, Jdotta had
rendered it useless on her way in. His eyes got big as he
looked around the room. “I told him he shouldn’t be messing
with them. Looks like they got him good. And they had a
plains knife?”
“The girl they were copied from was a plainswoman,”
Kessil added.
“Aleenya? No!” he said to Kessil, and you’re not her
either?” he said to Jdotta.
“Have they been here?” Dyoniss asked.
“Not that I know of, Issnet bragged that he’s shooting her
though.”
“He was,” Kessil said. If this guy wanted to believe the
zombies got him, she wasn’t going to intervene.
“Who’s this other guy?”
“Tezeer,” Jdotta said. “He buys video for One Plains
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Cinema.
“How’d you kill all these zombies, if that’s what they are.
They look too real to me, in fact they look really sweet, it’s
too bad you killed them all.”
“As best we know they are zombies. We didn’t do it, the
girl they were copied from did it, she got here before us. I
guess being copies of her let her subconscious know they
were zombies.”
“Where’s she?” he asked.
“In the shower, she got a bit messy when this all
happened. I think she witnessed the original attack. She said
that once these guys were killed the zombies had no more
programming and just stood there quietly for her to execute
them. She’s pretty shook up.” Everything she said was the
truth.
“I can imagine. What a mess. Who’s coming for the
bodies?”
“We know these people only as pertains to our
investigation of One Plains Cinema and the creation of
zombies to allow them to make a documentary about their
attacks.”
“They made zombies?” he asked. A girl came in behind
him as she asked, screamed and he held her. “I know honey,
it’s a mess. Remember me telling him not to mess with
zombies when he told us they were real.”
“I remember that evening,” she said, shaking.
“Well this is what it leads to,” he said.
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“I can’t stay here,” she said, and held her mouth as she
darted back out the door. Kessil heard her hurl over the rail
outside the door.
“Who’s got a cart that can get these to the Temple?”
Kessil asked him.
“Issnet’s got one around back. You might have to take two
trips.”
“Has he got a keda?” she asked.
“I’ve got a blenth, he usually pulls the cart. It’s just a two
wheel, but it’s big and strong and balanced so Giggly can pull
a half ton on it, easy.”
“Do you know anyone of Issnet’s close friends?”
“The other dead man is the one I see over here most. I’ve
never seen Issnet with the same girl twice. He said he has a
daughter, but he doesn’t know where she’s got to since the
121st so I don’t think she’s interested.”
“If he’s to have a Recognition, you might be it, all I can
do is witness.”
“Sure, I’ll go down and Recognize him. It’ll be brief and
I’ll not request a wail, but I’ve raised a few cups with him and
shared a few meals.”
“That would be nice.”
The five of them helped Giggles pull the cart with six
zombies on it down to the Temple’s closest funerary site.
Dyoniss had one body sealed and sent to Ksennen’s lab for
analysis, the others were unceremoniously composted for the
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T’Khanitone methane supply.
The second trip was the human remains. The neighbors
wound up signing a Recognition for both of them, though
they said little more than ‘neighbor’ and ‘friend of neighbor.’
Kessil filled out a Witness of their death detailing the creation
of zombies and the part they played in it and listed a zombie
rebellion as their cause of death.
The neighbor invited them all to dinner and whatever, but
they all declined and went to find a tube station. There was
one closer to this Temple than the one in that tower. It was in
a different tower. They were sprinkled pretty closely in this
area and the tubes now reached most of them.
On the way Kessil got a chance to tell Ossoa that as of
now the neighbor believed the zombies killed the humans and
she didn’t have the antidote. She started sobbing more.
“Now I’ll have this on my soul, as well as what all the
copies that didn’t come in do.”
“We tried our best to prevent this from happening but you
are smart and resourceful,” as well as devious and a good
actress, “so we failed to prevent you from doing this and
having it on your soul.”
Dyoniss gave her a harsh look but told Ossoa, “You did
what you thought was right. You’d seen us take vengeance on
Numona and Gneeswite and didn’t think about the load it
would place on your soul.”
“What about you?” she asked Kessil.
“I’m disgusted that this shows what a cold and heartless
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person I really am. I’m disturbed to know I can do something
like this and feel so little. Don’t get me wrong, I feel a lot, but
I should be more devastated than you are because the deaths I
dispensed were more cruel, and I’ve had a lot longer to
understand how much life I have taken away.”
“But what of me?” she asked.
“You are more human because you feel it more acutely.
I’m sorry you thought you had to follow my example.”
She went on wailing, but holding Dyoniss by now.
“Tezeer said he warned Numona not to make the movie about
you, that you were going to deal harshly with him if he did.”
“I tied him to one of his Feathery Striated Archwood
Shrubs on a winter Dawnsleep while I slept warm between
two herdsmen.”
“I chopped their throats savagely with a stolen plains
knife.”
“A quick and honorable death, by the prehistoric code of
the VerseM’lOry.”
“I came to the city a savage,” she wailed. Dyoniss held
her and patted her back, she clung to him. Kessil felt her chill
even more as they walked on. Her membership in Karasis
was really an act wasn’t it? She wasn’t even really human.
Ossoa was showing her how she should feel after taking a
life. Instead she was farther from Ossoa’s experience than
Dyoniss, who hadn’t taken a life, but could at least feel the
human emotion that resulted from doing so.
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Dyoniss got in the tube car with Ossoa, leaving Kessil and
Jdotta sharing one. She found she had nothing to say and
neither did Jdotta. What they’d seen there was horrendous,
she felt bad for leaving the house to his heirs in that
condition, but Issnet was the one responsible. Somehow he
called the zombies to him, and in so doing had caused the
carnage that made that mess. She wasn’t leaving it to Ossoa
to clean up. While she had actually committed the
bloodletting that made the place such a charnel house, she
was in no condition to take on that project.
If any of them should have stayed and cleaned up, she
was the one. It was just a mess to her, foreign substances to
be removed from the permanent materials. Just another
engineering problem really. Those neighbors who’s invitation
they blew off would most likely be stuck with cleaning the
house because they would be bothered by the odor. But if a
troop of saplickers got into the house, it would be spotless by
wakeup.
She wondered if Jdotta blamed her for Ossoa’s behavior,
after all, she’d taken as many human lives in this adventure.
She wondered if Ossoa wondered who the real villains were
in this. Sure One Plains Cinema was a nest of demons, but
what about Kessil and her housemates investigative agency,
one who comes after you with lenses, snifter rings, autokeys
and network spies. Did it really come down to the only real
reason they were being exterminated was not because they
were evil, but because they had messed with her?
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She watched Jdotta look out at the city as they hurtled
thru it. T’Khanitone is a bigger clump of towers than
Hdengragger by far, easily the second largest city in the
principate of Hest and one of the ten largest in the whole
Ydlontrostl Cities. It was deep in Dawnsleep now, the coldest
and darkest time of the week. Only Cynd and the stars lit the
sky. Still there were many lanterns on the towers of
T’Khanitone.
“You know you never did tell me how you got out of that
hakken attack?” Jdotta asked as the silence got long.
“Oh that,” Kessil said. “I thought I told you the whole
thing?” She wondered if this was a diversion from what they
should be talking about, the taking of human life.
“You got up to the part where you were holding your
body together with one hand, knife in the other and the
hakkens were just about to close in when you heard
something bigger behind you and the hakkens scattered.”
She remembered that instant, wondering what could be so
fearsome it would scare a pack of hakkens off a sure kill.
“Yeah, that was the end of it,” she told Jdotta, “except for the
healing up. What scared them off was half the riders of the
VerseM’lOry.”
The next thing they talked about was, of course, current
events, the destruction of the Kassikan, and the report that the
blast had weakened the dam and water was pouring thru the
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lower levels. Feanor’s last crystal was destroyed, millions
were fleeing, millions more were trying to save the canals.
With forced cheer Jdotta said. “But the good news is, the
Highliner has been destroyed along with the deathstar, We
won’t have any more traffic from the Empire.”
“They can get another Highliner here in half a century,”
Kessil said. There were also at least a half dozen star
destroyers still operational in the system somewhere, she
didn’t want to worry about them. Cut off from the Empire,
they would soon become derelicts, bait for the mining
companies that fed the industries of Hardensburg. No
highliner could get here in time to resupply them.
She didn’t actually say that so Jdotta continued talking
about the highliner and the empire. “I don’t think so, with the
overmarshall and the Emperor dead on that deathstar, the
Empire itself will fall. The gatekeepers can only reduce
traffic, they cannot increase it. The Empire lost enough ships
here that they won’t be able to hold the rest of the planets
together.”
Kessil hadn’t been aware of the extent of the terraforming
on one of Cynd’s moons. With a thick atmosphere, Cynd
provided enough heat to the warm side to make it habitable in
a band where Cynd was about sixty degrees up in the sky, but
Kortrax still provided as much light. It was a colony of Earth
based life, not Kassidorian, run mainly by a type of uplifted
primates, with a small republican base in one of the forested
areas.
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Kessil hadn’t been a fan of that republic and their
stormtroopers til the overmarshall’s reign began. “In a way I
hope you’re right. Let them take a few centuries to remember
we’re even here.”
“It’s fitting that they wiped each other out,” Jdotta said.
“We’ll all miss the Kassikan,” Kessil said.
“I’ll drink to that,” Jdotta said, “as soon as we get to a
cup.”
“We have Ossoa with us,” Kessil said. “I don’t know what
Dyoniss can do with her.”
“I’m sure he can take her mind off it, this is a forty minute
ride after all.”
“But I’m sure he won’t. What I’ve done has hit him
harder than it hit me. I don’t know if he can keep living with
me. He won’t kick me out of the new place, he’ll move back
to his old room at Yashmi’s and they’ll be polite enough to
still drink with me at Zestin’s and be fair with me about what
I earn in the garden.”
“I’m sure it won’t be anywhere near that bad. How many
lives has he taken?”
“One close approach he had was during the antidote crisis
where he yanked a guy into the path of an ax meant for him,
but he didn’t know that ax was coming. After that we had to
shoot our way out of there and he blasted a few guys, but
that’s not usually fatal.” Although it was for at least two that
she knew of in that barn.
“What do you think Ossoa needs right now?” Jdotta
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asked.
“Ppp? Damfino,” why not ask a human being, not an
automaton like me? “I’m still trying to recover from the
realization of how cold I really am. To the core, where it
counts.”
“For you Karasis comes before anybody. Numona
wouldn’t have given you a wail or a fire but left you for the
carrion-peckers.”
“And that little bit of symbology makes it better?” Kessil
asked.
“It is the difference between the hunter who bellows his
triumph, hacks off the head for a trophy and leaves the rest to
rot, and the tribe that offers a prayer and uses every cell of
their kill.”
“So? I’m from a tribe, you’ve seen it.”
“I liked it. I don’t think I want to stay there, but I certainly
respect and admire that way of life.”
“But that’s not what made me what I am. I think it’s
inborn and if anything, it came from the city and its
impersonal nature.”
“Kessil, you did what had to be done. You aren’t torn to
shreds because you are intelligent enough to know it had to
be done and you found a way to get it done.”
“I wish that made me feel better,” Kessil said. Jdotta must
have given up because they rode in silence til they passed the
swarms of towers of Orazig Hest. Most consider this to be the
biggest clump of crystal in the Ydontrostl Cities, but when
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you measure actual square footage of indoor space in contact
with each other, block by block, until you get to soil exposed
to the atmosphere, the Karasis Yuhal is still the largest single
urban center in the cities, and Yuhaldru gets involved in the
fine points of the definition of ‘one city’ but there’s no way to
make Orazig Hest less than third.
They were switched to the ridge line after that. They
would see a tower here and there, as dark as they ever got,
and the tinyholds of the semi-urban who cover the hills
between the occasional towers along the avenues out here.
She took the tubes for granted now, but knew in her early life
that keda or kayak were the only transportation she had but
her feet.
“By my count,” Jdotta said a little later, “there are six
more of those zombies unaccounted for.”
“I agree with your count,” Kessil said.
“So where do you think the other zombies have gone?”
Jdotta asked.
“Whatever their programming was, my best guess is
they’ll wander around at random with no sense of place.”
“Any guess as to what they’ll do?”
“They’ll probably revert to their base behavior,” Kessil
answered.
“Which is?”
“Find a victim, disembowel it and deposit seeds into the
body cavity. In twelve decades, the next fall when Narrulla
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rises in eclipse, there will be more zombies, each looking like
one of the victims of those six. Each victim will hatch
multiple zombies that will be very good clones of the victim,
good enough that his friends will recognize him. Each zombie
is likely to have multiple victims.”
Jdotta was aghast, “What can we do?”
“Cut down any overgrown pods on any Feathery Striated
Archwood Shrubs.”
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35. Wrap-up Meeting
Dyoniss knew that Ossoa was still a wreck as they got in
the tube car. From all the way over here in the tail end of Hest
it would be almost forty minutes til they were at the station in
the Blue Kite. He wasn’t that good at offering comfort in this
situation, all of this was heavy on his own mind.
There had been a lot of death in their lives. He didn’t
know how many had died in the antidote crisis but there was
a long list that he knew personally. None of them but those in
the last firefight had been by his hand. Then there had been
the affair of the murder in the Temple, between the acolytes
who were murdered and the witch and her victims, they had
witnessed many more deaths. There had been some other
antidote-induced murders over the decades, but in all cases he
had recovered the antidote and brought the evidence to the
Temple, and in all cases where death was involved, it had
resulted in a world-wide shunning by Karasis, including all
businesses in Karasis.
He didn’t remember how old he was when he first saw a
murder, he couldn’t remember any before the antidote crisis.
He certainly had never witnessed one before he was three.
Zombies were fantasy then. The science of the 121st could
have created those zombies as well as that of the 123rd, but it
hadn’t happened yet when he was an adolescent. The science
had been available since the 43rd for what that was worth, it
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was not as difficult as any of the big fixes to human
physiology and psychology.
There was no way to hold her in the tube car except with
her between his knees in front of him. It is impossible to hold
her in this position without being at least a little erotic, but he
tried to keep that out of it as much as he could.
“How do I ever get over this?” she wailed.
“You give it time, you do all you can to rationalize it, you
think about their crimes. You continue with your friendships
and your day to day life. What you’ve done will be there but
you force it aside as best you can.”
“Why did I ever do it?” was her next wail.
“Maybe you thought it would make you a hero? Maybe it
was revenge for being a victim?”
“Neither of those is pretty.”
“Murder is not pretty. There is no way you can pretty it
up.”
“I wasn’t trying to pretty up what I did. I was admitting
that I can’t.”
“I’m really sorry,” Dyoniss said. “I wish I could help.”
“You’re being a friend, that helps.”
“Have you got any others nearby?”
“Kessil,” Ossoa said, “I think.”
“All the others are on the plains right now. The
VerseM’lOry are already a week south of the Skyalloon on
the way to their home prairie.” Dlochken was where they
usually took the tube, the Mlory herd roams the eastern end of
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the Mid Basin Plains.
“You think I should go back?” she asked.
“You’ve got more support there.”
“I don’t have you and Kessil do I?”
“You have what support we can give you, but while
Kessil was a bit harsh in the way she presented it, we did try
to prevent this. Maybe we only superficially tried to prevent
it, but second guessing won’t change the outcome. As far as
the tribe is concerned, I’m just saying if this is too much of a
shock to bear with our support alone, they are your people.”
“What do I have to do to win over Kessil?”
“Is that what this was about? Did you think you had to
prove yourself as a warrior to her?”
“No, it’s not that, it’s... I don’t know, maybe there is
something to that. She casts such a shadow in the tribe.”
“She admires those who benefit Karasis. She’s very
logical and not very demonstrative with her affection. You
might be noticing that and thinking you’re singled out, trust
me you’re not. You’ll never find flowers in Kessil’s mouth.”
“Knowing that doesn’t stop the horror of what I’ve done.
You know what was the worst?” She didn’t really pause,
“Feeling their hot blood gushing over my hands.”
“I think you should try not to dwell on any parts of it like
that. Do your best to keep your mind away from it.” Without
watching at least a few pieces of Centorin cinema, it is hard
to get any knowledge of what violence is like in our world
today. Sometimes an animal attacks, there’s a bad crash, or
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something collapses and the fragility of life is seen, but Ossoa
had seen death come only to mrang in her short life. She
might have read about it, but had no cultural reference.
“I’ll probably sit up in bed screaming for the rest of the
century over that,” Ossoa muttered.
“I hope not,” was all he could say. He hoped he didn’t sit
up screaming over it himself. He knew he couldn’t help this
child, he hoped he could take her to someone who could.
There must be some RNAcid or something that could make
her forget the whole thing. Thinking that she would have to
carry this for centuries was numbing.
He should find out more of what really motivated her to
do that, but he thought she was too traumatized right now to
be very coherent. He thought she was probably in shock. He
wondered if there really was something wrong, something
murderous in her that caused her to go on that rampage. She
was a fiery personality, but was there an evil streak? He’d
have to be careful with her, and once again didn’t feel
qualified to intervene.
But then he thought of what Kessil would have to carry.
Was she getting the support she needed from him? Not hardly,
he was questioning her wasn’t he? She was the same person
he’d known all along, taking action much milder than she was
threatened with, but deadly all the same. He knew from when
they first met that she could be dangerous and that she would
fight for Karasis. He had condemned his own father for
taking lives, how was it any different with Kessil, other than
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which lives were taken and how many?
They got Ossoa settled on the cushions in the front room.
It was only a few hours from dawn by now, but she had
actually fallen into a fitful sleep in the tube car by the time
they got to Blue Kite station.
“We better try and get some sleep ourselves,” he said.
“Are we leaving too much unsaid?” she asked.
“No, because words are useless in this. I had none for
Ossoa, I have none for you, you have none for me, none that
can go deep enough anyway. I will say this, my love for you
is sound, you are no different now than you have ever been.
I’m sorry you’ve discovered a facet of yourself you don’t
understand, but it does not mean you aren’t a good person.”
“I worry that I’m not even human,” she said.
“You’re too human, that’s your problem. In all our
contradictions and inconsistencies, you are very, very human.
Remember, before the Instinct there were dozens of murders a
year, and dozens of murderers, half justified, half not.”
“Yeah, but we don’t live in those times, we’re supposed to
be an advanced form of humanity.”
They had reached the bedroom by now. It was spacious
but a bit austere, just the bed, some clothes racks on one side
of it and Kessil’s office alcove on the other side. It was cold
in here, but too late in the dark to start a heater. They each
took a fur and a quilt and didn’t undress. They lay on the bed
facing each other but not quite in contact.
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“I doubt I can sleep,” Kessil said, “but I do need to rest.”
Morningday of Voratainin was well along by the time he
woke. Kessil was still sleeping, restlessly. He had to explain
to her that she felt this a lot more deeply than she gave herself
credit for. He got up and had some seed mix in whipped
cheese in bowls by the time she got out of the bathroom.
“In spite of all this,” she said, “I’ve got to get out to that
tower. We’re doing the final runouts this week and buttoning
up that gearbox if all goes well.”
“You have time for breakfast.”
“Yeah,” she said and slid into the stool in front of the
other bowl.
“You’re being too hard on yourself. You do feel what you
did. You’re mistaking strong for cold. You’re not cold Kessil,
I’ve lived with you over half a century and watched you raise
a son. You are not cold. You are strong. You’re always the one
who brings reason and sense, who does the dirty jobs and gets
the tough parts done, and claims as little credit as possible
while at it.”
She looked up and took his hands, “Thank you for the
flowers,” she said. “I hope there will be a time when your
words about me and my vision of me are in better alignment.
I’ll leave it at, ‘You’ll be here when I get back,’ and see how
it goes from there.”
“It will go back to what it was. We will get over this
trauma to our love and continue. I hope it doesn’t take too
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long.”
She gave him a weak smile. Little more was said as they
had breakfast but the hugs were tight as they left on their
separate missions. She on SleepingFourth, bound for One
Fifty Six, he on foot, bound for the Tower of the Blue Kite
and a meeting to wrap up the zombie case.
He got the public congratulations at the wrap-up meeting.
He gave a big share of the credit to Engsahr and especially
Laineese. Almost all the primary evidence was what she
gathered. They all had to tell their part of the adventure, play
by play, at least once and up to ten times in the action parts.
Gneeswite had been stripped of his accreditation and shunned
by the Temple, not that it would matter now. There was a lot
of paperwork to be done, the merchant’s council had to be
notified, even though the Temple would also notify them.
There was a lot to do for the Temple, records that Karasis
should know. They didn’t bring those forms to the Temple,
but stored them here in case they should be relevant at a later
date.
They got to talking about current events later in the day,
the destruction of the Kassikan, then the destruction of the
deathstar and the highliner, just after the republic’s fleet had
escaped. That left sixteen Imperial star destroyers presumed
operational in the 61 Cygni system. The crystal ships of the
Kassikan were also out there but with no leadership but their
own captains.
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Worst of all, Feanor’s crystal was off the net for good.
The caches seemed to have all the data, and the ancient
suntowers automatically routed around the missing hub of the
network. Centorin science couldn’t explain how they did so,
but Centorin’s news didn’t report that no science here knew
how it was done either.
In this office a discussion started concerning the belief
that Brancetrabble’s labs were now the most advanced on the
planet, some argued for Pinnacle Labs in Yondure, some
thought the Temple. Dyoniss believed the most advanced labs
on the planet, in fact in human space, were in this area, and
had been since the beginning of the 122nd, Thlaxiu in
Mefmun.
Late in the day they went back to Gaicher’s office as the
re-hash got boring. “This planet is now entirely cut off,”
Gaicher complained about the highliner’s destruction. “We
have no way to spread. Now no one can get off this planet.”
Dyoniss pulled his pocket eye and made a query. He read
the results out load. “During the time that stargate was open it
was the busiest public station in the Empire by more than a
factor of ten. There were 114,571,338 departing passengers
thru that gate.”
“That’s a significant number, enough centuries like that...”
Dyoniss read on, “Also during that time there were
1,879,417,889 arriving passengers,” then looked up. “Sixteen
arrivals for every departure.” He continued to look at the data.
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“During the time that gate was open Kassidor received more
immigrants than any other planet, that includes Kiandutan,
Naiho, Kitane, Calladan, Gedi-Prime, and all others famous
for being major planets settled during the age of stargates.”
Ours had been one of the first and one of the last planets on
that stargate network. The Highliner Age had been shorter
than the Starship Age, but much more destructive.
“Then maybe it is a good thing,” he agreed. “So where do
we go from here?”
“I’m sure you hope I’ll take a paying case next time.”
“Good, the Reclaim Merchant’s Association is dealing
with a cookie-jar man. They’re offering a copper to catch him
and give them a picture to publish.”
“The Reclaim has a merchant’s association?”
“They have a copper, that’s all I know. They showed it.”
“It better test good.”
“I know,” Gaicher said. “But tomorrow. For now lets
either head to the club or home, I’ve seen enough of this
office for one week.”
“Kessil’s meeting me at Zestin’s.”
“Well; we’ll start on that Morningday,” he said about the
Reclaim Merchants Association and their cookie-jar man.
That should waste a lot less adrenalin than this zombie case
did.
Dyoniss was surprised to see Ksennen down here soon
after he arrived at Zestins, it usually took a special invite and
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quite a bit of tugging to get her out of the tower. She was
excited about something and slid right into the table with him,
Kessil and Jdotta.
“I take it you’ve found a solution?” Kessil asked.
“Yes, he had the original code from the blood sample he
made his final zombies from, I was able to work up a patch
that will return them to their original state as simple clones of
Ossoa. If Ossoa wants to, I can take a reading and give them
her memories as well. Without that I can load a random
memory pill in them but I’m not good enough to modify it to
fit their new body.”
“So now all we have to do is find those zombies?” Jdotta
asked.
“People will notice them from the news and bring them to
us,” Dyoniss said. He took his pocket eye and started looking
for any reports of them that had come in already.
“That may not be easy,” Kessil said, “they aren’t subject
to the Instinct.”
“If they use that ability in public they will attract a lot of
notice,” Jdotta said. “People will probably throw cargo nets
over them or something like that.”
“If they don’t just run screaming,” Kessil said.
“Most will,” Jdotta said.
“They are such beautiful girls that they are going to attract
attention anyway,” Dyoniss said as he continued to look for
sightings of them.
“Will they be subject to the Instinct?” Jdotta asked
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Ksennen.
“Yes, that’s an easy fix actually,” Ksennen said. “His was
a brutal patch for that, he made the pituitary secrete the
antidote.” Kessil grimaced, so did Jdotta. Ksennen looked at
them and said. “I bet I know what you’re thinking, ‘Who has
he sold that to?’ and I worry about that also. And if I can find
it so easily, anyone with a lab like his can figure it out.”
Meanwhile Dyoniss found a report, it was from the same
neighbors who signed the Recognition for Issnet and Tezeer.
“The remaining zombies have all made their way to Issnet’s
home and are living there now. They have actually cleaned it
up a little but don’t know what to do next.”
“Sounds like you need to get out there with some pills,”
Jdotta told Ksennen.
“I don’t know if I can get them to take them,” Ksennen
said.
“They’re used to getting their input via hypodermic,”
Kessil said.
“I guess I could do that,” Ksennen said, “but I have pills
already done, I don’t need to read them because I have a
sample already.”
“Will it restore their pain sense?” Jdotta asked.
“If Ossoa had a pain sense to begin with,” Ksennen said.
“Her mother’s not sure,” Kessil said. “She was a pretty
rough kid.”
“Where is she now?” Jdotta asked.
“She’s at the house,” Kessil said. “She’s still in mourning
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over the guys she killed.”
“Yeah,” Ksennen sighed, “that’s a tough one. I wonder
what made her do that?”
“I think she wanted to prove herself as a warrior,”
Dyoniss said, “but she had already done so fighting zombies.”
“Not everyone always has good rational reasons for
everything they do,” Kessil said.
“And she’s young yet,” Jdotta added.
“Shall I ask her if she wants to contribute her memories to
her clones?” Ksennen asked. “Maybe I can convince her that
restoring six lives is sufficient atonement for taking two.”
“You can try,” Kessil said. “We’ll probably have to take
her to the Temple for counseling at some point, but any
positive spin we can put on the situation might help her.”
“We should probably get going before they disappear
again.”
It was another long day by the time all was done. It took
little time to convince Ossoa to do so, she was listless and
didn’t really care, but cooperated. It took an hour to get a
good memory reading from Ossoa and two more to get back
to Ksennen’s lab and get the RNAcid pills made up.
Four of them went back to Mefmun, he and Kessil, Ossoa
and Ksennen. Ossoa insisted it was her duty to go. The
neighborhood was deep in Noonsleep when they arrived and
the walk to the house was silent. Ksennen looked over
Ossoa’s head at him and shook her head, she stepped over to
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Dyoniss.
“I should have taken the time to edit out her memories of
killing Issnet, Tezeer and the other zombies. They are all
going to have those memories now.”
“Can you do that?”
“Actually I probably can’t, I haven’t worked with
RNAcid much, yeah I can do an extraction and make a pill of
it, but editing the memories is very tricky.”
“We’ll just have to do the best we can.”
When they got to the house they were admitted politely.
Two of them came to the door and saw Ossoa and said in
unison, “Another sister is here,” while leading them into the
main room.
The zombies had been asleep, the others woke as they
came in. Dyoniss was very glad to see all of these appeared to
be unhurt. He really hated seeing such beautiful young girls
injured, especially if they were unmindful of it. “Have you
seen the new master?” three of them asked at once. “We’ve
waited here for him all day,” another added.
“The master sends his blessings,” Ossoa said, “and has
sent these pills for each of you. They will make you human.”
They all laughed at once, mechanically. Ossoa had no
problem convincing them to swallow the pills however. With
no program in them they were docile enough to spike in the
back of the head with a pick. Administering the pills was easy
compared to that.
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“How long will it take to take effect?” Ossoa asked.
“Some things will take as long as a year, but by
Afternoonday they should be almost perfect clones of you,”
Ksennen answered.
“They may not like that, I have to stay for them,” Ossoa
said.
“What will we be?” the chorus asked.
“Clones of Ossoa,” Ksennen answered.
“We are already,” they answered.
“No,” Ksennen answered, “you are not. Your entire
personality is disabled. Tomorrow you will be able to feel, to
know joy and sadness, triumph and despair. You will be able
to think independently, make decisions for yourself and have
all the responsibilities of a real human being.”
“We do not understand,” five out of the six joined in that.
“You will tomorrow,” Ksennen said.
“And you may wish you didn’t,” Ossoa added.
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Epilog – A Single SilverSword
It was a somber Mbeshna who called on her Afternoonday
afterlunch, a week later on K’shitn. He had a beautiful glass
urn with him. In spite of the fact that it was Afternoonday and
winter was waning, he had an ankle-length robe with light
scamp-fur collar.
“Mbeshna, welcome, I’m honored to see you here.” She
wondered what it was about, One Fifty Six had been buttoned
up and was swinging its arms in bearing and gearbox testing,
at least a week ahead of where she thought they would be a
year ago.
“It is a sad honor for me,” he said. “I’m to bring you a gift
from the Seven,” he held up the large and heavy glass bowl.
She noticed a young silversword in it, his body the size of her
pinkie. “They aren’t as hard to care for as you might have
heard. Add a jug of water a week to their pool and take out a
cup of muck. Enough wee-flutters will get stuck in the water
to feed him.”
She accepted the jug, not sure what this was about. It was
heavy, she was surprised he had carried it here. She put it
down til she knew where it was going. While she got it to the
ground just inside their gate at the bottom of the steps she
asked, “From the Seven?”
“Yes, it’s about Numona.”
“He deserved it.” she said, calloused to the fact that she
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couldn’t take that deed back and had to take responsibility for
it.
“They agree, thus the gift. You don’t have enough room to
put his pool in the middle of your front court, I’d put his pool
over there, right under the flowerleaves by the gate,” where
she just set the urn, “he’ll like the shade. He’ll still be able to
keep an eye on the comings and goings, that’s how he feels
part of the family.”
She stood up, “I guess I still don’t get it?”
“For the good of Karasis, like a white blood cell attacking
a cancer cell, you defeated the Instinct. Both a sin and a
blessing. You judged a man’s life and found it unworthy.”
“I suffer from it, but confess,” she said.
“Thus the gift,” Mbeshna repeated.
“You’re here for the Temple, not Mbeshna Power?”
“Yes, dear Kessil, for the Temple. For an arm of the
Temple known only to those in it and the Seven, the Order of
the Silversword. It is your duty to see that it remains known
only to those in it, and the seven. In these matters also you are
to be my disciple. One may only give a silversword if one has
a silversword, yours is a child of mine. He was actually bred
after the general and the antidote episode, knowing it was a
matter of time. He’s about thirty two decades now, but their
spawn are nearly microscopic for ten.”
“What does this mean?” she asked.
“Those who know, know what having a silversword in a
pool in the front yard means. By the way, you must keep him
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in the front yard visible from the most public entry to your
property. You may be visited by those who know and have
interesting discussions concerning the good of society.”
She had the actual digging of that pool to contend with.
Mbeshna said her soul would always know how much of that
digging she’d done herself. Mbeshna explained how the
seven had strained to grant her only a single silversword.
Gneeswite did not really die at her hand and Mbeshna thought
the vote was four to three among the seven whether she be
gifted with a second.
“It is well known,” he continued, as he watched her
already applying shovel to the ribbonleaves just inside their
front gate, “that once there is a pair, silverswords reproduce
lustily and the female may give off a new plankton eater with
every mating.”
She looked up, but mainly to ask how big he thought the
pool should be. She didn’t want this fish growing to the size
his was, the size of a forearm.
He just pointed at the far end of the pool she’d need, but
went on with his narration. “That abundance of fry leads to
many agents of Karasis, with the approval of The Seven,
finding this pool and requesting the favor of one of those fry.
If you think your soul has grown cold at, shall we say, one
and a half executions, how would you feel if the Temple
tasked you with a hundred?”
“I would not, I would not be an executioner, not even for
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Karasis. It is too painful. If you could only know how my
liver turned inside out when I saw the grey haze over
Numona’s eyeballs. If you felt that you would know you
could never do it.”
“But people tell me you have been beating yourself up
because you didn’t feel enough.”
“I didn’t. I gave him a wail and a fire and went on my
way, stopping his eternal life and going on la-de-dah with
mine.”
“Not quite,” Mbeshna said.
“What do you mean?”
“There is that silversword.”
“You said they are easy to care for, you told me how and I
agree.”
“The silversword is not as hard to care for as the
conversations that may come because of it. Many will come
to you, in Karasis, you will have a contact, me in your case,
who will vette them. They will tempt you with missions, their
causes will be just, they will have been to the Seven before
they even begin to walk the tree of silversword ownership to
find people they will be invited to approach. At your word, I
will ensure that none approach you. If you have more than
one silversword in your pool, you do not have that privilege
and you will have to judge the merits of every complaint that
gets this far.”
“I would do it again if it could protect the Kassikan from
that deathstar or protect the Temple from the star destroyers
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that still lurk in this system.”
“You should sign up for the space force.”
“We don’t have a space force.”
“Now that the deathstar and the highliner have been
destroyed, the fleet of tugs out of Hardensburg is the largest
space fleet in the system and the Kassikan’s is probably
second. The Temple of Karasis on the other hand has only one
outpost in outer space at this time and a single, very used,
Centorin-made shuttlecraft to get to it.”
“I still don’t want a job with them, I like the job I’ve got.”
“So you should remain with a single silversword?”
“Barring ‘Planet in Peril,’ yeah.”
“It’s a yes or no question,” Mbeshna said.
She drew a deep breath, thinking heavily. “No,” Kessil
had the strength to answer; and went on with her life.

